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January 13, 1977

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am herewith transmitting a compendium on
the subject of zero base budgeting as it has been
implemented in various states, for printing as a
Committee print.

Given the widespread interest in the subject
of zero base budgeting, I believe this document will
be useful as a committee print for-both Members of
Congress and the Executive Branch.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

Erund S. Muskie
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INTRODUCTION

BY Ssx.vtous Ennuxo S. Mus KtE. AND WILLIAM V. ROTII

.Tust three years agoin December 1973the Subcommittee on In-
tergovernmental Relations published the results of its survey of public
attitudes toward American government conducted by the ifarris
organization. ews ond ConfidencT : citizensT7;ew American Govern-
men': reported that. most Americans had lost confidence in their public
institutions and leaders and were disenchanted with the performance
of government. Fortunately, these disquieting attitudes had a more
encouraging side: most Americans still believed that governments at
all levels could be made to work effectively.

The fundamental messarre of this survey was that. the American
public is less concerned with the size of government than with the
quality of services which the government provides. The only govern-
ment worker to get high marks front the public was thelocal trash col-
lector. because at least people knew whether he was doing his job or
not.

What this message says to those of us in government is clear: that
the .United States cannot muddle through this crisis of confidence
simply by voting bigger budgets and more programs for more special
groups. At this stage of the game, we cannot buy public support with
programs which do not work, which are not necessary, or which waste
valuable budget dollars. Unproductive programs rob American gov--
ernments of the wherewithalboth in public Support and .financial
resourcesto he .responsive to the expectations of the public. In an

age of scarcity, we cannot squander our resources and opportunities
with duplicatiVe or second-best efforts.

The surest way to restore confidence in government, then, is to
deliver more effectively on the promises made to the Americanpeople,
to be more 'responSive, tn their needs. and le) prothise only that. which
is possible to achieVe. Much progress has been made in the past few
years in these directions, and we are proud of the initiatives taken by
the Congress to create at more effeetive and responsive Federal Gov-
ernment. But public business should not be conducted behind closed
doors, nor the budget. decided by closed minds. The doors of the
Federal Government have been opened to public scrutiny, and the
books of the Federal budget have been subjected to more careful
review.

Although they appear to address vastly different. concerns, sunshine
legislation. impoundment control, freedom of information and con-
gressional budget reform all relate to the accountability of American
political institutions to the people they are supposed to serve. All are

(VII)
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attempts to lift the cloud of public disenchantment with govermnent
and foster a sense of confidence that government is doing the job.

Bnt we need to do more.
In the course of:implementing the new congressional budget proc-

ess, for exampleove have become aware that budget reform, while
critically important., cannot be an end unto itself.

The new budget process has given Congress the tools for deter-
mining a fiscal policy and budget. priorities of the nation in a more
rational fashion tlmn ever before. Although it has been in operation
for less than two years, that process hag lard a marked impact both on
the way in which Congress makes budget decisions and on the actual
decisions themselves. The budget pmcess has made Congress much
more aware of and responsible for its fiscal aetions, and has provided
a comprehensive framework within which individual program and
spending decisions can be made.
-.Nevertheless, the first experiences mider the new budget process

have convinced us that Con.gress must be as careful in deciding the
parts of the budget as it is in determining the whole. Congress must
have a method for reviewiner.the utility and effectiveness of all pro-
grams. regardless of their arthquity oi political status..

Under current practices, for example, many-programs can continue
in operation in spite of the budget verdict rendered by Congress. Such
programs have permanent status in law, so that they need not be re-
appraised periodically-to ascertain whether .they merit continuation.
Even if Congress adopts a budget resolution wliich assumes that cer-
tain programs will be curtailed. the. resolution can be effective only
to the exton that Congress subsequently takes legislative action to
repeal or chan!re laws already on die books.

For this reason. we have joined witlil'nea.0y 50 other Senators, in
proptiSintr a sunset. process for all Federal programs and agencies.
S. 2. introduced this month in Congress, would require the periodic
termination of all Federal programs, with only a handful of excep-
tions. in accord with a statutory schedule. Programs would continue
only if they had been reauthorized by (!on'gress, pursuant to a review
of their effectiveness and continuing nsefulness.

Tn developing a review process to accompany the sunset requ
ment. we invoiti!rated the development of ywro ltase Itudget ,systyni.s
hy a mind wr of State rovernments. -We recognized that. suns_et and
zero-base budgeting are distinct. approaches. Zero-base. budgeting
relates primarily to executive brand' budget pract ices, to the manner
in which agencies prepare their budgets for review -by the Chief Execu-
tive and his budget staff. Sunset. on the other hand, is a legislative
prtwess. linked to the eomrressional..role in the authorization of pro-
p.rams and agencies. Sunset and zero-base budgeting are comple-
mentary reforms: zero-base budgetintrIlone cannot assure the changes
in law necessary to upp.rade program IikeHormance :and effectiveness.

To date, State governments have taken the lead in applying zero-
base budretinr. functioning once vain as the laboratories of Ameri-
can democracy. 'Flit. Fedepul Government van benefit from the experi-
enves of the 'States. Government improvement must he a two-way



street: the Nation's Ca pito] does not have a monopoly on new ideas
and .solutions. Pei:Imps a dozen States now use features of zero-base
budgeting though the approneh dill'ers front State to State. It is
worth reviewing State experiences with_zero-base budgeting if we
are interested in fashioning a version of that process that is appro-
priate for both the scale and functions of theFederal Government.

President-elect Carter has indicated that he will introduce a zero-
base budgeting system shortly after his inanguration. As Governor of
Georgia. he pionverM in the development of the first, and possibly
the most advancedzero-base budgeting system in State government.
The Subcommittee on Interrovernmental Relations has gathered into
this volume various published and unpublished materials on zero-
base budreting. We hope that this eompilation will contribute to an
informed and productive implementation .of zero-base budgeting by
the execut ive branch.

The subcommittee owes a debt of gratitude to Dr. Allen Schick
and Robert Keith of the Congressional Researeh Service for their
work in the compilation of this volume. We owe particular thanks
to Dr. Schick who has counseled the subcommittee in the development
of the Sunset bill.

8



L5Trtio1e from National Business
January 19777

Jimmy Carter
Tells Why

He Will Use
Zero.
Base

Budgeting

BY PRESIDENT-ELECT JIMMY CARTER

pint I BECAME governor of Georgia in 1970,
VW one of my firat jobs was tO finalize the budget
for the coming year. The departmental funding re-
quests etnounted to more than half again aa mucb
money as would be available. No one had made any
attempt to arrange the requests in any sort of
priority.

I aaw the need for a budgeting technique in
Georgia which I now see se needed for the federal
government.

That technique is zero-basa budgeting.
Immediately after my inauguration, I will sequire

zero-base budgeting for all federal departments,
bureaus, and boards by executive order.

Zerobam raidgeting is well-known to many busi-
ness people (see "One Way to Erwie Needless Gov-
ernment Program," NATION'S Branorass, Novem-
ber, 19761. Some 300 businesses and a dozen atata
governments ere now utilizing the concept. How-
ever, allow me to define it for you.

Beek to the begin.ntng
In contrast to the traditional budgeting approach

of incrementing the new on the old, zero-base bud-
geting demands a total rejustification of everything
from zero. It means chopping up the organization
into individual functions and analyzing each an-
24

(1)

nually, regardless of whether it is 60 years old or a
brand-new proposal for a future program.

The budget la broken into units called decision
packages, prepared by managers at each leveL
Theee packages cover every existing or proposed
activity of each department. They include analyses
of purposes, costs, meastues of performance. and
benefits, alternative courses of action, and conse-
quences of disapproval. --

Packages are also ranked in order 'of priority.
After several discussions between department heads
and the chief executive, the rankings are finalized,
and packages up to the level of affordability are
approved and funded. In the case of the federal
government, of course, final approval would be up
to Congrem.

Zero-baae budgeting has bad a rather long gesta-
tirai period and a brief infancy. It 'draws on a num-
ber of innovative techniques developed in the early
1960's in systems analysis, problem-solving, cost-
benefit analysis, and program management. Budget-
ing applications of these disciplines were being
developed and employed in various staff functions
at several major companies.

Since then, dozens of public and private orraniza-
tions have applied the technique, and the roster of
its disciples has continued to grow. Each has shared

NATION'S BUSINESS SNUART is
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a nee4 to plan and allocate resources more ration-
ally.

As the new governor of Georgia, I quickly moved
to implement zero-taws budgeting by executive
order. Major benefits Vor the taxpayer resulted. For
example:

Previously, every major department had its
own computer system. Through zero-base budget-
ing, we created one central computer system.

We merged 43 print shops into one.
Georgia patrolmenexpensively trained, uni-

formed, and provided individually with automo-
bflesoftan were assigned to administrative chores
or radio dispatching. Through zero-base budgeting,
we moved almost 100 of these troopers out to patrol
the highways and replaced them with handicapped
Georgians trained by vocational rehabilitation. The
many benefits are obvious.

Big reduction In costs
hese and other achievements resulted in a 50

percent reduction in administrative costs. I see no
reason why benefits of the same magnitude can't be
captured in the federal government.

There was, of course, intense opposition to zero-
base budgeting from bureaucrats who thrived on
confusion, from special interests that preferred to
NATION'S BUSINESS JANUARY 1977
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work in the dark, and from a few legislative leaders
who did not want to see their fiefdoms endangered.
But with forceful leadership and persuasiveness by
our key men, the new approach was widely accept-
ed. That acceptance was accompanied by gratitude
that the state's resources were being allocated.
openly, decently, and free of political intrigue.

No Instant miracles
I don't want to mislead you and leave the im-

pression that implementing zero-base budgeting
will create Instant miracles in the federal govern-
ment. In Georgia, its impact during my incumbency
was quite subtle, but nevertheless real, in making
basic 'changes in our government's operation. No
doubt it will continue to generate improvements in
the years ahead.

Many seasoned executives have raised specific
and sometimes well-intentioned concerns about
zero-base budgeting. Here are some of the most
frequent ones and how I and others have handled
them.

1. Zero-base budgeting is threatening. Thefelore,
budget submissions will be less than candid. This
challenge is not unique to zero-base budgeting. I
know of few managers who enjoy completely open

25
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and frank discussions during the budget cycle.
luctant participants should be approached with a
dialogue that focuses on what the proms can do for
them rather than to them. For unlike traditional
approaches, zero-base budgeting offers them a gotta-
ine opportunity to hicrease their resources where
they can demonstrate greater effectiveness or need,

2. Administration and communications become
more complicafrd as more people become inooked. In
its formative years, this concern was probably valid.
It is less so now that procedures and forms have
been refined and tested, and a rabstantial number
of planning executives have gained experience in the
technique. But in a more fundamental sense, I have
found that tir best ideae for improvement have
often come from the rank and file who know their
operations intimately and are seriously committed
to improving them. Zero-base budgeting can provide
these people a channel of communications for their
day in court, notwithstanding administrative diffi-
culties. The trade-off is worth it.

3. Zero-base budgeting requires more time. That
may be true during the learning process, but my
own experience suggests that, after a year or so, the
time required for budgeting is substantially lessened,
often by as much as a third. More importantly, the
quality of budget requests improves dramatically.

4. Zero.base budgeting forces decision.making.
Forcing decision-making is one of zero-base budget-
ing's greatest strengths and an obviously healthy
one for a government or other organization that
uses the technique. But since forced decision-making
can be a bitter pill at times, a carefully devised
implementation plan, worked out well in advance
and rigoroualy adhered to, can minimize this risk.
In Georgia, we further minimized this riak by
amending the state constitution to permit payment
of incentive awards amounting to up to ten percent
of first-year savings. These payments were to reward
those employees who made cost-saving suggestions.

5. Large oolumes of decision packages place an un-
manageable burden on the budget itaff. In Georgia,
we managed this problem with a computer routine.
Each decision package was assigned a code number
to describe the kind of service being delivered, thus

. enabling us to detect duplication automatically.
Among other things, thia allowed us to identify
seven agencies responsible for the education of deaf
children 'and 22 responsible for the utilization of
water resources. Even if we could claim no benefits
from zero-baae budgeting in the first year (which
we could), the technique provided us with a massive
data base that was a &timid information source for
a major reorganization.
26
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ZERO BASE BUDGETING IN THE STATES

FOREWORD

The National Association of State Budget Officers (NASH). in

cooperation with the Congressional Research Service (CRS). has undertaken

a survey of zero base budgeting practices in state governments. NASBO

sent a brief questionnaire to all state budget officers in May 1976 and

responses were received from'41 states and the District of ColUmbia.

(A copy of the questionnaire is appended to this report.) CN6 agreed to

analyze the responses and to prepare a report for distribution to NASBO

members and interested members and committees of Congress. This report

is based on the survey returns and is supplemented with a review of docu-

mentary material concerning ZBB in about a dozen states. A prefatorial

cdmmentary by NASBO is also included.

Many thanks are due to the members of the NASBO Systems, Techniques

and Data Committee, under the chairmanship of Leonard D. Schaeffer of

Illinois, who authorized this cooperative study and assisted in develop-

ing the survey and to Dr. George A. Bell, Executi've Director of NASBO, who

provided expert assistance at all stages of this project. We also greatly

appreciate the cooperation of the budget officers who responded to the

questionnaire and sent supporting materials.



PREFATORY COMMENT

Zero base budgeting is a concept which has recently captured

considerable attention in fiscal and legislative circles. It is

attractive to business and government alike. The term undoubtedly

has an appeal to the public far surpassing that of other budget and

management terms such as planning, programing, or management by

objectives. "Zero base" is easy to picture. To the ever suffering

taxpayer the idea of starting from nothing lends fuel to the fervent

hope that governmental expenditures can be cut.

ZBB has been around for several years. However, its increasing

attraction to governmental executives and legislators in the past two

years can be attributed to at least two factors. One was the fiscal

crisis in many state and local governments resulting from the impact

of the sharp recession of 1974-75. Any recession causes retrenchment

at the state-local level, but this recession in addition triggered

a threat of debt payment default by New York City and State. This

led many leaders to stress more than before that government resources

are limited, that we cannot afford to promulgate and expand all de-

sirable programs, and that choices have to be made. ZBB was seen as

a way to accomplish this choice-making.

Another factor was the catapulting into the national political

scene of a former Governor of Georgia, who as a candidate for

President announced the intention of utilizing zero base budgeting

in the federal budget process. The Georgia ZBB system, installed

in 1971 during the Governor's first year in office, has been instItu-

tionalized with periodic revisions as the basic budget system of

- i -
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the state. The national attention now brought to the concept promises

to result in further installations of ZBB or variations of it.

Like most other public administration terms,'ZBB does not

have a commonly accepted definition. The popularity of the term

causes its use in many ways. Others use ZBB approaches without

calling them such. The authors of this report have done an admirable

job of sorting out the state responses and reviewing budget manuals

to draw up a classification they felt was most accurate. State re-

spondents have accepted this classification, even though in a few

cases it meant transforming "yes" answers to "no," or vice versa.

The problem of classification occurs because of the catchiness

of the term. For purposes of this report, a ZBB system includes

more than the intent to analyze programs from the ground up; it

also includes certain trappings such as dividing agency activities

into "decision packages" and "priority rankings." The trappings,

however, can obscure accomplishment (the "triumph of technique

over purpose"). Good program analysis in any budget system will

ask what happens if the program were reduced in size or abolished,

no matter what the name of the system.

The spread in state government of ZBB or its variations is

another indication of the continual search for improved budgetary

procedures. ZBB is the current fashion, although two processes

related to endsometimes tied to budgetingManagement by Objectives

(MAO) and evaluation of peogeam effectiveness--are in strong con-

tention. Past movementsprogram budgeting, performance budgeting,

-
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planning,program and budgeting systems (PPBS), have come, made their

mark, and have retreated to the rear of the stage.

Note; however, that they are still on the stage. New approaches

to improved budget analysis and decision-making have usually been

heralded with fanfare, resulted in redesign of forms and instructions,

and frequentlychoked in an entanglement of paperwork. Surviving this

collapse are those elements of the new approach which prove to be most

useful in the long run. Thus the current emphasis on sound analysis

and program effectiveness evaluation has grown at least in part from

PPBS. By the same token. ZBB sometimes starts too ambitiously, and

survives in more modest form as the strong elements of the system are

adapted to political, fiscal and manpower realities.

Indeed, this transformation is already underway; for instance;

some states apply the technique not to zero but to everything above

80 or 90 percent. In addition, states already utilizing sophisticated

techniques of budget analysis are adapting some aspects of ZBB to

augment their present systems. And nobody really goes to zero on

everything. All states have sacrosanct special funds, programs or

agencies having constitutional protection against which the zero

approach would be a waste of time. Furthermore, programs such as

state aid to local governments and public schools are funded according

to statutory formulas and are not usually susceptiLle to the zero

approach. Many of these limitations on "Tare"' 2515 are recognized and

noted in this report.

-
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We can expect, then, that the states in applying ZBB concepts

to their budget systems will sooner or later institutionalize the

most usable segments of this approach; integrating them with the

strong features of their current systems. In this manner ZBB will

be added to the many approaches to budgeting and management which

have been developed in the past and will be developed in the future

in the continuing.quest for greater rationality in and understanding

of the budget process.

- iv-

George A. Bell
Executive Dirpctor
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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this report is to assess the extent to

which Z8B practices have been applied in the states, not to appraise

either the worthwhileness of these practices or their impacts on

budgetary outcomes. The limited data contained in the survey do

not permit this analysis to go beyond the formal procedures of

budgeting. On-the-scene observations of budgetary practices would

be required before an evalaution can be conducted of Z88's effective-

ness. Yet there is some value in merely recording state-by-state

use of Z8B procedures. Although there has been much talk about

Z88 in recent years, no one seems to be sure whether it has spread

to more than a handful of states.

A second purpose is to provide background information for

Congress in its consideration of legislation to introduce Z88-type

practices in the federal. government. During the 94th Congress,

considerable attention has been given to various forms of sunset

and Z88 legislation. Congress can benefit from an awareness of

state innovations in this area.

18
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ZBB is an attempt to.come to grips with limitations on state re-

sources. As explained by Net, Jersey State Treasurer Richard C. Leone,

in testimony on why his State has turned to zero base budgeting,

the question is how can we deal with the increasing costs
of government programs, given the limits on available
resources... I think we are, at least for the present,
approaching the limits of the public's will to see a
larger and larger share of national income spent in the
public sector.

It seems clear that at all levels of government
current budgeting procedures have done little to help 1,
decision makers deal with the sources of these problems.-1

Criteria for Zero Base Budgeting Practices

A number of difficulties complicate any attempt to determine

the extent to which ZBB practices are applied in the states. For

one thing, every budget process has the potential for reviewing all

programs from point zero -- not just incremental requests -- even

when no special ZBB techninues are used. From time to time, every

state has rtvised some of its programs fror top to bottom as part

of its regular budget, process. Thus, one budget director argues in

his response that because "any total revieh of a budget is for the pre-

cise purpose of reviewing levels, needs, arc' grogram effectiveness of all

2
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programs," his State has a ZBB system even though it doesn't have

specific ZBB methods.

Without disputing the merits of this position, it seems appropriate

for purposes of this study to reserve the designation of ZBB to special

budget practices and to exclude general budget procedures f.rom its scope.

This approach enables us to identify the states which have devised

specific ZBB methods to replace or' supplement regular budget review

procedures.

A second problem is that a few states have announced their intention

to zero base their budgets but they have not followed up with any con-

crete changes in their budget practices. Where this is the case, the

objective might be to stir agencies to conduct a more thorough review

of their existing programs than might be routinely undertaken. But

despite the strategic value of embracing the ZBB label, the definition

applied in this report requires that the intent be realized through

specific ZBB practices.

A third difficulty derives from the fact that some states have

formed their views about ZBB from a famous arTicle,written by Aaron

Wildavsky and Arthur Hammann almost a dozen years agol/ The two authors

described and rated as a failure an attempt by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture to zero base its budget for the 1964 fiscal year. But

whatever the conceptual affinities of the earlier and the present efforts,

they share few practical similarities. The Department of Agriculture

3
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did not apply any special techniques;and though a great deal of additional

effort was expended in behalf, of ZBB, none of the distinctive methods

associated with current ZBB activities were present.

A fourth complication is that a literal, across-the-board zero

base.review of all state programs simply is not possible in an annual

or biennial budget cycle. Even whev a state establishes a comprehensive

ZBB system, decision makers are likely to concentrate on only a small

number of iSsues and programs. Thus in Georgia, according to Peter

pyhrr, the Governor "concentrated his time on reviewing policy questions,

major increases and decreases in existing programs, new programs and

capital expenditures, and a few packages and rankings where there appeared

to be problems."21 This selective attention is necessary because Georgia

had approximately 10,000 decision packages. Yet by any reasonable'

standard, Georgia and other states have viable ZBB systems even though

they do not always conform to the literal criterion.

Finally, ZOB methods vary among the states that have applied it,

so that there is not a common core of practices which all ZBB states

share. Perhaps all use some form of priority ranking of bu'dget requeSts,

but some use decision packages while others do not. Some divide their

budgets into incremental units while others merely have methods for

examining the'requests at below the base. The definition of ZBB used

in the questionnaire referred to "a priority ranking of all programs

and activities in successively increasing levels of performance and

4
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funding, starting from zero." However, in this report, any.systematic

analysis at below the base is regarded as eZBB application if it is

combined with priority rankings.

ZBB Applications in the States

Table], which summarizes the basic responses from 41 states, iden-

tifies eleven states which, on the basis of their responses anda ieview

of available documents, appear to utilize ZBB in their budget practices.

'This is the minimum number of states that qualify under the standards

applied in this report. With more extensive documentation or closer

observation, other states might be added to the list. The State of

Illinois is included on the list even though it responded negatively in

the questionnaire because.its budget instructions show a substantial com-

mitment to ZBB techniques. A description of ZBB in each of the eleven

states is presented in later sections of this report.

However, the list does not include six states (Connecticut, Kansas

Maryland, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and South Dakota) which responded

affirmatively to one or more of the questions on whether they are using

ZBB. (These are questions la, lb, and lc.) A number of these states

make extensive use of program or performance budgeting which have some

objectives in common with ZBB but ought to be distinguished from it. The

State of Washington responded negatively and is not included even though

the Governor recently instructed all agencies to justify eiisting programs

as thoroughly and in the same manner as new ones and to rank all programs

in priority order. If these gubernatorial instructions are incorporated

in the budget process, the State of Washington will be among the ZBB states.

Louisiana is likewise not included, although after its response was sent

in the State enacted legislation requiring ZBB.

5
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TABLE 1*

ZBB SYSTEMS IN STATES

Zero-base budgeting: a system by which state
programs and activities are organized and budget-
ed in a detailed plan which focuses review, evalua-
tion and analysis.on all proposed expenditures
rather than on increaTg-above current expenditure
levels. The purpose is to determine whether each
activity warrants cOntinuation at its current level
or a different level, or should be terminated.
This focus requires a priority ranking of all
programs and activitie5 in successively increasing
levels of performance and funding, starting from
zero.

State has this
or alternative
ZBB system Comments

Alaska No Considered ZBB in 1972, but decided on
other budget methods instead.

Arizona No Budget Director feels that evaluation
methods and other improvements must..
precede ZBB.

Arkansas Yes new-Priority Budgeting System for
base level requests at 90% of current
level, and priority ranking of other
requests.

California Yes Selective use of Z8B in combination with
other methods for analysis of budgets
at below the base level.

Connecticut** No Governor's 1972 letter to State agencies
calls for ZBB as part of the overall
budget process, but no formal system
has been introduced.

Delaware No

District of Columbia No ZBB is being pilot tested in the largest
agency.

Florida No

6
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State has this
or alternative

State ZBB system
Comments

Georgia Yes
Comprehensive ZBB system with decision
packages for minimum and base levels,
workload increases, and program ex-

pansions. Priority rankings and per-

formance data.

Hawaii No A comprehensive PPB system, prescribed
by State law, is in operation.

Idaho Yes
Selective use of ZBB in 5-20% of programs
plus priority ranking by decision units

of all programs.

Illinois** Yes Time constraint of anndal budget cycle
does not permit a total zero base effort
each year. Budget,submissions are done in
program packages amounting to 90% of last
years' base, programs at the margin between
90% and 100% of base, and those desired
programs which would be funded only if
appropriations exceed the base.

Indiana No Considered and rejected ZBB.

Iowa No Is considering ZBB and alternative innova-
tions for 197749 budget.

Reviews all spending as part of the regular

budget process.
Kansas** No

Kentucky No

Louisiana No Act 146 of 1976 signed July 16, 1976
mandates Z88.

Maine No A modified system will be used in the next
Vw. budget cycle.

aryland** No Reviews each program as part of the regular

budget process. Annual budget instructions
commence with the policy that "the budgetary

Minnesota No jfr) comment7 base for the justification of estimated financ-
ial requirements is zero."

Mississippi No

Missouri Yes Comprehensive program budget with extensive

use of program and performance measures,
proposed increases above base are priority

ranked.

7
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State has this
or alternative
ZBB system

tkintana Yes

17

Comments

Pilot ;testing Z8B in 8 progrem'' A5 P4Pt
c

new Prjority Budgeting Syste. ods
' 01 tp

, Nebraska** No

Zgufeoggg:11.1=70ntl:riri9e5' 4"
new or expanded programs.

.Nevada

--7-HeWrJersey

New Mexico

North Carolina

No

Yes

19)4

AUPremt

for priority ranking at various a 'at-

Comprehensive ZBB system since -iodA i nt4)

levels, with extensive performan-
supplied for each priority level.

lied 414

No Legislative Finance Committee ap004
in 1971-73, but it has not been
then.

00
No Planning-budgeting system focu5 e55 fe

program data and requires ageecie COrrFnt
make separate submissions for the
program level and changes.

0
red

.1North Dakota No 'Legislative budget committee cse/5
and rejected ZBB. '

t OrrOhio No 188 explored, but its use IS ee-
templated in the near future.

Oklahoma No

LiflettPennsylvania** No Has a comprehensive program budge 50 po

system with zero-base analySie ef
programs.

Rhode Island Yes Zero-base justification and pr.er,0101-
,111

rankings supplement the State's e'
program budgeting system.

970'South Carolina No Exploring some form of Zgg for 1-
79 fiscal year.

8
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State has this
or alternative

State ZBB system Comments

South Dakota** No State performance budgeting system
provides for specific performance
criteria and measurements at all
levels of management responsibility.

Yes New program budget system with
priority ranking of requests and

performance data.

Texas Yes Comprehensive ZBB with activity
priorities ranked by program managers
and program priorities ranked by agency

administrators. Activity and agency
requests are presented at various

levels.

Vermont No

Tennessee

Virginia

Washington

Wisconsin

Wyoming

No New law requires program and evalua-
tion data and separate identification
of costs for current level, workload
-increases, and new services.

No In Nay 1976, the Governor directed
State agencies to review existing
programs as thoroughly as new ones
and to priority rank their budget
proposals. But formal instructions
have not yet been issued.

No Legislative Audit Bureau will recommend
3-5 year cycle for zero-base review
on a staggered basis.

No New method for consideration of
standard, exception, and expansion
levels,

* This table excludes nine states which did not respond to the questionnaire.
I,* The responses of these states were adjusted to maintain consistency of

definition.

9
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Table 2 shows the extent to which 288 practices are employed in

the eleven states. Most of these states apply 288 to all agencies, but

Arkansas does not use it for elective officers and the Highway Department,

Californiasciectively applies ZBD to targets of opportunity, Idaho intends

tO 21313 all programs over a 5-year cycle. and Montana is pilot testing ZBB

in eight programs. About half of the 280 state use it as their regular

system for budget preparation, but several use it to supplement their pre-

existing program budgeting systems or as an additional source of budgetarY

data. It should be recognized that funds for some programs such as state

aid to schools and municipalities are based on statutory formulas, and may

not be suitable for zero base treatment in the budget.

As applied in most.of these states, zero base budgeting is a two

step prarg-s.Jor justifying and reviewing programs from the ground up

(or from some point below the current service level). The first step

is the disaggregation of all state activities into "decision packages";

the second is the ranking of these packages in order of priority. De-

cision packages usually are identified at the lowest level of the or-

ganization (such as a ccmt center) capable of formulating a budget request.

tact derision package represents one of a number of alternative levels

of cost and service for an activity; sometimes it also represents one

of a ruoalivr uf ways of performing a given activity. Each decision

package thus Lan by both an increnontal budget request and an alternative

to another budget regne..t.

het icinn packages are in general use in all but three of the 1101 states.

In two 0 the evLeptinte. (Cal.l...nia nd klitide island) zero base budgeting

..plitmens% the regnlai hndget wines!, a use fur which decision packages

10
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213 PRACTICES IN SEtECIED STATES

luaugaria amrleliafIRLL,S steal,

Main sista Additionsl .1fain format Portion of Incresental per. Distinctions:

for budget source of .for budget prgrats Pecision centages te Amio continuing/

reqests. data ,presentstisl ZB! revicuee 1211921 ...oimiL.diture

Arkansas X X Mout

rslifornis X sae

Georgia I All X X X

0.
0. Idaho X Sou X , X

lllinois X gar
X X

,

Missouri X All
X

X X

Montana For Pilot Grp,
For Pilot Grp, Pilot Group X X*- X

No Jersey X All ', X

Rhode Island I All

Tennessee X All

Texas X X All X

i This table includes only those states which currently 'splays t33 rystes consistent vith tht definition

provided by this study tad is bleed upon both quiltioallirs reiponles end e survey of fitments

10 Possible responses include: all, most, some, pilot group, and none. Illinois did not answer this question,

In Rhode Island, decision pac4ges on requests tor expanotng progrour developing new programs are prepared

by central budget staff ibr consideration'add"determination y thetovernor;
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may not be suitable; however, Rhode Island
uses them for expanded or

new programs. In the third state (Tennessee) the ZBB forms coexist*

with traditional line-item budget methods. Illinois does not formally

use decision packages, but its budget process has a similar effect.

Where the decision packages are based on altentative levels of

effort, there is no uniformity as to the levels required for budget

submission. Several states require that the first decision package

for an activity be the minimum level at which it regains viable te

continue the activity. This procedure is used in Georgia and Texas,

two states with possibly the most developed ZBB systems. In a numter

of other states, the first decision package might be set at no higher

than some percentage of the current funding.level. New Jersey sets

this lowest level at 50 percent, Montana uses an 80 percent decision

package; Illinois sets 90 percent of the current level as the first

decision level. New Jersey's ZBB process calls for an identification

of the qualitative and quantitative effects of a zero funding level,

and this may be the closest that any state comes to pure zero base

budgeting. In virtually every ZBB state, the decision packages must

separately identify costs and levels of effort above the current funding

(or service, in some cases) level.

Priority rank4ngs are the most pervasive ZBB element; only California,

which applies ZBB selectively, does not engage in ranking of priorities.---
In a number of states, the decision packages are ranked at progresiively

higher levels of Kgrogation, beginning with the activity manager who

ranks only the altvrnatives to the activity he administers, up.through

12
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the department head who must determine the priority for all activity

levels within his agency. A favorite technique is to specify the cumu-

lative costs (and in a few states, the cumulative levels of performance)

of each lower ranking priority. In this way, decision makers can evaluate

the alternative decision packages that can be ."purchased" At different

funding levels.

In practice, zero base budgeting is more a form of marginal analysis

than a requirement that the budget be built up from scratch each year

or two. It is a device for shifting the bulk of budget preparation from

increments above the budget base to decrements below the base. Tbe term

"zero base" is somewhat misleading, but as long as its actual intent is

properly understood, ZBB can be judged on its own merits.

Experiences in the ZBB States

As part of the survey, the states were asked to evaluate their

experiences with ZBB and to describe any changes made in the original

design. The responses of a number of states are recorded in Table 3.

Most of the ZBB states express satisfaction with their systems.

though a few note some problems. California reports favorable experience

(after earlier negative reactions) "with an increasing understanding

of this technique as an analytical tool." Georgia retains its enthusiasm

for Z88, noting that "a search for a better way has not provided a system

we could change to." Rhode Island discerns concrete impacts of ZBB on

budget decisions, priorities, and program efficiency while Tennessee

13
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TABLE 3.

(A) EVALUATE YOUR PAST EXPERIENCE WITH ZERO-BASE BUDGETING
----(B) DESCRIBE CHANGES MADE IN THE ORIGINAL DESIGN

STATE RESPONSES

California (A) In the earlier phases, the departments reacted
to the negative connotations of zero-based budget-
ing. The tool is now being used to restructure
and redirect program efforts and in some instances
to increase fiscal support. Generally, our ex-
perience has been favorable, with an increasing
understanding of this technique as an analytical
tool.

Connecticut" (A) Zero review has resulted in budget elimination
of small progi.ams which end up being retained
because of "public appeal". Direct savings have
been minimal but the process has "shaken up"
agencies and reduced overall requests.

Georgia (A) Georgia is beginning its 6th year of ZBB. We
find that no other system provides us with the
(1) detailed priorities of the entire operations
of an agency, (2) visibility of day to day opera-
tions, (3) goal congruence, (4) interest in budget
development, or (5) vehicle for clear expression of
performance data that ZBB does. Our experience is
such that a search for a bttter way has not provided
a system we could change to.

The original system required alternative ways to
perform a function as well as incremental levels.
Our current system does not require alternative
ways but does still require incremental levels
fror. 0 to total request.

Idaho (A) For approximately 75 of the budgets zero-based
during the last fiscal year, the results were un-
satisfactory. State agencies had an inadequate
understanding of the process and did not competently,
comply with our zero-base requirements. This was
probahly due to the lack of sufficient time for
training and technical assistance on the part of
the central budget staff. In 15% the.results were
useful primarily because of the internal priority

Note: This tablv responses some state, noted with an asterisk (*) which
have 11.td related nrocedurrs no! tlassified as 71111 in Table I.
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Montana

Nebraska*

New Jersey

(B)

94

setting required at the program level, even

though there was no substantial difference in

the resultant budget amount for the program.

In 10% of the cases, the zero-base review re-

sulted in a substantial and significantly dif-

ferent approach to the operation of the program

and reduced, the required budget.

None have been defined yet; hoWever, we are con-
sidering ways of improving the distinction between

alternative approaches to carrying out a particular

program and alternative levels of effectiveness in

carrying that program out on any given approach.

(A) System being implemented this year.

The detailed program budgeting system has been

(A) quite successful. The detailed information
provided by the system allows decisions at the
lowest level--some subprograms have one person

only for example. All entities must be examined
and approved before they are added to the program
totals for inclusion in the recommended budget.
Legislature and Governor use same documents.

(B) With very minor changes, the basic format has
stood unchanged for nearly 10 years.

(A) Our experience with zero-based budgeting, like
any other technique, has been mixed. When you

apply it across the board to all budgeting functions,
anomalies are produced. Problems have bten en-

countered in the following areas: Agency and

staff resistance to the system, lack of understand-
ing of the basic concepts, and quality of some of

the information submitted. On the positive side,
the process has aided decisionmakers in evaluating
.and comparing competing demands and thus helps to

make choices. ZBB provided the information necessary
to make a determination as to whether funding at
a current, increased, or a lower level is Justified
by the benefits to be realized or lost by a particular

funding level. We are beginning the third year of ZBEI.

Steps have been taken to overcome the problems noted.

3 2
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*Rhode Island

South Oakota*
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(A) The Pennsylvania program budgeting system has
been successful in shifting the focus of budget
decisiOn making from program inputs;i.e. personnel
and other objects of expenditure, to program
accomplishments,i.e. effects on people or the
environment. It is proving itself to be a useful
decision making tool.

(B) The original design included the presentation ofthe
Governor's budget on a cross agency program basis.
In order to hold agencies more responsible for theit
programs and to provide the legislature with a
document more easily compared to prior years, the
Governor's budget is now presented in detail on an
agency program basis as are the agency requests
to the budget office along with a Commonwealth
cross agency program summary.

(A) While we have yet to reach'the point where we
would like to be, the experience to date must be
rated as favorable. This approach has been at
least partially responsible for (a) the elimina-
tion of 1300 positions from the state roster;
(b) maintaining the reduced employment level
during the past 18 months; and (c) allowing for
the reallocation of funds from institutional to
community programs (the shifting of priorities
within the existing recArces).

(B) We are now in the process of changing the format,
but the concept remains unchanged.

(A) In implementing our performance budgeting system we
were as concerned with the effects on total mahage-
ment process as much as the impact in terms of
appropriations--so far the experience has been good--
we are achieving some of the MBO type effects we
desired.

16
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Tennessee (A) Tennessee applied the principles of ZBB to its
budget system the past fiscal year. Our system,
although implemented in a short period of time,
was fairly successful in developing alternatives
to the traditional incremental approach. Better
understanding of the system is needed.

(B) Tennessee maintained control of the package de-
cicions at the program level. There was con-
siderable concern with the volume of work which
would be generated at lower levels. (Staff size
is a consideration.) Our system dealt with
percentages of the curreAt level (80-90%, etc.).

17
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notes success in developing alternatives to the traditional incremental

approach. New Jersey presents a balanced evaluation with a number of

plusses and problems. While ZBB has aided decision makers in evaluating

and comparing competing demands, it also has encountered staff resistence,

lack of gnderstanding, and poor-quality information. Idaho's experience

was possibly the least favorable, with three-quarters of the initial ZBB sub-

missions judged unsatisfactory.

Aside from adjustments in their formats and technical details, the

Z6B states do not seem to be making substantial modifications in their

ZBB designs. The main changes are aimed at reducing paperwork and im-

proving the perfOrmance measures submitted by agencies.

Experiences and Intentions in Non-ZBB States

Although significant ZBB activity is underway in only 11 states,

other states have or are considering its application to their budget

processes. Question 5 in the survey asked states not using ZBB whether

they have considered or explored the possibility of using it. The state

by state responses are provided in Table 4. Five states indicate that

they have considered but rejected ZBB. These are Alaska, Indiana,

New Mexico, North Dakota, and Ohio. Of these, the New Mexico decision

is the most significant since a zero base budget was introduced for

the 1971-73 biennium, but was subsequently abandoned. In New Mexico,

ZBB was used by the Legislative Finance Committee while the executive

budget continued to be prepared in.a traditional format. In an appraisal

of the New Mexico experience, John D. LaFaver identified many problems

18
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Table 4 *

IF YOU ARE NOT USING ZERO-BASE
BUDGETING, HAVE YOU

CONSIDERED IT'OR EXPLORED THE
POSSIBILITY OF USING IT?

STATE RESPONSES

Alaska
In approximately 1972 we used the ZBB techniques on

three state programs. Our experience at that time

indicated there were other fields and methods we

could explore with more return for the effort.

Arizona

District
Columbia

Hawaii

Yes--first we must "program" our agencies and de-

velop evaluation methods. This will be a several

year project.

Over the years, we have used a modified ZBB approach

in selected expense categories such as equipment,

motor vehicle purchases, ADP systems, etc. The

largest agency of the District Government is im-

plementing, on a test basis, ZBB that closely

parallels the "decision package" approach.
(Expansion of test to whole government depends

on results of the project.)

Since 1971, the State of Hawaii has been totally

committed to the establishment and implementation
of a PPB system, a system mandated by Act 184,
SLH 1970, the Executive Budget Act.

* This table excludes those states which indicated they have not

considered zero-base budgeting. The response of North Carolina

was abbreviated.

19
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Indiana Considered it and rejected it!

Iowa We are considering a Zero Plus base for 1977-79.

Louisiana The legislature is asking us to consider it.

Maine Yes--a modified system will be used in the next
budget cycle.

Minnesota Mere discussion in informal meetings.

New Mexico

North Carolina

The Legislative Finance Committee of the New Mexico
Legislature also produces an annual budget in con-
trast to the Governor's budget. During the period
1971-73, the Committee produced a zero based budget.
However, the zero base concept has not been employed
since that time, primarily because the executive and
the legislature prefer a more traditional approach.

A number of the components of ZBB were incorporated
into a "home-grown" budget reform which we've had
underway since 1973. These include:

(1) Combining current services with new
program requests for each program in
State government.

(2) Merging and reformulating the planning
function--program planning has been
shifted to agencies; policy planning
has been merged into budget preparation.

(3) Conducting program evaluations of on-
going services to determine whether or
not they are accomplishing their ob-
jectives and whether the objectives still
need to be met.

North Dakota A legislative committee on the budget considered it
and rejected it.

20
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Ohio ZBB budgeting explored but its use not contemplated

within near future.

Pennsylvania Has not considered using ZBB as defined above. The

Zffilconcept is-s-ubsumed under the Pennsylvania pro-

gram budgeting system.

South Carolina Exploring the possibility of using some form of ZBB

for fiscal year 1978-79.

Virginia ,A legislative commission studied the State's budget
process and issued recommendations in Oecember, 1974.
The recommendations, enacted into law to be effective
not later than for the 1978-80 biennium, provide for:

*. program definitions (and appropriations); "workload
indices and other criteria to be used in both budget
evaluation and post audit evaluation"; separate identifi-
cation of costs for current activity levels, increased
work load and changed new services; policy issue analysis.
The report does not state what consideration was given
to ZBB as a "system."

Washington The operating budget instruction for the.1977-79 bi-
ennium transmitted by the Governor requests all state
agencies to provide a ranking of priorities for all
essential agency programs. The program proposals are
to be provided in terms of their relative importance
to successful accomplishment of each agency's goals
and statutory requirements.

Wisconsin

Wyoming

It has been talked-about. We do use "targeting" below
the base year level of funding, which might be considered
a form of modified ZBB, although I do not think it is.
The Legislative Audit Bureau will be recommending that
we go to ZBB on a staged bb 's (3-5 year cycle) in the
future.

Yes, we have explored the idea. We operate with three
budgets which are.called "standard," "exception," and
"expanded." The standard budget is reviewed in depth
to justify its future existence or level of existence.

3 8
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resulting from the way ZBB was implemented and he concluded that the

improvements were "neither as great as originally anticipated nor as

minimel as detractors would claim."//

At least three states (Hawaii, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania)

decided not to introduce ZBB.because they had only recently established

program budget systems. These states appear to feel that they can

achieve the benefits attributed to ZBB through their own budget innova-

tions, though several states (such as New Jersey and Illinois) have

attempted to mold ZBB with their new program budget systems.

Nine states and the District of Columbia either have decided to

implement aspects of ZBB in the near future or are considering it. In

a few states (such as Louisiana and Wisconsin) the initiative is

coming from the State Legislature. Several states (Maine, Virginia, and

Washington) appear on the threshold of ZBB activities while other

states are exploring the possibility for future implementation.

Despite the turnaround on New Mexico, state interest in ZBB probably

has not yet reached its peak. It is possible that as many as half of the

states will be involved in some zero base budget activities before the

Imd of this decade.

ZBB and the Legislative Process

In concept and application, ZBB is primarily an instrument of

executive budgeting. In each of the ZBB states, the zero base activity
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is associated with the preparation of the budget by state departments

and agencies. The appropriations stage of the budget process need not

be directly affected by the ZBB activities of the executive branch.

Moreover, most ZBB work'is done at operating and management levels and

the governor's involvement is limitedas Pyhrr noted--to a review of

major policy issues. The literature of ZBB and the instructions issued

by practicing states focus on the responsibilities of program managers,

up to andpossibly including department heads, to review and evaluate

all components of their budgets. To the extent that ZBB has had an

effect on budget outcomes, the effect will be felt primarily at these'

management levels.§/

But although ZBB generally is not conceived as a legislative tool,

there is no reason for legislative bodies to be completely excluded.

In several ZBB states', the initiative or requirement for ZBB has come

from the legislature. In Arkansas, the Legislative Council has had an

active role in the design of ZBB. The pilot testing of ZB2 in Montana

was mandated by a 1975 Act of the State Legislaturewhile new statutory

requirements with regard to budgetary data have prompted the State of

Tennessee to introduce ZBB practices. In Texas, the Legislature shares

responsibility for budget preparation with the Governor, and ZBB in-

structions are jointly issued by the Legislative Budget Office and the

Governor's Budget and Planning Office. As previously reported, legis-

lative initiatives for future ZBB applications are underway in Wisconsin,
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Even where a state legislature has not actively sponsored ZBB it

may be aole to avail itself of the products of the new system. In more

than half of the states, the legislature receives copies of agency

budget submissions, either at the time they are sent to the governor

or at a later dateY In these states, a legislature should be able

to obtain the decision packages and priority rankings submitted by

the agencies to the executive budget office.

However, there is no necessity for a state to recast its budget

document or the form of appropriations to conform to ZBB methods. Once

a budget decision has been made on the basis of ZBB presentations, it

can be cast into any form congruent with the accounting system of the

state. ZBB can coexist with program categories, standard organization

classifications, line-item detail, or any other budget format. Moreover,

inasmuch as decision packages usually are developed at low levels of

activity, they are not likely to be suitable for publication in the budget

(except, perhaps, in summary form) or as units of appropriation. A

state's budget document might have to be tripled or quadrupled in size

in order to accommodate its ZBB presentations. The number of appropria-

tion accounts also would have to bemultiplied if the activity level at

which decision packages are evaluated becomes the level at which appro-

priations are made.

Zero Base Budgeting and PPB

ZBEi is the latest in a series of state budget innovations stretch-

ing back to the early years of this century. It follows on the heels

of efforts by a number of states to install planning-programming-budgeting
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7/

(PPB) systems during the 1960's. The relationships and differences

between these two sets of budget reforms is a source of both confusion

and opportunity.

Aaron Wildavsky regards zero base budgeting as "an extreme variant"

and "a precursor of" PPB, both sharing the same objectives, concepts,

and failures.W Wiidavsky's perspective is largely derived from the

Agriculture Department experiment of the mid-1960's, though he briefly

reviews the ZBB activities of two states -- Georgia and New Mexico.

Peter Pyhrr, however, regards PPB and ZBB as essentially different

though potentially complementary, systems:

PPB provides the macroeconomic tool for ceAtralized
decision making on major policy issues and bas;c fund
allocations. Zero-base budgeting provides the micro-
economic tool to transform theAq objectives into an
efficient operating plan. ...2!

The key difference between the two systems is that PPB focuses on top-

level decision making, while ZBB focuses on decisions at various operating

and management levels. Pyhrr suggested that "the top-down efforts of PPB

can be coordinated with the predominantly bottom-up efforts of zero-base

budgeting. . -1-
0/

.The limited evidence from this survey confirms Pyhrr's

claim that the two systems can be compatible and mutually reinforcing.

In at least four of the 11 ZBB states, zero-base techniques have been

fused into the pre-existing program budgeting*apparatus. California,

Illinois, New Jersey, and Rhode Island have implemented ZBB practices

in ways which have not disturbed their program budgeting activities.

In'a fifth state -- Montana -- the new Priority Budgeting System

is an integration of PPB and ZBB techniques. It combines PPB-type

The term PPB is not used by states today. State variations now in use
will be referred to generally as "program budgeting."
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techniques of multi-year planning and cost-effectiveness analysis with

the ranking of activity decision packages on a priority basis.

In the remaining ZBB states, there is a significant and growing

use of program and performance measures, not merely as ancillary in-

formation but as means of evaluating the levels of effort proposed

for alternative decision packages. Although the State of Georgia was

the first to implement ZBB; its most recent modifications are in-

tended to improve the reporting and use of such measures. The latest

budget instructions require each agency to "submit a list of effective-

ness, workload and efficiency measures for each function prior to prepara-

tion of the budget." The amount and type of program and performance

data developed in the Texas system seem to be almost comparable to those

in full-fledged orogram budpet states. There is less emphasis on formal planning

and analysis in the ZBB states and more on linking program and performance

to specific levels of cost:

Zero Base Budget Methods in Selected States

As already noted, ZBB has various meanings and applications.

This part of the report describes the ZBB approaches of the States

which submitted ZBB documents (budget instructions, forms, manuals,

etc.) along with their survey responses. The descriptions offered here

are derived from these documents and they deal only with the formal

aspects of zero base budgeting. They do not assess the impact of ZBB

on budget outcomes or the extent to which the methods have been used

in practice.
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Arkansas

In February 1976, the Governor introduced a new PFierity Budgeting

System (PBS) to.be used for the 1977-79 biennium.11/ This system, along

with new budgetforms and instructions, was subsequently approved by

the Arkansas Legislative Council. PBS is to serve as the main system

for preparing the,budget and presenting it to the State Legislatvee. All

executive branch agencies (other than elective officers and the Highway

Department) are covered by it. PBS retains the line.itein data requirements

but'adds program priority rankingt to agency budget submissions,

Budget requests under the new system are to be divided into three

categories: (1) The base level which (with some exceptions) cannot

exceed 90,percent of the current fiscal year's budget level; (2) Priority

I which together with the base level cannot exceed 101 percent of the

current budget level;ig/ and (3) Priorities 2-11 which are to include any

other request.not included.in the first two categories. Agencies must

rank their requests in a desceno'sng order of priority--BaseLevel, Priority

1, Priority 2, Priority 3, etc. Each of these requests must contain its

own justification and must be budgeted as a whole unit containing all

of the costs necessary for operating the unit at the requested priority

level, For example, a request for a Priority 3 program is to be con-

sidered as a whole and its justification and contents therefore must

be independent of the request for any other priority level.

The three categories do not apply to state aid to schooli, cities,

counties, or charitable institutions, nor to capital expenditures and

some Minor fixed expenditures.
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An agency has discretion in deciding what to include in its base

level request and how to rank its other priorities. With the base level

set at no more than 90 percent of the current budget, an agency may opt

to reduce the level of all of its programs or to eliminate low level

programs or to alter existing programs or methods of delivery. It also

has the option to propose program expansions and improvements in its

base level. However, because the base level is most likely to be funded,

an agency.is edvised to include its most critical programs or services

in it.

The budget forms can accommodate three priority rankings in addition

to the base level request. But an agency need not submit any priority

requests or it can make as many as 11 such requests within a particular

cost centerthe lowe'st level at which priority rankings are made. How-

ever, each priority level has to be separately justified.

The new Priority Budgeting System currently is undergoing its

first implementation so that it is too early to report any experience

with it. But Arkansas is one of the few states with this type of budget

system to use it both for executive and legislative review. The PBS

documents are to be used by the Legislative Council in its budget hearings

scheduled during October 1976.

California

The program hudgeting system of the State of California focuses on

proposed changes in the budget.2211 Through the analysis of Budget Change

Proposals (BCP), State agencies and the Department of Finance selectively

2S
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consider the cost and effectiveness of possible alternatives to current

program levels. This selective approach now is used for the zero base

analysis of programs adjudged to be most in need.of thorough review.

Three patterns for applying zero base budgeting have been developed

in California. First, the Department of Fiv...nce recormlends a zero level

of funding for the baseline budget planning estimates issue:16r particular

programs. Program managers aryl department heads then are regufted to

justify in detail various levels of the program, starting at the basic

program level and then adding other features and levels of operation.

A derertment mayprepare as many Budget Change Proposals as necessarY

to adjust the original level (in this case zero) to that which it con-

siders appropriate. The major burden of analysis is on the department

to show that the program should.be funded at above zero level.

A second apProach is for the Department of Finance to develop

negative Budget Change Proposa13, that is, a proposal to set the budget

below the current level. A formal negative BCP is prepared by the

Finance Departmentand the department operating the program is given

an opportunity to provide analytic support for the option it favors.

--Me third approach is initiated by departmental proposals for program

eliminations, reductions, trade-offs, and redirections. These are

assessed in Budget Change Proposal documents.

In all three types of zero base review, a decision memo is used

to bring the issues in the Budget Change Proposals into an agenda for

formal budget hearings. After the hearings, baseline budget planning
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estimates are adjusted (if appoPriate) to the new level which then

becomes the basis for the presentation in the Governor's budget.

Georgia

Georgia is generally regarded as the first State to adopt ZBB as

its budget-making system.
14/

On March 15, 1971, Governor Jimmy Carter

instructed State agencies to utilize zero base budgeting in their prepar-

ation of F.Y. 1973 budget requests. Detailed Budget instructions were

subsequatly issued for this purpose. The ZBB system has been modified

slighty since its introduction but its basic features have remained

intact.

Decision packages are prepared for incremental levels of effort

for each function. (In Georgia, the function is the lowest program

level at which a budget estimate is prepared. Functional packages are

aggregated into activities; activities are aggregated into department

summaries.) Within each function, separate decision packages are pre-

pared for different levels of effort, with line-item detail and performance

measurements presented for each package. (1) The minimum level is the

level of effort, expressed in terms of service and cost, below which

it is not realistic or feasible to operate the function at all. Al-

though no percentage limitation is imposed, the minimum level is expected

to be below the current funding level. In the decision package for a

minimal level, the agency explains the effects of terminating the ex-

:sting service that is excluded'at this level. (2) The current level

decision package generally is an estimate of the next year's cost

(adjusted for wage and price increases) of providing the current level
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of service. An agency may include proposals to decrease the level

of service in this package. (3) A decision package for new or

improved programs must be quantified and explained in terms of

service and cost.

Each decision package is formatted to Olow cumulative costs as

a percentage of current funding and to permit its priority ranking

by activity. After they have been ranked by activity, the decision

packages are ranked by department so as ty provide a comprehensive

set of priorities for all functional packages in each department's

budget request.

Idaho

The State's budget system has been recast in recent years into

one which is heavily grounded en program and performance data.151

The system has two ZBB-type features. Though only a small fraction

of State programs are zero based, th'e budget requests of all State

agencies are structured into decision units which are ranked by

prinrity.

No constraints are imposed on the decision units requested by

-agencies-so that, except for capital outlay, one time expenses, and

programs selected for zero base review, the budget accepts the current

level as a base. Above the budget base, decision units are listed

in order of priority until the full budget request is reached. The

final decision unit is the sum of the current budget level

and any additional decision units. The budget instructions
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for fiscal year 1978 call on State agencies to strengthen the relation-

ship between specific decision units and specific performance measures.

According to the State's budget division, ZBB was applied to

approximately 5 percent of last year's budget, and it hopes to increase

this to 20 percent per year, with each program being subjected to a zero

base review every five years.

Illinois

The Illinois budget process has undergone far-reaching changes

since 1969. Budgeting has been converted from a biennial to an annual

cycle; the Bureau of the Budget has been established as the Governor's

budget agency; the line-item schedules have been removed from the appro-

priations and main budget document and placed in the budget appendix;

a program budget focused on quantitative statements of objectives and

performance has been implemented; a newmanagementhy objective (MBIO

system has been introduced as a means of identifying and monitoring

agency and gubernatorial objectives. To this process of budget innovations,

the State adopted for its 1977 budget preparation a procedure for separate

consideration of programs within and above 90 percent of the current

budget base.
16/

The guidelines for the 1977 budget provide for each agency to

request the programs and activities to be proposed within 90 percent of

its current funding level. Program expansions and new initiatives can

be included within the 90 percent level, but only if an agency deems them

of higher priority than other current activities.
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Program increments above the 90 1-.ercent level are listed in

priority order. Proposals to maintain or expand existing programs or

to initiate new programs are separately identified, though they are

ranked in the priority order determined by the agency. Decision packages

are not formally used in the Illinois approach, but the forms are

arranged so as to tally the cumulative cost of each add-on proposed 'above

the 90 percent level. The process works in a manner similar to one in

which decision packages are applied.

Missouri

The State has a comprehensive program budget, and the budget is

prepared by programs, sub-programs, and program elements within depart-
.

ments.1Z1 Program statements accompanying the requests focus on the

problem to be solved, the objectives of the program, and the methods

used to accomplish the objectives. Quantitative measures of program

service are extensively used and include effectiveness measures, benefit

measures, and volume of service.

Budget requests are divided.into three categories: the minimum

budget, the base budget, and priority items. The minimum budget generally

is the current rate of expenditure; the base budget is the minimum budget

plus standard inflation factor increases to allow the current level of

service in the budget year; priority items are increases requested above

the base level. Priority items are ranked at both the program and depart-

mental levels so that the Governor:and the Legislature have a coMprehensive

ranking of such items.

A priority item consists of the package of personnel, operating,

and equipment expenses associated with achieving a higher level of service.

Each request for a priority item is the be.justified by a significant
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change in measures of service, above the levels that would be achieved in

the base budget. Thus, the same measures of service are to be used for

both the base budget and priority items, thereby enabling State officials

to assess the effectiveness associated with each proposed cost increase.

The State of Missouri has used this system for two years, and though

it does not have the ZBB label, it has some features of that budget approach.

MOntana

As part of a new program planning and budgeting system, the State

of Montana is pilot testing a Priority Budgeting System in eight state

programs. The new budgeting approach is mandated by House Bill 643, signed

into law on April 16, 1975 and is being put into effect for the 1977-79
18/

biennium.

The new system combines features of two contemporary budgetary innova-

tions: planning-programming-budgeting (PPB) and zero-base budgeting. Thus

it provides for a program structure, multiyear planning,'and output and

impact measures. These PPB-type components are part of the Priority Budgeting

System that is being tested in eight programs. The test programs have

been selected, in accord with House Bill 643, so as to be representative

of the programs and agencies of the State Government.

The Priority Budgeting System utilizes three of the main features of

zero base budgeting: decision packages, alternative cost levels, and a

priority listing of alternatives. The decision packages are developed and

ranked at the activity level,generally the lowest level of the program

structure at which work outputs have measurable policy impacts. This

ranking process is to be performed at successively higher levels of management--

up to the Governbr's office--with the packages merged into increasingly

comprehensive listings.
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House bill 643 requires at least three alternative funding levels

for each program, and this requirement also is being applied to each

activity. The first funding level--which in the initial ranking is to

be accorded highest priority for the activity--is not to exceed 80

percent of the current budget level. Workload, output, and impact

data are to be supplied for each cost alternative; and each package

is to display summary data on costs and results for alternative packages

in the same activity.

It is anticipated that the Priority Budgeting data will be used

in presenting the budget to the legislature. But the 1977-79 effort

is thus far only "an experiment to determine if this particular approach

to planning and budgeting would be most appropriate in meeting State

Government's needs in these areas."11.1

New Jersey
. .

ZBB was launched on July.22, 1974 with a memorandum from Governor

Brendan Byrne instructing all state agencies "to question the continual

need for every program and every-activity within every program of our

State.government and assign a priority ranking to each such program and

iactivity. "g The State already was using various.PPB-techniques such

as program categories and performance measurements and these were com-

bined with the new ZBB approach.

Three budget forms are used for securing ZBB information from

the agencies. One requires each agency to indicate program

objectives, identify changes in laws, and specify the
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qualitative and quantitative effects of funding of various

incremental levels: 0 percent, 50 percent, 75 percent, 100 percent,

125 percent, and above 125 percent of the current funding level. The

program level, inputs, and expected performance at each of these levels

(or at a percentage in between the levels) represent a decision unit

which assists decision makers in determining whether the benefits to be lost

from budget decreases in one program outweight the benefits in other

programs.

On a second.form, each agency ranks its programs at these various

funding levels, thereby communicating its sense of priorities to the

Goverior and central budget staff. The total requested in each priority

level as well as the cumulative request for all priorities are shown

on the form. This ranking process assists agencies and the Governor

in realigning program priorities. A third form is used for recording

past and estimating future performance data for the various priority

levels. A variety of performance measurements (such as output, efficiency,

and effectiveness measures) are associated with each incremental spending

level.

State officials believe that ZBB has assisted them in evaluating

and comparing competing demands for funds and for determining the most

appropriate level of program and expenditure. But they also have en-

countered a number of difficulties such as staff resistance and low-

quality submissions. They feel these problems can be overcome as

their personnel become more accustomed to ZBB concepts and processes.
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Rhode Island

Over a period of years, the State has expanded its program budgeting

system, with extensive measurements of objectives and performance. In

July 1973, the Governor instructed State agencies to augment their pro-

gram budgeting submissions with zero-base justification of their requests.

Rather than replace the new Program Budgeting System, the Governor de-

cided "to embody the concept of zero base into our considerations. This

will permit us to continue the on-going development of program budgeting

while particularly stressing the point that everything demands justification

before any dollars are provided.42/

The ZBB forms supplement the regular budget requests and require

a priority ranking and analytic justification of each activity. The

Rhode Island Budget Director regards the experience thus far as favorable

and partly responsible for a shifting of priorities Within existing re-'

sources.

Tennessee

Chapter 135 of the Public Acts of 1975 requires.each State agency

to establish written goals and objectives for each of its programs, in-

cluding criteria for measuring the performance achieved under the stated

goals and objectives3I This new requirement was incorporated into the

1976-77 budget process with agencies submitting their traditional operating

budget requests and program budget statements.

The program budget statements contain several ZBB characteristics.

State agencies are cautioned that because of the State's severe financial
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condition, they must "avoid an incremental approach to preparing the

1976-77 budget requests." Agency activities are to be ranked in order

of priority and are to identify their purpcse, clientele served, goals,

and objectives. The budget requests are to be classified into four

levels, with priority rankings assigned to each: (1) continuation at

the current level of funding; (2) continuation at the current level

of service; (3) improvements for new legislative requirements and to

replace lost federai aid; (4) improvements based on departmental estimates

of need. On the basis of a review of the budget instructions, it is

not possible to ascertain how these four categories are linked to the

budget submissions.

Texas

The State of Texas initiated its ZBB system for the 1976-77 biennium

and the basic system is being applied (with only slight modifications) for

the 1978-79 biennium. This comprehensive system utilizes decision packages,

alternative funding levels, priority rankings, and extensive needs, work-

load, and performance measures. Pt

Eacb decision package provides information on objectives and their

proposed means of accomplishment, costs and benefits and performance

measurements at various levels of effort, and alternative means of

accomplishing the objectives. Activity decision packages are prepared

by activity managers and these are ranked in order of priority by program

managers. The program managers prepare decision packages for their programs
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and these are ranked by agency administrators. Thus, the decision

packages are prepared at a lower administrative level and their pri-

ority is determined at a higher level. Each decision package is struc-

tured into a number of activity cr program levels, depending on the

amount of funds which are being requested. For programs, the prescribed

levels are: (1) the minimum level is not to exceed 90 percent of current

funding; (2) level 2 cannot exceed the current budgeted amount; (3) level

3 (if it is requested) cannot exceed 110 percent of the current amount;

(4) level 4 is for requests that exceed the current amount budgeted for

the program by 20 percent or more. There are no restrictions on the

funding levels for the activity decision packages, though they should

be consistent with those requested for progrars.

Although it has a 90 percent limit, the minimum level is to be that

level of effort below which the program should be discontinued because

it loses its viability or effectiveness. By recommending a minimum level,

a program manager is not necessarily recomrending that the program be

funded at this level. The minimum level merely identifies one alternative,

and explains what could be accomplished at this level and, by inference

from other levels, what could not be accomplished.

At the activity level, the output data is oriented to workload

measures; at the program level, it concentrates on measurements of need

and performance. The priority ranking of both activity and program de-

clision packages is arranged in a manner which enables policymakers to

estimate the cumulative effects of alternative levels On the budget.
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APPENDIX

State Zero Base Budget Survey

DEFINITION, STATE:

For the purposes of this survey, zero base budgeting is a svctem by which state
programs and activities are organized and budgeted in a detailed plan which iocusses
review, evaluation and analyiis on all proposed expenditures rather than on increases
above current expenditure levels. The purpose is to determine whether each activity
warrants continuation.at its current level or a different level, or should be tel(minated.
This focus requires a priority ranking of all programs and activities in successively
increasing levels of performance and funding, starting from zero.

OJESTiOnS:

I.a - Does your State have what it calls a EBB
system approximating this definition? Yes ; No

b - Do you have what you call a ZBB system,
but with a different definition?

If yes - please give your definition:

Yes ; No

c - Do you have a system approximating the defini-
tion which is called by some other name? Yet ; NO

If yes - please give
the name here:

(if the answers to I a, b, and c are "no." please go to question 5)

2. How is your 2BB system or similar system used:
a - as the main system for budget requests? Yes ; NO

b - as an additional source of data? Yes ; No

c - as the main format for the presentation
in the budget document? Yes ; No

d - other (please describe)

3. Does your ZBB or similar system formally involve:
a - subdivision of programs or activities

into decision packages: Yes No

b - subdivision of programs or activities according
to incremental percentages of expenditure? Yes ; No

c - distinctions between expenditures for continu-
ing, expanding, and new programs? Yes ; No

d - annual (biennlal) seto-base review Of: a) all; b) most; c) some; cll pilot group o(;
e) no, state programs (circle appropriate response)

Explain b, c, or d:

5 3
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3.e - other (please describe)

52

4. If your Suite has used ZBS or similar system for one year or more:
a - Please briefly evaluate your experience with it.

b - describe briefly seY changes made in the original design.

5. If you are not using 2BB have you considered it, or explored the possibility of
using itl (please explain)

g. Please seturanY documents, senualS, forms, etc. (2 copies if possible), describing
the system and how it operates.

7. A short description written here could also be aperecisted. Also add any explanation
which will help us compare or contrast your system r,ith other systems.
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geprinted from Harvard Business Review, NovemberDeceMber, 1977A

Peter A. Pyhrr

Zero-base budgeting
When budgeting for next year, itlost Companies
use the current budget as starting point;
but one company prefers to start from scratch

Foreword

Industrial companies have two kinds of expense: (al
direct manufactuting expense, for materials, labor,
and overhead; and (i) suppon expense, for everything
else. It is the "everything else" that Cali SO the worst
headaches at budget time, when, for example, a man .
agement squeezed by rising costs must decide between
decreasing the allocadon for a major R&D prolect and
cutting funds for execudve training and development.
Traditionally, problems like this ()tail down to one
question: How should the company shift ks alloca-
tions around? Rather than tinkcr endlessly with its
existing budget, Texas Instruments prefers to start
from base zero, view all its activities and pdorities
afresh, and create a new and better sct of allocations
for the upcoming budget year. TI has developed a pro.
cedure that Alves management a firm grip on support

Two years ago Arthur F. Burns, then Coun-
sellt-r to t:he President, addressed the Annual
Dinner Meetingof theTax FoundatiOn on "Thc
Control of Cevernment Expenditures." In this
speech Burns identified thc bask need for what
we at Texas Insuuments have COme to call zero
base budgeting. FL; stated that:

"Customarily, tilt officials in charge of an
established program have to justify only the in-

crease which they se:k above last year's appro-
priation.-In other words, what they are already
Spending iS --.Aually accepted as necessary, with-
out examia.,...m. :substantial savings could un-
doubtedly be realized if [it were required rhatj
every agency ... make a case for its entirc ,ip-
propriation request each year, just as it its

allocadons of all kinds, a procedure for describing all
support expense minutely, classifying the alternadves
to each, and sorting them all by importance and pri-
ority. The technique is simple in minciple and yasy
to applyand TI, finding it has worked most succew
fully for its staff and research budgets for 1970, is cur.
rently using it for the budgets M all its divisions for
mt. And the nonmantaacturing expenditures at TI
amount to about 3.5% of the total budgeta sigMR-
cam segment by any standard.

Mr. Pylur is Manager, Staff Control, at Texas In-
struments Incorporated in Dallas, Texas. He created
and developed zero.base bedgetMg for thecompany as
part of his responsibilky as Control Administrator, a
position he held until March r970. Formerly he was
employed by Kiinherly-CIark as Internal Auditor.

program or programs were cntirely new. Such
budgeting procedure may be difficult to achieve,
partly because it will add heavily to thc burdens
of budget-making, and partly also because it will
be resisted by thosc who fear that their pet pro-
grams would be jeopardized by a system that
subjects every ... activity toannual scrutiny of
its costs and results." '

Burns was advocating that government agencies
start from ground zero, as it were, with each
year's budget and present their requests for ap-
propriations in such a fashion that all funds can
be alloCated on the basis of cost/benefit or somc
similar kind of evaluative analysis. TI is us-
1 Now York, Plan Mod, Dumb . o. okoo.
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ing ibis approach to budgeting in its business
operations, building on cost/benefit techniques,
and has had a considerable measure of success
with it.

The need for effective zero-base budgeting of
this kind is increasingly apparent in both indus-
try and government today, since all institutions
Must adapt to an environment in which the al-
location of limited resources presents a constant-
ly deepening challenge. However, as our experi-
ence at TI demonstrates, this kind of budgeting
need not "add heavily to the burdens of budget-
making." In fact, efficiently planned and prop.
erly managed, it can actually reduce them.

As developed at TI, this kind of budgeting
separates out the basic and necessary operations
from those of a more optinnal or discretionary
character so that management can focus special
attention on this second, softer group. The basic
steps to effective zero-base budgeting are:

0 Describe each discrete company activity in
a "decision" package.

0 Evaluate and rank all these packages by
cost/benefit analysis.

0 Allocate resources accordingly.

Naturally these steps cannot be applied quite so
easily as they can be stated.

I hope the following description of trs prac-
tices arid results will help the executive who is
interested in pursuing this approach to budget-
ing think through the problems of applying it in
his own company.

Where to use it . . .

The first thing to understand about zero-base
budgeting is that it is best applied to service and
support areas of company activity, rather than
to manufacturing operations proper.

A corporation's level of manufacturing activ-
ity is determined hy its sales volume, and this
production level, in turn, determines how much
the company shall spend on labor, materials,
and overhead. A decision to increase company
expenditures for these items does not necessarily
bring increased benefits in the form of increased
sales, although it does tend to boost pmduction
volume. Hence there is not the same simple re-
lation between costs and benefits here as there
is in the service and support areas, where the
manager can trade off a level of expenditure on
a Project against the direct returns his invest-
ment in the project will bring him.

112
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Thus, cost/benefit analysis, which is crucial
to zero.base budgeting, cannot be straightfor-
wardly applied to decisions to increase or de-
crease expenditures in the manufacturing area.

In industry, then, zero.base budiming finds
its main use in areas where expenditures are not
determined directly by manufacturing opera-
tions themselvesin areas, that is, where the
manager has discretion to choose between dif-
ferent activities land between different levels of
activity) having different direct costs and bene-
fits. These ordinarily include marketing, finance,
quality control, maintenance, production plan-
ning, engineering, research and development,
personnel, data processing, and so on.

In passing I might note that although areas
such as quality control and maintenance may
be heavily influenced by the manufacturing
level or by changes in this level, the zero-base
budgeting prncess can still be used in these areas
because the manager's decision to fund quality-
control nr maintenance activities depends on
the relative benefits he thinks these activities
will ultimately provide to the central manufac-
turing operations.

. . & how to begin
When a company applies zero.base budgeting
in its service and support areas, it must explain
the decision package concept to all levels of
management and then present guidelines for
the individual manager to use in breaking his
area's activities into workable packages of this
kind. Next, it must set in motion a ranking and
consolidation process wheiehy the packages sift
upward toward the top in such a fashion that
the decision packages of less importance arc
winnowed for top management's study and judg-
ment. Let me now explain these two procedures
in more detail.

The decision package concept

The decision package is a document that iden-
tifies and describes a specific activity in such a
manner that management can (i) evaluate it
and rank it against other activities competing
for the same or similar limited resources and
MI decide whether to approve it or disapprove it.
Management may use quantitative or subjective
evaluation techniques in ranking each package
(I shall discuss evaluation techniques and rank-
ing procedures later), giving a higher priority



or rank to packages that satisfy minimum oper-
ating and legal requirements and a lower rank
to the more discretionary packages.

The specifications in each package must pro-
vide management with the information it needs
to evaluate the activity. These may include a
statement of the goals of the activity, the pro-
gram by which the goals are to be achieved, the
benefits expected from the program, the alterna-
tives to the program, the consequences of not
approving the package, and the expenditures of
funds and personnel the activity requires.

There are two basic types of decision pack-
ages:

1. Mutually exclusive packages identify al-
ternative means for performing the same func-
tion. The best alternative is chosen, and the
other packages are discarded.

2. Incremental packages reflect different levels
of effort that may be expended on a specific
.function. One package, the "base package," may
establish a minimum level of activity, and oth-
ers identify higher activity or cost levels.

The following example begins with a set of three
mutually exclusive decision packages formu-
lated by a production planning manager for han-
dling the production planning of product X. Of
the three, he recommends the first, which repre-
sents the current level of activity in the area,
and states the other two as alternatives to be
discarded. The three mutually exclusive pack-
ages are as follows:

Recommended package ARetain five produc-
tion planners at a cost of S6o,000. This level of
effort would maintain production and shipping
schedules and inventory reporting at the level
the manufacturing superintendent desires.

Alternative package BEliminate the produc-
tion planners and let line foremen do their own
planning. This strategy will result in zero incre-
mental costs for foremen, but will also result
in excessive inventories, inefficient production
runs, and delayed shipments.

Alternative package CCombine production
planning for products X, Y, and Z. This pro-
cedure eliminates two supervisors at a total cash
saving of S3o,000. However, this alternative en-
tails a number of consequences. The foremen
on each product line will fear lack of specialized
service; peak workloads on all product lines will
coincide, creating excessive burden on the fore-
man supervisor to manage operations effective-
ly; and, although it is desirable to locate the
planning function close to the production line,
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the production facilities for X, Y, and Z are so
widely separated that this desirable proximity
would have to be sacrificed.

Once he has defined the basic alternatives and
selected the one he considers best, the manager
should complete his analysis by describing the
incremental variations (if any) of this chosen al-
ternative. And, specifically, for his recommended
alternative A, he should describe packages that
call for more or less than five production plan-
ners for product X. In this particular case, the
manager believed that he could eliminate one
planner from the group and still satisfy the mini-
mum requirements for planning. Hence, he
identified these base and incremental packages
for his recommended alternative, A, as follows:

Base package (satisfies requirements for mini-
mum operating level): Retain only four plan-
ners to support coordination between market-
ing and manufacturing and to establish produc-
tion schedules and reports. Consequently, long-
range planning, inventory control, and market-
ing support for special product modification will
be reduced. The required allocation for this is
S45,000.

Incremental package I: Add back one planner
to the basic package. This will increase forward
planning of production and shipping schedules
from a two-week horizon to a four-week horizon,
allow in-process inventory control reports to be
updated daily rather than every other day, and
help marketing management accommodate cus-
tomers who require special product modifica-
tion. The allocation increment required is S 5,-
000. (This incremental package represents the
status quo.)

Incremental package 2: Add one OR analyst
to evaluate optimal production lots versus opti-
mal inventory levels by color and size. The allo.
cation increment required is Si s,000. (Note that
savnigs of 1% in production cost or 5% in inven-
tory would offset this price tag.)

-This example, summarized in Exhibit I, roughly
illustrates the format used to display decision
packages at TI in its 1971 budgeting, although
it omits a good deal of detail. Note that it shows
both the total cost of the current level of activity
fS6o,000) and the cost of the level of activi-
ty that the manager considers minimal (S45,0001;
and that it also identifies the two discarded al-
ternatives and another possible increment for
the basic package. This kind of format encour-
ages the manager to scrutinize each operation

6 3
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Exhibit I. Decision package format

.

Department; Product X Planning

Paekage.name: Base package ror product X planning

Package No. 500

Manager: John Harrison

Coals: l Provide minimum level or planning activities for
199.000 units of product X

2. Maintain in-process and rinished goods
at current inventory level.

3. Provider minimum marketing coordination with
manufacturing foremen.

Statement°, psogram:
1.M5intain updated production and shipping schedules

for two weeks in advance (currently maintaining
achedules four weekS in advance).

2. ['Ovid., finished goads inventory reports daily
ood in-process inventory reports every other day
(currently being done daily).

5. maintain perpetual inventory system on raw material
to Maintain a two-weeks aupply on hand and a
twe-weeks supply on order.

Benefits: This is the minimal level of planning required to
deliver Product X on schedule.
Personnel: A
Coat: 145.000.

Consequences of nonapproval:

Elimination or planners would force line foremen to do their
own planning with zero incremental cost: but excessive
inventoriea, tnefricient production runs, and delayed
shipments would result in an excessive, constant sales loss.

Incremental packages:

I. Add back long-rango Planner. at 115.000.
(Recommended package).

2. Acid operations research analyst. at 115.000.

Alternative package: Combine production planning for departments X. V. and Z.
A poor logistic setup would result.

Resources required:
1969 590.000 (Personnel: 5)
1970 145 000 !Personnel: 41
Change --5-15,-01515 - T

.T :"77:741. 77:37=0.74:717.RIVA.0774:7A3,141'''.

for all possible cost rcduction anti operating im-
provements for base and incremental packages,
as well as all discretionary packages.

The Appendix to this article suggests somc
guidelines for identifying various categories of
packages and offers a number of additional,
rough examples of particular packages.

Formulating packages companywide

Decision packages are usually formulated at the
"ground level." This promotes detailed identi-
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fication of activities and alternatives and gener-
ates interest and particiPation by the managers
who will be operationally responsible for the
approved budget. Exhibit II shows the basic
formulation process.

A logical starting point for determining ncxt
year's needs is thc current year's operations.
Each manager takes his area's forecasted expense
level for the currcnt year, identifies thc activi-
ties creating this expense, and calculates the
cost for cach activity. At this stage, he should
simply identify each activity at its current level
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Exhibit //. Formulation of decfsMn packages at the lowest
operational level, or cost center

Zero h.r.c budgculdg

and method of operation and not try to identify
alternative% 1,1 IlletC111rIltS.

After he has broken his curteut opetations
into pichnimary decision packages. the man .
ager looks al his icquirements fot the upcoming
year. To aul htm in specifying these require.
ments. upper management should issue a fot.
m.dized set of assumptions tin the activity levels,
billings. wage and salary increases, and so on,
for the ukoming year. The manager needs this
formalized set of assumptions primarily because
it provides him and his peers with uniform
bench marks fur estimating their funding re
quirements Mr next year's budget. However, it
tills several other important functions as well:

It brings inaccurate assumpnons mit mix .
understandangs to light. As a consequence, it is
otten camel for.the manager to analyze any um
nsual cost variances that might have ocenrted
during the current budget year

It prtivides .1 local point tor It:view:lig and
tevcong assumptions and indirectly helps keep
the number of such reisions under control.

;) It helps everytme keep track of revisions in
die hst of assumptions and of the changes
in activity levels and costs that these tevisions

bice the manager has formulated his prclimi.
tiny list of decision packages and has received
thc unmalized set of assumptions about the next
year's operations, he translates the packages in
Ms list min "business as usual" packages for the
upcoming year. These packages metely east

,:ois yea r's operations 111 letillS of Ilext rears clists.
To determine next years crists. each tnallagem

simply adjusts cost!: tot changes in activity lev
el, for salary and wage increases. and (on an
annualized basisl tor personnel and operations
expenditutes not incurred duting the ptesent
budget yeat or which will not be incurred dur
mg the upcoming budget year.

Next comes the real startmg point in detet.
mining next year's budget. Thc manager now
develops Ins final set of decision packages linnt
his husiness.asusual packages by segmenttng
each of them Into mutually exclusive and in
ctetnental packages whetever possible and not.
mg the discarded An:mauves as the final items
on decision-package document. If he should
happen to decide that one of these altemataves
is a more teasonahle iii it:Aisne base package
for a pattieulat activity than the utile he has
listed lot this activitY in his baismess-asusual
group, he lust swaps the two and develops .1 Net
it lnetell1c111.11 packags atinnid 11w new base
package.

Finally, at the same rime the tnanaget is look-
ing into his curtent and ongoing at:twines, he
should identity new activities in his alea
till the MU:0111111g year, develop decision pack-
ages that handle them. and attach them to his
final set.

At tbe conclusion of the hi:null:Mon stage.
then, the manager will have identified all his
proposed :it:twines for the upcoming year as
follows:

I. Ibusincss-as-usual packages in whtch miii van-

6 5
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atiuns are possible or justifiable, so far as he can
see. Here the manager merely exhibits the pres-
ent level and method of activity in decision-
package format.

2. Decision packages, each consisting of a base
package and incremental packages (with alterna-
tives noted at the end), for all other ongoing
activities.

3. Decision packages for new activities.

The manager is now ready tu rank his packages.

The ranking process
The ranking process provides management with
a technique to allocate its limiwd resourc-
es by making management concentrate un these
questions: "Huw muclr should we spend?" and
'Where should we spcnii itr'
.

Management constructs its answer to these
questions by listing all the .packages identified
in order of decreasing benefit to the company.
It then identifies the benefits to be gained at
each level of expenditure and studies the conse-
quences uf not approving additional decision
packages ranked hdow that expenditure level.

Theoretically, one ranking of decision pack-
ages can be obtained for an entire company and
judged by its tup management. But while this
une, single ranking would identify the best allo-
cation of resources, ranking and judging the
high volume uf packages created by- describing
al/ the discrete activities of a large ceinpany
would impose a ponderous, if nut impossible,
task un top management. At the other extreme,
ranking only at the cost-center level is obviously
unsatisfactory, since it does not offer upper man-
agement ail)/ oppurtunity to trade tiff expendi-
tures among cost centers or other, larger divi-
sions of the conipany.

One can begin tu resolve this dilemma by
uoping cost centers together naturally, accord-

inb to types of activity, and producing consoli-
dated rankings fur each grouping. The urgani-
Zational width and depth of such groupings are
determined-by-three factors:

I. The number uf packages involved, and the
time and effort required to review and rank
them.

2. Local management's ability and willingness
to rank unfamiliar activities.

3. The need for extensive review across ur-
ganizarional boundaries -to determine trade-offs
in expense levels. (This iactor is particularly im-
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portant when deep cuts in expense levels are
required tu combat poor profits.)

The initial ranking should of course occur at
the cost-center level, where the packages are
developed, so that each manager can evaluate
the relative importance of his uwn activities and
rank his packages accordingly.

Then the manager at the next level up the
ladder reviews these rankings with the cost-
center managers themselves, and uses their rank-
ings as guides to produce a single, consolidated
ranking fur all the packages presented to him
from below. At lower levels of an organiza-
tion, an individual can sometimes do the rank-
ing withuut any consultation if he has detailed
knowledge uf the areas involved. In general,
however, and particularly at higher levels of the
organization, we have found that the expertise
necessary to rank packages is best obtained by
the use of a committee. At each ranking ley-
d the cornmiuee membership should consist
uf all the managers whose packages are being
ranked and a manager from the next higher or-
ganizational level tu serve as chairman.

As Exhibit HI indicates, the consolidated rank-
ing for cost cenwrs DI, Di, and al wuuld be
worked out by a committee chaired by the man-
ager of Cr with the managers of Di, Da, and Da
as members. The manager of Or, together with
the managers of CI and Ca, would then serve as
a member of.a committee chaired by the wian
ager of Ba. At these sessions all three managers
from Level C would Aresent the consolidated
rankings from their areas for further consolida-
tion. This process' continues to the top. (This
"consolidation" hierarchy usually corresponds
to the ordinary hierarchical organization of the
company, but logical groupings of similar func-
tions may be useful even where these cut across
normal organizational boundaries.)

Voting mechanisms

At committee produces its consolidated
rar4im; voting on the decision packages pre-
semed in its members. As at the cost.center
level, .thir most important ur most beneficial
packages are ranked highest and the least irn-
portant or beneficial lowest. (I should note, in-
cidentally, that the base package is always

ranked higher than the incremental packagir5.,......

clustered around it. so that the base can easily
he retained even if the increments arc rejected.)

The voting mechanism can be simple or cum-
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Blitim in Consolidation tevels in a four.les.c1 structure

ci Ca,

zcio base budestinc

Final eotssolidated
ranking teviesved
.at top

Upper
'cowl:dation level

Lowct
consolidation level

Loweet IlUdgcted
D3 Di /UnIti (CO% t center!

plex. dere:: 2mg ui the nutobet or criteria MI
which the paskages must be evalua:cd the ci nt
rintees aluhty to tank the paikages against
tht cri:erta the number of packages, mid :he
:ore allotted tor the process. Thtee basic %mt.
ing schemes are in use:

I. Each member gets one vote on a fixed scale
2. Each member votes on several different cc:.

rena, with even or weighted values
3. A combination of the first two schemes is

used, the first to establish a prehminary ranking
and the second to establish a detailed rank.
mg around the cutoff level alter one has been
established.

,hows a voting scale. This scale was
designed for ovi.thead and upporr activnies,
but can easily be modified from qualttattvg to
quanntative cnteria n appropnate-inforinatton
on the package-. being ranked is available.

We have found it helpful to have a review
session after the detailed ranking, in which the
votes of the members are displayed, =sunder.
standings of package content and :11th:retires
of opinim are discussed, and a final ranking is
established.

Controlling the vohnne

We encountered three problems with the rank-
ing process:

First, although the consolidated rankings en-
compassed only two small divisions, stall .ind
research, the number of decision packages gen.
crated overwhelmed top management's ability
to evaluate them thoroughly and rank them in
the allotted time. The two divisions comprised

eitst centeis, in each un whach 3 to to pack.
ages were identified. ----

Secontf, managers had conet:ptual difficulty in
ranking packages they considered to he legally
or operationally obligatory.

Thud, they expressed concern about their
own ability to iudge the relative impottaliCe of
dissimilar activities, especially in areas like statf,
whine almost all the packages tequited subjec-
tive evaluation and ranking.

The second and third problems caused little or
;to practical dtrfoiulty, for reasons that wtll
shortly be evident. The first problem, however
that of volumewas serious because in any ap-
plication of this techmque the total volume uf
packages was hound to increase greatly with
each consolidation, at each successive level.

If the problem was serious, the solution seas
simple. To reduce the number of packages to be
reviewed in detail by successively higher levels
of management and to concentrate top manage-.
ment's attention on the lower ranked activities,
a cutoff expense line was established at each or-
ganational level. Management at thatlevel

6 7
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Exhibit IV. A voting ballot

l'arkaert ranked herr should defientelv he
funded ial in satisfy minimum operating to
legal requirements nt Oil because they have
a high probability of mendicant tnipact.

haeliage, ranked here have some muscle,
hut these would be the Rtitt rackas to
cut if the goat expendoure level syete reduced.

4 Derition point eoal expendoine levet
racisaces tanked hete have some muscle.
and these wotild be the lirst packages to add

the goal espcildttute Icv.1 ucte inclrawd

Packages ranked hete stiould nor be
seriously eonsidetetl given the current
expenditure goals.

then reviewed in detail and ranked only die
decision packages involving expenditures below
that cowll line in any detail. This process is

-shown in Exhibit V.
l'ackages above the cutoff line were, and m.

deed should be, briefly reviewed at each succes.
sive level to give management A feel kir the en
lire operation and to allow rop management to
verity to its own satisfaction the relative tmpor-
tame of the packages above the cutotl line ver.

the, ones below itthat is, the ones being
studied in detail and ranked.

5ince the total numb4 of rackages to be re .
viewed does increase at cach higher level, the
cutoff line must be made mote stringent at each

Exhibit peeispin package ranking cycle
Lowest budgeted units I WW1 consolidation level
!coot cernerl

ritticodw, rtOemr34-1
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higher level if the volume of packages to he re .
viewed at successive levels is to be kepi under
control.

Setting the cutoffs

in inactice. it is best to establish the cutoff line
at the highest ,:onsolidation level first, and then
establish the cutoff lines for the lower levels.
The most effective Way to establish this first
cutoff is for management at the highest consoli.
dation level to estimate the expense that will
be approved at the top level and then set the
cutoff far enough heluw this exist:etc() (xpense
figure to allow the desired tradinglitl between
the divisions whose packages are being koiked.
Lower consolithnon levels then set less stringent
cutoffs lot their own it,e. it is important to note
that these cutoffs must be set beiore coniohda:
non at anv level begins

At the highest consolidation level, fot exam:
plc. management might set the cutoff at so': .
This means that at this levelcall it Level fi.
management would glance over the package
rankings handed up to it from Level C; skin) otl
the highest ranked ones until the expenditures
teptesemed by the skimmed packages added up
ill 50'; of list year's budget for the areas in
iltieStinni review these packages for reasonable-
ness; and then seriously scruttnize and tank the
remaining. low.ranked, and mote discretionaty
packages into a consolidated series it) he passed
to Ow top,

At Level C. let us assume. a cutoff line of s00:.
had heen set, Whm Level D had handed up its
rankurgs. management at .Level.0 would have
glanced over all the packages; skimmed the top
ones up to a total value of 5o'".. of last year's
expenditures in the art;as in questuni; checked

.!hese lot reasonableness; and then evaluated and
mnsolidated the test in its min, new ranking
to be handed up to Level B. (Naturally. cutoff

6 8
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lines can be expressed just as well in ahsolute
dollars as in percentages.)

Thus the conceptual difficulty and concern
that management initially expressed over the
ranking process proved to be unfounded. Man-
agers did not concentrate their time on pack-
ages that were legally or op:rationally required;

. rather, they concentrated on discretionary activi-
ties. Note that the relative order of "required"
packages is unimportant; even if these pack-
ages fall below the cutoff at one level, they will
probably fall above the cutoff at the next con
solidation level.

Furthermore, managers die, not spend too
much time worrying whether Package 4 was
more important than Package s, but only as-
sured themselves that Packages 4 and s were
more important than Package t s, and that Pack-
age t s was more important than Package 25,
and so forth.

The ability to achieve a list of ranked pack-
ages at any given organizational level allows
management to evaluate the desirability of vari-
ous expenditure levels throughout the budget-
ing process. Also, this ranked list provides man-
agement with a reference point to be used dur-
ing the operating year to identify activities to
he teduced or expanded if allowable expenditure
levels change or if the organization is over or
under budget during the year.

Conclusion

The decision-package ranking process is a gen-
eral procedure for achieving zero-base budget-
ing. It provides management with an operating
tool to evaluate and allocate its resources effec-
tively and efficiently, and provides the individ-
ual manager with a mechanism for identifying,
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evaluating, and communicating his activities
and alternatives to higher levels of management.

As this process expanded from thc staff and
research divisions to thc manufacturing divi-
sions within TI, the general procedure and phi-
losophies remained the same, although sonic
mechanical details of implementation /such as
ir formation and analysis required on each de-
cision package, decision criteria used to evalu-
ate and rank the packages, thc level to which
the packages are ranked, and so forthl have
been modified to fit the specific needs of each
operation.

This process was also adopted during t970 to
identify and evaluate benefits and alternative

expenditure levels and cash flows for maim fa.
eility projects, with the subordinate rankings
consolidated into one ranking for the entire
corporation.

Zeto-base budgeting is a flexible and power-
ful tool. It has greatly simplified the budgeting
procedures at TI, and brought aboiat better re-
source allocation to boot. We believe it is poten-
tially useful to a great many companies in
greai many industries; and, if our success with
it is any indicator, it will be applied widely in
the future.

Appendix: Aids for identifying packages
To break down their department activities into pack .
ages, managers should think in terms cif three broad
categoties: service and support; capital expenditures;
and labor, material, and overhead expenses directly
associated with manufacturing.

I. Service e' support packages
These packages fucus on five kinds of subiects: peo-
ple, protects or programs. sax ices received. services
provided, and cost reduction

Pople provide the most common subiect for decision
packages because they both spend inoney and Mate
expenses through their wages and Salaries. Thc sub.
iect oi package is likely to be personnel in at, area
wherd la) Costs are predominantly peoplerelated, ibl
people perform sevetal tasks or functions and a level
of personnel effort eats be identified, or (el the func-
tion of specific individuals can be condensed or climi
named. Thy following base package suggests J person-
nel reduction.

6 9
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Harvard Business Review: NovemberDecember r 970

Decision package: Combined Sales Manager for Region A
and Region If.

CIAY: 5c,voo.

Statement: Combine sales regions A and II into one region.
eliminating Sales Manager A.

Benefits: Combining regions saves expenses of Sales Man-
ager A and secretary 15s0.000l.

Consequence.s of nonapproval: The manager for the com-
bined region will have less time for market surveys and
problem solving (or smaller customers. Fut negative sales
impact should be minimal due to sale, leveling and es .
peered economic slump for two IU the largest ensturners
in Region A.

Ahernarive.s,
0 Maintain sales manager in Region A at an additior

cost of Sarars:al jThis might have been an incremental
package.)

0 Combine sales regions A and C.

Projects or programs are likely to he thp package topic
where costs are generated by personnel and services
provided. The following package is an example.

Decision package, Automated Inventory System.

COW 560,000.

Summery: A ready-access, perpetual inventory 550cm Mr
in-process and finished goods Two man.sears or pro-
grammer effort are requited, with Sto.000 expense for
eionputet charges.

.:5-rietits: This will reduce production and shipping delays
due to suickouts, and reduce inventory levels by ts':1.
The costs will be repaid in one year.

Alternatives!
0 Eliminate the system. Huwever, this would eliminate

the stated benefits and waste the Sact000 already spent on
development.

Oclay installation from September 1971 to Artil.rina......
for a Sio,000 savings in WI.

0 Eliminate the teady.access capabilay of the system
(Si.coo reduction in packag: cost!.

0 Expand the system to include raw materia2s inventoty
(Si ,000 additional cost).

Services received is an appropriate sohject wherever
costs fur services received are paid to sou. 's external
to the manager's arca of activity. The manager should
identify separate siecision packages or include these
costs within other packages. For example, the follow.
ing base package for a quality control activity rep-
resents a cutback to the minimal level in present
service costs paid not hy the product X .produetion
department.

Veasion package. Reduced Quality Contiol fon pruduct X.

Coo. Sioossoo.

Statement Inspect 055- of finished goods for product X
within one hour of assembly completion

'120

7 0

&nears( This sample will identify repetitive process et.
rots and ensure 50,5 probability uf customer acceptance.

Conseotience.s of nonapproval; Greatly increased custom.'
or rejection and ptobable sales losses; process errors will
continue if the present level of testing is :educed.

Alternatives:
0 Increase sample tested to 3:5. This will increase the

probability of customet acceptance to oV:I. ($30,0oo addi.
tional costb

0 Reduce sample to :or"e. This will reduce probability
(if customer acceptance to So% IS15,ono reduction ifl pack.
age cost).

0 Rttlaill present level of testing activity, but delay in.
spection to four hours after assembly crimpletinn to re.
duce peaktesting loads and overtime (Sio,000 delayed
into next budget year).

Services provided is a helpful category wherever
charges can be specified or estimated, li services are
directly charged to the customers, the budget should
be determined from a list of packages developed in
conjunction with and approved by the costumer, lin
some Cases, of course, customers are MO numerous
for individual packages to he developed for each one,
or perhaps customers will nut assume commitment for
any planned service level because of uncertainty.) If
the customer is nor directly charged lor services re-
coved, the service packages identified will follow the
1301711al ranking and review procedures.

Ow en-faction, incidentally, is a kind of package that
is useful when a cost incurred Mr receiving or prom!.
ing a service is not recovered during the 'Janie budget
period, The net cost of the package shnuld be
as ale WWI cost minus savings during the budget year.
(If rhe dist is offset in the same period, the manager
should incotporate the reduction in the appropriate
decision package.)

2. Capital expenditures packages

This category is chiefly usdul for breaking out major
expenditures not included in other packages. This fre-
quently occurs when fal capital projects have a long
lead time, Ibl benefit. ..I.I not be realized during the
budget year, lel expenditure rates can vary, WI projects
are deferrable, or fel cash flow limblems require trade-

offs between expense arid capital dollars budgeted.
Capital packages may also conveniently identify ex-
penditures related to cost-reduction programs.

Capital packages frequently identity variable ex.
penditure schedules for meeting normal operating
needs. The following package fs an example.

Decision age! Expendinue Schedule Mr Expanding
Dallas Chun:Lai Facility.

Cm, $t million in WI. Sr : million in opt, So.: mil-

lion in hon.
Bencritt and t-onsequences of nonapprovat Marketing
studies justify adding capacity at this tare.
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Alternatives:
0 Delay necessary plant expansmn for six months hy

going to (ull.capacity operation 3, existing laerline, on
Saturdays and Sundays.

0 Shp expenditure and completion schedules.
0 Compress construction schedule and mem c to

tor acceleration ptcmium.
0 Rtduce capacity nit the cherni.:al storage tanks to

minimom reqMrements iSairsoaxso reduction in total plo-
lea co..1),

Once managers undemtand Mc formats they should

7 1
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use, they can begin formulating packages for their
areas of activity.

3. Labor, material, and ovethearl extreme,: arroct-
.iv assnHtted with manufacturing

Altlomgh the zetn-base concept will probably not ap.
rly here, the manuf.terunng area may me decision
Nekages to identify alternatives and discretionary
activities, allowing management to rank these pack-
ages with packages identified for other areas.

121
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ZTeprinted from Lyden and Miller, Planning,
Programming_c_Bacioting: a systems approach
to manalment, Chicago Maritham Publ. Co.
19677

I.

Comprehensive Vems bwremental Budgeting
in the Department of Agriculture*

AARON WILDAVSKY and
ARTHUR HAMMANN

In the Spring of 1962, the Department of Agriculture shunted aside tra-
ditional methods of budgeting and attempted a comprehensive and si-
multaneous evaluation of all departmental programs. The purpose of this
paper is to describe this experiment and to evaluate its results, especially
as they bear upon the controversy surrounding incremental versus 'com-
prehensive approaches to decision-making. After a brief description of
the rival positions in this controversy, the procedures used by officials in
thf.t Department of Agriculture in comprehensive budgeting are de-
scrthed. Then we attempt to determine the extent to which the intended
objectives of comprehensive budgeting were achieved, and to describe a
number of unanticipated consequences of using this approach. We con-
clude with a series of recommendations.1

i. THE CONTROVERSY
Whatever else they may be, budgets are manifestly political docu-

ments. They engage the intense concern of administrators, politicians,
leaders of interest groups and citizens interested in the "who gets what
and how much" of governmental allocations. Participants in budgeting
use its political components as aids to calculation. They drastically sim-

'Reprinted from Aaron Wildavsky and Arthur Harnmann, "Comprehensive Versus In-
cremental Budgeting in the Department of Agriculture," Administrative Science Quartirty,
10:3 (December 1965), 321-146, by permission of the author,and publisher. Aaron'Wil-
davsky is chairman of the departMent Of political science at the University of California,
Berkeley. Arthur Hammann is a teaching fellow in psychology at the University of Michi-
gan. The name of the junior author was misspelled as Hammond in the original article.

. .
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plify their task by concentrating on the relatively small portion of the
budget that is politically feasible to change. The previous year's budget,
the largest part of which is composed of continuing programs--and-prior
commitments, is usually taken as a base needing little justification be-
yond that offered in the past. Attention is normally focused on a small
number of incremental changes, increases and decreases, calling for sig-
nificant departures from the established historical base of the, agency
concerned. Parts of the total budget are given to various administrative
agencies, appropriations subcommittees, budget bureau divisions, and
other interested parties for special attention. This fragmentation is in-
creased because all budgetary items are not evaluated together, but are
dealt with in sequence by the various participants, so that only a small
number of items need be considered by any participant at any one time.
Heavy reliance is placed on receiving feedback from interested parties, if

decision turns out to have adverse consequences for others. The exist-
ing budgetary procefrs, therefore; may be described as incremental, frag-
mented, and sequential.'

A large part of the literature on budgeting in the United States has
been devoted to a critique of the present process.' Aids to calculation
like the incremental method have been attacked as arbitrary and
inefficient. The fragmented and sequential budgetary operations have
been severely criticized for leading to a lack of coordination and a ne-
glect of important values.

Failure to consider the budget as a whole, each item competing for
funds with the others, has been characterized as irrational. Although
many statements could be cited to show how lorig and how consistently
these views have been held, only a few illustrations are presented here.
Writing in 1924, E. Hilton Young asserted:

It must be a temptation to ow diawing up an estimate to save himself trouble
taking ...art year's estimate grz.,..TiesC adding something to any item for which an
increased expenditure is foreseen. Nothing could be easier, or more wasteful and
extravagant. It is in that way obsolete expendi&r, is.enobled to make its appearance
year after year long after reason for it has ceased to k.4

This often-repeated theme was echoei in 1194! 13f Benton Biser: "Ap-
propriations generally are built upon the basis of the preceding year's
expenditure, plus or minus any known items of increase or decrease,
without considering whether or not the past year's 'experience is the re-

sult of efficient arid economical administration."5 Arthur Smithit;.; was
more positive: "In general final expendivat,c deeisiom should not be

7 3
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son in all but two small agencies. Our fifty-seven interviews constitute
an overwhelmingly large sample of the imponant men availabk for dis-
cussion. All of the men interviewed were given an opportunity tc com-
ment upon a draft of this paper and to amplify their remarks to '.he se-
nior author. Twelve re-interviews were undertaken in order to check on
disputed points. Qiestions in the paper represent a transcription of
notes taken during interviews or, when indicated, comments in letters
written in response to the first draft.

PROCEDURES
The origin of the experiment in zero-base budgeting may be traced to

three circumstances: (1) The general climate of opinion favored com-
prehensive budgeting. (2) A letter from Director of !..ne Budget, David
Bell, to the Secretary of Agriculture, Orville Freeman, suggested that a
mdre comprehensive approach to budgeting was in order. Dated August
16, 1961, the crucial sentence reads: "I think we should in a real sense
reconsider the basic funding for each programjustify from zero' in the
budgetary phase." (3) Freeman had a strong interest in budgetary prob-
lems, which he had developed as governor of Minnesota.° Comments
like "The Secretary pushed this" or "The Secretary's interest was the
motivating force" clearly indicate where department officials found the
immediate impulse behind the proposal.

When the decision was made to do a zero-base budget, staff members
in the department's Office of Budget and Finance made a quick survey
of the literature and discovered that although much had been written
criticizing the traditional methods of budgeting and advocating a com-
prehensive approach, there was little written about zero-base budgeting.
After the staff members had consulted with leading department officials
in order to get a clearer idea of the objectives, they began preparations.

In April, 1962, the Department Office of Budget and Finance sent out
"Instructions for 1964 Agency Estimates," which called for radical
changes.

A new concept has been adopted for the 1964 agency estimates; namely, that of zero-
base budgeting. This means that all programs will be reviewed from the ground up
,2nd not merely in terms of changes proposed for the budget year. . . . The total
work program of each agenry must be subjected to an intensive review and
evaluation. . . . Consideration must be given to the basic need for the work
contemplate4 the level at which the work should be carried out, the benefits to be
reaive4 and the costs to be incurred. . . .

7 5
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The fact that certain activities have been carried out for a number of years will
nOt per se, adequately justib their continuation. Nor will the fact that programs are
prescribed by statutory law necessarily be a controlling consideration. Program goals
based on statutes enacted to meet problems or needs that are today of lesser priority
must be re-evaluated in terms of present conditions.

it is implicit in the zero-based budget approach that the need for programs and
their recommended magnitude in the fiscal year 1964 be clearfy and specifically
demonstrated . The justifications should be prepared on the assumption that all
[italics supplied] information riiidid for making budget decisions should be
included'i

The instructions for preparing a zero-base budget required the agen-
cies to make.three major types of calculations: (I) justification of the
need for agency activities and programs without reference to congres-
sional mandate or past practice; (2) justification of the requested level of
egPenditure (fund obligations) based on the needs; (3) justification of
the costs of the needed programs from the ground.up. How did agency
officials react to the demands placed upon them by the zero-base
budget? How did they go about putting together the huge amount of
information they were required to submit?

APPLICATION OF ZERO-BASE CONCEPT

ll the agencies had serious difficulty in conceptualizing circumstances
in which there were no legislative mandates, no past commitments, no
Consideration of items to be included because other participants in the
budgetarY process would demand it, no programs for which support
could not conceivably be expected; in a word, no history or learning
based on that history. The words of one official, "Justifying the whole
program is silly; it just equals rehashing the original legislation" were
echoed by many others. So the agencies either assumed or quickly de-
cided that their programs were needed. Many programs were justified at
least in part by references to the language of their enabling legislation,
despite the statement in the instructions that this would not be an over-
riding consideration. Besides pointing to statutory requirements, the
agencies priority to showing how their program met objectives uf
the kennedy-Freeman program: increasing recreation facilities, aiding
lovv-incorne groups, and generally advancing rural development. This is,
of course, what the agencies would usually have done in justifying their
budgets, except that,,more detail and greater documentation were pro-
vided. FUrthermore, tirnekeeious and in short supply. "We didn't

7 6
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have time to anal)Fie- much" was a typical comment;'reflecting the ten-
dency of efforts to be channeled into the large and pressing task of com-
piling supporting data.

One budget officer estimated that a "real examinilion" of the need
for the programs carried out by his agency "would take at least a year."
As a result, he explained, the continuation of major programs was not
re-examined.

Agency people were far more concerned with the level of their pro-
grams than with whether there was a need for them at all. One stated,
"We told our program people, 'These art the areas Congress has author-
ized us to participate in. Which need to be implemented in your state,
and at what level?' "; and even here, "Mostly this was a justification of
what we had." Program officials reported, apparently without realizing
the implications for the theory behind the zero-base budget, that in pre-
paring estimates, "We had to start from the previous year, then deter-
mine what increases wetwanted for 1964." "Each staff officer reviewed his
office. We all decided we needed what we had. Then we decided wheth-
er to ask for increases." The calculations involved in determining the
precise figures were described by an agency head in terms generally ap-
plicab.le throughout the department: "In the matter of preparing budrt
estimates, the dollar emphases (priorities) art intended to represent a
program which represents what the Secretary and Congress want to give
emphasis to at that time. The dollar figures represent a compromise
among the guidelines given by the need for the service (what the public
has asked for), the wishes of the President and Secretary, and the indica-
tions given by Congress at 'Hill' hearings ('hold the line on this program
next years')." Other officials mentioned certain limiting factorsthe
availability of trained personnel or physical resources, which set upper
limits to what they could do. It is apparent that agency people reduced
their burden of calculation by actively seeking guidelines or constraints
what Congress would approve, what the statutes required, what could
be done with available personnel and resources. The major calculating
device was to take the budget of the past year or two and then consider
increases or decreases.

Since tb.e zero-base budget was designed to avoid this incremental
procedure, we challenged the respondents to explain and defend their
approach. Not all were aware at first that they were following an in-
cremental procedure. At times the respondents became agitated:
"You've got to stari'from where you are!" Two main grounds were ad-
anced in support of this proposition. First, they knew most about their

7 7
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present status and could make some reasonable estimate of the effect of
more or less money for particular programs. But they did not know
what drastic changes, such as eliminating their programs, or cutting
them in half, or doubling them, would mean: "Increases or decreases are
about all we can swallow." Such comments were reinforced by observ-
ing that at department budget hearings, agency representatives were
typically confronted with the same kinds of increase-decrease statements
as in previous years: "How many people do you have now? What did

_.ypu spend for that lasl year? What do you propose to do with the extra
. -funds?"

The second argument was that the whole procedure was unreal. Why
such a great effort for a procedure which nobody with experience could
believe would lead to any significant results? Everybody knew that cer-
tain programs were mandatory, others could not be modified, still others
had to be supported at approximately their current level, unless the
President and the Secretary were prepared to make many more enemies
than appeared to be the case: "We knock our heads against the wall
and then we know it will all turn out the same." All this "waste of time
and effort" when they might have been working on programs they
could really do something about.

Considerations such as these were not entirely absent in the instruc-
tions for the zero-base budget, where one statement was: "One of the
department's objectives will be to reduce over-all net expenditures for
the Department of Agriculture in 1964 and subsequent years below pres-
ently estimated levels for 1962 and 1963." If the agencies were expected
to make a fundamental analysis of the needs for their programs, regard-
less of budget changes, such an admonition would seem superfluous.12

"My first reaction v...5.s to jump out the window," an agency budget
officer revealed. As the agencies began work to justify the cost elements
in their estimates, however, the initial difficulties were forgotten in the
attempt to meet the requirements set down for the zero-base budget.
Those agencies whose activities or experience lent themselves easily to
work-load analysis reacted differently from those whose activities made
this procedure impossible or inappropriate for them. An agenCy with a
well developed and widely accepted mode of work-load measures could
meet the requirement that expenditures be justified from "the ground up"
by attaching an explanation to tables of work-load statistics, supporting:
the expenditures. As one budget officer put it, "Work-load data is great for
us. We're pioneers in this area. We'd been developing this data for
years." A high-ranking official was explicit in stating that in his agency,

7 8
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"the zero-base approach made no difference, because to meet rapiatr
changing conditions, we're always preparing our budget zero-base style.
Economic assumptions lead to size of expected program (required by
statute), which leads to cost on basis of previous staffing and material
needs. We don't know what the estimate will be until it pops out of the
calculating machine."

For the agencies which did not or could not use work-load data, cal-
culating the expected level of expenditures (budgetary obligations) in
zero-base style was much more difficult, and the responsible officials
tended to react much more negatively. "I don't know of any budget
officer who liked zero-base budgeting," was a typical comment. "Work-
load data is inappropriate for us," they explained. "It's not like building
a bridge or somethingyou don't have 'units,' you have subject matter,
and it is very difficult to know how many technical people are needed."
Unable to talk in terms of so many applications processed, operations
performed, or similar,measures, the agencies with no work-load statistics
had to find a substitute. In some cases an explanation of the problem
was made, and the proposed levels of expenditure were justified by proj-
ecting the rate of growth of the previous few years into the future. A few
agencies tried to develop new ways of dividing activities, although they
did not think this realistic and expected no benefits from what they
called "arbitrary categories." Developing supporting data meant
breaking down costs differently and engaging in many hurried calcula-
tions without the feeling that something positive would result. As a re-
sult, these agencies were overburdened with work in which they had lit-
tle confidence, although they did manage to submit estimates which
were as much as ten or more times longer than previous ones. Six weeks
after the instructions for the zero-base budget has been sent out, twenty-
five sets of binders representing agency estimates, most taking up three
feet of shelf space, appeared in the Office of Budget and Finance. "It
nearly created a surplus storage problem," one official remarked in a
pointed bit of humor.

COMPREHENSIVENESS OF ZERO-BASE APPROACH

"Theoretically," a department official said, "a zero-base budget is a way
of evaluating needs and priorities more systematically and comprehen-
sively than usual." How did the officials at the department level" analyze
the voluminous material presented. Did they try to evaluate the relative
merits-of every item or program compared to every other?-What proce-
dures were actually used in making agency allowances?

7 9
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The main problem was lack of time. "We knew we were getting into
something horrendous," a respondent declared, "and it, was obvious in
advance that it would be impossible for all of us to analyze the material
at all stages. The range of decisionthe number of decisions to be made
increased almost infinitely. Although individual steps of the process at
the department level were the same as always, this made such a quanti-
tative difference as to amount to a qualitative one." Another official ob-
served: "The stuff the agencies submitted was very complete, obviously
too bulky for the Secretary himself to wade though." More direct
confirmation came from an authoritative source, who said that the Sec-
retary "didn't read a great deal of material; he only has time for sum-
mary material" But he did spend more time than before on the budget.
Of the eight members of the Budget Committee of the Departmentthe
undersecretary (chairman), six assistant secretaries, and the Director of
Budget and Financeit is doubtful that more than one or two actually
had time to read all the material submitted. That the zero-base budget
came up during the Billie Sol Estes episode and at a time when the ap-
propriations bill was seriously behind schedule in' Congress may have
added to the time problem. The consensus, expressed by a high depart-
ment official was: "There was too much material in the zero-base
budget for us to digest and use. I haven't read it all." What, then, did
they do with the material they could read and digest?

The crucial question centers around the degree to which comparisons
were made as to the relative desirability of programs spanning several
different agencies. Nothing approaching a comparison of every program
with every other (or of most programs with each other) was made. On
the contrary, the majority of comparisons made by department officials
concerned programs and activities within individual agencies. An official
explained: "Questions at department hearings were in the same catego-
ries as usualWhy this program? Why this level? What would alterna-
tives cost?but in more detail. In analysis, we didn't consider why sixty-
five rather than sixty-four or sixty-six man-years for project X, but why
three tiMes as much for project X as project Y." Only in a few cases in-
volving closely related programs in different agencies, where this had
been the practice, were comparisons made across agency lines. In fact,
most of the analysis, as in previous years, dealt with the justification of
an individual program at a particular level of expenditure. "Unavoid-
ably," a department official revealed, "we ended up talking about how
much more, about increases. Budget people seem to talk about a budget
request of $5 million when actually that's just the increase."
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When we faced him with these findings a department official declarea
that:

The ideal of a zero-base budget is actually impossible: It would require
investigating why each research lab is where it is (which is tough to trace), giving
an objective measure of how much can b e jiutified for research in a given area, etc. If
yoU have the Ope of program where you can identifi, units of work, budgeting on
zero-base is relatively simple. But in a case like the Department of Agriculture, that
often doesn't work. Our actthities me so varied as to make quaraitative comparisons
between programs impossible. I don't agree that just because we put emphasis on
increases, no one pays attention to the rest of it. We me always evaluating some
programs in a basic sense and always trying to make improvements in management.'
If we do [place emphasis on increases] it's because that's the w9 appropriations
committies like to operate.

This official and others appear to be saying (1) that they do not know
how .to Make the calculoations required for a zerobase budget; and (2)
that a comprehensive approach is not necessary, because they do, from
time to time, investigate various programs intensively, within the limita-
tions of their time and knowledge. It is clear that those who would like
z zero-base budget will have to show how it can be done if they wish to
see it put into practice.

THE STAFF
Those engaged in analyzing the budget at the department level did

make a serious effort to avoid increase-decrease analysis. "Naturally," a
staff man explained, "we were interested in the fact that a program
would be a new investment; that fact might raise or lower [its] priority.
But increases and decreases as such were for the Bureau of the Budget
[and later for submission to Congress]; they weren't even included in the
detailed justifications." This procedure raises a question of some interest.
If, as we have seen, top officiah manifested a preponderant interest in
increases and decreases for the purpose of making recommendations on
the budget, what purpose was served by providing them with different
kinds of data and analysis?

When this question was posed to department people, they began to
alter the rationale they had originally offered for the zero-base budget.
Two major lines of thought developed. The first professed to see in the
zero-base budget a combination of psychological reassurance and strate-
gic utility: "There has been a great hue and cry about the size of the
agriculture budget. The purpose of it [the zero-base budget] is to reas-
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sure, if we can, the Secretary, the Director of the Budget, the members
of the appropriations committees, that money is not being wasted and
that it is being used to carry out only the most important projects in
work that furthers the national interest." Although related to the first in
its emphasis upon the psychological aspect, the second post-hoc rationale
leans on the benefits to be derived from any radical change in habits of
work and thought. "We were interested," the proponents of this view as-
serted, "in the zero-base budget as a therapeutic device for agency and
budget people. It's easy to get into the habit of doing things the same
way. Starting out witIL the idea that nothing is sacred is therapeutic in
itself. Any device which will encourage people to give a deeper and
broader consideration to operations will lead to better understanding of
what is going on and of areas where improvements might be made."
Note that the focus has shifted from external phenomena like com-
prehensive calculation from the ground up, from analyzing programs
comparatively, to internal psychological states like breaking up people's
habitual pattern§ of thinking and reassuring leaders. To what extent did
"better understanding" lead to improvements? Consider the conse-
quences of the zero-base budget for budgetary decisions within the de-
partment. What difference did it make in the kinds of decisions made?

INTENDED OBJECTIVES
The major purpose of the zero-base budget was to examine all pro-

grams at the same time and from the ground up to discover programs
continuing through inertia or design that did not warrant being contin-
ued at all or at their present level of expenditure. Money released by the
discovery of these "obsolete" programs could lead either to a decrease in
the over-all size of the funds requested by the Department of Agri-
culture or to a more rapid expansion of the highest priority programs
than was possible under the traditional incremental approach to budget-
ing. In brief, detailed information about all programs would for the first
time be available in one place at one time for departmental review. As a
result, relative priorities of total amounts for all programs could be con-
sidered, not merely amounts of increase and decrease for some programs.

We therefore asked each respondent to tell us whether any decision
made by him or by others could in any way be attributed to the zero-
base budget. Did the agency or department officials recommend
different programs, different amounts for programs, or distribute funds
among programs differently as a result of the zero-base approach? For
the most part, the answer was negative.
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Most statements were variants of "I don't think it made a damn bit
of difference," or, "I don't think anyone would honestly tell you that
they changed their budget." Agency personnel continually reiterated
their doubts that the department was adequately staffed to digest the
Vast amounts of material. Asked for evidence, the respondents usually
replied that, "The figures we put in have never been referred to as far as
I know" or, "It [the zero-base budget data] was sent across the street
[where the department offices are located] and we never heard of it
again." In a few caSes the respondent hedged: "I don't know that I per-
sonally learned anything new or different, but . . . I suspecr it did mak,-.
some difference, but I'd hate to have to prove it." A couple of times
an exceedingly small change was reported though not without quali-
fication. Although there was "no difference in the over-ali amounts re-
quested or received from the department, analysis did lead to the transfer
of $20,000 among programs. This analysis was, however, pmed before
the zero-base budget.. : ." An excess expenditure for fik !. in one agency
was also mentioned. In one instance a department off.ct asserted, "I am
confident that decisions were made which would nut have been made or
even considered in the absence of a zero-base budget." He could, how-
ever, give only one specific changea reduction of $100,000 in an obso-
lete research program. The paucity of changes attributed to the zero-base
budget is evident in the fact that this change was brought up repeatedly.
(Many officials said they had heard of a change somewhere, but it always
turned out to be this same change.) Another deparFriif -Official insisted
that the zero-base budget procedure was not useful in "ferreting out all
sorts of dark and sinister things that shouldn't be done, which would
turn up quickly anyhow." Our geaeral conclusion can be stated in the"
words of a person in a position to get a general view: "Some butterflies
were caught, no elephants stopped."

There are a number of explanations for the paucity of changes. First,
as an L'....,ency official put it, "Budgeting'is continuous." Individual pro-
grams are constantly being evaluated. When authorizations run out,
new studies are commonly undertaken and new justifications prepared.
A change of party in the White House or the appearance of a new agen-
cy head often results in the re-evaluation of some programs. Interest in
Congress or the Bureau of the Budget, demands by clientele groups, and
changes in the economy or in technology may lead to intensive analysis
of sptcific programs. These take place in addition to periodic reviews
scheduled within the agency in order to adjust to changing circum-
stances. Second, some of the department's Programs have always been
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budgeted more or less :11 zero-base fashion because their operations lend
themselves to quantification. These include the price support programs
of the Commodity Credit Corporation, which make up the largest single
item in the budget. For such programs, justifying a $600,000 program
and justifying a $100,000 increase in a $500,000 program amount to
much the same thing: Therefore the requr.13 coming,from the agencies
certainly a major determinan, of what departmental officials will ap-
provewere quite similar t tho. f previous years. Third, it is the re-
sponsibility of administratc go see that resources are expended for the
programs they believe hav, ,,ighest priorities. The head of one of
the larger agencies indicated that when he goes to Congress with a re-
quest for an increase in his agency's budget, he must always be ready to
admit that. the increase will finance work of lower priority than is al-
ready being done; otherwise he will be criticized because he has not al-
ready transferred funds to the higher priority activities. Nearly all agen-
cies have many more programs than they can undertz-ke or expand with
the funds they have or are likely to get; they are noi-likely therefore, to
allow an obsolete program to continue to drain resou'rces from programs
they deem more worth while." Even those interested in expanding their
organizations can seek expansion of those programs they believe most
worth while.

The main reason that budgetary outcomes were not very differ.,:nt,
however, is that the process by which budgets are calculated z.nd
justified is only oneand by no means the most importantdeterminant
of program size, distribution, and content. Budget officials, particularly
at the departmental level, continually qualified their remarks by saying
that, after all, "The zero-base- budget-didn't affect -the-basic-economic
and political facts of life." There are mandatory programs like price
supports for which expenditures must be made and which cannot be
easily altered. The level of programs may depend a great deal on the
state of the national economy (for service programs), on the existing
state of knowledge and the availability of trained personnel (for research
programs), and not on how programs are analyzed or written up. As
many officials pointedly remarked, "Decisions are made on criteria other
than the justification of the program itself. Frequently the figures arc
based on judgment factors of what the environment will permit'taken in
total." Whether political support exists for a program depends on party
alignments in Congress and the executive branch, the preferences of the
President, Director of the Budget, members of appropriations commit-
tees and other officials, and the activities of clientele groups. Budget
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people are well aware, for example, that the best possible justification
may have little influence against a powerful budget-cutting drive. These
factors Cnd no place in the zero-base approach; therefore in a budgetary
system in which there is necessarily much emphasis on "what will go,"I5
a zero-base approach will not necessarily make much difference.

Although there was widespread agreement that the zero-base budget
did not significantly affect outcomes, nearly half of those interviewed
commented quite favorably on the experience after it was over. Was this
merely a show of bureaucratic loyalty or were there other reasons for the
favorable attitude? This unexpected finding led us to ask further ques-
tions, which produced perhaps the most interesting findings in the study.

UNANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES
Activities may have outcomes which are unanticipated, even unper-

ceived, by the participants in the activity.'6 The preparation of a zero-
base budget resulted in'a number of unanticipated consequences, which
were probably more important (and certainly more interesting) than its
expected results.

One of the difficulties faced by reflective people crigaged in budgeting
is that they hold implicit beliefs about desirable methods of calculations
comprehensive and simultaneous evaluation of means and ends being
considered -.. 5ynonymous with rationalitywhile they practice quite
differentins..ementai and sequentialmethods. For the large minority
who expressed positive feelings about zero-base budgeting, the experi-
ence appears to have satisfied a longing to believe that they were pro-
ceeding according to the canons of rational methods of calculation.
When asked why they liked zero-1-)ase budgeting, they Would aniWer 13Y
describing the method and pronouncing it good: "Considering every-
thing from the ground up at the same time is, well, good, the right way
to do it, and not just letting things grow like ToPiy." "The major
benefit may well have been the nrwch more intensive, thoroughgoing re-
view, from the bottom up." But if the zero-base budget did not lead to
changes, did they perhaps learn more?

Here there was a sharp split in the responses of the large minority
that approved of the zero-base budget. Some respondents claimed that
they learned nothing new; they had known about all their operations
before. How, then, was the zero-base budget helpful? Agency personnel
answered that the department people must have benefited; department-
level personnel answered that agency personnel had benefited. "The zero-
base budget," said an agency man, was "enlightening to department
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officials who reviewed it. To us it was just an exercise." "We knew.what
was going on," department officials would say. "It was helpful in the
agencies. I can't prove this, but I have no doubt that things turned up
in the agencies that were never passed on." A variant of this argument
was taken by an agency head: "I don't know that I personally learned
anything new or different. But some of my staff who prepared material
for me had clearer presentations than in other years." For these officiak,
the zero-base budget was good because it benefited other people.

The iest of the administrators who were favorably disposed toward
zero-base budgeting did feel that they learned something new. Without
exception these people had been in their positions less than three years
and had not yet discovered how useful participation in budgeting and
perusal of budgetary material could be in adding to their store of infor-
mation. "I think everyone came out of this process with_.a great deal
more information than they'd ever had before," a new appointee declared.
"I went throt4gh all of the material. spent more time on budgeting than
before [the previous two years], learned more about the scope cf opera-
tions." Like others in his position. he knew what programs were being
undertaken, but in some cases he had not realized the full extent of the
operations until he read the budgetary data. .

If this was the case, why did these officials not make use of t:... knowl-
edge they had gained to alter their preferences or otherwise make some-
what different decisions? An important clue was fo.nished by one of
these "learners" who rernarked: "Sorne of these thi;.;gs I w Ihwe
needed to know." Indeed, further questioning revealed that much of
what was learned was simply not appropriate to th-.- kinds of choices
aVailable to these men or, at least, was not perceived by them as being
relevant in the context in which they operated.

Those who disliked the zero-base budget complained that rhey hat:,
done a lot of extra work, yet nothing had been changed as a rest of
their endeavors. Far from being unhappy at the ablence of significant
changes in their budgets, however, those who liked the zeio-i;Ase budget
.seemed to find positive advantage in this circumstance. One official ex-
plained, the zero-base budget was good because "it tended to confirm
what you had 1 notbn of otherwise." It felt good "to s:;::.i.fv yoursdf
that you're doing a conscientious job," said another official "instead of
following the inevitable least resistance, less Ficep anal....sis, of the in-
creases and decreases approach." The happy coincidence...of making ip
a proper budget was a morale booster. Before they hat'. -.:ornt. tr.; zhe de-
partment they had heard complaints that many of its prograrits were
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wasteful and unnecessary. Now that it had been demonstrated in detail
just what the Department of Agriculture was doing and why, they were
more certain of the necessity of the programs for which they were respon-
sible.17 The strength of this feeling may go a long way toward explain-
ing their favorable reaction to the zero-base budget and all its extra work
evenindeed, especially when fele, changes wert- made as a result of it.

The zero-base budget experiment had focv,.7cd attention on the budget-
ary process. For the first time in many years, a Secretary of Agriculture
had attended department budget hearings and had made it known that
he considered budgeting of primary importante. As a result, many
officials informed us that, "There was a higher interest in budgeting
than ever before." Much more time was spent on budgeting: "I worked
ninety hours a week and still didn't have nearly enough time." "A tre-
mendous number of man-hours were involved. I spent at least twice as
much time on budgeting this year. lots of Saturdays and evenings."
Budget people discovered that their function was rated more highly as
program people became more involved in budgeting and were "forced

. . to sit down and justify their programs." And, as program personnel
worked on budget justifications, they liked the feeling of being more in-
volved in tht:ir activities regardless of whether thcli wanted to change
them. They might well have learned-as much (dr' -more) in other years if
they had sp-mt as much time and energy on budgeting. The zero-base
approach hat.' value here not so much because it was necessarily a better
way of planning a budget. but because it was a different one which
prompted them to focus their attention on budgeting.

A large part of the felt benefits of engaging in zero-base budgeting
may -stcm.;-therefore,- from the. well-known -Hawthorne -effect IS" in-which

the content of the experiment is less important than the fact that the
sense of importance of those engaged in the experiment is enhanced.
Greate,t .nterest and attention is devoted to the activity in question and
the people who engage in it. Consequently, they feel that others are
more interoted in them and that, perh g,.. pr.blems are in some
sense better understood. regardless of whc,.,-,4:r. this understanding is objec-
tively real or leads to spccific consequences for the pattern of decisions.
Thus agency people felt good at being able to educate their depart-
mental superiors. Top dtpartmental officials believed that the zero-base
approach helped agency people see their work in perspective. Through
being compelled to justify the existence of their agency's programs, they
would see how it fit into the total operations carried out by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. This line of reasoning.may help explain why many
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officials were certain that the zero-base ,approach had helped people at
other levels in the hierarchy, even if they, were unable to suggest any
way in which it had helped them.

POLITICAL USE OF BUDGET

Our analysis would not be complete without noting that the zero-base
method of budgetingwhose advocates present it as-a, means of focusing
on costs and benefits rather than on political maneuveringwas used for
strategic purposes, thereby enhancing its appeal to some officials. They

--.felt that the zero-base procedure was useful in dealing with the Bureau
of the Budget and the appropriations committees. "We've examined
these requests from the ground up," they would say in justifying their
requests as "solid" and not subject to cuts. By stating that the desirabili-
ty of changes had emerged from the zero-base analysis, several officials
had the opportunity to call attention to changes they had wanted in
previous years. In this way one agency was able to get approval for
building funds denied the previous year. In general, the zero-base experi-
ment helped those who had previously decided they wanted to review a
program by providing them with an excellent reason for riot delaying
the review. Resistance to providing essential information was overcome
to some extent because top agency officials "werc armed with weapons
which forced . . . the disgorging of the information they needed to get.

. . This is often like pulling teeth." And having proposed the change
they had in mind, the responsible officials could use the belief that the

fiero-base approach was more rational to make their colleagues more
amenable to the change.

ATTITUDE 'TOWARD ANNUAL ZERO-BASE BUDGET

No one suggested that the zero-base approach be followed every year.
Among those who felt that the experiment should be repeated, the most
common suggestions were: "not every year periodically," "at intervals,
every few years," or "every five years or so." Since new offidals would
stand to benefit the most, such officials reasoned, a zero-base budget
would be useful only with changes in administration. Another view was
that budgets changed little from year to year, so that an annual zero-
base budget would result in "duplicating the same pages." The authors
were cautioned to "remember that the budgetary process is not the only
derision-making process for setting policy. Parts of operations arc con-
sidered through other channels all the time." The general conclusion
was that the zerolase method might be usful every five years "for a ref-
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erence document," or "to find out where you are now," or so "we'll have
a moie recent base." It is apparent that even those who found some use
for the zero-base approach began to assimilate it to the more familiar
incremental method. They would use it from time to time to "take in-
ventory," as one put it, and then take their bearings for the immediate
future from that date.

RECOMMENDATIONS
No one, least of all the authors, would claim that an innovation like

zero-base budgeting, which was confined to a single department for a
single year, can be conclusively evaluated on the basis of this experience
alone. Since this was the only experiment of its kind, however, it seems
desirable to attempt at least a tentative appraisal. The first conclusion
would be that comprehensive budgeting vastly overestimates man's lim-
ited ability to calculate and grossly underestimates the importance of
political and technological constraints. The required calculations could
not be made and would not have led to substantial changes. As a result,
a great deal of effort went into zero-base budgeting with few specific
changes attributable to this costly method.19

Had much more time been available, it might have been possible for
the department to develop work-load measures for more programs. With
more time and experience, the initial confusion might also have been
overcome; but the basic problem of the zero-base budget still would not
have been solved. In order to compare activities on a department-wide
basis under a zero-base budget, the top officials would have had to de-
velop categories cutting across agency programs, together with methods
or relating their costs and benefits. Present methods orcalculetion are
not equal to this task.

Failure to consider the contributions of the existing budgetary process
toward calculation distorts the magnitude of the problem. New pro-
grams and substantial increases and decreases in old programs do re-
ceive close attention. The political system opens up subjects to special
scrutiny as interest groups, politicians, or bureaucrats, demand an inves-
tigation. What escapes scrutiny is not the whole but only certain parts,
which carry on much as before. The fact that certain activities do not
receive intensive scrutiny is hardly reason for repeating everything every
year. Indeal, we would argue that attempts to do everything are not
only self-defeating, they are inefficient in diverting resources from tasks
which can be managed and give promise of some results.

We advocate following an incremental approach, making use of the
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division of labor in government. Attention may be focused on those ac-
tivities which do not change much from year to year, since these are the
ones that may escape periodic review. Since they do not alter radically,
a thorough review every four of five years ought to be sufficient. Nor
need ar.y one organization do it all. Department budget offices, thc bu-
reaus themselves, the Bureau of the Budget, and the House and Senatc
appropriations subcommittees and their investigating staffs, might use
sampling techniques so that they review a few programs of this kind ev-
ery year.2° The results could then be used to see if more activity was war-
ranted the next year. In this way a large part of the problem may be met
while adding a little to the burden of calculation for any one participant.

Narrowing, fragmenting, and dispersing these budgetary reviews has
considerable advantages from the viewpoint of encouraging experimen-
tation and innovation. Because no participant is overburdened, thc most
thorough analysis is facilitated. More active participation by high-level
officials is encouraged because the material to be considered at a given
timc is not overwhelming. As the knowledge and interest of top officials
is fed back down the line, thc significance of thc activity and thc impor-
tance of those who engage in it is likely to be enhanced. If these reviews
can be freed from thc peak periods of thc formal budgetary cycle, the
absence of immediate deadlines may encourage speculation and experi-
mentation, while tl,c increased probability of hierarchical superiors hav-
ing time to listen would give promise that the efforts might lead to
tangible results.The variety of organizations involved should also lead to
consideration of a broad range of values and perspectives.

Although-it may be useful at times to compel alterations in customary
modcs of analysis, thcre are possibilities other than comprehensive
budgeting. One could move in the oppositc direction and try a morc
radical version of incremental budgeting.2' Instead of doing even a min-
imum amount of budgetirg for programs that change little from ycar to
year, these programs might be neglected for several years and efforts ol
the agency might be devoted to only a few major programs at a timc.
By shifting the emphasis every few ycars, it would be possible to direct
the agency's efforts toward those programs that are undergoing the
greatest amount of change and in which it is feasible to effect changes.
Attention would thur be directed at those parts of the agency's budget
which promise thc greatest results from intensive analysis.
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'°Thomas Flinn, Governor Freeman and the Minnesota Budget, Inter-University
Case Program. No. 60 (University of Alabama, 1961).
"It should be clearly understood that this approach was being tried
only at the Department of Agriculture and not in the Budget Bureau or
Congress. As the "Instructions" pointed out, "Since it is anticipated that
the Department Estimates for 1964 will be submitted to the Budget Bu-
reau in accordance with existing . . . instructions, the justifications . . .

will be primarily in terms of changes from 1963." Thus a list of "In-
creases and Decreases, 1964, Compared wRh Latest Estimate, 1963,"
was also requested of each agency.
"An Official at the department level writcs that this "sentence . . . ap-
pears to . . . contain an erroneous conclusion. As the author of the
tence referred to, I can clearly recall that at the time we very e,.pli(,,t
rejected the proposition that zero-base budgeting as such necessai-Hy
to take place without regard to over-all limitations on financial
sources. I felt then, and still feel, that the 'ceiling' technique and zero-
base budget development and justification are logically compatibie. As
the article points out, the zero-base budget approach that was used in-
volved not only the question of whether or not work should be done but

the amount of work proposed and the price tags. Each of these as-
pects is logically a variable but can be adjusted within a program or be-
tween programs in the light of over-all available resources. The reason
the sentence was included in the instructiom (and in a sense it was su-
perfluous) was merely to make it very explicit to the agencies that we
were not making the assumption that the budget-decision making sys-
tem would suddenly tolerate all 'justifiable' expenditures merely by vir-
tue of a change 'in the technique of.presenting_ the budget, and thar the
Secretary in fact had an over-all objective that he wished to attain with
respect to the department as a whole. The sentence, of course, was not
intendeet to mean, and did not mean, that the objective applied to each
individual program and activity separately."
"The secretary and his staff, the six assistant secretaries and their staff
assistants, and the Director of Budget and Finance and his staff.
14See the statement to this effect by the late William A. Jump, a noted
budget officer in the Department of Agriculture, quoted in Wildavsky,
op. cit., pp. 23-24.

ildavsky, "Deciding How Much to Ask For," in op. ca. pp. 21-31.
Despite our stress on the political aspects of budgeting, more than one

a official wrote: "Greater 'emphasis perhaps could also have been placed
on the importance of the political imperati%e on the budgetary process.

9 2
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At the point that budgeting begins, i.e gathering of base information.
there is often only meager guidance on economic and other assumptions
on which to base estimates which are compatible with sound practices.
This guidance consists of admonitions to be economy-mindedguidance
which may become meaningless if interest in program emphasis sudden-
ly increases."
'See Robert K. Merton, "Manifest and Latent Functions," in Social
Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1957), pp.
19-84. We have avoided use of Merton's "manifest and latent function"
because functional analysis has some inappropriate implications for this
paper.
17The reassurance function of the zero-base budget is clear from two
quotations. A newcomer said:

"Coming into a big department like this you need landmarks on
Which to justify your own opinions of the budget. This is difficult
when the budget this year is based on last year which is based on the
year before. You sometimes had the feeling that they were building it
like a sort of poor skyscraper, piling on more and more steel, without
knowing where the building was headed. [After the zero-base budget]
you had the feeling that you understood the programs better.. . . and
had more confidence in the value of the services being performed."

An old-timer in the department confirmed this view and gave it a spe-
cial twist in terms of the functions performed for the agencies:

"When new administrators come in, they see things they didn't know
the Department of Agriculture was doing. They figure this is just the
top of the iceberg and get worried. If you take the whole iceberg out
of the-water-and drop.it on-theirdesks,-and they're.too overwhelmed
to look at it, they don't have an excuse to nag you anymore. This is
the major benefit from the agency point of view: to the extent that
their superiors looked at the stuff they were reassured; to the extent
they didn't, they no longer have an excuse to nag them [the agencies]."

'Elton Mayo, The Social Problems of an Industrial Civilization (Cambridge:
Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University, 1945);
Fritz Rocthlisberger, Management and Morale (Cambridge: Harvard,
1941).
"If one makes the conservative estimate that at least 1,000 admin-
istrators above the level of clerk-typist and messenger were involved in
bringing together parts of the zero-base budget throughout the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and its many field offices, and that they spent an
average of thirty hours a week for six weekS preparing the data. above

9 3
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and beyond their usual budgetary work, then at least 180,000 man-
hours may be charged directly w this activity. With the generous esti-
mate that $200,000 worth of changes (without going into their desir-
ability) can be attributed to the zero-base budget, it appears that the
government achieved a return of something more than one dollar per hour
(leaving out the cost of facilities, paper, clerical help, and depreciation
of himan talent). Nor do we know what these officials missed in terms
of opportunities foregone during the time they worked on the zero-base
budgct. The point is not thatthe reader should place too much credence
in these estimates (respondents differ as to whether we are too high or
too low) but rather that according to any reasonable estimate the return
to the government would be very small. Had anything like the same
amount of effort been devoted to studies of filing, the flow of paper, or
similar operations, much greater returns might have been achieved.
Since half of these men were not usually involved in budgeting, however,
there might well have been important intangible benefits that we have
not taken into account.

One respondent went further and wrote: "The author might find it
advisable or worthwhile to really set about analyzing the present cost of
budget prep. ation and justification throughout its entire process. While
this is an important activity, there is little written evidence as [to] the
resources going into the preparation and justification of agency budgets
within the Department, the Bureau of the Budget, and the Congress of
the United States. A careful analysis might reveal that possible shorter
steps or involvement by fewer people would be in order."
20"It has been my experience during 27 years of government employ-
ment," an official wntes, "that what you propose is frequently and regu-
larly taking place in Department budget offices and in the bureaus . . .

whether or not [it is] recognized and with little publicity."
21See Wildavsky, "Toward a Radical Incrementalism: A Proposal to
Aid Congress in Reform of the Budgetary Process" (Mimeo, 1965).

9 4
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Zero-Base Budgeting in New Mexico.

by John D. La Foyer*

THE LEGISLATIVE FINANCE COMMECrEE (LFC),
a -permanent, joint. interim committee of thc
New Mexico Legislature, is mandated by
statute to annually submit an independent
state budget recommendation to the Legis-
lature. (l'he committee's first legislative
.budget was presented in 1970.) In fulfilling
this mandate, the gonstnittee 1.wgins public
hearings in late September whica continue to
early December. Approximately 200 hours of
hearings are held during this period. The re-
sulting budget, embodying recotnmendations
for funding all state agencies .and . public
schools, is then submitted to the Legislature
in January.

EARLY BUDGET PROBLEMS
Thc conintittee and its staff, after the initial

budget presentation.in 1970. were dissatisfied
with the aPpropriating-budgeting process in
several respects.

1. There was little emphasis placed on activ-
ities or programs previously funded. Most ef-
fort was expended in analyzing requests for
additional appropriations.

2. Little information was available con-
cerning the public services to bc provided with
given appropriations.

3. In most inst.mres, legislative committees
exerted little effort in clarifying their intent of
how money should be spent and what perform.
ance results would he anticipated.

4. The system failed to elicit funding alter.
natives and priorities from agencies. For a
variety of reasons. agencies seldom receive an

istr, La Esser is a senior sialf member of the Legiflative
Finance Committee in New Strxico. The views expressed
are Mr. Laraver's and are not necessarily those of the
Legislative Finance Committee.
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appropriaticm in the amount requested. If
meaningful alternatives arc not presented to
the Legislature, that body is handicapped in
making rational appropriations.

5. When appropriations were less than re.
quests. and when the Legislature failed to ex.
press its intent as to what progruns or pt 1.,12 Es

wet C included within appropriations. agencies
often made the sante requests year after year
even though legislative staff, at least, thought
the requests had been funded. Agencies also
sought and received federal funding for proj.
ects funded from the state general fund.

THE EARLY ZERO.BASE BUDGETING
In an attempt to address some of these con.

cerns, the LFC requested 10 executive agencies
to justify their programs and budget requests
to the 1971 Legislature as though they were
requesting an appropriation for the first time.
Because of this "starting.frotmscratch" ap-
proach. the concept was labeled "zero-base"
budgeting.

The selected agencies represented a rela.
lively insignificant portion of state govern.
ment. (Appropriation to these agencies consti-
tuted about 1 percent of the total state general
fund appropriation.) 'The agencies were not
selected randomly. Those chosen were genet-.
ally controversial and thought to be in need
of thorough scrutiny.

The LFC recommended the abolishment of
three of the 10 agencies; the programs of two
were recomtnended to be substantially restruc-
tured: and the remaining five received "busi.
ness as usual" analyses and recommendations.

The recommendations for abolishing the
duce agencies met with difficulty in the first
legislative selsion te. a new administration.

95
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The blditiation was tip gicc a newly elcrus:
Gins:111111 the upon tunity to improve locr .
lormance records. However, one agency was
abolished and another substantially reorga
nized.

While the initial effort was bura small and
shaky first step at budget reforV. several ins.
portant lessons were learned.

I. It simply was not reasonable to expect an
agency tO routinely furnish information that
might result in a lower appropriation-no mat-
ter what the juitification might be.

2. Since the State's fiscal outlook was opti-
mistic, there was little impetus to cut budgets
or eliminate marginal programs. Thus, a bud.
get system designed to locate duplication and
thus %educe budgets was out of phase in a pc.
riod of increasing revenues,

3. The bekt committee analyses were often
of agencies making the least effort in their bud.
get presentations. When agencies often failed
to address the critical issues of their programs,
the LFC an;:l its staff attempted to define and
research the issues. An independent research
51:iff was essetttial.

4. Several agencies not submitting zero.base
budgets were recommended to be significantly
restructured as a result of "routine" analyses.
Of course, analysts applying a "starting.from-
scratch" approach to a few selected agencies
found it difficult to turn that approach off
when analyzing other agencits. The, resultant
change its viewpoint led so the challenging of
several obsolete, lust heretofore unquestioned,
programs. The Legislature accepted many of
these recommendations.

-THE'70-PERCENT"'ZERO:BASE---
While the committee's initial experiment

at budget innovation had only nominal impact
on the appropriating process during the 1971
Legislature. the LFC determined to continue
its efforts. What eventually evolved was a
cotnprons:se between a "comprehensive" and
an "incremental" budget request (i.e., between
a "starting.frosmscratch" budget and taking
last year's budget for granted).

Essential to tile slew zero-base approach was
the "level of effort" concept by which agency

9 6
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mats:sects would detail what could and could
not be accomplished at several funding levels.
The budget..which would intet face to the cus.
tonsary fortnat (which the executive
budget division continued to require), would
be presented in "decision packages." These
packages we're determined by. first, separating
each agency into several quasi.independent
units that could be readily identified and
analyzed and, second, establishing several
levels of effort for each unit. The-levels stig.
gested were 70 percent of current budget, 95-
100 percent of current budget. and separate
units for each major request above current
budget. The massager would state for earls
funding level w bat pet fottnance levels could
be expected. Major remsests for new funding
that involved several units within a depart-
ment (e.g., a general personnel upgrading)
would be set out as separate decision packages.
All decision packages then would compete
against each other and would finally be ranked
in priority order. Its effect, an agency's legis.
la tive budget request was a "shopping list"
that thr Legislature could fund at its discretion
based, hopefully, on certain performance cri-
teria as well as dollars available.

Sixteen agencies were requested to submit
their budget tequests on the new zero.base
format. Several larger agencies were chosen,
but the appropriation to those selected still
tepresented only about 4 percent of the total
state general fund appropriation.

The effort in preparing for the 1972 Legis.
!attire represented a departure frotn the previ-
ous effort in several respects.

1. In turning away from a -starting.from-
tatth Wage riiiiefei7the"-----

LFC realized that abolishment of an agency.
no tnatter what its performance record !night
be. is always difficult and usually impossible.

2. A budget addressed to justifying an
agency's existence does not examine the criti
cal issue facing a finance committee-that of
how much should be allocated. Particularly in
the latge agencies, there is no real question but
that the agencies will continue to operate. 'The
question is. "At what level?"

3. In allocating .signilicant portions of staff
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til111: III lift ill.11 der413 and ill I. thll .111111

ilul,011111.1 iii thU 11,1 Iii iii, ill'. tall 055. ifiV i alli.
mime believed that the agent ks. ILI futile de.
gree. could analyze themselvesthus, rnaking
LEC staff utile Inure productive.

4. The need fur substantially mine prog:2111
performance information necessitated the in.
volvement of significantly more agency person.
nel. No longer could the budget be the myste-
rious product of the accounting section.

The LFC. while realizing that the product
could be improved, isis optimistic in its 1972
presentation. The legislative budget stated,
-When the telo.base -budget is hell plepar ed.
It mos ides the 1 evslattire wult an excellent
basis for making poll, s 51111'
lit:tux is CO:1%1111rd 111.11 ieroloase iondgeting
is feasible eke!: competent adininistration
11 idol: state ionpled 5silii a willing.
ness to iiii.list take a new 4pp:welt. Cons ersely,
the technique (pinkly indicates those agencies
Is here these qualities are lacking."

Abe: the 1972 session. the 1.1:C sponsored a
joint meeting with the standing finance corm
llllltl,a.5 tal e5 the !MILK! Mut delet Mine
the future of zero base. The view which
emerged was that the system slut mid be con-
tinued and expatided. Finance committee
members expressed the need for mote and bet-
ter financial information based on services to
be purchased.

THE 1973 EFFORT
Some 35 agencies were requested to submit

zero base budgets prior to the 1973 Legis.
lattice. 'noise 35 represented a significant in-
: tease lit state funding bout pies imu; years.
(Total even:litotes tit the 35 aqounted for
juTt (Ayr 40 pun rin I at total nate expetise. iii
chiding federal and cal marked funds.) The
major .t :L.:, not inc hided it: the elfin t were
lm.dier ;.25 pet, ott of state spending)
and puldit sa ho.d. (2ti pen ent 1.d state binl .

I lie signifit ant int tease in the number
anal aaj azeil les pal to Mating placed a tie.
nieridous load art Ia litinlitice

rhe ianinat was signifuatttlt altered from
that of 1972. with the aim of reducing the fur.
:alive and int teasing the t ohmic of quatitita-

.

SO

lase pet fall lll.11la C inhumation. The tevised
lot mai also mall a Mole sophisticated find
mole. complexp mu, ess fur determining the
levels of effort. Sonic terminology was
changed. But the end tesultthat of presenting
the Legislature with alternative funding levels
tied to performance counnitmentswas
uhanged.

The new system was explained to a joint
meeting of the standing finance committees
just prior to the session and enthusiasm was
expressed for tying performance commitments
to dollars appnipriated. While the committees
had some diffii tilts in folly utilizing the new
ssstent under the press of business, significant
suppoit 1(41 ilall.1.1e111. A joint mem:Alai Was
1111:1111113011bly passed Wilk II called fur the itn.
plementation of .111 executive zero-base budget
for presentation to the 1974 Legislature.

RxcEyr MoDlrlcyrloss
ip preparing for thr 1974 Legislature, the

legislative and executive budget staffs agreed
lira single budget formatthuseliminating the
dnal agency pew:nations f previous .ears.
As a result, agency workload in budget prepa-
ration was reduced, and the debate of signifi-
cant budget issues Was sharpened.

The new format continued to incorporate
a tnodified -level of effort" concept. The major
nuxlifica tion was the abandonment of the level
of effort below the present base.Thus, a rigidly
defined base was the first level of effort and
expansion items only were ranked in priority
order. Performance commitments continued
to be required of each level of effort including
the base. While the nets' format did not require
'agency pet fortnance commitments at lower
than the base level. some analyses tamcluded
that base level pc:than:lame commitments
could, in elk-ct, be accomplished at lower cost
than oxpiested.

While it :night be aigued that the 1974
modification was a further step away from
nie lero.base atial.ssis. the step Mis taken pri-

madly in response to the State's fiscal slum.
lion. Some were predicting a surplus as high
as 5100 million or neatly 30 percent of the
mesent general 'hind budget. Vith stich opti.
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misfit. I tit et .1515, it was obvious that the

/let hitt!: IA tr most budgets would' be bc.
to cc!, 1 11.1 atul 1211 potent of present appt epri
;Mous. 'Thus, Mete seemed to be little point in
Ileveloping a 70 percent budget. In future
tearS. the CleCision range he altered an-
nually depending on projecnal Icy-mutes.

Since it was obvious that appropriations to
most agencies would increase significantlY, ob.
wining higher pet formance commitments was
extremely important. Whether meaningful
rinumittuents yvere indeed made.. of course,
remains to be seen. Qunplicating the matter. is
the fact dim a new administration will take
olio e pi irir to the nest legls!atiVe sessioic . and
lotatututtictits made by outgoing athilinistia.
tot + nriy tend to get Jost ill ihr stiliffle AI) Illt
put !alit job of the Legislature and its stall
should lie 1.1 insure that nets. executive Mali.
agris are Alvane that certain toltIlliilltlents
have been Matte Mud will be ItIOnitored, Ai the
sone time, a new executive slinnla be given
flexibility to seek new directions and reorder
old priorities.

EVALUATION OF 'HIE CONCEP
Because program managers ate likely to

judge a new budgeting system by the increased
appropriation received and legislators and staff
usually evaluate on the opposite basis, no con-
sensus is likely on the success of zero.base in
New Mexico. Even though appropriations
have increased significantly since the inception
of zeto.base, legislators continue to support
budget innovation. However. agency managers
often feet uncomfortable with such close legis.
lance scrutiny.

State, tinsideting innovative techniques in
budgeting- particularly when: the Legislature
is providing the impetus in demanding change
.should expect 10 face some of the sant prob .
lems fat t.d in Ness' Mexico, 'lite midden] areas
presented below are tornpikd it on agency
Ii itiques and staff observations %vial the :Mu of
eliminating the ',lowing of already tilled
ground in other States.

I. Agency pi rati"n of two budget doCti.
mem, One for the f vgivi.iture and ime for the
eset ntivei should be avoided if I ll5lhllC.

9 8
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%Entell.ssr. lii DC:Cruse: Ill
2. The parttinie triune of most Lcgisla.

lutes. as %sell as the turnov er itt !manic cotm
nun ees. frustrate Idiom at educating the law-
makers in the need fur budget rebut tn. Even
die most conscientious metnbers of standing
finance connnittees have little time to under-.
stand the subtleties of a new budgeting system
tinder the press of business. Often the most
that cart be hoped krr is for the legislators to
utilize available staff expertise. However, in
30- or 60.day legislative sessionsas Ness' Mexico
has, time often does not permit the debate of
even major budget issues.

it. A competent budget presentation often
raises Muir issties than are attsweted. It is not

Ic"`"lubie " lounc tti c""ltie
an agency In analyzt itself to the satislat licuti
uf a critical analyst. As such, significant por-
tions of time need to be reserved tor indepen-
dent examination. New forms usually increase
lather than reduce the need for such analysis.

.1. Zero.base hudgeting will not deter
agencies front including unjustifiable cost in.
creases in the decision package costing. 'The
elimination of these pads 'through legislative
scrutiny tillers the agency the excuse that pet--
fin mance commitments no longer are applica-
ble berattse the appropriation request was
altered.

5. !historic cost and performance data are
seld available by the decision unit. As such,
estimates usually must be used with the tinder-
stamling that pertinent data will begin to be
compiled for hittlre use.

6. The idea of a 70 percent initial funding
level is Ilireatetritq; ro many agency personnel.
There-is a feeling that to even subtnir a cost
figute on such a i el Inc ed ulceration rticomages
a I .egislantre to Millet: all appropriation.

7. Small (tinder $.200,000 expenditure).
highly specialized agencies with very specific
staustory nialitlateS are seldom gond candidates
for a level of elf.); :wpl i,:sell. I lowever, even
these agencies should be able to make certain
pet fot mance commitments.,

S. Agencies may attempt to manipulate pri-
ority listings by ranking popular items lower
than items that otherwise %Muhl have little
chance of funding. This "stalking.horse" ap-
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poach net essuates the :dictation of 1,1 ior ides
doting Ic.gislaiis e,lialt.b..,et review uhich leads
to agency complaints that their priorities are
ignored.

9. Budget preparation time needs to be sub.
stantially lengthened during the implementa-
tion of a nets. system. The three months al
lowed in New Mexico was felt inadequate.

10. Agencies operating with several sources
.of earmarked funds (usually federal grants),
find it difficult to rank program priorities.
Federal grants ro;tiiring little or no state par.
tiripation are difficult to refuse no matter what
their purpose.

1 1 . Prop: ietory _.tetteies (those that' earn
operating income) final the level of effort ap.
proach difficult to apply to their operation.
Functions such as university food services or
rrison industr uot subsidized. base their

operating level solely on demand fur their
product. This demand is expressed through
direct payment fur services rendered rather
than thlough thr indirect process of taxation
and a ppt Opt iation. However, most agencies
opeusting Ott eat:narked- revenues are nut
prow irtury and ran effectively utilize the zero-
base approach.

12. Without a great deal of care, perform.
ance measures of ten Show how busy people arc
rather than the cost-benefir of their activity.

I. Zero base makes the decision process
more explicit and open to scrutiny. Some

9 9

:2.41:1V /CS silll inc this opvinwss as a threat to
manager Ilesibilit). tt bile othets view it as a
valuable managerial tool.

14. The involvement of program managers
in the budget preparation process is one of the
significant strengths of zero-base budgeting.
'Flue construction of a budget is too important
to belch to agency accountants.

IS. The involvement of legislative staff in
assisting executive agencies with budget in-
novation risks compromising an independent
analysis of executive propcitals. However, the
choice may be.whether to have innovation or
not.

CONCLUSION
The improvements to New Mexico state

government occasioned by zero.base budgeting
are neither as great as originally anticipated
nor as minimal as detractors would claim. The
concept that a previous funding level does not,
in itself, justify future funding is not yet totally
accepted. Several years of accelerating in.
creases in tax revenues have scarcely encour-
aged a critical analysis of current spending
levels.

I lowever, without a budget system that con
tinually forces the reevaluation of program
performance, there is little incentive for gov.
ernmental agencies to either improve their
operation or economize in the use of public
funds.
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ZERO-BAS717.0 23,1 EN2EE

MODEST
PROPOSAL

FOR REFORM

Michael H. Granof & Dale A. Kinzel

Zero.Based Budgeting ("ZsilB") is here. It is a new budgeting technique that is applicable
to both pri%.ate and public sectors. Its proponents see it as a technique that will fulfill the
promises of budgetary reform: cynics see it as nothing more than a pale ghost of Program-
Planning-and-Budgeting Systems (PPBS). unlikely to raise public administrators from the
doldrums of traditional, object-classification budgetary systems. To other observers, in-
cluding these writers, Zero-Based Budgeting represents a sensible, though certainly not
revolutionary, aid to financial decision-making. If instituted prudently, it can encourage
more comprehensive and meaningful budgetary analysis than is charactcristic of conven-
tional budgetary procedures.

ZBB was first utilized or at least reported upon by private industry. Texas
Instruments applied the technique in 1970 to develop its staff and research budgets and in
1971 extended its use to include all non-manufacturing budgets., The State of Georgia has
implemented Zero-Based Budgetin.g on a full scale, and Texas is currently pushing ahead
with plans to be completely "on line" with the technique by 1976. New Mexico, Illinois, and
the City of Honolulu are also experimenting with ZBB. Significantly from the point of view
of Federal accountants, Senate Bill 40. sponsored by Senator Bill Brock (Rep. Tennes-
see). specifically requires all major Federal spending programs to be evaluated at least once
every three years from a zero base.'

Pyhrt. Peter A. ZeroBase Budgeting. (New YorM John Wiky and Sons). p. ix. 1973.
Simonetti. Gilbert Jr. "Federal Budget Reform: Congress Reasserts Itself." The Journal ofAccounting

(November. 19731. p. 34.

Michael H. Grano( is Assktant Professor of Accounting at The University of Texas. He received an AB degree
from Hamilton College. an MBA from Columbia University and a Ph.D. from The University of Michigan. He is a

CPA and a member of the AICPA. American Accounting Association and the FGAA of Austin. He haspublished

presiotisly in thc Federal Accountant and is the author of a book How ro COSI Your Labor Contract.

Dak A. ginzel has completed his course workfor a Ph,D. in BusinessAdminktration program at TheUniversity of
,Temis at Austin and is presently workingon his dissertation. )J e has three years experience with the State ofTexas.
Prior to working with the State of Texas. he terved as a Consultnnt with Booz..Alkn & Hamilton in Washington.
D.C. for two years. Mr. Kincel's experience also included ses.en years as an officer in the U.S. Navy.
Mr. ginzel received his B.S. in Business Administration from Ohio State University in 1962. andhis M.B.A. Born

Ainerican Unis ersity in 1969,
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The objectives of this article are to describe Zero;Based Budgeting. to set forth its
advantages and limitations. to compare it with PPBS. and to identify hazards to be avoided
when implementing ZB B.

De.scriptiun of Zero-Based Budgeting

ZeroBased Budgeting is a system whereby each governmental program. regardless of
whether it is a new or existing progr:un. must be justified in its entirety each time a neW
budget is formulated., Z BB requires that each governmental activity be described in terms
of "decision .paekages."- The decision packages must contain sufficient information to
enable budget officers to evaluate the merits of an activity and to compare and rank it with
competing proposMs. They would focus both on different ways of performing the same-
activity and on alternative leVels of effort that could be exerted in performing an activity.

A manager must take two steps with respect to.each activity. First, he must identify
"rnutally exclusive" alternative methods of performing the minimum level of an activitY.
Second. after a particular minimum level alternative method is selected, he must prep:ire
"incrementar decision packages that indicate costs and benefits associated with additional
levels of effort (i.e., funding) that might be exerted in carrying out the activity at levels
above the minimum level.

For example. suppose that the Air Quality Control Board of a given state is considering
how best tO take and analyze samples of air in order to identify the level of air pollution.
Assume that the Board has decided that the minimum number of samples to be tested
are 37,300. (This would include samples from tbe major urban areas only, a.total.of 70%0*.
the state's population.)The Board might identify the following "mutally exclusive" alterna-
tive methods of performing this activity:

I. Contract sample analysis work to the state university. Cost would be $6 per sample
a total cost of 5'223.800 for analyzing 37.300 samples.

2. Conduct sample analysis work entirely in regional locations. Cost Would be a total of
5506.000 the first year and 5385.000 in subsequent years. Specialized equipment would
be purchased in the first year for several locations if the presently used central lab is
discontinued.

3. Conduct sample analysis work in central lab for specialized pollutants only. and set up
regional labs to reduce sample mailing costs. Cost would be a total of 5305.000 for_
analyzine 37.300 samples.

4. Use a central lab in one city to conduct all sample testing and analysis. Cost would be a
total of 5140.000.

The Air Quality Control Board would identify detailed information pertaining to the
anticipated costs. advantazes, and disadvantages of each of the four alternative methods,
and t hen would decide on the most cost-effective method. The Board would then prepare
"incremental" decision packages above the minimum level for the alternative method
selected. Assume, for example. the Board decided that alternative #4 use of a central lab

was preferable. Alternative levels of funding above .the minimum level of analyzing
37.300 samples would, of course, result in greater benefits to the state:

LEVEL 2: For an.additional 561.000 Board could analyze an additional 17.700 samples.
thereby determining air quality for 5 additional problem urban areas and 8 other counties
chosen on the basis of worst pollution (covering 80% of the poptilation). Total funding

' Py hrr. op cit. p. 2.
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would be 5201.000 (5140.000 + 561.000) for this level, resulting in 55.000 (37.300 + 17,700)
samples analyzed.

LEVEL 3: For an additional S45.000 the Board could analyze an additional 20.000
samples. thereby determining air quality for 909- of-the population. and leaving only rural
areas unsampled. Total funding for this level would be 5246.000 ($140,000 + 561,000 +
545,000) resulting in 75.000 (37.300 + 17,700 + 20.000) analyzed.

The AirQuality Cornrol Board would have to provide comprehensive information on the
costs and benefits associated with each level of effort. The information provided should, of
course, be as quantitative and specific as is feasible. On the basis of the decision packages,
state budget officers should be able to select the level of funding that is most consistent with
the overall objectives of, and resources available to the state.

Ordinarily, the minimum level of effort for which data must be compiled would be one
that would not completely achieve the objectives of the activity, but which would neverthe-
less contain its essential elements. In the case ot :he AirQuality laboratory. for example. the
minimum level of funding indicated provides for a laboratory with a staff of five the
minimum number of required personnel to take even a few samples on a continuous basis.
Reductions in funding below that level would not result in reduced samples tested in
proportion to decreased laborawry staff, but would render the entire sample-testing pro-
gram inoperable. As a general rule. the minimum level of effort is that level below which
the activity ceases to operate.

In addition to indicating the costs and benefits associated with the method selected in the
"decision package," managers would also have to describe the consequences of not
performing the activity. Moreover, the "decision packages" should include measures of
performance that could be used to evaluate the activity, in order to determine the degree
that the activity objectives will be attained.

The information provided in the decision packages should be as comprehensive as
possible and must clearly spel$ out operational goals. Whenever feasible, benefits and costs
(in addition to direct dollar costs) should be expressed quantitatively. The decision pack-
ages, taken by themselves, should enable a budget officer to compare and rank the decision
packages in a manner that will ensure the greatest possible incremental benefits attributable
to an expenditure.

Although Zero-Based Budgeting can be superimposed upon the traditional object-
classification system of budgeting, it is more readily adaptable to a system that is program-
oriented. Decision packages are by' their very nature oriented toward governmental ac-
tivities rather than specific budgetary line items. They require that the benefits associated
with panicular expenditures be identified in terms of progress toward the realization of
goals.The budget officer would ordinarily decide whether w accept or reject a discrete level
of effort not whether to add funds to salary. maintenance, or equipmern or other object
classificaticib accounts.

Advantages of ZBB

ZBB requires that a budget officer be presented not only with several alternative methods
of accomplishing the same objective, but with discrete levels of funding that are feasible. In
traditional budgetary systems, the budgetary officer may be presented with alternative
means of accomplishing a desired goal, but he seldom is given information on the specific
benefits that will be sacrificed if funds are assigned at a level lower than that requested. The
benefits associated with many activities can be viewed as a step function. M given levels of
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expenditures, additional funds Will result in but few additional benefits: at certain critical
points, however, added funds will result in substantial benefits. Similarly. there are kvels at
which a budget can be cut with relatively little sacrilice.There are other levels at which even
small cuts may result in dramatic declines in service.

In the example of the Air Quality laboratory cited earlier, for instance, an experlditure of
5130.000 would have enabled the state to sample the air breathed by 70%vf the population.
An additional expenditure of S61.000 (a total of S201.000) would have increased the coverage
to SO% of the population. However, a reduction in eipenditures by the same amount (to
579.000) may have scuffled the entire program and reduced coverage to near zero. ZBB
focuses on the incremental benefits to be gained or lost by changes in the level of funding. It
enables administrators to make sensible budget adjustments and avoid situations in which
small cost reductions result in disproportionate reductions in benefits.

ZBB is management-oriented. It combines planning, budgeting, and operational
decision-making into a single process. It requires managers to quantify both the anticipated
costs and the benefits associated with an activity, and thereby automatically provides the
measures by which the activity can be subsequently evaluated. Because it is "program"
oriented. it expedites the identification and as a consequence. the elimination of
duplicate activities and programs.

Perhaps most significantly. ZBB facilitates budgetary reductions as well as increases.
ZBB requires that each major activity bejustified -from the ground up," and provides that
the benefits ascribed to each subsequent discrete level of funding be explicitly spelled out.
The decision maker is thereby furnished the information necessary to make a determination
as to whether funding at a currcni level is still justified or whether greater overall incremen-
tal benefits to the organization can be obtained by cutting back funds from onc activity and
adding them to another.

ZBB and PPBS

ZBB is markedly similar to Program-Planning-and-Budgeting Systems (PPBS). Eoth
ZBB and PPBS require that budgetary decisions be made on the basis of programs or
activities, rather than object-classifications. They both emphasize incremental changes in
costs and benefits that will result from budgetary decision, and bothdemand that benefits be
quantified. Both systems ordinarily provide the data necessary to makc ise of sophisticated
mathematical decision techniques. such as linear programming and probability analysis.

There are. howuver, significant distinctions between the two. ZBB, unlike PPBS, focuses

on discrete units of both input and output. It specifically requires that each activity be
separated into discrete decision packages that the chief budget officer is able to accept,
reject, and rank in order of priority. He is automatically provided with the information
necessarnd -znahle him to see the consequences of a change from cither current or
reciammendod levels of funding. Moreover. ZBB specifically requires that all acti:qties be
reviewed in their entirety each budget cycle. Although there is nothing inherent in PPBS
that requires duplicate budgets to be submitted, in many organizations in which PPBS was
adupted, budgetary units were required to file two budget requestsa line item request and
a program budget request. ZBB can readily be superimposed on line item budget systems
and only a single budget request should have to be made. In Texas. for example, agencies

will be required to submit one budget only.
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Pitfalls to be A voided

The obituaries of PPBS make it clear that its failure could be attributable not so much to
weaknesses inherent in the system on the contrary, many of the essential elements of
PPBS are both intuitively and practically sound but rather to the manner in which it
was introduced and implemented.4 ZI3B. like PPBS. has the potential to bring about a
measure of reform to budgetary processes, but it will succeed in doing so only if the pitfalls
that prevented the promises of PPBS from being fulfilled can be avoLied.

One of the primary reasons for the alleged failure of PPBS to realize its fun potential was
simply that too much was promised for it. PPBS was proffered as a "revolutionary budget
system. one which would radically change financial decision-making in government. Obvi-
ously. it tvas not a "revolutionary" budget system, and at best, could be expected to result
in a modicum of financial reform. PPBS often 'functioned as well as could have been
anticipated. but it is unlikely that it greatly altered the distribution of available funds from
what would have occurred under conventional budgetary procedures. As a resutt, both
administrators and policy makers who may have hoped for dramatic changes quickly
became disillusioned with the new procedures. Those who were initially skepfical of the
new system readily became cynical toward it.

ZBB, like PPBS. will not be a panacea for the ills of government. It will formalize certain
decision techniques, such as incremental analysis and cost-benefit analysis, and make
certain that explicit consideration is given to the potential for budgetary reductions. Such
techniques can, of course, be employed even in the absence of a formal Zero-Based
Budgeting system, and unqucstionably many administrators have long used such proce-
dures without being aware that the theoreticians had sanctified them with quasLscientific
titles. But Zero-Based Budgeting will, at a minimum, assure that they are routinely em-
ployed.

ZBB is to avoid the fate of PPBS, it must be introduced with quiet perseverance rather
than trumpeted claims of a major fiscal breakthrough. In Texas, for example, there is
already evidence of both exaggerated claims by high officials and resulting cynical
.negativism on the part of lower-level administrators and accountants. The lower echelon
personnel involved in the budgetary process have expressed (privately, of course) reserva-
tions as to whether the system will really work and resentment toward the implications,
however indirect, that previous procedures were ineffective.

Lack of Coordination

The effectiveness of PPBS was diminished by the failure of many organizational units to
integrate the analysis of fiscal policy issues with the actual budgetary, accounting. and
reporting system. PPBS unquestionably resulted in a more comprehensive analysis of
spending decisions, but ::,tch analysis was never merged with the mainstream of budget
development. Allen Schieks says of some Federal departments:

They went through the motions and submitted the required documents. organized their
analytk staffs. and fashioned program structures. Only after they perceived that the

Harrill. E. Reece, "A Multi-Purpose Budgeting and Accounting System for Governments?' Governmenini
_Finance. 1November..1972)..p. 21...

Schick. Allen. "A Death in re Bureaucracy: The Demise of Federal PPB."Puisiie Adminiquilion Review
(Mach,..April. 1973) Volume 33. Number 2. p. 148.
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Budget Mire Ws itself was not cwionitted a budget change did the departments rut their
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the powerful esaminations and budget review staffs. and pramaigating separate PPB und
budget instructions.

55

A budget implies a plan. Essential to any system of planning is the requirement of
subsequent evaluation. The accounting system must be designed so that it can generate data
by which the ultimate impact of budgetary decisions can be reviewed.] t makes little sense,
therefore, to make initial budgetary allocations to activity classifications if the accounting
system will generate data only on the basis of object-classifications. If the budgetary system
is to be on an activity basis. so too must the .accounting system.

At the same time. ZB B will have little impact on ultimate allocation of funds if those who
make budgetary decisions are unifling tu accept the new system and make use of the
information provided them. PPBS, for example, was viewed with suspicion by many
members of key legislative committees in Congress, and apparently had little impact on
their deckions. So long as agency heads perceive that a new budgetary system will not have
an effect on amount of funds their agency receives, they will come, to view the new
process as nothing more than an analytical exercise.

Zero-Based Budgeting will become a long-lived instrument of financial administrations
only if it is implemented as an integrated system of analysis, planning and control. Zero-
BaSed Budgeting cannot be vieWed as a once-a-year cdncern of administrators.The analysis
of spending decisions must be coordinated with the political processes of budget adoption
and, equally important, accounting systems must be modified or even completely revamped
in order that account classifications coincide with budgetary classifications.

Top Down Approach

Related to the problem of coordination is that of involvement. PPBS was instituted at the
request of the executive brahch. Agency administrators seldom saw the value of the
analysis that they were required to perform. Zero-Based Budgeting will gain the acceptance
of the "rank and-file" administrators on whom its success will ultimately depend only
insofar as it is a useable wol in their day-to-day operations. Zero-Based Budgeting must be
accepted by administrators as a management tool

Failure to Make Organizational Changes

ZBB, like PPBS, is a program-oriented system. A budgetary system (the term being used
in a broad sense to include the entire planning and control system) cannot be arbitrarily
superimposed upon an organizational structure. A budgetary system that cuts across
organization lines is unlikely to be a useful managerial tool for the persons.in charge of the
various organizational units. Responsibility for costs and associated benefits must be
attributable to specific individuals. It would make little sense, for example. to create a
budgetary unit for dangerous drugs if the responsibility for administering the drug program
is scattered among numerous organizational units. The budgetary stnicture must be con-
structed around the organizational stnicture; it cannot be the other way around.

The early accomplishments of ZBB in the State of Georgia may be auributed largely to
organizational changes that were instituted concurrently with budgetary changes. Under the
direction of Governor Carter. the responsibilities of state aeencies was reassigned so that
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related activities those that could be viewed as programs were placed under common
control.

In Texas. however, neither the executive nor the legislative brunches have expressed
willingneSs to institute significant organizational changes. Given their reluctance, the
hoped-for benefits from ZBEI are unlikely to be achieved.

Summary

Zero-Based Budgeting is a management-oriented system that combines planning, budget-
ing. and operational decision-making into a simile process. It is a management tool that has
the potential to bring about a measure of reform to budgetary processes. It will succeed in
doing so only if th,t ha?ards that cnsnared ['PBS are avoided and it is clearly understnod that
the real bencli;, will be long-term and modest rather than sudden and dramatic.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
LiFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Budgst Division

SECTION

F. V.1078 ZEROBASE BUDGET INFORMATION
SUBJECT

A. BUDGET ACT PROVISIONS, B. CONCEPT AND PURPOSE,
C. MODIFICATIONS, D. SUBMISSION DATA

A. Budget Act Provisions

Cods Section 40-4 of Georgia Laws (Budget Act) provides for estimates of financial needs to be submitted to
the Office of Planning and Budget (OPB) each yew by the Hood of each Budget Unit by September 1;

The Budget Division of OPB has developed the Budget Procedunn for the estimation of F. Y. 1978 financial
requirements by State Departments of Georgia State Government.

Considerable work has gone into the revision of forms and procedures for the F. T. 1978 Zero-Base process.
The Governor feels that the changes will be useful to the Department as well as to OPEL No standard set of
forms can be devised which will meet everfone's needs. OPB is prepared to review any form changes necessary.

B. Concept and Purpose

The State of Georgia finds its budgeting responsibilities and needs best met by the budgetary process known
as "Zero.Base Budgeting."

The concept of Zero-Base Budgeting is that all the financial requirements for a budget unit are justified and
analyzed by decision makers and not just the increased or additional requirements. Managers are to assess
benefits from ongoing operations, in well as needs for additional funds. The process identifies, to all levels
of management, the cost, benefits and suggested operational levels associateo to reach their objectives. The
obiectives, es established by management, are communicated to the program managers before the preparation
of the budget begins.

The ZerthBase Budget process begins by identifying programs in the organization when, cost data ars main.
tailed, The budget request for each program is developed in a series of "Decision Packages". Each Decision
Package represents the funding requirement to support a particular level of the operation. The first package
of a series of packages is developed at v Minimum Objective Level of operations for the function. Additional
levels of effort are Current Objective Level and Improvement Objective Levels. See instructions for definitions
of thew levels.

Tha ranking of Decision Packages is completed by each Activity Manager end submitted to higher management
The final ranking is complsted at the Department level. The ranking process offers each manager the oppor
tunity to @sorts: the objectives at different funding levels. Refinements and modifications to the system an,
made from time to time, but the basic concept and purpose of Zero-Base remain intact.

C. Modifications

Modifications have teen made to the Zero-Basa Budget Preparation System and the more significant changes
we as follows:

1. The levels of effort for each program were defined last year through 4 kinds of Decision Packages
Minimum Level, Base Level, Workload Level, and New or Improved. The F. Y. 1978 Budget
Development System will define the levels of effort as Minimum Objective Level, Current
Objective Level, and Improvement Objective Levels. This change will enable the department to
express each level of effort (decision package) in terms of a limited objective. The Major Objective
for eadi program was established in the F. Y. 1977 Annual OPerating Budget and should not
change much from year to year. Each level of funding requested in F. Y. 1978 will represent
a level of effort expressed in terms of a different limited objective for each minimum, current
and improvement package. Any Workload, if needed, will be expressed in terms of maintenance
of the Current objective.

DATE Rev. 6n6 PAGE 1 I I OPB Budget General
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET &Mem Division

SECTION
F. V.1117$ ZERO-BASE BUDGET INFORMATION

SUBJECT

C. MODIFICATIONS ICentInued). D:SUBMISSION DATA

2. Eads decision package requires (a) The Major Objective for the program decision packspe series,
(b) The Limited Objective for a particular package, (c) The Evaluation Measures of effectiveness
And efficiency at a particular level.

D. Submission Data
The forms to be used in the F. Y. 1978 Budget Preparation are listed as follows:

.0PB Budget 30
OPB - Budget - 31
OPB -Budget -32
°PS Budget -40
OPB : Budget - 41
OPB - Budget 42
OPB - Budget -43
OPB - Budget -44

Budget 45
OPB - Budget -48
OPB - Budget - 47
OPB - Budget -48
OPB - Budget - 60
OPB Planning 51A
OPB Planning - 51B
OPB - Budget - 52
OPB - Budget - 60

Decision Package Minimum Objective Level
Decision Package Current Objective Level
Decision Package Improvement Objective Level
Schedule of Rents
Schedule of Motor Vehicle Equipment Purchases
Schedule of Equipment Purchases
Schedule of Per Diem and Fees
Schedule of Computer Charges
Schedule of Other Contractual Expense
Capital Outlay Detail
Personal Services Schedule
Detail of Fund Sources
Decision Package Ranking
Activity Information Summary
Activity Performance Evaluation Summary
Activity Financial Summary
Budget Unit or Department Summary

Submission procedures for the F. Y. 1978 Budget are as follows:

Submit the F. Y. 1978 Budget Request to OPB on or before September 1, 1976, as required by
law.

2. Submit (4) four copies of the Budget in lOoseleaf notebooks and tab each Activity.

Arrange the forms as thown in the assembly diagram (see next page) and place the Department
Summary at the front of the notebook. The Department Head is required to sign the summary.

DATE Rev. 6(76
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OF F ICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Budget OswisIan

SECTION
ZEROBASE ASSEMBLY FORMAT

SUBJECT

ASSEMBLY OF FORMS FOR SUBMISSION TO OPB

OATE Rev. 6/76 I
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET - Budget Division

SECTION
DECISION PACKAGE Pee P ION - MINIMUM OPUECTIKE LEVEL

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGET -30

Form Purpose
A Decision Package Series identifies a program below the Activity Level where costs are recorded. You should
generate a packege or series of packages et the program level approved by OPB. Each program you want to
continue should have one or more Decision Packages, depending on how many levels of funding are requested
for the program. The form OPB Budget 30 is a Minimum Objective Level Decision Package. For every
program you will develop at least one minimum level beloii the F. Y. 1977 Budget for that program. The
Minimum Objective Level is a level of effort, expressed in terms of an objective and cost below which it is not
realistic or feasible to operete the program at all.

1. Describe the Program in terms of its Major ObkmtIve

The ultimate but realistic outcome expected from the Program (es defined in the Annual Operating
Budget) expressed in measurable terms, assuming unlimited resources. To achieve a Major
Objective, more than one budget year is generally required. (The Major Objective is not a statement
of workload.)

2. Describe the Program in terms of the Current Objective in F. Y. 1977

- Given the F. Y. 1977 level of appropriation, what is the limited objective expected from the
Program during F. Y. 1977, using the same measurable terms as used for the Major Objective,
established in light of budget constraints. (Same as the Annual Operating Budget Limited Objective.)

3. Explain the Minimum Level Limited Objective this Package provides

- Givs a level of funding less than F. Y. 1977, using the same measurable term as used for the
Major Objective, define the lessened limited objective provided by this package for F. Y. 1978.

4. Explain the service now provided that this Minimum Objective Level excludes

- Explain the impact of funding only this minimum objective assuming non.funding of the
F. Y. 1977 current limited objective above the minimum level.

Evaluation Measures (required on eackpackaue)

- Program Effectiveness Measure(s) (objective accountability) are key indicators of the degree to which
the Program will achieve the limited objective for both F. Y.1977 and for the Minimum Objective Level
for F. Y. 1978.

- Workload Efficiency Measure(s) (resource accOUiitability) are key indicators of the degree to which the
Program economically manages the workload associated with meeting the limited objective, usually
expressed In terms of cost per unit of workload or output for both F. Y. 1977 and for the Minimum
Objective Level for F. Y. 1978.

Financial Information

- Enter amounts budgeted for the Program in F. Y. 1977.
- Enter amounts requested for the Minimum Objective Level under -Thii Pkg. F. Y. 1978".
- Cumulative Amount Column should be used only if more than one minimum level in a series is developed,

otherwise leave blank.

Note: Detailed forms 4048 are not required on the Minimum Level Package.

DATE Rev. 6/76
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET budget DIvIalon

SECTION
DECISION PACKAOE ION CONSENT OBJECTIVE LEVEL

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGET 31

Form Purpose

The Current Objective Level Decision Package is the next kind of package developed after the Minimum
Level Decision Package(s) for a program below the Activity. The Current Objective Level Is e level of
effort expreved in terms of cost, that represents a continuance of the F.Y. 1977 limited Otr*Ive and no
more. Fund. for greater limited objective should be taquested only on an Improvement Decision Package.
The Cum.*/ Objective Level Package cost' will vary by progrem. Non-recurring expenditures should
be excluded from cost as well as funds budgeted in F. Y. 1977 but not needed In F. Y. 1978 tO deliver
the same objective. Include increased costs for F. Y. 1978 (to deliver the same objective delivered In
F. Y. 1977) such as workload costs, within-grade increases, postage increases, etc. The Current Objective
1-wel Package, thee, will express only cost increases and decreases associated with the same limiod
objective provided in F. Y. 1977: Decreased sOIVICE and corresponding decreased cost can be outlined
in rnis package but not an increased objective.

1. Describe the Program in terms of its Major Objective

Repeat information displayed on the Minimum Level Package.

2. Describe the Program in terms of the Currant Objective in F. Y. 1977

Repeat Information displayed on the Minimum Level Package.

3. Explain the cost increase or decrease in the Current Level over F. Y. 1977

Assuming the same limited objective as provided in F. Y. 1977, outline the financial reasons why
this package, added to the Minimum Objective Level Package, costs less or more than VNN budgeted
for the program In F. Y. 1977. Increases or decreases for the various object classes should be
explained. Attach additional pages if more space is needed. Do not include workload cost increases
under this heeding.

4. Explain any workload change in the Current Level over F. Y. 1977

Assuming the same limited objective as provided In F. Y. 1977, outline lhe workload increase or
decrease, if any, that ls required to maintain the curtent objective.

Evaluation Measures (required on the Decision Packs:vs)

Program Effectiveness Measure(s) (objective accountability) are key indicators of the degree to which
the program will achieve the limited objective for both F. Y. 1977 and for F. Y. 1978.
Workload Efficiency Measure(s) (resource accountability) are key indicators of the degree to which
the program economically manages the workload associated with meeting the limited objective,
usually expressed in terms of cost per unit of workload or output for both F. Y. 1977 and F. Y. 1978.

Financial Information

Enter amounts budgeted for the program in F. Y. 1977.
In the column headed "This Pkg. F. Y. 1978" enter incremental amounts requested above the Minimum
Level and not the total requested through the Current Level.
Cumulative Amount equals the sum of this package plus the rrlinlmum level package(s).

NOTE: Detailed form 47 and 48 are not required at thy Current Objective Level but are required at
the Activity Level.
Detailed forms 40-46 are required tab'e attached to the Current Objective Level Package for
amounts requested in F. Y. 1978 whWe an asterisk appears on the form.

DATE Rev. 6/76
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Budgm OleIslon

SECTION .
DECISION PACKAGE PREPARATIoN .114PROVEMENT OBJECTIVE LeyEL

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGET 32

Form Purpose

The Improvement Ob {active Level Decision Package is developed fore requested greater objective level of
on ongoing Program. The Improvement Objective must be quantified and explained fully in terms of service
and cost. Any complete new program under an Activity would be requested on a separate series of Decision
Packages and not on the Improvement Decision Package.

1. Describe the Program in terms of its Major Objective

Repeat information displayed on the Minimum Level Package.

2. Describe the Program in terms of the Current Objective in F. Y.1977

Repeat information displayed on the Minimum Level Package. --
3. Explain the Improvement Level Limited Obiective this package provides

State the greater objective provided which helps the program better meet its Major Objective.
An Improvement is an expansion of the Currant Objective of the program while a New operation is,
by definition, an operation not conducted in F. Y.1977.

4. Explain this Package in terms of cost

Point out reasons why the Improvement Objective will require additional funds. The explanation
should be expressed in terms of what the funds will be expended for to accommodate the Improvement
Objective.

Evaluation Measures (required on the Decision Packages)

Program Effectiveness Measure(s) (objective accountability) are key indicators of the degree to which
the program will achieve the limited objective for both F. Y.1977 Current Objective Level and F. Y. 1978
Improvement Objective Level Cumulative.
Workload Efficiency Measure(s) (resource accountability) are key indicators of the degree to which the
Program economically manages the workload associated with the limited objective, usually expressed in
terms of cost per unit of workload or output for both F. Y. 1977 and F. Y. 1978 cumulative through this
package.

Financial Information
Enter amounts budgeted for the program in F. Y. 1977.
"This Pkg. F. Y.1978" enter incremental amounts requested above the previous level for the program
and not the total requested through this Package.
Cumulative Amount equals this package plus minimum and current packages.

NOTE: Detailed forms 40-48 are required to be attached to the ImprovementPamkage for amounts
requested in F. Y. 1978 where an asterisk appears on the form.

DATE REV. 6/76
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SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEPULES

On the following pages are Supplemental Schedules to substantiate your request for funds in the
following objects:

Object Form Schedule Number

Rents OPElaudget-40

Motor Vehicle Equipment Purchases OPB.Budget-41

Equipment Purchases OPB.Budget-42

Per Diem and Fees OPB.Budget-43

Computer Charges OPElaudget-44

Other Contractual Expenses OPB.Budget-45

Capital Outlay OPB.Budget-46

Personal Services OPEtaudget-47

Detail of Fund Sources OPElaudget-48

Forms 40 through 46 we to be prepared as needed and attached to each decision package for a
Program. Forms 47 and 48 must be prepared for the entire Activity as a summary of the Current Level
Package and the Minimum Level Package; however, forms 47 and 48 should be prepared as needed and
attached to each Improvement Padtage fur a program.

10
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET - Budget Dividon

SECTION
SCHEDULE OF RENTS

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGET 40

Form Purpose

This form is a detailed schedule of Rents for the program which will be attached to each decision package,
except for a Minimum Objective Level Package, where an amount Is requested for Rents in F. Y. 1978. The
sthedule, upon completion, should be copied and attached to each decision package, except Minimum, as a
fully completed displry.

- List type of Rents.

Examples - Xerox Rental, Postage Machine Rental, Office Equipment Rental, Office Space Rental, Post
Office Box Rental.

- Identify the need for the Rents.

- Show funds budgeted for each type of Rents for F. Y. 1977.

- Show funds requested for Rents for F. Y. 1978 divided into the funding levels as requested on the
decision packages.

- The F. Y. 1978 Rents request will be listed on this form from the individual Decision Packages where funds
me requested for this particular sub-object, with the exception of the Minimum Level which will be included in
the Current Levis; for schedule purposes.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Budget Division

SECTION
CHEDULE OF MOTOR VEHICLE EOUIPMENT PURCHASES

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGET -41

Form Purpose

This form is a detailed schedule of Motor Vehicle Equipment for the program which will be attached to each
decision package, except for a Minimum Objective Level Package, where an amount is requested for Motor
Vehicle Equipment in F. Y. 1978. The schedule, upon completion, should be copied and attached to each
decision package, except Minimum, as a fully completed display.

List type of Motor Vehicle Equipment.

List, first, the Motor Vehicle Equipment requested to replace existing equipment.

List second, Motor Vehicle Equipment additions to your present equipment fleet.

Describe the purpose for which the Motor Vehicle Equipment is needed.

Show funds requested for Motor Vehicle Equipment for F. Y. 1978 divided into the funding levels as
requested on the decision packages.

The F. Y. 1978 Motor Vehicle Equipment requests will be listed on this form from the individual decision
packages where funds are requested for this particular object with the exception of the Minimum Level
*filch will be included in the Current Level for schedule purposes.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Budget Division

SECTION
SCHEDULE OF EOUIPMENT PURCHASES

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIOS.rn FOR FORM OPB - BUDGET -42

Form Purpose

This form is a detailed schedule of Equipment for the program which will be attached to each decision package,
except for a Minimum Objective Level Package, Mums an amount is requested for Equipment in F. Y. 1978.
The schedule, upon completion, should be copied and attached to each decision package, except Minimum, as
a fully completed display.

List the type of Equipment.

Example: Office Equipment Typewriters
Office Equipment Adding Machines and Calculators
Office Equipment Furniture
Lab and Medical Equipment
General Equipment Furnishings

NOTE: Any one piece of equipment which costs over $500 must be separately aggregated.

Show funds requested for Equipment Purchases for F. Y. 1978 divided into the funding levels as
requested en the decision packages.

The F. Y. 1978 Equipment requests will be listed on this form from the individual decision packages where
funds are requested for this particular object, with the exception of the Minimum Level which will be
included in the Current Level for schedule purposes.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Modest Divn

SECTION
SCHEDULE OF PER DIEM AND FEES

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB - BUDGET - 43

RWITI Purpose

This form is a detailed schedule of Per Diem end Fees for the program sthich will be attached to each decision
package, except for a Minimum Objective Level Peckage.vMere an amount is requested for Per Diem and
Fees in F. V. 1978. The schedule, upon completion, should be copied and attached to each decision package,
except Minimum, as a fully completed display.

Categories for type of Per Diem is provided. List Per Diem not categorized under the caption "List Other."

Identify the need for the Per Diem and Fee Categorized.

Slsow furs% budgeted for mil type of Per Diem or Fee for F. Y. 1977.

Show funds requested for Per Diem or Fees for F. Y. 1978 divided into the funding levels es requested
on the decision packages.

The F. Y. 1978 Per Diem and Fees requests will be listed on this form from the individual decision packages
where funds are requested for this particular object, with the exception of the Minimum Level which will
be included in the Current Level for schedule purposes.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFF/CE OF PLANNING AWA BUDGET Budget Division

SECTION
SCHEDULE OF COMPUTER CHARGES

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB . BUDGET 44

Form Purpose
This form N a detailed schedule of Computer Charon for the program whkhwill be attached to each

decision package, except for a Minimum Objective Level Package, where an amount is requested for

Computer Charges in F. Y. 1978. The schedule, upon completion, should be copied and attached to each

decision package, except Minimum, m a fully completed display.

Show the account number of the system (assigned by DOAS).

Show the narrative description of the system.

Show the funds budgeted, by program, for F. Y. 1977 for each system and the funds requested for

F. Y. 1978 as dividod into the funding levels.

List new systems development seperately.

The F. Y. 1978 Computer Charges requests will be listed on this form from the individual decision packages

where funds me requested for this particular object, with the exception of the Minimum Level which will

be included in the Current Level for schedule purposes.

NOTE: DOAS can help provide the information you need to prepare this form.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET &Kilns Division

SECTION
SCHEDULE OF OTHER CONTRACTUAL EXPENSE

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM CIPB BUDGET .15

Form Purtosa
This form is a detailed schedule of Other Contractual Expense for the program which will ba attached to
each decision package, except for a Minimum Objective Level Package, where an amount is requested for
Other Contractual Expense in F. Y. 1978. The schedule, upon completion, should be copied and attached
to each decision package, except Minimum, a a fully completed display.

List type of arntract.

Identify the need for the contract.

For each contract, thow the amount budgeted for F. Y. 1977.

Show funds requested for F. Y. 1978 for each contract, divided into the funding lwels as taken
from the decision packages.

* The F. Y:157...."11thateContractual Expanse requests will be listed en this form from the individual decisiOn

packages where funds are requested for this particular object, with the exception of the Minimum Level
whicb will be induded in the Current Level for schedule purposes.
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executive CAPARTISENT

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET &Axe Divigon
AECTION

CAPITAL OUTLAY OETA I L
SURAECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGET-46

Form Purpose
This form is a detailed explanation of Cepital Outlay for the program which will be attached to each decision

package where an amount is requested for Capital Outlay in F.-V1-1978.-Any additional.information needed

to explain the requeet should be attached.

All sections of the form (A through G) should be completed foreach project requested for each kind of

decision package where applicable.

All construction or project funds should be requested as Capital Outlay and not asGeneral Obligation Bonds

or Authority Lease Rentals.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET &nips Division

SECTION
ACTIVITY PERSONAL SERVICES SCHEDULE PREPARATION

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB - BUDGET 47

Form Purpose
This form serves two purpares: 1) Summarizes and details Personal Services from the Minimum and Current

level program packages for an entire Activity, 2) Details Personal Services for a program Improvement package

and le attached to die package.

Column 1 Number of Budgeted Positions
Enter dm number of positions for each position title on the seine grade and step and anniversary date.

Column 2 Position Tide
Enter position tides alphabetically per Merit System Classification.

Column 3 Grade. Step. Anniversary
Use Morft System pay grade assigned to the position niks and pay step as It applies to each rmition.
ANNA/. (Month and Year) are listed to facilitate the calculations across the form for each position.

Column 4 Payroll June 30. 1976, Annual Rats

Enter position cost from the pay roll listing at the mnualized rate of gross pay m of June 30, 1976. Do

not Include salary increases effective July 1, 1976.

Column 5 F. Y. 1977 July 1 Raise and Within-wade Increases at Annual Rate

Enter combined amounts for fullyear costs of any F. Y. 1977 within-grade increases and the 12-month

cost associated with the Juty 1 pay adjustment Include also any promotions at annualized rates.

caw:vs 6 Annual Salary Rate June 30, 1977

Enerr rhe sum of column 4 and 5. These gross salary amounts should represent the gross F. Y. 1977

entgrer salary for each position. Donotindude salary increases requested to be effective July 1, 1977.

Column 7 All or Part-Year Within-grade Increases F. Y. 1978

Enter amounts for within-grade increases which will occurin F. Y. 1978. This amount will very, depending

on the number of months the reise is in effect.

Column 8 Personal Services Budget

Enter the sum of columns 6 and 7. These amounts represent the cost of the position for F. Y. 1978 and

not the annual salary rate.

A. F. Y. 1978 Cumin Poslitons
List positions alphabetically and group by filled or vacant positions.
Group positions with same position title, grade and step, and anniversary date.
Position titles listed should be taken from the Annual Operating Budget .

Enter correct position cost in coiumn4 from the June 30 payroll.
Show beside position tits the percentage of Federal funds which OPTAY TO the funding of Particular

position. Example: A 50% Federally funded positionwould be Clerk I l (50% Federal).
Show additional positions appropriated in F. Y. 1977 separateunder both fitted and vacant positions.

Enter Total Current Positions by adding items under A. See sampb.

0A78 Rev. 6/76
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Bade.t MUSA.
SECTION

ACTIVITY PERSONAL SERVICES SCHEDULE PREPARATION
SURACT

B. F. Y. 1978 Requested Position Changes

List positions vddch have been deleted or edded in the entire activity for the Minimum end Current Level
functional paireges.
Delete positions on the grade and step they currently are on.
List any new positions on step 1.
Enter Total Position Changes by adding items under B. See sample.

C. F. Y. 1978 Other Salary Cost

Enter amounts in column 8 for Other Salary Cost:

NOTE: Separate Decision Packages are made for upgrading a class of personnel. Do not list here.
Stipends
Overtime
Night Pay Differential
Enter Total Other Salary Cost by adding items under C. See sample.
Enter Total Salaries. after item C. by adding A. B. and C. See sample.

D. F. Y. 1978 Requested Fringe Benefits

Enter amounts for fringe benefits in column 8.
F. Y. 1978 Rates:

F.I.C.A. rate is 5.85% on a base of S15,300.
Retirement rate is 8% on Total Salaries.
Health Insurance rate is 3.75% on Total Salaries.

Enter Total Fringe Benefits by adding items under D. See sample.

E. F. Y. 1978 Temporary Help.

Enter amounts for temporary help in column 8.
Include fringe benefits for temporary help.

F. F. Y. 1978 Requested Lapse Factors

Enter negative amounts for Delayed Hiring and Turnover in column 8as applicable.
Delayed Hiring can only exist where new positions are requested or where new institutions are phasing
into operation.
Enter Total Lapse Factors by adding items under F. See sample.

G. F. Y. 1978 Total Personal Services

Add amounts in column 8 to get Personal Services Total for F. Y. 1978.

DATE Rev. 6n6 P GE 19 10PB BUdget 47
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PERSONAL SERVICES SCHEDULE - MINIMUM AND CURRENT LEVEL
OPB - BUDGET - 47
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PERSONAL SERVICES SCHEDULE IMPROVEMENT OBJE6TIVE LEVEL

OPB BUDGET 47
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ZERO-BASE
BUDGET
Procedures &
Instructions

123

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Budgst Dithlon

SECTION
SCHEDULE OF FUND SOURCES

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB BUDGE T 48

Form Rormee
This form is a detailed schedule of Federal and Other funds by itemized source of the funds.

List Federal Funds by Federal DOMestiC Assistance Catalog
(F.D.A.C.I number and Federal Agency granting

the funds.

List Other Funds by source identification, example; Student Fees, Park Receipts. Patient Fees.

Show funds budgeted for each source of funds for F. Y.1976 Actual and F. Y. 1977 budgeted per the
latest approved amendment to the Annual Operating Budget.

Show funds requested for F. Y. 1978 divided into to funding levels as requerted on the decision

packages.

NOTE: This form is prepared at the Activity Level as a summary of the Currant Level Package and the
Minimum Level package with the exception of the Improvement Package where you attach

a separate schedule to each Improvement Packageif Increases in fund sources occur in them.
Do not include Improvement amounts In the Current Level summary for the Activity.

DATE Rev. 6176 PAGE 22 I OPB Budget - 48
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SCHEDULE OF FUND SOURCES - MR.HMUM, AND CURRENT LEVEL

OPR BUDGET -48

E. V.1171 ZERO BASE BUDGET REOUEST
SCHEDULE OF FUND SOURCES
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ZERO-SASE extc"%/E OCIARTMENT

BUDGET OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET

SIMON ACTIVITY OR DEPARTMENT

Procedures, DECISION PACKAGE RANKING PREPARATION
WSCT

teltInstructions INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB.RUDGET.50

Form Purpose
This form displays the Activity or the Departmental Stabs

Fund priorities for F. Y. 1978 for each decision

package raid the State fund program cost for F. Y. 1077 foreach first package in a series.

Rank
Enter priority number of each package, starting with number 1 as the highest priority and ending with

a number which eguals the total number of packages. ln any program series of packages; e.g., 1 of 3,

2 of 3, and 3 of 3, Package 1 of 3 is always ranked higher than 2 of 3 or 3 of 3. However, Package 1 of 3

or 2 of 3 or 3 of 3 in one program series can be renked higher or lower than Packages in another

program aerie&

13ackage Name

Enter package name of each Decision Package ranked and note
the series number by it. Names of

Decision Packages should be as descriptive of the program as
possible, preferably the name of the program.

F. Y. 1977 Budgeted by Program
Enter the F. Y. 1978 Amount for State funds budgeted for the program and number of positions for

e ach first package of a series; i.e.. Package 1 of will always show the F. Y. 1977 State funds and positions

for the entire program. Package 2 of or 3 of etc., will show a blank in the F. Y. 1977 amount

column since the F. Y. 1977 amount was already shown by the first package of the series.

F. Y. 1978 Requested by Package

Enter the F. Y. 1978 amount for State funds requested
and number of positions for each Decision Package

ranked.

Cumulative Requested
Enter the Cumulative State funds, the percentage the

cumulative amount represents to the Total F. Y. 1977

State fund total, and the cumulative number of positions.

Ranking...packages

All Decision Packages are ranked even if Federal or Other funds finance the package.

State fund amounts will be the only funds listed on the ranking sheet even if package is funded Partially

or fully by Federal or Other funds.
Show positions for all ranked packages.
Rank Decision Packages as to how effectively and efficiently each one contributes to the Departmental

goals and objectives.
Decision Packages are ranked for each Activity and for the Department as well.

Debt Service Ranking
Esisting,Authority Lease Rentals (A.L.R.'s) and General Obligation Bond (G. 0. Bond) payments should

be ranked With a high priority.
DO NOT request new A.L.R.'s or G. 0. Bond payments

for construction in F. Y. 1978, rathei-, any

request for construction in F. Y. 1978 should be requested as Capital Outlay.

OATE Rev. 6/76 [PAGE 24
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ACTIVITY RANKING
OPB -BUDGET 60
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BUDGET
Procedures IA
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
nFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET Planning Mahlon

SECTION
ACTIVITY INFORMATION SUMMARY

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR rORM OPB PLANNING EtA

Form Purpose

This form displays description information about an Activity necessary to provide a basic understanding
of the activity's operations.

1. Activity Purpose
Review and revise, if necessary, the statement of purpose for this activity found In Volume II, Program
Display, of the GOVOTOes Recommended Budget for F. Y. 1977. The Activity Purpose should be a
clear and concise statement of why the activity Is being conducted.

2. Activity Desption
Review and revise, if necessary, the description of this activity found in Volume II of the Governor's
Recommended Budget for F. Y. 1977. Identify the service(s) being provided and categorize the
recipients by service used.

S. Basis of Authorization
Identify the legal and administrative mandates which form the basis for operation of this activity.

4. Enumerate Programs of this ActiviCY

List the programs which are contained within this Activity. The listing should be the same as used for
preparation of the individual decision packages.

5. Forecast of Substantiai Changes in Scope of Activity

Identify any expected (within the next five years) changes In the scope of activity purpose or the
programs performed. Identify the expected source of initiative for these changes and explain the
expected effects on services being provided and en categories of recipients (example: changing
Federal program regulations).

6. Enumerate Sources of Funding

List the spumes which provide funds fOr this activity. In the case of Federal funds, identify source
by program name (example: HUD 20

DATE Rev. 6/76 PAGE 26
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ACTIVITY INFORMATION SUMMARY

OPB - PLANNING 51A
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING ANO BUDGET - Maiming DirlUon

SECTION
ACTIVITY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM ops PLANNING 51B

Form Purpose
This form summarizes, at the activity level, the program evaluationinformation contained in the program

decision packages. It is important to note that, where possible. the most important or major Items should

be selected for listing rather than simply listing all previously identified items.

1. Major Objective (s)

List the Major Objectives of the programs contained within this activity as set forth in the program

decision packages.

2. Limited Objectives

Select only the best or most illustrative Limited Objectives of the programscontained within this

activity for each of the levels of effort contained in the decisionPackages. At Wm one Limited
Objective should be selected for each program contained within the activity.

3. Evaluation Measures

Select the evaluation measures correspond:ng to the above selected Limited Objectives for each of the

programs contained within this activity.

Project the expected outcome of each measure for F. Y . 1977 andeach of the levels of funding contained

in the F. Y. 1978 decision packages.

(Attach additional sheets i I necessary)

OATE Rev. 6178 PAGE 28 I I OP8 Planning 518
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ACTIVITY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY

OPB PLANNING - SIB
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET BeJem Widen

SECTION
ACTIVITY FINANCIAL SUMMARY
SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPII.BUCKIET.52

Form Purpose

This form is a summary of subobjects, objects, aial fund sources of the Decision Package Ranking FOrills,
SUPPOltOd by the riscisiOn peckages, for a entire Activity.

Show amounts by categories listed for F. Y. 1978 Actual, F. Y. 1977 Budget. and F. Y. 1978 requested.
F. Y. 1978 requested Is divided into three funding levels summarized from the decision packages submitted.

Amounts for F. Y. 1977 should be Identical to the Annual Operating Budget to include amendments
thereto approved by OPB since the beginning of the Fiscal Year.
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET - Budget Dividae

SECTION
BUDGET UNIT OR DEPARTMENT SUMMARY

SUBJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OPB - BUDGET - BO

Form Purpose

This form is a summary of objects and fund sources of the Activity Financial Summaries for each Budget Unit,
if an agency has more than one Budget Unit, and for the entire Department. The F. Y. 1976 Actual Co.umn
should be par tha Audit Report.

- Show amounts by categories listed for F. Y. 1975 Actual, F. Y. 1976 Actual, F, Y. 1977 Pudget, and
F. Y. 1978 requested. F. Y. 1978 Requested is divided Into three funding levels summerized from the
Activity Financial Summaries.

- Amounts for F. Y. 1977 should be identical to the Annual Operating Budget to include amendments thereto
re.proved by ma since the beginning of the Fiscal Yew.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE ZERO-BASE BUDGETING SYSTEM

EMPLOYED BY THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter ii to analyze and evaluate

the zero-base budgeting system presently employed by the

State of Georgia. This investigation of the merits of zero-

base budgeting is divided into three principal sections:

1. A measurement of the acceptance of the zero-base

budgeting system by all budget participants. --

2. An analysis of the zero-base budgeting sysiem's

contribution toward a greater degree of mamagement control

than the previow, ilcremental budgeting system.

3. An analysis and evaluation of other problems or

factors relevant to the effectiveness of the zero-base budg-

eting system.

Description of the System Analysis

The following investigation techniques were employed

during the analysis phase of this study:

1. Conduct preliminary interviews with selected

departmental budget analysts;
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2. Develop a system questionnaire and distribute it

to all zero-base budgeting analysts;

3. Conduct follow-up interviews with selected depart-

mental budget analysts, department heads, and Governor Jimmy

Carter;

4, Conduct a detailed examination of the zero-base

budgeting procedures and techniques presently employed; and

5. Review the executive budgets for the State of

Georgia for fiscal years 1972, 1973, and 1974.

Interviews were conducted with selected budget analysts

prior to the preparation of the system questionnaire. The

purpose of these interviews was to determine the problem

areas in the budgeting process which should be investigated.

In addition, preliminary drafts of the system questionnaire

were reviewed by these analysts prior to the preparation and

distributi of the system questionnaire. A copy of the

system questionnaire is pr"esented in Appendix D.

The system questionnaires were sent to the budget ana-

lyst:4 in the twenty-seven departments employing the zero-base

budgeting system. Alsr. system questionnaires were distri-

buted to the twelve budget analysts in the Office of Planning

and Budget. Telephone calls were made to each recipient of

the questionnaire prior to or immediately preceding the

initial mailing of the questionnaire. These calls were made

to stress the.importance and confidentiality of the survey.

In addition, a follow-up letter with an additional copy of

the sys-tem questionnaire was sent to all budget analysts

108
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approximately five weeks after the initial mailing in an

,cffort to improve the response to the survey. Samples of the

orip.inal transmittal letter and the folloW-up letter are pre-

sented in Appendix E and Appendix F, respectively.

Thirty-two system questionnaires were completed and

returned by the budget analysts. This represents a response

rate of 821.

The survey compares the responses of the budget analysts

in three ways. The first comparison separates responses of

budget analysts in the operating departments from those of

budget analysts in the Office of Planning and Budget. This

separation was accomplished by marking "OPB" on the question-

naires sent to the budget analysts in the Office of Planning

and Budget. The purpose of this comparison was to evaluate

the views of both types of budget analysts in regard to the

zero-base budgeting system. A summary of the responses

arranged in this manner is presented 'in APPeadiX-Gj.-

The second comparison differentiates betWeen the

responses of the departmental budget analysts present during

.the implementation of zero-base budgeting and the responses

of the budget analysts who were not. The differentiation

was accomplished by asking each participant to mark the

appropriate box on the top portion of the questionnaire.

This separation was done in order to compare and evaluate

the views of (1) those budget analysts experienced in both

the incremental and zero-base budgeting systems employed in

the State of Georgia, and (2) budget analysts who have worked

109
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only with the zero-base budgeting system. A summary of the

responses arranged in this manner is presented in Appendix H.

The final comparison separates the responses of,the

departmental budget analysts based on the relative size of

the department. This was accomplished by asking the budget

analysts to check the appropriate box representing the amount

of state funds allocated to his department in the-previous

fiscal year budget. The options given were (1) greater than

$100,000,000, (2) greater than $10,000,000, (3) greater than

$5.,000,000, or'(4) less than $5,000,000. This separation was

made to determine whether the effectiveness of the zero-base

budgeting system is affected by the size of the department.

A summary of the responses according to relative size of the

departments is presented in Appendix I.

The overall results obtained from the system question-

.
naire-are contained in Appendix J. In addition to merely

answering the multiple-choice questions in the system

questionnaire, many budget analysts.volunteered comments of

their own. These comments appear in Appendix K.

After the results of the survey were tabulated and

summarized, follow-up interviews were conducted with selected

budget analysts and department heads. The purpose of these

interviews was to review the findings of the survey with the

participants and their superiors in an effort to get a better

understanding of the survey results. Also, a meeting was

held on January 7, 1974 with Governor Jimmy Carter and Mr.

Clark Stevens, Head of the Budget Bureau of the Office
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of Planning and Budget, to discuss the findings of the

survey.

In addition to the system questionnaire and personal

interviews, a detailed examination was made of the zero-base

budgeting procedures and techniques presently being employed.

This involved not only a thorough inspection of zero-base

budgeting manuals and instructions distributed statewide, but

also an examination,of the various departmental instructions

and techniques as well.

The final investigative technique employed was a review

of the executive budgets fcir fiscal years 1972, 1973, and

1974. Executive budgets are the proposed budgets submitted

by the Governor to the General Assembly of Georgia for their

consideration and approval. This was done in an effort to

determine quantitatively whether there had been a shifting

of financial resources as a direct result of the implementa-
.

tion of zero-base budgeting. The executive budget for fiscal

year 1972 represents the last executive budget prepared under

the incremental budgeting system. Executive budgets for

fiscal years 1973 and 1974 reflect ihe allocatiOn of resources

under the new zero-base budgeting system.

Personnel Acceptance of Zero-Base Budgeting

This phase of the analysis is concerned with the degree

of acceptance of the zero-base budgeting system by budgeting

personnel in the State of Georgia. In order for any new

system to be successful, it must have the acceptance and
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confidence of the personnel who are responsible for adminis-

tering the system. Acceptance will, in turn, depend upon the

consideration given to human factors during the planning and

implementation stageS of the new system.

In their book, Financial Information Systems: Theory

and Practice, James B. Bower, Robert E. Schlosser, and Charles

T. Zlatkovich introduced the human factors principle of sys-

tem design. This principle states that the design of a sys-

tem should be consistent with the applicable human factors

since people are responsible for the effectiveness of the

system.
1 The term human factors includes all those person-

ality traits that consciously or unconsciously shape the

system as finally designed.2

For convenience in examining the effect of those human

factors affecting the acceptability or unacceptability of the

zero-base budgeting system, two levels of management are

distinguished: top management and middle management. Top

management consists of the Governor and department heads.

The term, middle management, is used in referring to budgeting

personnel at lower organizational levels within the depart-

ments. In addition to the two levels of management mentioned,

the attitudes of the budget analysts in the Department of

1James B. Bower, Robert E. Schlosser, and Charles T.
Zlatkovich, Financial Information Systems (Boston: Allyn &
Bacon, Inc., 1970), p. 152.

2 Jbld., p. 153.
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Planning and Budget concerning the zero-base budgeting system

are presented.

T2E Management's Acceptance of
refo-Base Budgeting

The purposeOf this section is to examine top manage-

ment's attitudes concerning .the zero-base budgetingystem.

"It is axiomatic that the wholehearted support of top manage-

ment is required for system acceptance and success. Middle

management and non-supervisory employees are quick to take

their cue from the attitudes that flow downward."3

Thezero-basebudgetingsystemdoeshavetheAal sup

port of Governor Carter. This is evidenced by a statement

made by the Governor during an interview: "I think ! our

zero-base budgeting system is great for managementi!s decision-

making . . .Zero-base budgeting, in itself, has given-me an

extremely_valuable method by which I can understand what

happens deep in a department."4

However, the Governor's strong support of zero-base

budgeting is not shared by many of his department heads. Of

thirteen department heads interviewed during this survey,

only two indicated strong support for the zero-base budgeting

3
James B. Bower and J. Bruce Sefert, "Human Factors in

System Design," Management Services, II, No. 6 (November-
December, 1965), p. 41.

4
Governor Jimmy Carter, interview held in the Governor's

Office, State Capital Building, Atlanta, Georgia, January 7,
1974.
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system. The other department heads expressed varying degrees

of dissatisfaction'with the new budgeting system.

Much of this dissatisfaction with zero-base budgeting

stems from the way in which it was originally presented and

later implemented.. Governor Carter was interested in a budg-

eting system which would enable him to examine the state's

expenditures in detail. After hearing of Peter Phyrr's

article concerning zero-base budgeting, Governor Carter

invited Mr. Phyrr to Ativnta to discuss the budgeting system.

Mr. .Phyrr was later employed as a consultant to implement the

zero-base budgeting system in the State of Georgia.

After the decision was made to implement the new budg-

eting system, Governor Carter held a series of meetings with

his department heads tr:i explain the system and the reasons

for its adoption. Although Governor Carter is to be commended

for his effort to gain the full support of his department

heads, the fact that they had no input into the original

decision to adopt the zero-base budgeting system most cer-

tainly had a detrimental effect on their attitudes.

Another factor contributing to less than full support

of zero-base budgeting by department heads concerns the

political framework existing in the executive branch of the

government of the State of Georgia. Individuals can become

department.heads in one of three ways: (1) appointment by

the Governor, (2) appointment by a state committee or board,

and (3) selection by the electorate of the State of Georgia

in a statewide election. In a situation such as this, it is
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41/

'extremely difficult for a Governor to receive the whole-

hearted support of his department heads for his programs.

Some evidence of a breakdown in support is evidenced by the

fact that several department heads went directly to the

budgeting session of the legislative branch to request more

funds than allotted to their departments in the executive

budget.

The method of-selecting department heads created many'

problems during the impl"ementation stage of zero-base budg-'

eting. All of Mr. Phyrr's budgeting experience was with

Texas Instruments, Inc. There, department heads either con-
!

form to the directives of top management or take the risk of

being replaced.
1

This management env.ironment can be illustrated by a

situation that occurred at Texas Instruments, Inc. during /

1

the .first_few weeks of zero-base. budgeting. During the, pre',-

paration of decision packages, many department heads com-

plained that it was virtually impossible to prepare decision

packages for each function which reflected a level of effort

below the current level. In view of these complaints, higher

management Met with the disgruntled department heads to

explain that the preparation of decision packages represent-

ing a minimum level of effort does not necessarily result in

a reduction in their budget. The department heads were then

informed that if they still felt they were unable to prepare

these decision packages, then a replacement would be found

who could do the job. Consequently, decision packages
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representing a minimum level of effort were prepared for each

function participating in the zero-base budgeting process.
5

However, when Mr. Phyrr encountered this type of resis-

tance by department heads in the State of Georgia, he was

often unable to change their views regarding the new system.

This should not be considered a criticism of Governor Carter,

Mr. Phyrr, or any other individual; rather, it was a result

of fhe political framework existing in the executive branch

of the government. Consequently, much of Mr. Phyrr's efforts

to establish a budgeting system similar to that at Texas

Instruments, Inc. were thwarted by the department heads.

Departmental Budget Analysts' Acceptance
ot Zero--Base tudgeting

This section examines the degree of acceptance of the

zero-base budgeting system by departmental budget analysts.

This analysis is based on results obtained from the system

questionnaire and personal interviews with departmental

budget analysts both before and after the distribution of

the system questionnaire.

It is the premise of this analysis that the views of

middle management regarding the new budgeting system can be

adequately represented by the responses of the departmental

budget analysts. These analysts assist each activity within

the departments With their budget preparation. In fact, many

5 Peter Phyrr, interview held during meeting of the
International Conference of the Planning Executives Insti-
tute, New York Hilton Hotel, May 15, 1972.
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activities depend on their departmental budget analysts to

lierform all the detailed work in preparing decision packages.

Also, .the actual ranklngs of decision packages are greatly

influenced by the departmental budget analysts. Therefore,

it is concluded that the degree of acceptance by departmental

budget analysts is a key variable to the success or failure

of the zero-base budgeting system.

Summaries of the responses to the system questionnaire

are presented in the Appendices. This phase of the analysis

is particularly concerned with the responses of departmental

budget analysts regarding questions pertaining to their

perception of:

1. The involvement of department heads in the zero-

base budgeting process.

2. The involvement of first-line supervisors in the

zero-base budgeting process.

3. The adequacy of the planning phase prior to the

implementation of tb,e tero-base budgeting system.

4. The adequacy of the instructions pertaining to the

zero-base budgeting sys.tem.

S. The availabildty of cost data necessary to properly

prepare decision packages.

6. The degree of feedback regarding changes in depart-

mental and activity decision package rankings.

7, The effect of zero-base budgeting on the quality

of management Information..
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S. The reallocation of financial resources as a result

of implementing the zero-base budgeting system.

9. Opinion's of the zero-base budgeting system and its

future applicability in the State of Georgia.

Involvement of Department Heads. The involvement of

department heads in the zero-base budgeting system as per-

ceived by departmental budget analysts is the subject of this

first section. Table 1 presents a summary of the responses

by departmental budget analysts regarding this question. .

Over half (561,) of the respondents indicated there had

been no increase in the involvement of department heads in

budget formulation as a result of implementing the zero-base

budgeting system. While it is encouraging to note that no

respondent indicated a decrease in the involvement by depart-

ment heads in the new budgeting system, it is equally dis-

couraging that such -a high proportion felt there had been no

increase in their involvement. In view of the increased

efforts required of budget analysts in preparing the budget,

any feelings they may have regarding a lack of support from

their department heads would have a detrimental effect on the

effectiveness of the new zero-base budgeting system.

The findings do indicate greater involvement on the

part of department heads in a number of departments. It can

therefore be concluded that while the budget analysts' per-

ception of department head involvement in the zero-base

budgeting process is less than had been originally expected;
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there has been an improvement in the degree of involvement of

department heads as a result of the zero-base budgeting

system.

TABLE 1

INVOLVEMENT OF DEPARTMEN: HEADS AS PERCEIVED
BY DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

Did the agency head become more involved in budget
formulation after the implementatitm of zero-base budgeting?

Tercentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Much more
involved

b. Slightly more
involved

c. About the
same

d. Slightly less.
involved

e. Much less
involved

22%

22

56

0

0

18%

23

59

0

0

33%

17

50

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

Involvement of First-Line Supervisors. The degree of

involvement in the budgeting process by first-line super-

visors as perceived by departmental budget analysts is given
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in Table 2. The term "first-line supervisors pertains to

all supervisory personnel below the department head level

actively engagcd in the budgeting process. This would

include all activity managers and in some cases would include

the supervisor of a large function.

TABLE 2

INVOLVEMENT OF FsIRST-LINE SUPERVISORS AS PERCEIVED
BY DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

Did first-line supervisors become more involved in
budget formulation after the implementation of zero-base
budgeting?

PerCehtate of Res pondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Much more
involved

b. Slightly more
involved

c. About the
same

d. Slightly less
involved

e. Much less
involved

44%

i7

39

0

0

47%

12

41

0

0

33%

33

34

0

0

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)
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In general, it can-be concluded that most departmental

budget analysts believe there has been a greater degree of

involvement in budget formulation by first-line supervisors

under the zero-base budgeting system. All departmental

participants in the survey agreed there has been no decrease

in the involvement of first-line supervisors in the budgeting

process. While a number of the respondents (39%) expressed

the opinion that there has not been an increase in the

involvement of first-line supervisors, the majority of the

respondents c6l%) indicated more involvement as a result of

the zero-base budgeting system.

Adetuacy of the Advanced Planning Phase. In order to

insure the success of any new system, there must be adequate

planning prior to its impfementation. The adequacy of the

advanced planning phase of zero-base budgeting as perceived

by departmental budget analysts is given in Table 3.

These 'findings indicate considerable doubt on the part

of those' individuals responsible for preparing the budget as

to the adequacy of the planning phase prior to Oie imple-

mentation of the new budgeting system. Typical comments from

survey participants were: "The system was designed for

industry and not state government." "Each agency should have-

hod time to work with the system to test it before it was

implemented." (Appendix K).

The adequacy of the planning prior .!.o the implementation

of the zero-base budgeting system is examined in a later

12.1
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section of this study. The important point to note here is

that most of the budgeting personnel in the lower organiza-

tional leve1s belieVe the advanced planning phase was

inadequate. This would most certainly have a detrimental

effect on their performance during the first year of 'the new

system.

TABLE 3

THE,ADEQUACY OF THE ADVANCED PLANNING PHASE
-OF ZERO-BASE BUDGETING AS PERCEIVED BY

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

Do you feel adequate advanced planning on the part of
the Budget Bureau was conducted before implementation oI the
new zero-base budgeting system?

Percentage of Respondent's

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Yes 17% 18% 17%

b. No 65 64 66

c. Uncertain 13 18 17

1001 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

A0e4uacy of the Budget Instructions. A prerpquisite

for an effective and.efficient budgeting system is the pre-

patatien of adequate instructions regarding how the job
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.should -be-performed. -:An excellent .budgeting system can fail

because individuals charged with the responsibility of pre-

paring.the budgut are given inadequate instructions. The

opinions of departmental budget analysts regarding the ade-

quacy of budget instructions during-the first year of zero-

base budgeting and the adequacy of the present budget

instructions are presented in Table 4.

It is evident that there was some dissatisfaction with

the original Zero-base budgeting instructions. Of those

departmental budget analysts who were present during the

first year of zero-base budgeting, over half (53%) indicated

that instructions were inadequate. This dissatisfaction with

the original budget instructions is illustrated by this com-

ment from a departmental budget analyst:

Instruction-&were poorly prepared. There were
contradictions in information given by the Budget
Bureau during preparation and final analysis. There
was a lack of knowledge as to requirements by the
Budget Bureau. (Appendix K).

-It is 'also eviden.t that there-preSently exists -general

satisfaction with the current budget instructions. Eighty-

three percent of all departmental budgeting analysts partic-

ipating in the survey indicated they now have adequate

instructions to prepare a zero-base budget.

The Availability of Cost Data. The availability of cost

necessary fc':: proper preparation of a budget is essential

to any budgeting system. The opinions of departmental budget

analysts regarding the adequacy of cost data for decision
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package preparation both in the first year of zero-base

budgeting,and presently are given in Table 5.

TABLE 4

ADEQUACY Of THE ZERO-BASE BUDGETING INSTRUCTIONS
AS PERCEIVED BY DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

Do you feel you received adequate instructions during
the first year of zero-base budgeting to properly prepare
your budget requests?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Yes 48% 41% 66%

b. No 43 53 17

c. Uncertain 9 6 17

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

Do you feel you presently have adequate instructions as
to how to properly prepare a decision package?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Imp:P.ementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Yes

b. No

c. Uncertain

Total Number
of Respondents

831

13

4

82%

12

6

83%

17

o

100% 100% 100%

(23) (17) (6)
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'TABLE 5

AVAILABILITY OF ADEQUATE COST DATA FOR
DECISION PACKAGE PREPARATION AS

PERCEIVED BY DEPARTMENTAL
BUDGET ANALYSTS

During the first year of operating with the zero-base
budgeting system, did you have adequate cost data available
to properly prepare a decision package?

Percentage of Respondents

Total
Not

Present During Present During
Implementation Implementation

a. Yes 30% 29% 33%

b. No 65 71 50

c. Uncertain 5 0 17

100% 1009. 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

Do you feel you presently have adequate cost data
necessary to properly prepare a decision package?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Yes

b. No

c. Uncertain

Total Number
of Respondents

65%

30

9

53%

41

6

100%

100% 100% 100%

(23) (17) (6)

One conclusion to be derived from these findings is

that a high proportion (71%) of those departmental budget.
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analysts present during the first year of zero-base budgeting

felt the cost data available for budget preparation was

inadequate. As a result, a large amount of cost allocation

occurred which adversely affected the operations of the new

budgeting system.

It can be concluded that there has been a substantial

increase in the availability of cost data since the first

year of zero-base budgeting. Sixty-five percent of the

respondents indicated they presently have adequate cost data

for preparing decision packages.

However, many departmental budget analysts (30%) ari

still dissatisfied with the availability of adequate cost

data for decision package preparation. This problem is

examined in greater detail in a later section of this chapter.

Feedback Regarding Changes in Decision Package Pre-

paration. This section of the analysis is concerned with the

opinions of departmental budget analysts regarding the amount

of feedback they receive when decision package rankings are

changed at higher organizational levels. A more comprehen-

sive examination concerning the degree of feedback existing

in the .zero-base budgeting system is presented in a subse-

quent section of this chapter. Table 6 preSents the opinions

of departmental budget analysts regarding the adequacy of

feedback pertaining to changes in decision package rankings.

It is interesting to note that all the unfavorable

responses (36$) came from those budget analysts who were
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prcsent during the original implementation of zero-base.

budgeting. This might well indicate that much of the dis-

satisfaction with the degree of feedback results from experi-

ences in the new system's first year. In any case, there

still exists some dissatisfaction with .the de!,,ree of feedback

regarding changes in decision package rankings. Certainly

this is not an insurmountable problem and an effort should be

made to improve the feedback at every organizational level.

TABLE 6

ADEQUACY OF FEEDBACK REGARDING CHANGES IN
DECISION PACKAGE RANKINGS AS PERCEIVED

BY-DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

After your agency has submitted its decision package
rankings for ncecutive review, were you notified of any
changes in these rankings and the reasons for the change?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Always 359. 29% 50%

b. Most of the time 39 35 50

.c. Seldom 9 12

d. Never 17 24

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)
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Quality of Manag_ement Information. One of the proposed

benefits accruing from the use of a zero-base budgeting sys-

tem is an increase in the quality of management inform'ation.

The purpose of this section of the analysis is to examine the

opinions of departmental budget analysts as to the success or

failure of zero-base budgeting in fulfilling this objective.

he quality of management information under the new budgeting

sxstem as perceived by departmental budget analysts is pre-

sented in Table 7.'

Many respondents (39%) indicated no improvement in

management information as a result of using zero-base budget-

ing. However, it is equally important to observe that over

half (61%) indicated an improvement in the quality of manage-

ment information.

In addition, there is apparently a.great deal of dis-

agreement between the two classes of departmental budget

analysts participating in the survey. Those analysts present

during the first year of zero-base,budgeting indicated a much

greater degree of dissatisfaction (47%) with the quality of

management information than did the tnalvsts who did not

participate in both budgeting processes, (17%).

It can be concluded, that the zero-base budgeting system

has had limited success in improving the quality of manage-

ment information as perceived by departmental budget analysts.

This problem is examined in more detail in a subsequent

section of this chapter.
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TABLE 7

QUALITY OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AS PERCEIVED
BY DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

All good budgeting systems generate information.for
management planning and control. What effect did the zero-
base budgeting system have on the quality of management
information as compared to the previous incremental budgeting
system.

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

'NOt
Present During
Implementation

a. Quality of manage-
ment information
substantially
improved

b. Quality of manage-
ment information
slightly improved

c. About the same as
before

d. Quality of manage-
ment information
decreased slightly

c. Quality of manage-
ment information
substantially
decreased

Total Number
of Respondents

13% 12%

48 41

39 47

0 0

0 0

100% 100%

(23) (17)

17%

66

)7

0

0

100%

(6)

The Reallocation of Financial Resources. Another pro-

'posed benefit accruing from the installation of a zero-base f:r.

budgeting system is a more efficient allocation Of the State's

financial resources. The purpose of this section of the

analysis is to present the opinions of budgeting personnel

regarding the capability of the zero-base budgeting system
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to reallocate fuuds among functions within the departments.

An analysis as to whether there has actually been a more

efficient allocation of financial resources as a direct

renult of iMplementing zero-base budgeting is presentee in a

subsequent section of this chapter. The effectiveness of

zero-base budgeting to reallocate financial resources as per-

ce!ved by departmental budget analysts is shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

THE EFFECTS or ZERO-BASE BUDGETING ON THE REALLOCATION
OF THE STATE'S FINANCIAL RESOURCES AS PERCEIVED

BY DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS

Did the implementation of the zero-base budgeting sys-
tem cause a shifting of financial resources among functions
in your agency? -

Percentage of Respondents

Total Prerr,t During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Large shifting
of financial
resources

b. Some shifting
of financial
resources

c. No apparent
shifting of
financial
resources

0%

17

83

0%

0

100

0%

67

33

1. Uncertain 0 0 0

100% 1001 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

The most surprising finding of this survey concerns the

responses from these departmental budget analysts present
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during the original implementation of the zero-base budgeting

system. Seventeen out of seventeen respondents (100%) indi-

cated there had been no apparent shifting of financial

resources between functions as a direct result of the new

budgeting system.

One of the major selling points of zero-base budgeting

is its presumed ability to shift resources to those areas

where they are most needed. It is evident that most survey

participants believe that a shifting of resources has not

occurred, much less a more efficient shifting of financial

resources. In view of the increased effort required in pre-

paring a zero-base budget, it is understandable why many

budget analySts feel they arc conducting "an exercise in

futility."

Opinions Regarding Future Use of Zero-Base Budgeting

System.. The purpose of this section is to exanine the views

of departmental budget analysts regarding the zero-base

budgeting system and the feasibility of its future use.

Table 9 presents a summary of the responses of departmental

budget analysts regarding the advisability of continuing the

zero-base budgeting system in the State of Georgia.

There arc three major conclusions that can be made from

the analysis. The first concerns the relatively high percent-

age (78%) of respondents recommending the continued use of

zero-base budgeting in some form. This is somewhat surprising
..

as most of the preliminary interviews with budget analysts

indicated a great deal of dissatisfaction with the new
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TABLE 9

OPINIONS OF DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ANALYSTS REGARDMI
THE FUTURE USE OF ZERO-BASE BUDGETING

This study is very interested in your opinion of the
zero-base budgeting system. Which of the following alterna-
tives do yen feel is in the best interest of the State of
Georgia?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present Duting
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementztion

a. Continue the zero-
base budgeting
system substan-
tially as it
operates today

b. Continue the zero-
base budgeting
system with somc
major modifica-
tions

22%

43

18%

35

33%

67

C. Continue the zero-
base budgeting
system except that
it not be employed
every year

d. Discentinve th
zero-base budget-
ing system

13

22

18

29

0

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

budgeting system. This dissatisfaction was also reflected,

to a lesser degree, by the responses to various questions in

the system que::tionnaire.

There appear to be two reasons for 7his apparent

inconsistency, The first is that many budget analysts have
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recognized improveMent in the budgut6ng pwcess. While

expressing dissar.isfaction with rriily rarts of he zero-base

budgeting systei., most analysts concede that th-ore has been

a basic improvement in the bugeting process as a result of

implementing zhe new budgoting system.

concerns a desire on the part of most budget analy ,to

continue the preLient system rather than having to learn er

relearn the incremental budgeting system.

The second conclusion concerns the degree of depart-

mental budget analysts' dissatisfaction with the zero-base

budgeting proce,s as it is presently employed. Less than

.one-fourth of the respondents (22%) felt the zero-base

budgeting system should be continued substantially as it

prsently operates. Appendix K contains comments and sug-

gestions by survey 1,-,:lrticipants pertaining to improvements

to the present system. The recommendations of this study

regarding improvements to the zero-base budgeting system are

pre.,ved i Chapter VT.

The third conclusion toncerns the disparity of opinions

between those departmental budget analysts who were present

during tbe2 original implementation of zero-base budgeting and

those who were not. The high level of dissatisfaction with

the new budgetinp. system as reflected in the responses,of

those analysts present during the first year of zero-base

budgeting can partially be attributed to the multitude .of

problems that'occurred during the system's first year of

operations. It was during this period that the effort
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required to prepare the budget was greatest. The more favor-

able responses given by the analysts not Present during the

first year of the'new budgeting system implies that the sys-

tem is presently operating more efficiently and much of the

dissatisfaction with zero-base budgeting can be attributed to

the unpleasant experiences in the system's first year.

Acceptance of Zero-Base Budgeting
by Buditet Analysts in the Office
TaT 71-Triiiing and Budget

The purpose of this section of the analysis is to

examine the aitudes and opinions of budget analysts in the

Office of Planning and Budget concerning the zero-base budget-

ing system. The Office of Planningand Budget is .the staff

department charged with the responsibility-of insuring that

departments comply with the State's budget directives. In

addition, staff budget analysts assist the departments with

their budget preparation.

The responses te the system questionnaire by staff

budget analysts were generally more favorable regarding the

operations of the new system. than Were those of departmental

budget analysts. A summary of responses t;:i the systeM

questionnaire separated as to staff budget analysts and

departmental budget analysts is presented in Appendix f3.

lhe only part of the new budgeting systen in whicii the

staff !,:idget analysts indicated a greater degree of dissats-.

faction than did departmental budget analysts concerned the

adequacy of cost data. This is due to the large portion of
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indirect costs 'appearing in the decision packages. Much of

.an: activity's costs are indirect in. thlt they are not trace-

able to a given funct,on. This gives departmental budget

analysts the opportunity to allocate theSe costs to decision

packages in such a. way us to be advantageous zo'their activ-

ity and department. However, it is their mcthod of allocav.-

ing indirect costs that causes additional auditing by staff

budget analysts.

Although it is evident from the results of the system

questionnaire that zero-base budgeting does not have the

wholehearted support of'staff budget analysts, it is equally

evident that a good deal of support does exist for the new

budgeting system. Fifty-six percent recommended continuing

the system substantially as it operates today, 22% recom-

mended continuing the system with some major modifications,

and 22% felt the,system should be continued but net employed

every year.

The findings indicate that budget analysts in the

Office of Planning and Budget generally believe the zero-

base budgeting .system to be an improvement over the incre-

mental budgeting system previously employed. Note that not

a single staff budget analyst recommended discontinuing the

present budgeting system.

Management Control

This section of the analysis is concerned with an

evaluation of the effectiveness cf the zero-base budgeting
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system as a contribution to increased management control in

the State of Georgia. "Management control is the process by

which Managers assure that resources are obtained and used

effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment of the

organization's objectives."6 Thus.i the intent of the manage-

ment control process is the achievement of planned objectives

as effectively and efficiently as possible within the broad

constraints imposed by strategic planning.

Management control is a total system in the sense that

it includes all aspectS of an organization's operations. In

profitToriented companies, it is concerned with the control

and measurement of the value of outputs equally with the

control and measurement of the costs of inputs. Included in

the management control system of profit-oriented organiza-

tions would be such operations as sales forecasts and pro-

duction planning and control.

State governments also have management control systems

that are similar in Many respects to those of profit-oriented

companies. However, the two systems differ in some funda-

mental areas. Clearly the principle difference bntween the

two systems is the absence of the profit motive in non-profit

organizations. Whereas the primary consideration for decision

making for a profit-oriented organization is the effect the

,
alternatives will have on the profits of'the organization,

()Robert N. Anthony, Management Accounting: Text and

Cases. 4th ed. (Pamewood, Illinois: Richard D.

1970), p. 414.
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the consideration under review by a state government will

,have less precise guidelines and will more likely be deter-

mined by the opinions or preferences of the decision makers.

Another major difference between the two types of

. organizations relates to the measurement of outputs. The

market will evaluate the output'of the profit-oriented

organization through the price people are willing to pay for

its finalproduct. State government's do not have"such"a

market to evaluate the value of its output. While there have

been many models cf input/output analysis for various non-

profit organizations advanced in recent years, there is still

no method of evaluating the values of these outputs that

performs as well as the pricing mechanism in the open market.

The lack of c:ompetition is another principle difference

between the two systems. Without the pressures experienced

in the competitive market-place, state governments do not

have the same incentive to use resources wisely.

Other differences arise due to the political framework

of state governments. Certainly, restrictions imposed by the

state legislature often hamper the development of a good

management control system. In addition:many of the grants

received by states from federal agencies have certain

restrictions as to their use.

Finally, there are external ,-ressures w:iich will often

adversely affect the state's management control system.

These pressures come from public review by the news media,

opposing political parties, and the politician's constituency.
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.1:lected -state officials are generally in the public spotlight

and Iheir actions arc subject to a much closer scrutiny than

are those of managers in business.

Despite the problems state governments experience in/.

establishing a Management control system, such a system is

essential to the effective operations of its activities.

State governments must be aware of every managerial technique

available_ to insure an optimum management control system..

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the contri-

bution of zero-base budgeting toward a more effective manage-

ment control system in the State of Georgia. This evaluation

is directed toward the ability of this budgeting technique to

satisfy four basic critctia necessary for effective managerial

control:

1. Does the zero-base budgeting system contribute

toward a greater degree of 'control budgeting?

2. Has the zero-base budgeting system increased the

avzilability of cost data necessary for budget preparation?

3. Doe's the zero-base budgeting system provide more

relevant management information for planning and decision

making?

4. Has there been an improvement in the planning phase

of budgeting as a result of implementing the zero-base budg-

eting system?
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Zero-Base Budgetia and Control Budgeting

This section of the analysis is concerned with the

effectiveness of the zero-base budgeting system in providing

for a control budget in the State of Georgia. Robert N.

Anthony, in his book Management Accounting, defined a control

budget as "primarily a control device, since it is a state-

ment of expected or standard performance against which actual

performance can later be compared."7

For any-budgeting system to be totally effective, it

must provide a method whereby the actual results (output)

obtained during the period can be compared to the planned

objectives of the organization. Corollary to the comparison

of actual
t
output versus the planned objectives is an evalua-

tion of the planned (or budgeted) amount of expenditures as

'coMpared against the actual expenditures incurred during the

period.

Output Measurement and Evaluation. The.State of

Georgia presently has no effective method of accurately

measuring and evaluating the value of its output against its

planned objectives. This situation is neither unusual nor

unexpected as most functions of state government (or other

nonprofit institutions, for that matter) fall in the category

of discretionary, or managed, cost areas. In discretionary

cost a"reas, "it is not usually practicable to set financial

71bid., p. 492.
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standards and measure performance against these standards

because the output of these activities cannot usually be

measured in financial terms.
8

This should not be interpreted as meaning the State.has

no quantitative measurement of its output. To the contrary,

many functions of government are susceptible to very accurate

measurement. .Examples of this would be the number of miles

or, new highways built, the number of people receiving welfare

payments, and the number of state income tax forms processed.

However, without the valuation techniques available in the

open market-place, the value of these' outpiits is virtually

impossible to determine. Who is to judge whether the

resources applied in building a hew highway arc more or less

"valuable to the people of the state than resources directed

toward increased welfare payments?

In the State of Georgia, the decision regarding the

allocation of state financial resources originates from-

meetings between the governor and his department heads. The

decisions reached in these meetings are submitted to the

state legislature in the form of an executive budget for its

cOpsideration and approval. After the budget is approved, it

then represents the annual goal of the various departments -

and activities within state government.

8 Robert N. Anthony, John Dcarden, and Richard F. Vancil,
Management Control Systems: Text, Cases, and Readings,
Revised cd.(PZ1177ooa, I11inoTRichard DT-Trwin,
1972), p. 205.
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Therefore, the "effectiveness" of the state departments

and activities must be measured by the degree to which the

goals of the governor and the legislature haye been:satisfied.

EffectiVeness is a measurement predicated on the accomplish-

ment of established goals and is generally concerned with

some form of. output. Robert N. Anthony referred to the

effectiveness of a manager as ". . the extent .to which he

produces the intended or expected results."9 This measure-

ment is conducted at the end of the fiscal year when the

governor meets with each department head and evaluates the

effectiveness of his agency.

The zero-base budgeting system has made no direct con-

tribution toward the measurement of effectiveness in state

government. There arc two reasons for this. First, there

is no financial measurement of output in either the budget

document or the reports reflecting the results of operations

for the fiscal year. Without such information, a financial

analysis of deviations of actual operations from planned

operations is impossible. Secondly, the present practice of

comparing actual results against the established goals

appearing in the budget is neither new nor a result of zero-

base budgeting. To the contrary, executive review of the

operations of state departments has been in effect for many

years.

9 Robert N. Anthony, John Dearden, and Richard F. Vancil,
Manascnent Control Systems: Cases and Readings, (Homewood,
Illinois: Richard 17.--71-71-n, THE7: 1765), p. 168.
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The zero-base budgeting syStem has made an indirect

contribution, to the process of measuring the effectiveness of

state operations. Although the evaluation process has not

changed, the method by which goals are established has been

improved with the adoption of the zero-base budgeting system.

Und.er the old incremental budgeting system, department

and activity goals were very broadly defin,:q1. This was a

.result..pfjbeemphasis placed on costs during the preparation

of the incremental budget.- Under this budgeting system, the

primary emphasis was Orected toward costs by expenditure

category rather than on the functions to be performed.

The r.ew zero-base budgeting system places more of its

emphasis on functions rather than on costs by expenditure.

-category. Individual budgets continue to be prepared at the

activity level, but the new system now requires each activity

to identify its primary functions. Decision packages are

required for each function performed. Activity managers

discovered that, for the first time, theyhad to justify in

writing to top management what they were doing and the

applicz.ble cost of doing it'.

This new system also had its effect on the department

managers. In order to rank the decision packages from the

adtd.v.Ities, they had to examine each decision package and

decide upon its relative contribution to the goals of the

departnent.and the state. It was this process of evaluation

and ranking by.both the activity manager and- the- department__

head-that brought.rbout a more precise understanding of the
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functions presently heing.performed and helped -determine the

goals for the next fiscal year.

Input Measurement and Evaluation. In contrast to the

difficulties in attempting to measure the value of outputs

produced by the state, the measurement
of input costs is both

practical and necessary to the state's management control

system. Unlike outputs, financial inputs utilized during a

period are subject to measurement much as are inputs in

profit-oriented organizations.

However, there remains a significant difference between

the two types of organizations regarding ways input cost data

can be employed in the management control system. Profit-

oriented institutions use input cost data to determine the

"efficiency" of their operations--that is, the relationship

of the amount of output per unit of input: This measurement

of efficiency is not related to the goals of un organization

but is concerned with the amount of output obtained from a

Given amount of input.

State government cannot utilize an efficienCy measure-

Ment in its management control system because of the lack of

an adequate value measurement of its output. Input cost

data, as it applies to control budgeting, is used primarily

to determine if a manager has stayed within his allotted

budget.

Inability to measure efficiency creates a serious lack

of goal congruence in the state's management control system.
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Since managers are usually judged on the excellence of their

organization, it is to their advantage to build the best

orl:anization possible. The problem that arises is that what

is best for a particular department or aczivity may not

necessarily be best for the state as a whole. For example:
%

the manager of the state's legal department would prefer to

have the best and most.expensive lawyers on his staff, excel-

lent support fatilities (such as legal libraries, legal

secretaries, etc.), and have these lawyers and facilities in

such quantities as to achieve the maximum results in all

their legal. activities. While such a situation would be

advantageous to the legal department, it would divert

resources from other activities within state government.

A comparison of the actual costs incurred with the

budgeted cosii-is not an adequate measure of the efficiency

of an activity_ C this were not true, all an activity

manager would have to do to be efficient would be to keep

actual costs below budgeted costs. Output could..be disre-

garded in determining efficiency. However, it is possible

for an activity manager to be very efficient while exceeding

his budget whereas another manager could spend within his

budget hut be highly inefficient in the utilization of his'

re:.ources.

because the traditional measurement of efficiency is

impractical for state government, an alternate method of

measuring efficiency must be used. The State of Georgia

evaluates the efficiency of its managers by determining
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whether the established goals were accov..y) within the

financial limitations imposed by the.annwAi budget. This

evaluation is primarily subjective in,nature and is not as

precise as is the measure of efficiency in industry.

As was the case in measuring effectivep, the zero-

base budgeting system malses no direct contr fion to the

measurement of efficiency. However, it doe .ibute

indirectly by giving a more precise definition of the goals

of each activity.

Summary. zero-base budgeting system has made only

a minor contributon toward the establishment of a control

budreting system in the State of Georgia. This.contribution

is a result of improvements in the manner in which govern-

merital goals are defined and established. Prior to the

adoption of the zero-base budgeting system, goals were \

generally established at the departmental level (althoughin

excepional situations goals were set for some activities).

arefiow_established,at a functional organizati.onal___

level which enables a more thorough measurement of an activ-

ity's effectiveness in satisfyg, the functional goals under

its control.

Zero-base budgeting does not solve the lingering prob-

lem of an inability to measure output in a nonprofit organi-

zation. This prohibits the formal evaluation of the effi-

ciency of an organization which is necessary for an adequate

management control system.
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Aaother nhortcoming of the zero-base huegeting system

an it is presently employed regards the org;u1i.:ationa1 level

at uhich costs are budgeted and controlled. Costs are pre-

sently being hudgeted at the functional level whereas actual

costs zn:e accumulated at the activity level. While this

system does provide for a comparison of actual costs with

budgeted cost at the activity level, it does not provide for

a similar comparis3f1 at the functional level where tfie budg-

eted cw.ts were originally formulated. As a consequence, the

budget analysts in the Office of Planning and Budget have had

to asume the additional responsibility of acting as "watch-

dog" over tae expenditures of their ass,igned activities.

A final shortcoming of zero-base budgeting in this area

of responsibility budgeting concerns the "watchdog" duties

assumed hy the budget analysts. This goes beyond the tradi-

tion,il vole of a staff budget a .1;yst.and seemingly encroaches

upon the duties normally assigned to the Audit Division. Also

the analyst's ability to withhold budgeted funds from state

de:;artmentSappeaTs-t6 be aileXte'ssIVe-amount-of-staf f .con--

trel ove line activities.

In fairness to the zero-base budgeting system, it should

he noted that the above shortcongs are not directly attrib-

utable to zero-base budgeting; rather they are a result of

the evcrall f,aancial control system of which zero-base

budget i:y! merely a part. Nonetheless, an adequate system

of contiol hudgeting cannot be implemented until these system

prohlens arc ,orrected.
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Availability of Adequate Cost Data Under
.the Zero-llaseSudgettng System

The purposes of this section of the analysis are two-

fold: (1) to evaluate the availability of adequate cost data

necessary to properly prepare a zero-base budget; and (2) to

determine any possible contribut'ions made by the zero-base

budgeting system in increasing the availability of adequate

cost data.

lt is the conclusion of this study that the cost data

nec:.ssary for the proper operation of the zero-base budgeting

process do not exist at the present time. This.conclusion iS

based primarily on the fact that tadgeted costs and actual

costs cannot be compared. The present accounting system

accumulates costs at the activity organizational level. No

formal attempt has been made by the State of Georgia to break

down the activity's actual costs at a functional organiza-

tional level so that they can be compared with budgeted

amounts.

_The zero-bas,e budgeting.system requires that costs be

budgeted at the functional organizational level because

decision packagos are prepared for each function within an

activity. Since actual costs by functions are not available

from the gencra accounting system, many of the costs

assigned to decision packages are determined by some alloca-
.

tion process. This adversely affets the accuracy of the

cost data appearing in the decision package. In addition,

as mentioned above, there is no effective way of comparing
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actual expenditures with budgeted costs at the functional

oil:anizational lvel.

IT is ;Aso the conclusion of this study that there has

been an improvement in the availability of cost data for

budget preparation as a direct result of implementing the

Zero-basc budgeting system. Responses to the system question-

nairc clearly indicate that both departmental and staff

hudget,nalysts feel there has been an improvement in the

adequacy and availability or cost data for budget preparation

since the first year of zero-base budgeting (Appendix G).

This improvement was not a result of any changes made

to the State's general accounting system. Instead, any

improvement in the availability of cost data was a result of

actions taken at the activity organizational level. Person-

nel at this organizational level realized that additional

cost data were needed for their badget preparation. As a

result, manual accounting systeu s. were established in many

activities in an effort to capture this needed information.

. 1-1-- -1-, -
Contribution of 2cro-Base Budgeting to.
7-Envant Management-Information

One of the proposed FT,efits resulting from the imple-

mentattun of a Zero-base budgeting system was an improvement

in the quality of management information. The purpose oi

this section of the analysis is to evaluate the contribution

of zero-ba;,eLbudgeting toward achieving a greater degree of

relevant management information for plaening and decision

making in the State of Georgia.
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Goverm:r Jimmy Carter has been very pleased with the-

ability of the zero-base budgeting system to provide releVant

management information. In fact, he has expressed the opinion

that the new budget system's greatest contribution has been

in the area of improved management information. 10 An example

of the contribution of zero-base budgeting in this area was

given by the Governor during an interview for this analysis:

Because of zero-base budgeting we were able to
determine that seven different agencies had the
responsibility for the education of deaf children.
When we broke down the 11,000 or so decision
packages and put a computer number on each kind of
function, those functions were very quickly iden-
tified as being duplicated.

It is also apparent that the quality of management

information by the Office of Planning and Budget has improved.

This is evidenced both from responses to the system question-

naire and pOrsonal interviews with st.aff budget analysts.

The majority (87-1/2) oC the staff budget analysts partic-

ipating in the survey indicated an improvement in the quality

of management information as a result of implementing zero-

--base-budgeting-(Appendix-G):---This-view-is-Turther-evidenced

by the comment of a staff budget. analyst during an interview

for this analysis: "The budget analysts' ability to look at

the operations of a department which has real complications .

10 Interviei. with Governor Jimmy Carter.

11
Ibid.
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in its operations is much improvec1 beCause of zero-base

hudgcling." .

However, there appears to be a division of opinion

among the department heads as to the improvement of manage-

ment information as a result of implementing zero-base budg-

eting. Of the thirteen department heads interviewed during

the analysis, four (31t) indicated substantial improvement

in the quality of management information, five (38%) felt

there had been a slight improvement, while three (31%)

expressed the opinion that the quality of management informa-

tion had not improved.

This same division of opinion regarding zero-base

budgeting's contribution to -better management information

exists among departmental budget analysts. Thirty-nine per-

cent_of the departmental budget analysts indicated no improve-

ment in the qualitY of management ::;Iformation as a result of

zero-base budgeting (Appendix G).

There appears to be a relationship between the atti-

-tudes-toward- the cont-ribution-ofzero-base-budgeting-lo--------

improved management information and the relative size of the

operation involved. The most favorable responses came from

Governor Carter and his staff budget analysts. As the size

of the rperation tested became smaller, the proportion of

favorae responses also became smaller. In addition, of

the thirtern dsipartment heads interviewed, the more favorable

responses concerning zero-base budgeting's contribution to
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Unproved management information came from the heads of larger

departments.

ft is the conclusion based on this section of the study

that the zero-base budgeting system has contributed .to the

quality of m:lagement information. While it is evident that

not all departments participated in the management informa-

tion. obtained from the new system, it is equally evident that

there has been some imrrovement at all organizational levels.

There also appears to be a direct relationship between the

size of the operation and the benefit obtained from the

management information created.

Zero-Base Budgeting.and Planning

The purpose of this section of the analysis is to

evaluate-the contributions of zero-base budgeting in provid-

ing improvements in the planning phase of budgeting in the

State of Georgia. The planning phase is not a part of the

zero-base budgeting.system; however, it is a necessary pre-

requisite for the proper functioning of the new budgeting

system.

Before zero-base budgeting was implemented in the State

of Georgia, the planning phase was an integral Fart of the

budgeting process. In many respects, planning vas a result

uf the budgeting process since it was only after the budget

was c.ompleted that departments knew the amount of funds

available for the next fiscal year.

During the first year of zero-base budgeting, the

practice of budgeting and planning simultaneously was
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continued. There Was a definite lack Of pianning prior to

the preparation of the 1973 fiscal year budget. Departmental

budgetary guidelines were established but were the same for

every department throughout state government. These guide-

lines did not provide for increased responsibilities on the

part of.some of the departments. As a result of this lack

of planning coupled with the demands of the new budgeting

sY4tem, many problems were encountered during the budgeting

process.

In order to alleviate many of the problems experienced

during the 1973 fiscal year budgeting process, the system was

divided into a planning phase and a budgeting phase for

fiscal year 1974. Prior to preparing the budget, Governor

Carter held a ser-ies of meetings with 'department heads and

budget analysts to establish goals and objectives for each

department. In addition, flexible departmental budgetary

guidelines were established based on the relative contribu-

tion oTeach department to the goals and objectives of the

.StateofGeorgia

While the 1974 fiscal year budgeting process was more

efficient than in previous years, there were problems

associated .with the advanced planning phase. The primary

problem resulted from-the establishment oT very low depart-

mental budgetary guidelines coupled with revenues in excess

of those originally planned. As a result, the zero-base

budgeting system was unable to provide needed information

rcgArding the disposition of the excess revenues.
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Therefole, it was determined that the 1975 fiscal year

budgeting would be conducted without the use of any depart-

mental guidelines. Unfortunately, this change created a

multitude of problems. Departments submitted budget requests

much-in excess of hhat could be funded. When the budget

requests were reduced to more reasonable levels, departments

discovered that the priorities reflected by decision package

rankings for high levels of funding were not the same priori-

ties as for lower levels of funding. As a result, many

departments had to rank their decision packages again to

, reflect their priorities at the lower level of funding.

It is the conclusion based on this analysis that, there

has been a definite improvement in the level of budgetary

planning as a rcsult of zero-T.Ise budgeting. In as much as

there was an absence of planning prior to the adoption of

:ero-base budgeting, it is evident that the changes made to

permit a planning phase before beginning the budgeting pro--

cess increased the effectiveness of both the planning and'

budgeting-processes.

It is also evident that the decision to discontinue

the departmental budgetary guidelines for fiscal year 1975

was a mistake. This change increased the budgeting effort

of most departments without any benefits occurring from its

discontinuance. Recommendations regarding improvements to

the present planning phase are given in Chapter VT.
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Reallocation of Financial Resources__-

The purpose of this section of the analysis is to

evaluate the abillty of the zero-base budgeting system to

reallocate financial resources in the State of Georgia. In

Peter Phyrr's book, Zero-Base Budgeting, the first proposed

benefit resulting from the use of zero-base budgeting was the

ability to ". . . promote a more efficient allocation of

resources because managers have evaluated the need for each

function and have i:onsidered different ways of . . . perform-

ing each activity."12

Before an investigation can be made as to the new

budgeting system's ability to allocate resources more effi-

ciently, it must first be determined that a shifting of

I inaiic I resources has, in fact, occurred. There is sub-

stantial evidence that there has been no appreciable reallo-

cation of financial resources as a direct result of employing

zero-base budgeting.

The first evidence supporting this contention comes

from-the-responses-to-the-system-questionnaire-by-departmental-----

budget analysts concerning' the ability of the new budgeting

system to shift financial resources between activities in

their.departments. The responses of these analysts are of

particular finportance as they had the opportunity to compare

he effectiveness of both the old'and new budgeting systems

in allocating financial reSources. The responses of the

12 Peter A. Phyrr, Zero-Base Budgeting (New York: Johii4

Wiley and Sons, .1973), pp. 32-33.
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seventeen budget analysts- present during the original imple-

mentation of zero-base budgeting were unanimous in expressing

the opinion that there had been no apparent shifting of

financial resources.as a result of employing the zero-base

budgeting system (Appendix H, Column 1, QuestitJu 10). There-

fore, it is concluded that if there has been an appreciable

reallocation of financial resinirces as a result of eMploying

zeTo-base budgfiting, it most certainly is not apparent at

the lower organizational levels.

Additional evidence supporting this conclusion comes

from personal interviews with thirteen department heads in

the State of Georgia. Two of the thirteen (15%) expressed

the opinion that there may have been some reallocation of

financial resources as a result of information supplied to

Governor Carter by the new,hudgeting system during the

reorganization of the Executive Branch of the State of

Georgia. However, they were unable to give a single instance

where the new budgeting system had reallocated resources in

thcir-own-departments.--The-other-eleven,department-heads_

(85%) indicated there had been no apparent reallocation of

financial resources in their departments as a result of

implementing zero-base budgeting

Governor Jimmy Carter expressed a different opinion

regarding the contribution of zero-base budgeting in reallo-

cating financial csources in the State of Georgia. In

doing so, he sail! that- he understood the negative responses

of the departmen' heads and depantmental budget analysts on
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this issue since the contributon L,T the new budgeting system

in this particular area would Dot he apparent iu them. This

because the reallocation of financial resources was a

result of a combination of two factors: (1) the reorganiza-
.

cion of the Executive Branch of State Government, and (2) the

adoption and implementatiOn of the zero-base budgeting

system.
13

It is pub:lc knowledge in the State of Georgia'that

there has been a substantial reallocation of financial

resources within state government during Governor Carter's

administrationespecially during his first year in office.

However, it was the.Executive Reorganization Act of 1972 that

has been credited with reallocating the state's financial

resources during this period. The purpose of this act was. '-

te consolidate under a single authority similar state func-

tions and programs that were previously controlled by dif-

ferent departments and activities throughout state government.

Governor Carter agrees that it was the Executive

Reorganization Actof 1972 that-was-the primary-force-in-

reallocating financial resources within the State of Georgia.

However, he also stated that:

. . . the detection of need for consolidating similar
functions within state governinent is made from the
zero-hase budgeting technique. It would haw been
virtually impossible to have made the change we did

under the old incremental budj,eting system. Ole have
had such a profound change in the structure of
government that most people attribute this shifting

13 Interview with Governor Jimmy Carter.
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of roles and also shifting of resources to the
reorganization itself which has been so much more
present in our mind than to zero-base budgeting. 14

In addition to the system questionnaire and personal

interviews, an attempt was made to analyze.the changes in

the allocation. of financial resources by examining the execu-

'tive budgets 'for fiscaj year 1972, 1973, and 1974. However,

it was- impossible to correlate any such changes directly to

the use of zero-base budgeting.

It is the conclusion based on this analysis that the

zero-base budgeting system has made an indirect contribution

to a reallocation of finitncial resources in the State of

Georgia. Howevc, , the majority of this contribution occurred

during its fir.; f implementation in connection with

the 1:eorganiz,,

men t .

! the Executive Branch of State Govern-

It is further concluded that the zero-basebudgeting._:.

system has not made a direct contribution to the reallocation

of the statet cinancial resources. Throughout this. investi-

iation, tAte haS-ntit'be-eii-ti-s-frikle-vertfiable-instance-where

the new budgeting system has caused a shifting of financial

resources other than during reorganization.

Changes in Budgetary Procedure and the Degree
--TirErfort Required hy. Busiket IraTtiapants

There hav.e been numerous changes made to the zero-base

budgeting procedures in an effort to lessen the degree of

14
Ibid.
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effort required by budget participants in preparing the

budget. Two changes, in particular, were made expressly for

this purpose: (1) to prepare decision packages at higher

'organizational levels, and (2) to rank decision packages at

the activity level rather than at the department level. It

is the purpose of this section of the analysis to evaluate

these changes as to their impact on reducing the amount of

effort required in the zero-base budgeting process.

One of the principal proulems associated with the zero-

base budgeting system has been the increased -effort required

in preparing the budget. Table 10 presents the opinions of

the departmental budget analysts regarding the effect of the

new budgeting system on the time and effort required to pre-

pare the budget both during the first year of its implementa-

tion and at the present time.

The responses of departmental budget analysts indicate

that there has been a decrease in the amount of time and

effort required for budget preparation in many departments.

Whereas 100% of the respondents indicated some increase in

the time and effort required to prepare the budget during

the first Year of zero-base budgeting, this percentage fell

to 74% when comparing the present system with the incremental

budgeting system. In addition, the percentage indicating

much greater time and effort required under zero-base budget-

ing fell from 781 during the first year of its operations to

44% at the present time.
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TABLE 10

EFFECT OF THE ZERO-BASE BUDGETING SYSTEM ON
THE TIME AND EFFORT REQUIRED FOR

BUDGET PREPARATION

What effect did the zero-base budgeting system have on
the time and effort spent in budget preparation during the
first year of its implementation?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
-Impl.pentation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Increased
considerably

b. Increased slightly
78%
22

82%
18

67%
33

c. Remained the same 0 0 0
d. Decreased slightly
e. Decreased

considerably

0

0

0 .

0

0

0

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

Now that the zero-base budgeting system has been
implemented, how great is the time and effort spent in budget
preparation in comparison to the previous incremental
budgeting system?

Percentage of Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Much greater
b. Slightly more
c. About the same
d. Slightly less
c. Much less

Total Number
o Respondents

44% 47%
30 35
22 12
4 6

0

33%
17
50
0

0

100% 100% 100%

(23) (17)
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it i apparent that, while there has been some decrease

in the amount of time and effort required for budget pre-

paration, this pr61,1cm has not been alleviated. Recommenda-

tions concerning additional changes which should be made to

further alleviate this problem are presented, in Chapter VI.

Since it has been concluded that there has been some

decrease in the amount of time and effort required in budget

preparation,...the next step in this analysis is to examine

the causes for this improvement. Particular emphasis'is

directed to the two procedural changes made in the zero-base

budgeting syStem directed toward reducing the time and effort

required by budget participants in preparing the budget.

The first such procedural change WIA that of preparing

deciien packages at higher organizational levels. Table 11

summarizes the responses of the departmental budget analysts

regarding the significance of this change.

There does not appear to be a.consensus regarding the

significance of this procedural change. The majority of the

respondents (78%) indicated that the time and effort required

for budget preparation had remained about the same or that

they were unaware of any such change. The remaining respon-

dents were almost evenly divided, with 9 percent indicating

theiT time and,,effort had increased and 13 percent indicating

that it had decreased. It is the conclusion based on this

'an'alysis that the decision to rank decision 'packages at

higher organizatinal levels did not have an appreciable
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effect on the time and effort required for preparing a zero-

base- budget.

TABLE 11

EFFECT OF PREPARING DECISION PACKAGES AT
,MGHER ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS

After the first year 3f implementation, a decision was
made to prepare decision packages at higher organizational --
levels. What effect did this-have on the time and effort
spent in budget preparation?

Percentage ol Respondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Increased

h. Remaine0 about
thesame

91

48

61

47

171

50

Decreased

d. Was unaware of
any change

13

30

18

29

0

33

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

The second procedural change initiated in an effort to

reduce the effort required for budget preparation was to move

the task cf ranking the decision packages from the department

level to the activity level. It was expected that this weuld

remove one very time-consuming operation by eliminating a

major step in the ranking operation. The responses of the
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departmental budget analysts concerning the effect of this,

change are presented in Table 12.

.TABLE 12

EFFECT OF RANKING DECISION PACKAGES AT
LOWER ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS

In the second year of zero-base budgeting, the budget-
ing procedure was changed from ranking decision packages by-
departments to ranking decision packages by activity. What
effect did this have on your effort in preparing the budget?

Percentage of Rpspondents

Total Present During
Implementation

Not
Present During
Implementation

a. Increased effort

b. Effort remained
about the same

9%

47

0%

53

33%

34

c. Decreased effort

d. Was unaware of
any change

35

9

35

12

33

0

100% 100% 100%

Total Number
of Respondents (23) (17) (6)

It is apparent that the second procedural change was

somewhat more successful in reducing the time and effort

required in budget preparation. Thifty-five percent

indicated a reduction of effort as a result of ranking the

decision packages at the activity level. Nine percent

expressed the opinion that it had increased their effort.
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A'possible reason for this negative response was that some

departments were required to go back and rank at the depart-

mental level. This is reflected in a comment to the system

questionnaire (Appendix K): "Required to rank by activity,

but after submission of budget to Budget Bureau, we were then

asked to go back and prepare a departmental ranking." In

addition, many of the smaller departments were directed to

continue to rank decision packages at the department level.

It is the conclusion based on this analysis that the

decision to rank decision packages at the activity leverdid

have a positive effect on reducing the amount of effort

required to prepare a zero-base budget in some departments..

However, the reduction in effort appears to be less than had

originally been anticipated.

In addition to the two procedural changes mentioned,

other factors also contributed to a reduction of effoTt in

budget preparation. Possibly the factor having the greatest

influence in this area was the functioning of a "learning-

curve." Many of the budget analysts interviewed during this

survey indicated that the job of preparing the budget was

much easier in the second year because "they knew what to

do."

Summary

The purpose of this chapter Was to analyze the effec-

tivene,ts of the zero-base budgeting system presently employed

by the State of Georgia. This analysis evaluated the
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zero-base budgeting system on its ability to: (1) generate

acceptance by budget participants, (2) contribute toward a

greater degree of management control, and (3) allocate

financial resources more effectively. In addition, an

examination was conducted concerning the effectiveness of

procedural changes made to the systeM to reduce the effort

required for budget preparation.

A system synthesis of the zero-base budgeting system

is presented in the next chaptet% Recommendations are pre-

sented regarding improvements to the zero-base budgeting

system presently in use by the State of Georgia.
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CHAPTER VI

---

SYNTHESIS OF THE ZERO-BASE BUDGETING SYSTEM

EMPLOYED BY THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Introduction

This chapter presents the synthesis phase of the study.

The synthesis phase is divided into four principal sections:

I. The conclusions of the study as to the effective-

ness of the zero-base budgeting system in the State of

Georgia;

Z. Recommendations regarding procedural changes needed

to improve the erfectiveness of the zero-base budgeting sys-

tem presently employed by 'the State of Georgia;

3. Recommendations pertaining to future implementa-

tions of the zero-base budgeting system by governmental

units; and

4. The need for further research and study of the

zero-base budgeting system.

Conclusions of the-Study-

The purpose of this phase.of the system synthesis is

to present the conclusions of the study regarding the effec-

tiveness of the zero-base budgeting system in the State of

Georgia. Based on the results of the study, it is difficult
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to label the zero-hase budgeting system as being either a

success or failure regarding its influence upon the effec-

tiveness of the budgeting process in the State of Georgia.

Clearly there have been elements of both success and failure

associated with its use. This section presents first an

examination of the advantages and.disadvantages associated

with the use of zero-base budget.ing in the State of Georgia,

and then presents the general conclusion of the study.

Advantages of the Zero-Base
Budgeting System

It is the conclusion based on this study that there

are three primary advantages associated with the employment

of the zero-base budgeting system in the State of Georgia.

These advantages are: (1) the establishment of a financial

planning phase prior to the.preparation of the budget; (2) an

improvement in the quality of management information; and

(3) greater involvement in the budgeting process by personnel

in the lower organizational levels of State Government.

The first advantage concerns the establishment of a

financial planning phase prior to the preparation of the

fiscal year budget. Before the implementation of zero-base

budgeting, the planning phase was conducted concurrently with

the budgeting phase. As a result, there were no budgetary

guidelines available during the budget preparation. After

the implementation of zero-base budgeting, it became apparent

that some budgetary guidelines were necessary to.properly

allocate the State's limited financial reources in such a
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way as to best satisfy the goals and objectives of the State

of Georgia.

The second advantage concerns an improvement in the

quality of management information resulting from the employ%-

ment of the zero-base budgeting system. The use of this new

budgeting system has enabled the Governor, department heads,

departmental budget analysts, and budget analysts in the

Office of Planning and Budget to have a much greater insight

into the functions of State Government. Unfortunately, it

is also the conclusion based on this study that many of the

department heads have not utilized this new management

information.

The third advantage of employing the zero-base budget-

ing system has been an increase in the involvement of person-

nel at the activity level in the State'Pbudgeting process.

Before zero-base budgeting, most of the input into the

budgeting process came from the departmental budget analysts.

After the new budgeting system was implemented, activity

managers were required to prepare and rank decision packages--

thus, providing input into the budgeting process.

Disadvantages of the Zero-Base
Budgeting System

It is the conclusion based on this study that the major

disadvantage associated with the employment of the zero-base

budgeting system in the State of Georgia is the increased

time and effort required for budget preparation. This is a

very serious problem and has contributed toward a great deal
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of dissatisfaction with the new system, particularly among

personnel at the department and activity level. This dis-

satisfaction has, in turn, had a detrimental effect on the

effectiveness df the zero-base budgeting system.

In addition, the study indicates that there are two

significant failures associated with the employmtnt of zero-

base budgeting in the State of Georgia. These failures are:

(I) the inability of the new budgeting system to significantly

affect the efficient allocation of the State's financial

resources; and (2) the ineffectiveness of the decision

package ranking in meeting changes in the level of funding.

One of the major selling points of zero-base budgeting

is its proposed ability to allocate financi'al resource's more

efficiently. However, there is no evidence that any shifting

Of resources has occurre4 as a direct result of employing the

zero-base budgeting system. The study recognizes the con-

tribution made by the new budgeting system in Governor Jimmy

Carter's reorganization Plan. However, it is contended that

this was a special situation and any shifting of financial

resources associated with this reorganization is not indica-

tive of the normal contributions of the zero-base budgeting

system in reallocating financial resources.

Another selling point of zero-base budgeting is its

proposed ability to immediately adjust the budget to changes

in the level of funding. This is accomplished by preparing

a decision package ranking which lists all decision packages

in order of their priority. After a level of funding is
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established, a (lutoff line is employed to divide the decision

.
Packages between those:to be approved and those to be dis

approved. Any subsequent change in the level of funding

Should require only a shift in the position of the cutoff

line.

However, the actual results obtained from this system

have been disappointing. During fiscal year 1974, there was

an increase in the availability of funds in the State of

Georgia. Instead of shifting the cutoff line downward to

include more marginal decision packages, the Governor

requested new decision packages from some of his departments

to help him allocate additional funds.

In fiscal year 1975, there was a reduction in the

availability of funds originally projected for that year.

Again, the decision package ranking proved ineffective.

Instead of raising the cutoff line to eliminate the lower

priority decision packages, almost all departments had to'

resubmit a new decision package ranking based on the lower

level of funding. One departmental budget analyst summed

up the problem by stating: "The priority ranking of our

decision packages when we expect 140% funding simPly is not

the same as when we expect 115% funding."

General Conclusion of the Study

It is the general conclusion based on this study that

the implementation of the zero-base budgeting system has

improved-the effectiveness of the budgeting process in the
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State of Georgia. There has been sufficient evidence pre-

sented to conclude that there have been improvements in many

vital areas of_budgeting in the State of Georgia. In addi-

tion, there has been little evidence discovered indicating

any reduction in the efficiency of the State's budgeting

process as a result of employing the zero-base budgeting

system.

This conciusiun should not he interpreted as meaning

the zero-base budgeting system has been an unqualified suc-

cess in the State of Georgia. To the contrary, there is

ample evidence that there are still many problems associated

with the new budgeting system. Recommendations concerning

possible solutions to these problems are presented in a later

section of this chapter.

Recommendations Concerning Present System

The purpose of this part of the synthesis is to recom-

mend procedural changes to the zero-base budgeting system

presently employed in the State of Georgia. Two major

changes, intended to improve the effectiveness of the budget-

ing system, were considered during the investigation:

1. Discontinuing the use of minimum level of effort

decision packages;

2. Reestablishing budgetarY guidelines for each

department.
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Discontinuing the Minimum Level
ErTrfort DeciraTn Package.

Overview. This section of the system synthesis con-

cerns the feasibility of discontinuing the use of the minimum

level of effort decision package. This package is presently

used to show only the most important duties of a function.

It seldom includes all duties being performed by the func-

tion. Instead, it inCludes only those duties necessary to

accomplish the function's primary objectives. In addition,

the funds requested in the minimum level of effort decision

package generally fall below the function's current level of

expenditures.

In order to obtain the funds necessary to bring the

function up to its present level of operations, an incre-

mental decision package is prepared. Additional incremental

decision packages must be prepared to request funds needed

to increase the function's operations.

The majority of those participating in the system

questionnaire favored discontinuing the minimum level of

effort decision package. Table 13 presents a summary of the

responses of all respondents regarding the discontinuance of

these packages.

There appeared to be a difference of opinion between

the departmental budget analysts and the analysts in the

Office of Planning and Budget concerning the practicality of

preparing minimum level of effort decision packages. A

majority (74%) of the departmental budget analysts felt the
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packages should be discontinued. However, responses of staff

.budget analysts indicated a majority (56i) believed that

preparation of the minimum level of effort decision package

should be continued.

TABLE 13

OPINIONS OF THE SURVEY PARTICIPANTS REGARDING
THE DISCONTINUANCE OF THE MINIMUM LEVEL

OF EFFORT DECISION PACKAGE

Presently you are required to prepare decision packages
representing different levels of effort for each function.

Do you feel it is practical to prepare a decision package
representing a minimum level of effort?

Percentage of Respo dents

Total
Departmental

Budget
Analysts

OPB
Budget

Analysts

a. Yes 34% 26% 56$

b. No 63 74 33

c. No opinion 3 0 11

100% 100% ,100%

Total Number
of Respondents (32) (23) (9)

After the results of the system questionnaire were

tabulated, personal interviews were held with budget analysts

in the Office of Planning and Budget concerning their

responses to the questionnaire. When asked about the

response*to the question pertaining to this point, the
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consensus was that the examination of minimum level of effort

decision packages enabled them to gain a deeper insight into

the primary responsibilities of each function. However, they

agreed that the primary responsibilities of most functions do

not change substantially from one year to the next, and that

most minimum level of effort decision packages are merely

duplicated each year after allowing for inflationary increases

and increased workload.

Also, an examination was made of the executive budgets

for fiscal year 1973, fiscal year 1974, and fiscal year 1975

to determine what contribution the minimum level of effort

decision package made in the formulation of the final budget.

Not a single instance was found where a function received

less funds than it had in the previous fiscal year budget.

In addition, both departmental and staff budget analysts

were asked if they knew of any function that had received only

those funds requested in the minimum level of effort decision

package. They were unanimous =n stating that not only were

they unaware of a function receiving only those funds

requested in the minimum levtl of effort decision package,

but that all functions received the funds requested in the

first incremental decision package to bring them to their

current level of operations.

Recommendations. It is recommended that minimum level

of effort decision packages be prepared only every fourth

year in the State of Georgia. The findings of the investiga-

tion support the contention that preparing minimum level of
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effort decision packages every year is impractiCal because

its use will become necessary only in periods of severe

economic conditions.

The study also recognizes the value Of decision pack-

ages which reflect a minimum level of effort. The detailed .

information contained in these decision packages should be

of immense value to new administrations in the State of

Ceorgia. Since a new Governor is elected every four years

in the State of Georgia, this fact was considered in recom-

mending the preparation of decision packages every four years.

In addition, some of the basic responsibilities and duties of

fUnctions will change during this four-Year period. The

minimum level of effort decision packages would help.point

out these changes.

In those years when a minimum level of effort decision

package is not prepared, a minimum decision package should

be developed which reflects the funds required to continue

the present level of operations for each function. Addi-

tional incremental decision packages could be prepared to

request funds necessary to increase the duties or operations

of a function.

In the event a decrease in the current level of opera-

tions is desired for a particular function, a minimum level

of effort decision package could be requested from that

function. This procedure appears preferable to the current

practice of requiring a minimum level of effort decision

package from every function when it is evident that the vast
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majority will eveni'ually be funded at their current level of

operations.

1* is further recommended that minimum level of effort

decision packages be prepared in any fiscal year in which a

reduction in funding is expected. The Governor should exer-

cise the option of requiring the preparation of minimum level

of effort decision packages from all departments or only from

selected departments.

Although exact figures are not tabulated regarding the

number of decision packages submitted each year, Mr. Clark

Stevens, Head of the Budget Bureau of the Office of Planning

and Budget, has estimated that 5,000 decision packages were

submitted for fiscal year 1975. Of these, approximately one-

third were minimum level of effort decision packages. There-

fore, the implementation of this recommendation would result

in a decrease of approximately 1,600 decision packages in

those years when minimum level of effort decision packages

were not required. This reduction in the volume of decision

packages should have no appreciable effect on the operations

of the zero-base budgeting system.

It may be argued that these recommendations represent

a departure from zero-base budgeting theory. It is the

contention of this study that this argument is not valid for

two reasons. First, minimum level of effort decision pack-

ages will continue to be made. Only the frequency of their

preparation will be changed. Second, even in those years

when minimum level of decision packages are not prepared,
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every decision package must still compete for funds necessary

to maintain their present level of operations as well as for

funds needed to expand their operations. The only change

suggested is in the funding level where this competition

takes place.

Reestablishing Budgetary Guide-
lines for Departments

Overview. As discussed in the previous chapter,

policies regarding the establishment of budgetary guidelines

for departments have changed each year since the implementa-

tion of the zero-base budgeting system in the State of

Georgia. During the preparation of the 1974 fiscal year

budget, identical budgetary guidelines were .established for

each department. These guidelines stated that no department

should request more than 115% of its previous allotment of

funds. This policy was changed during the 1974 fiscal year

budgeting process to permit different budgetary guidelines

for each department in accordance with the criteria estab-

lished in meetings between Governor Carter and each depart-

ment head. The policy of using departmental guidelines was

discontinued for the 1975 fiscal year budgeting process.

The problems associated with each of these policies

have been discussed in some detail in Chapter IV and Chapter

V of this study. It ip the conclusion based on this study

that serious problems were encountered when departmental

guidelines were not employed.
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Recommendations. It is recommended that the policy of

employing budgetary guidelines be reestablished for each

department ba,ed on its expected contribution to the goals

and objectives of the State of Georgia. In addition, these

guidelines should be established in joint meetings with the

Governor and each department head.

Another recommendation or the study concerns the estab-

lishment of budgetary guidelines for the larger activities

in state government. Some activities are much larger than

many departments and they experience the same problems as do

departments. Budgetary guidelines would be of great value

to these activities in planning their budget requests. These

budgetary guidelines should be established in'meetings

between the Governor, the department head, and the activity

manager.

Recommendations Concerning Future Implethentation of
Zero-Base Budgeting Otiii7-715vernmental Units

The purpose of this phase of the system synthesis is to

present recommendations concerning future implementation of

zero-base budgeting by other governmental units. These

recommendations are a result ef an investigation of the

problems associated with the implementation of the zero-base

budgeting system in the State of Georgia.

Although problems are expected during the implementa-

tion of any new budgeting system, it is the conclusion based

on this study that many of the problems experienced in the

State of Georgia could have been averted. Recommendations
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regarding ways.to present such problems are presented

below:

1.. Establish an adequate planning phase prior to'the

implementation of the zero-base budgeting system;

2. Seek the support of the legislatiVe branch of

government (if applicable) prior to the implementation of the

zero-base budgeting system;

3. Secure the participation of budgeting personnel -

during the planning of the implementation phase of zero7base

budgeting;

4. Provide for adequate feedback to budget partici-

pants concerning the effectiveness of the zero-base budgeting

system.

Establish an Adequate Planning Phase
P77(777TFImplementation

Overview. There was a definite lack of adequate plan-

ning prior to the implementation of the zero-base budgeting

system in Georgia. A detailed analysis of this problem has

been presented in Chapter IV of this study.

The agencies began preparing the 1973 fiscal year .

budget in June, 1971, and were required to submit a ranking

of all decision packages to the Budget Bureau by September

1, 1971. This gave the agencies only three months, at most,

to learn the new budgeting system, to prepare decision pack-

ages for every function, and to rank these decision packages

according to their priority for funds. As a result, much
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more time and effort was required for budget preparation than

was required under the old budgeting system. Furthermore, as

revealed by earlier analysis, decision packages were poorly

prepared and the decision package rankings were unsatisfac-

tory. Many of the decision packages and decision package

rankings had to be returned to the agencies for resubmission..

Recommendations. There should be an adequate planning

phase prior to the implementation of the zero-base budgeting

system. The amount of time required to do this planning will

depend upon the size of the activity installing the new sys-

tem. However, the time required should be sufficiently long

to allow the activity to test the system and to provide

adequate training for budget personnel.

It is recommended that the zero-base budgeting system

be tested by a.sample group of departments before it is

implemented throughout government. The departments selected

for this test should be representative of the composition of

the government as to size, objectives, and other special

characteristics.

After completion of this trial runTrepresentatives of

the departments participating in the test should meet with

the staff budget analysts charged with administering the

system. The purpose of these meetings would be to discuss

the problems encountered during the preparation of the

budget and to prepare recommended revisions to the system.
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These recommended revisions would then be submitted to the

executive head of government for hls approval.

The amount of time required for this testing would

generally be one year since budgets are usually prepared on

an annual basis. This would also allow sufficient time to

thoroughly train the budgeting personnel in all departments

in the new budgeting_procedures.

The study recognizes the---fzct that many elected offi-

cials will be opposed to a one year testing program for zero-

base budgeting. These officials are elected for a limited

term in office and their goal: are, of necessity, basically

short-run in nature. However, the Study indicates that the

benefits derived from a testing period will definitely

improve the budgeting process by eliminating major problems

before they occur, getting the support of budgeting personnel,

and providing better budgets.

Seek the Support of the Legislative
ETETicfiEf GovernmentFir the
Zero-Base budgeting SysterT--

Overview. It is public knowledge that the zero-base

budgeting system presently employed in preparing the execu-

tive budget for the State of Georgia has not received the

acceptance of the legislative Branch of government. This

has created a multitude of problems in forming the final

budget for the State of Georgia. The process involved in

forming the final budget is beyond the scope of this study

since most of the changes made to the executive budget are
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political in nature. The study has been restricted to those

factors influencing the preparation of the executive budget

for the State of Georgia.

However, a lack of acceptance of the zero-base budgeting

system by the State Legislature has had an effect on the

preparation of the executive budget. Department heads who

are not satisfied with their allotment of funds in the

executive budget know that they have another opportunity to

procure additional funds during the budgeting session of the

State Legislature. One departmental budget analyst stated

that his department was not too interested in the executive

budget because it was the State Legislature that gave his

department the money it needed to carry out its programs.

Recommendation. Ideally, there should be agreement

between the Executive and Legislative Branches as to the

budgeting system to be employed. This was not the case

prior to the implementation of zero-base budgeting in the

State of Georgia, and this did cause some problems. There-

fore, it is recommended that an effort be made to secure the

support of the Legislative Branch of Government before

implementing the zero-base budgeting system in other govern-

mental institutions.

Secure the Participation of Budget
FZYiicaniTDuring the Planning ot
the ImplementatioiiPhase

Overview. There was little participation by budget

personnel during the planning of the implementation phase of
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zero-base budgeting in the State of Georgia. The decision

ti) adopt the new budgeting system was made by Governor Jimmy

Carter, and his department heads were informed of this change

in budgeting systems on March 15, 1971. Shortly after tile

department heads had been informed, budget analysts from the

Office of Planning and Budget held individual meetings with

departmental budget personnel concerning the new budgeting

procedures.

Budgeting procedures adopted for use in the 1973 fiscal

year budgeting process were originally initiated by Mr. Peter

Phyrr. These budgeting procedures were, for the most part,

identical to the budgeting procedures employed by Texas

Instruments, Inc. It soon became evident.that these budget-

ing procedures which were applicable for Texas Instruments,

Inc. were not appl-cable for the State of Georgia. As a

result, many problems were experienced during the preparation

of the 1973 fiscal year budget.

Recommendation. It is the recommendation based on this

study that the participation of budgeting personnel be sought

during the planning of the implementation phase of zero-base

budgeting. This study has indicated that many of the problems

experienced during the first year of zero-base budgeting

could have been averted.with proper input from budget per-

sonnel in the State of Georgia. OnlY by combining the

expertise of both an outside system consultant and of budget-

ing personnel familiar with the constraints existing in the
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budgeting process can there be any confidence in the proce-

dures established for-the implementation of a zero-base

budgeting system.

Provide Adequate Feedback Concerning
the Eilectiveness of the Zero-
ETTe Budgeting System

Overview. There has been a minimum,of feedback trans-

mitted to budgeting personnel concerning the effectiveness of

the zero-base budgeting system in the State of Georgia.

After the department's decision package ranking has been

accepted and the funds allocated in the executive budget,

the departmental budgeting personnel are seldom advised of

any further use of the information contained in their budget.

As discussed in previous chapters, the benefits accruing from

the application of the zero-base budgeting system are not

readily apparent at the lower organizational levels. There-

fore, many departmental budget analysts believe the benefits

derived.from the use 'of the zero-base budgeting system do not

justify the additional time and effort required in preparing

the budget.

Governor 'Jimmy Carter has indicated that the zero-base

budvting system made a major contribution to his reorganiza-

tion of the Executive Branch.of State Government by showing

areas where state services were duplicated. In addition,

evidence has been provided in this s:=tudy indicating an

improvement in the quality of management information for us-d

both by department headg' and budsetvg-na,fivets-q-rrrth'eOTki-C.
183.
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of Planning and Budget as a result of employing zero-base

budgeting.

Recommendation. It is the recommendation of this study

that an effort be made.to advise all budget participants of

all benefits accruing from the use of the zero-base budgeting

system. There have been several studies which emphasize the

favorable effect of feedback on employees' performance and

morale.
1 It is the conclusion based on this study that the

benefits accruing from an adequate system of feedback would

improve the attitudes, performance, and morale of budget

participants in the lower organization levels of government.

Implications for Further Research

This study has been restricted to an evaluation of the

zero-base budgeting system presently "emprOyed by the State of

Georgia. This limitation was necessary because the State of

Georgia is the only governmental unit presently employing a

zero-base budgeting system. As a result, the conclusions

reached pertaining to implementing a zero-base budgeting

System must be considered in the light of the special circum-

stances and constraints existing in the State of Georgia

during.the period of this analysis.

1 .For example: Doris M. Cook, "The Effect of Frequency of
Feedback on Attitudes and Performance," Empirical ResearCh in

Accounting: Selected Studies 1967, Supplement to Vol. 5 of
Journal ot Accounting AesearchTTEstitute of Professional
NEEEUTTIng, Graduate School ot Business, University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 1968, pp. 213-224; Selwyn Becker
and David Green, Jr., "Budgeting and Employee Behavior,"
Journal of Business, Vol. 35, October, 1962, pp. 399-400.
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However, there now exists an opportunity for further

research and analysis concerning the feasibility of employing

the zero-base budgeting system in government. The State of

Texas has recently adopted a zero-base budgeting system for

the preparation of its 1975 fiscal year budget.

Factors influencing the preparation of the zero-base

budget will vary between the two states. Some of the factors

peculiar to the State of Texas are:

1. A much larger budgeting operation in terms of both

volume and dollar amounts;

2. A greater length of time allotted for planning and

implementation;

3. Acceptance of the zero-base budgeting system by

both the Executive and Legislative Branches of State Govern-

ment.

It is recommended that further research be conducted

as to the feasibility of employing zero-base budgeting in

government. An analysis of the zero-base budgeting system

presently being implemented in the State of Texas should make

a significant contribution to this research.
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Instructions for preparing Ind subuitting requests for legislative appropriations for the 1978-1979 biennium are issued under the authority

of the Executive and Legislative Budget Acts.

The philosophy of the Tem Budget System and instructions sod procedures to be followed in its implementation, are described herein.

The instructions are brief and flexible enough to allow Adherence to the general concept while permitting adoption of procedures to meet

specific agency needs. Coupled with isstructions and examples contained in the ludst Manual - NeedsalestiVes and Measures., it is the

intent of these instructions to improve budget analysis and the benefits that esn be gained from this system of budgeting.

Seuet_use_ofIvits: Budgetary analysis will once again be performed around the program structure developed for each agency. "Programs" and

"Activities" have been defined, and the managers of these programa and activities will again play,a key role in the appropriations request

process. Changes desired in the progam structure identified for the 1976-1977 appropriations request must be cleared with the Executive

and Legislative Budget Offices before such changes are msde, Agsin, the suggested sequence of events to be followed by most agencies should

be a five-step process:

,
,

$.301LAdS tienee Of bents

1. 2. 3. 4. 5,

AgencylProgram Activity Managers Program Mangers Ftogram &wagers Agency Administrators

Managers Prepare Prepare RAnk Activity Prepare ATI!
lank Program

Planning Guidelines.

.Assiyiti

Decision facile Decision Packages Decision packages. Decision Packages

and Conduct Needs (Activity Priority (Elm! IliElti

Assessment Tabll.) Table)

4
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(Continuer')

6. liency ednimietratare Prepire the agency requut by levels (Agency Roquest By Levels Table). This table displays the total agency

request by defieed increeeutal levels. (See instructions for Table VII, pages 4243),

After complain
the Alency gluing gy !mei; Table, the agency admisietrator vill have evaluated all operations and identified the

hudget request. Soleri tables eed special dets requests requited to toePlete the budget subsission can then he prepared in the order outlitied on

Page 50,

Net pickle

The concept of decision Magee applies both to the program and activity levels (Activity Decision Packigea/Program Decision Packages).

The decilion plop fore is designed to produce an evaluation of each activity or program thet will describe:

1. Obj ective (0)

2, proposed jeus of ethievisg objutiver

Ind benefits

load snd perforeace owes

S. wens levels of effort of performance

6. Alterative lupe of eccosplishing objectives
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(continued)

The key to developing decision packages is the formulation of meaningful alternatives. The types of alternatives that should be considered

in developing Proiram and Activity Decision Packages are:

1. Alternative methods of sccompliehing the same program or mil:Illy..

The best alternative for providing program services is chosen and the others are discarded:

- Alternative methods of accomplishing activity objectives should be based around the method chosen for providing program services.

. If an alternative to the current method of operation is chosen, the recommended method ahould be shown in the decision package.

- Only one decision package is prepared to show the recollected method of performing the program or activity.

2. Elflerminrogramiervicea. Once a method'of performing a program or activity his been chosen from

the various alternative methods, a manager must identify alternative levels of effort to perform that program..
ptb,

Far the 1978-1979 biennium for each Eara for which funds are requested, it will be necessary to identify a minimum level of funding. The

minimum level of funding identified must not exceed 90% of the 1977 budgeted funding level. If funds requested for a prokram exceed the 1977

budgeted funding level, one of the levels identified should not exceed the 1977 budgeted level of funding. .If funds requested for a program

exceed the 1977 budgeted funding level by 20%, one of the.levels requested salt approximate 110% of the 1977 budgeted funding level. An agency,

is not prohibited from requeiting whatever amount of funds it deems necessary to accomplish program objectives in view of statutorily charged

duties and responsibilities. Appropriation requests should reflect the highest priorities of the agency and, in general, should reflect a general !'

philosophy of fiscal restraint.

In summary, a program for which funds are requested oust hese its funding level requests ae follows:

1) Minimum level . Must not exceed 901 of the 1977 budgeted level of funding for the Ems

2) Level 2 - If funds requested for a jagreexceed the 1977 budgeted level of funding, a level of funding that does not exceed

the 1977 budgeted level of tunding mist be identified.
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(continued)

3) Level 3 - If funds requested for a program exceed the 1977 budgeted level of funding by ZOZ or more, a level of funding that

approximates 110% of the 1977 budgeted funding level must be identified as a level of requests

4) Level 4 - Level four will reflect those pm thcreases that exceed the 1977 budgeted level of funding by 20% or more.

Activity decision package repeats should be prepared consistent with the ?laming guidelines regarding program funding levels, but no

level requirements are specified for activity fundthg levels.

The minima level of effort concept merits further explanation with regard to its function in the budget system. The minimum level of

effort my not completely achieve the objective of the program (even the additional levels of effort proposed may not completely achieve it

because of other considerations), but it should identify and attack the roost important elements. The minimum level mtist not exceed 90% of the

1971 budgeted level of funding. The mini= level should attempt to identify that critical level of effort, below which the program should

be discontinued, because it loses its viability or effectiveness. Themiltige factor of 90 percent ehould,be used as a erL4_LMUle

forjsittamnittal bt.irjgjjAcAL_Hzlevel, The minimum level identified cabe_s_ixifisfiklm,
However, the minimum oust be

defined by each program manager for his operations. There are several considerations which can guide program managers in determining the

minimum level of effort;

1) The minium level may not completely achieve the total objective of the program (eveil the additional levels of effort requested may

not completely achieve the objective because of practical considerations).

2) 'the minimum level should address itself to the most critically needed services o: attack the CZ s t serious problem.

3) The minims level nay merely reduce the count of service (or number of services) provided by each program.

4) The minimum level may reflect operating improvements, organiratio'nal changes, or improvements in efficiency that result in cost

reductions.
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IglIODUCTION

(continued)

5) The minimum level may incorporate combinations of items 1 through 4.

,

Dy identifying a minimum level, the program manager is not necessarily reco ending that the program be funded it this level, and may,

identify subsequent levels. .The minimum level merely identifies.one alternative, explains what:could be dons,st4his level, and,,by inference,.

from other levels, what would not be done.

Development of different levels of effort indicates that the program or activity manager thinks that all levels deserve consideration

within realistic funding limitations. Each level of effort identifies an incremental cost and benefit, and management must evaluate and'

'prioritize the marginal benefit provided by different levels of funding for each program or activity.

PrioritylEking of Funding Levels

The priority ranking of activities and levels of activities, programs and levels of programs With-relationshivto-activity.and program..;;

objectives is another key concept of the budget system. The,Activity Priority Table facilitates the ranking of activities and levels of

activities and assists in'the formulation of program funding levels. The Program Priority Table facilitates thi' ranking of programs'andIevels

of programs es they correlate to agency-wide objectives and priorities for the, bienniUm. Agency nanagement sheuld carefully,revie4,all program

levels of funding.identified :rid make every effort to insure that the program ranking process reflects thi priorities of the.agency,for the

biennium.

Detailed instructions for each table of the budget system follow.. The example shown will Correapond to the following program structure:

Functional Category: ,Health and Welfare

Program Area: Preventable Diseases

Program: .Bureau of Tuberculosis Services

Activities: Outpatient Services

Administration

Contract Services,:
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CHAPTER V

ZERO-BASE BUDGETING ANALYSIS

Once developed, the program structure serves as the framework

for zero-base budgeting analysis. This chapter will utilize the pro-

gram structure example shown in Figure 2 of the previous chapter to

demonstrate the analytical concepts of zero-base budgeting.

As the term suggests, zero-base budgeting seeks to have agen-

cies and institutions justify their total budget requests rather than

justifying only the increments above the previous level of appropria-

ations. The concept is not a new one, as Wildavsky quotes a proponent

of "juscify from zcro" who wrote in 1924.1 The United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture utilized the concept in preparing agency funding

estimates for the 1964 fiscal year.

All programs will be reviewed from the.ground up and not merely in

terms of changes proposed for the budget year. Consideration must

be given to the basic need for the work contemplated, the level at
which the work should be carried out, the benefits to be received

and the costs to be incurred. Program goals based on statutes

enacted to meet problems on needs that today are of lesser priority

must be re-evaluated.2

Some have maintained that the planning-programming-budgeting

systems of the mid-1960's would result in the implementation of some

of the zero-base budgeting techniques.
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Planning-programming-hudgetlng systems will tend to lessen the use
of the current widespread practices of giving excessive attention

to the changes from the preceding year's budget with too little at-

tention to a review of an agency's budget as a whole in the sense
of reconsidering the value of existing programs.3

. . PPB seeks to replace, at least in part, the pernicious prac-

tice of incremental budgeting, under which the budget allocation

process does not involve a review of the basic structure of pro-

grams but primarily consists of making decisions about how much

each existing program is to be increased or, much less frequently,
decreased. Each program cannot, of course, be reviewed from the
ground up each year. But the analytic steps of PPB call for a
periodic.review of fundamental program objectives, accomplishments,

and costs while considering the effectiveness and efficiency of
alternatives!,

The Dynamics of the Zero-Base Process

The zero-base system emphasizes an improved planning function

and an improved management function as its primary components. Plan-

ning involves the establishing and specifying of objectives, the eval-

uation of alternative courses of action to achieve those objectives,

and the allocation of resources among those programs. Such explicit

requirements were not an element of the previous budget methodology.

The improvement of the management function focuses on the utilization

of resources--personnel, equipment, operating expenses and the like--to

implement programs in an efficient and effective manner consistent with

the goal of accomplishing program ,..bjectives. The zero-base concept'

seeks to provide the link between operational objectives and specific

governmental programs and activities designed to achieve those objec-

tives. This element of "how" to implement programs has been declared
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to be one of the ma or weaknesses of plaoning-programming-bUdgeting

systems.

PPIS focuses almost entirely on what will be done, not how to do it.

. . . Most discussions of PPB have simply ignored the very real

and crucial problems of program implementation, long a central con-

cern of state budget activities. Policies are not better than the

manner n which they are carried out, And this truism will not be

altered by PPB. PPB is concerned with budget formulation and fo-

cuses on program and policy decisions, not that part of budget

review that tries to detail the inputs required to implement most

economically the decisions already made.5

PPB focuses on what will be done, not how to do it. . . . PPM has

no formal methodology to transform policies and objectives into

an efficient operating plan and budget.6

To illustrate the various components of the zero-base budgeting

system, an exnmple is utilized to demonstrate how the theoretical as-

pects of zero-base budgeting will result in an improved decision-

making informatioual tool. Although not a formal requirement in the

preparation of agency budget requests, a sequence of events was sug-

gested tn ald personnel in the implementation of the zero-base budget-

ing concept. The sequence suggested is illustrated in Chart 2, see.

page 55, and provides an appropriate frame of reference to discuss the

dynamics of the process. Once the dynamics have beea briefly.dis-,

cussed, an example illustrates the theory of the concept.

Logically, the first step of any effective planning and

budgeting process should be the development of planning guidelines by

agency and program managers. Such guidelines might include the identi-

fication of basic program needs and objectives, an evalUation of past
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formulated by agency iind program managers. The identification of

various levels of Program and activity effort is a unique and key com-

ponent of the zerb-hase system. After activ4.ty managers prepare their

requests and review them with their program managers, program managers

must rank the various levels of funding identified for each activity in

order of priority within the program. This process of ranking priori-

ties establishes the budget levels of each program. If activity man-

agers have followed the planning guidelines with regard to the various

Program performance levels that were established by agency and program

managers, the various levels of fundin 13 identified for each activity

should correlate and be refleCtive of the program performance level

geidelinei established.

The program manager can then proceed with the next ntep in the

process which is the preparation of the Program request. The program

g idlevels of fundin entified from the establishing of priorities of the

various levels of funding of the activities comprising the program will

reflect the proje,zted performance levels with regard to program needs
.

and objectives. Thus, decision-makers should be able to utilize this

information to determine the various impacts that can be anticipated

on the target group or problem area at the various levels oi funding

identified.

After the Program levels have been identified and program im-

Pacts evaluated, agency admini3trators must establish priorities among
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the levels of the variuus programs to emphasize which services are

emphasized and those that are de-emphasized in the agency's budget

request.

The frequent references to activities, programs, levels, and

establishment of priorities tends to become confusing. To explain the

theory of the concept requires an example of the type of information

required so that one can bec!)me more cognizant of the thought processea

that should enter into the preparation of a zero-base budget request Of

an agency. Referring to Figure 2 in Chapter IV, a aample funding

request is illustrated for the Institutional Care program and the Coun-

seling and Rehabilitation activity.

Program Needs Assessment

For each Agency program, agency and program managers must first

identify and discuss the particular problem or need to be addressed by

that program. Need identification is facilitated by the Program Deci-

sion Package Need Table, which should be prepared while agency and pro-

gr-I managers are developing the initial planning guidelines, goals and

objectives for agency programs. Need is defined as that quantity which

identifies the program performance level required to solve a problem,

achieve a desired state of affairs, or serve a target group. The need

for a program should be derived from the determination of legislative

intent'which authorized the need to be met and/or the identification of
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the target group or segment of the population which has been identified

as being in need of service.

The Program Decision Package Need Table requires a discussiOn

of the nature of the need and the magnitude of the need to be addressed.

There are several aspects of need which are useful in identifying the

specific needs and/or demands for each program. In presentations to

agencies, staffs of the two budget offices emphasized five basic aspects

of need to aid program managers in program needs determination. These

five aspects and their basic characteristics are as follows:

I. Target population--the group or environment to which the

need relates.

2. Quantity of need--an indicator of the numerical scope of

the need. This should identify the Size of the true target

population.

3. Quality of need--an indicator of the severity of the need

(of the importance of satisfying a unit of need).

4. Urgency of need--an indicator of timely action required to

satisfy needs.

5. Unsatisfied demand--an absolute or relative measure of

the indicated demand for which services are not provided.

The Program Decision Package Need Table requires4both a verbal

description of these basic aspects of need and the identification of
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quantitative need indicators that will serve as the basis for analyzing

the effectiveness of program operations. Refer to the Program Decision

Package Need Table example for an Institutional Care program of the

Texas Youth Council for an illustration of the type of information de-

sired. The determination of the need for governmental services is a

necessary prerequisite to the evaluation of the effectiveness of such

services,

The Activity Decision Package

After the Program Decision Package Need Table has been com-

pleted, each activity manager within that program must analyze his

activity and prepare the funding request. This analysis is facilitated

by the Activity Decision Tackage format which focuses analysis on the

following questions.

1.- What is the objective of the activity?--

2. What are the alternative means or methods of performing the

activity to accomplish the objective?

3. What is the proposed means of performing the activity?

4. What are the alternative levels of funding that should be

considered?

5. What are the costs and benefits of each level of funding

identified?

6. What are the work load measures that are meaningful in

evaluating the activity?
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First of all, the activity objective statement should describe

the purpose and objective of the activity in relation to the program

of which the activity is a part. The objective statement should state

in quantitative terms the desired outputs or work load of the activity

and should specify the time frame in which this will occur. Activity

objectives must correlate with program objectives in terms of the work

loads or outputs that the activity produces to further achievement of

the program objective. The objective statement for the Counseling and

Rehabilitation activity is shown on page 63. Objective statements for

the other activities comprising the program--Administrative Services,

Physical Plant Maintenance, Support Services, Food Services, Education,

Medical Treatment, Dormitory Life and Adventure Trails--should also be

stated in measurable terms indicating the work loads or outputs they

seek to produce to insure achievement of the program objective.
_

After the activity objective.statement has been formulated,

activity managers should consider alternative methods of performing

the activity wi'thin the parameters of the program planning guidelines.

Analysis &f alternative methods of accomplishing the objectives is one

of the key aspects of the zero-base system. Managers are not restricted

to the identification of funds needed above the existing level of ap-

propriations, but are explicitly afforded the opportunity to evaluate

the present method of operation against other reasonable alternative
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methods of pzoviding services.
By focusing on alternative methods of

accomplishing objectives, activity managers may identify more efficient

and effective means of performing the activity. After all reasonable

alternatives have been evaluated, the best alternative is chosen to

Perform the activity.
The alternatives not selected should, be de-

scribed, the reason for rejection stated, and the estimated costs of

each alternative should be shown.

This formal consideration
of alternative methods of providing

services is a distinguishing
feature of the zero-base system when com-

pared with the previous system. It should be reemphasized that alterna-

tive methods for achieving
the program objective should first be con-

sidered before each activity
manager determines the alternative methods

-for achieving his activity objective. The interrelationship between

,programs and activities as defined by the program structure of an

agency clearly places a premium on effective planning. For an example

of alternative methods of
accomplishing program objectives refer-to

page 80, and for an example of
alternative methods of accomplishing

activity objectives refer to page 64.

After the activity objective
statement has been formulated and

dhe method of performing
the activity chosen, the next step is the

identification of alternative levels of effort for performing the

actIvity. The zero-base concept, which requires the complete analysis

.of programs and activities in terms of the identification of
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alternative methods of providin services, also requires that funding

levels be established to identify incremental costs and benefits as

they relate to achievement of objectives. A primary element in the

concept is that the initial level of funding identified must be below

the current level of funding. The identification of a "minimum level

of effort" is the base for the identification of other levels of effort.

In essence, the requirement that a funding level below the current level

of funding be identified has become the feature most often associated

with the zero-base system. The joint budget instructions issued by

the two budget offices explained the mlnimum level concept in some

detail.

The minimum level of effort may not completely achieve the objec-

tive of the program or activity (even the additional levels of
effort proposed may not completely achieve it because of realistic

budget and achievement levels), but it should identify and attack

the most important elements. The minimum level must be below the

current level of effort. The minimum level should attempt to

identify that critical level of effort, below which the program or

activity should be discontinued, because it loses its viability or

effectiveness. There is not a magic number (e.g., 75 percent of

the current level) to identify this minimum. This minimum must be

defined by each program or activity.manager for his operations.

However, there are several considerations which can guiae.program
and activity managers in determining the minimum level of effort:

1) The minimum level may not completely achieve the total ob-

jective of the program or activity !even the additional levels of

effort requested may not completely achieve the objective because

of realistic budget and/or achievement levels).
2) The minimum level should address itself to the most critical

services or attack the most serious problems.
3) The minimum level may merely reduce the amount of services

(or number of services) provided by each program or activity.
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4) The minimum level may reflect operating improvements,

organizational changes, or improvements in efficiency that result
in cost reductions.

5) Combinations of 1 through 4.7

Note that che definition of the minimum level of effort is

- .

couched in suc:1 terms so as to apply to both programs and activities.

Since activities are the administrative techniques utilized to carry out

programs, the logic of the zero-base system holds chat the addition of

all minimum levels of the activities comprising chat program would con-

stitute the minimum level of the program. The addition of subsequently

identified incremental activity levels would likewise constitute the

incrlmental program levels.

Thus, the initial planning guidelines issued by agency-and pro-

gram managers should specify the number of levels that will be ident4.-

fied at the program level so that activity managers can prepare their

level requests in accordance with achievement of the program objective

at these various levels of funding.

There are several basic elements of information that should be

identified for each level of funding requested. The first is a descrip-

tion of the methods, actions, and operations required to perform the

activity at each level of funding identified. Refer to pages 63-64 for

an example. In describing the means of performing each level of the

activity, managers should specify what will be done; how it will be

done; and, the benefits and shortcomings of that level. This provides
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managers the opportunity to justify funding level requests in a

qualitative manner. However, emphasis is placed on justifications that

can be expressed in a quantitative manner which is the purpose of the .

work load/performance measures infnrmation section that is provided for

each funding level requested. Again refer to pages 63-64 for an

example.

Although this section of the activity decision package format

specifies the identification of either work load or performance mea-

sures and the supporting data, the logic of the Texas system holds that

activities will produce products that can best be measured by work load

and unit cost measures while most program outputs will be more properly

measured by results-oriented or performance measures. The most impor-

tant consideration, however, is that work load and performance measures

be a meaningful method of displaying the degree to which each level of

effort of an activity or program coniributes to the accomplishment of

the objective.

The joint budget instructions for the 1976-1977 biennium noted

that work load/performance measure characteristics should:

1) provide a clear picture of the services provided and/or re-

sults produced for each level of effort;

2) identify the factors controllable by that activity or pro-

gram (e.g., an activity will not have any impact on the weather,
but may provide services in the form of a disaster warning system,

which is controllable, and the results of which are meas6rahle);

3) deal with significant, core aspects of the activity or pro-

gram, directly related to the change sought by the objective;
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4) be designed with an emphasis on readily obtainable data.

However, measures for which data do not exist still should be

identified;

5) . . . emphasize factors which may vary with, and may bg

correlated to, the activity's or program's expenditure level.

With the identification of work load or unit cost measures, an

analysis of the efficiency of services provided can be determine': at

the activity level. Efficiency does not address the question Of

whether the product.is worthwhile or good. Rather, efficiency focuses

upon the ratio of inputs (resources allocated to the activity, usually

measured in dollars) to outputs (products, usually measured in units

called work load measures which describe the quantity of activity).
9

Examples-of-work-load-measures-are-shown-ln-the-example on-page-63-and----

also in Figure 4 in the chapter on program structure. Utilizing this

type of information, the following type of.analysis is possible.

Assume that states A and B both allocate $1,000,000 to COmmunity,

Colleges for training computer programmers. In State A, 500_stu-

dents complete the curriculum that this $1,000,000 bought. In "-

State B, 400 students complete the curriculum. The cost per stu-

dent is $2,000 for State A and $2,500 for State B. Assuming equiv-'

alent curricula the community colleges in State A are training

computer programmers more effir'Rntly than the community colleges

in State B. (But that doesn% necesemriiy mean that A's students

are better programmerr. than B's. )10 _

Measures of efficiency are important because of the limited

resources that are available to meet all'Of the demands for governmental

services. It is not only important.that desired changes be brought

about with regard to basic problem areas or target groups, but that this

be accomplished with the expenditure of the least amount of funds and
_ ...
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resources possible. Work load measures provide the opportunity to

compare anticipated outputs with past performances, with accepted stan-

dards, or with the experiences of other governmental units. If work

load outputs are specified in thr activity objective, it then becomes

possible to ascertairr the achievement level of each level of effort in

meeting that stated objective and ultimately the program objective.

Further examples of work load measures include:

Number of students enrolled in school
NuMber of investigations

Number of patients treated

Number of cards received and processed

Number of samples analyzed

. Number_of_facilities certified.

Number of vehicles inspected

While such measures are conducive to the measurement of utput in terms

of efficiency, they do not address the impact of governmental services

on the problem area or target gronp in question.

The third page of the activity decision package format, shown

on page 65, provides an object of expense breakdown for each level or
. _ _

funding irientified. The Comptroller's Manual of Accounts is utilized

as tile basic guideline in determining 'the objects of expense for which

expenditure data should be submitted and requests formulated. This in-

forMation is displayed incrementally for each object of expense, with

provision for the '-..!.4st*1.ve cest that would be experienced if each

part:ecular level of funding were appruved, Additionally, activity man-

agers are required to identify both the source of funds and the amount
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of funds from each source for each level of funding identified.

Theoretically, the zero-base system should not require a differentia-

tion of the source of funds utilizee to provide governmental services

since all services should be justified from base zero. However, the

requirement that funding sources and amounts be identified is an admis-

sion that such information is desirable under the Texas zero-base sys-

tem. In the example on page 65, the general revenue fund is the sole

source of funding for the Counseling and Rehabilitation activity. The

fourth page of the Activity Decision Package format is shown on page 66.

The staffing patterns for each level of funding identified must be

shown on this section of the decision package format. While the zero-

base budgeting system in Texas strongly emphasizes measurable objec-

tives, alternative methods, alternative levels, and performance mea-

surement, it also requires object of expense and personnel information

that was such a major component of the previous budget system.

The Activity Priority Table

After all activity managers comprising a program have prepared

their activity decision packages, it then becomes the responsibility of

the program manager to rank these decision packages in order of priority

within the program. This process is facilitated by the Activity Pri-

ority Table. An example of. this process for the Institutional Care
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program, page 74, reflects the decisions that the program manager must

make.

If all activity managers have prepared their decision packages

consistent with the planning guidelines regarding program levels, the

program manager can proceed with the.priority ranking of activity lev-

els. Thus, as shown in the example, the summation of the level one

funding levels of the activities constitute the level one funding level

of the program. Activity packages ranked 1 through 9 constitute pro-

gram level one; activity packages ranked 10 through 18 constitute pro-

gram level iwo; and, activity pakages ranked 19 through 27 constitute

program level three.

Assuming an ideal program structure, it makes little difference

where the various activity levels are ranked within a'program level

since the performance of all the activities comprising a program is

necessary to perform the program and meet the program objective. This

is reflected in the example for the Institutional Care program. By

definition, the minimum level of an activity must be ranked higher than

the secOnd level of that activity and so forth. The Texas system rec-

ognizes the possibility that some functions may not be directly re-

lated to achievement of the program objective. Research projects would

fall into this category, as well as one time capital outlay equipment

expenditures of a magnitude that the method of performing an activity

or the program would be altered. To illustrate, assume that a research
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proposal regarding identification of a better method of performing the

Counselingand Rehabilitationactivitywas proposed ate fundinglevel of

$100,000 and this was the only level of funding identified. If this

request is ranked number 18 by the program manager, then theoretically

the second level of program funding could be at that point. The pro-

gram manager might determine the second level of program funding to be

at that level, or he might also include the second level of the Physical

Plant Maintenance activity which would then become priority package

number 19. Although not shown in the example, the Texas system

allows for imperfections in program structure definition. In other

words, some structures will be developed wherein the aggregate effect

of the activities will not have a direct relationship with regard to

aebievement of the program objective. In such cases, setting priori-

ties of activity decision packages can occur at various program funding

levels. However, emphasis is strongly placed on the'identification and

implementation of proper program structures.

As one can see by referring to the Activity P1%..sr Table ex-

ample, by definition minimum levels of all activities too,t be below

the current level of funding. Thus, the minimum level of the program

is assured of being trelow the current level of program funding. In

the example, the minimum level of program funding would be $3,226,500

for each year of the 1976-1977 biennium. Ninety-nine personnel would

be required to perform the program at this level. This level of funding
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compares with the current level of funding, the 1975 budgeted column,

of $3,710,000 and 132 personnel. The second level of funding would.

require $4,023,000 and 142 personnel in fiscal year 1976 and $3,997,000

and 142 personnel in fiscal year 1977.

It should be noted that the joint budget instructions did pro-

vide for exceptions to the minimum level. Instances of start-op costs

for previously non-existent operations, or operations that were not

fully in operation during the 1975 fiscal year are examples of such

exemptions.

The Program Decision Package

After the program manager has ranked levels of activity deci-

sion packages it then becomes necessary to prepare the program decision

package request. Refer to the exempla for the Institutional Care pro-

gram of the Texas Youth Council shown on page 79. As stated previously,

activity managers are guided in the preparation of their activity de-

cision package requests by the planning guidelines which included spec-

ifications of the program objective; the consideration of alternative

methods of performing the program; and, the determination of tentative

program funding levels. The program objective is a statement of the

quantifiable impact a program is anticipated to have on a specified

problem area or in achieving a desired state of affairs. The program

objective statement should specify (1) the target group or problem area
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for consideration (need), (2) the extent to which this need will be

met, and (3) the time frame in which the desired condition will be

brought about. If the objective statement can be stated in such terms,

it is possible to measure the effectiveness of the program with relation

to achievement of the objective at the different funding levels

identified.

Questions of program effectiveness are often not asked ,,hen die?.

cussing governmental services and requests for appropriations. Thare

are probably several explanations that account for this. One would be

that program effectiveness measurement is so extremely difficult. How

does one determine that basic prograr.: -,onditions have changed, and

whether or not that clur;ige was the resul,: of services provided by the

particular program? Secondly, the daveloprent of an ar4,ropriate data

base to measure program effectiveness lags considerably behind the

atailability of data of the work load nature. This fan:: is simply a

t.;:ctlt!an ot tSe state of the art. Several states, Including Texas,

are making every effort to improve this component of budget *stems.

The zero-base system in Texas reeks to raise the level of concern re-

garding program measutement and make it a subject of systematic anal-

ysis throughout the budgetary process.

The Program Decisi.:41 Package format is vary similar to that of

the Activity Decirion Package. The means employed to perform the pro-

grab; are described in a rostrative, with emphasis placee u. hc resources
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added at each pArticnlar 1e1 oi funding. Managers are again given

,.e opportunity to sp&ak qualitatively to the aspects)f programs that

If
they feel 4o not lend themselves to quantitative measurement. Although

the zero-tase system strongly emphas17,2s cosr . effectiveness analysis

and quantitative measurement, the systtm be incomplete if it die

apt provide program and activity mAnagers the opportunity to express

their concerns regarding outputs that any not conducive to quantitative

measurement.

The chief difference ti,etween the two formats, as pointed out

before, is the difference netween measures of efficiency at the activ-

ity level and measures of effectiveness at the program level. The Pro-

gram Decision Package format also requires a summarization of proposed

expenditures by object of expense. Staffing patterns are not required

at the program level.

The Program Priority Table

The final step in completion of the zero-base budgeting analy-

sis required of the agency is the establishment of priorities of the

various levels of the program funding requests. This process is fa-

.

cilitated by the Program Priority Table. An example is shown for the

Texas Youth Council. In the example shown on page 84, the Youth Coun-

cil has three institutional programs, a community based program, and

the central office function is described as a central administration
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program. Depending on program f.;tracture definition, tbe three

institutions could be combined Into one institutional care program but

this as. not the case in the example.

The purpose ol the Program Priorit.y Table is to identify and

rank programs and levels of programs against one another as they relate

.to :lie overall needs and objectives of the ageney. By definition, the

minimum level of a program must be ranked higher than the aecond level

of that program; the second level of thc.program must be ranked higher

than the third level of that program and so forth. 11 The example il-

lustrates this for each of the three programs.

The interrelationship between programs and levels of programs

is not interdependent as are activities and levels of activities. In

other words, one does not necessarily have to fund all the second lev-

els of the three institutional care programs, the community based pro-

grams and the central administration program to have an impact on the

target group or problem area. Of course some difficulties might be

encountered if one institutional care program was funded at a higher

level than the other two institutional care programs. There would be

some basis for such.disagreement since institut.:onal care programs

within the State should be of the same quality from one institution

to another. However, the point is that each of the programs and lev-

els of programs identified should have an impact in reaching a desired

state of affairs.
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Referring tO the example, agency management has indicated by

this ranking process that it desires to continue basically the present

method of delivering services. Thus, the first levels of each of the

five programs are ranked 1-5. However, in this example, the community

based program takes on added importance as indicated by agency manage-

ment ranking the second and third levels of this program above the

second and third levels of the three institutional care programs.

One might also make a tentative assumption that the second and third

levels of the central administration program also have some relation-

ship to the community based programs, since the third level is ranked

above the third level of the three institutional care programs. How-

ever, one should be extremely careful in assigning too much impor-

tance to any major assumptions that might be made by reviewing the

Program Priority Table. The Program Priority Table simply reflects an

agency's ranking of its programs and levels of programs as they relate

to the needs and objectives of the agency. It (the Program Priority

Table) does not contain any information whatsoever regarding program

needs, objectives, and impacts. To assume that it does is to mistakenly

apply one of the principles of zero-base priority ranking to the exclu-

sion of the consideration of the cther princhaes involved. Such uti-

lization of the 'concept would compromise the principles and intent of

the,:verall system.
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To summarize,.zero-hase budgeting analysis is framed around a

program structure that is constructed along need and objective lines

so as to focus attention on program results in serving a particular

target group population or solving a problem. Efficiency is emphasized

at the activity level of the' structure and effectiveness at the program

level of the structure. Alternative methods of providing services must

15-e- analyzed at both levels to insure that the most efficient and effec-

tive methods of program delivery are chosen. The zero-base philosophy

requires that a level of funding below the current level of funding must

be identified. Subsequent levels of funding must reveal the additional

outputs or impacts that can be projected to occur with the additional

rescuirces requested. Priority ranking of levels of activities and

programs indicates management's determination of how the agency's needs

and objectives can best be met. Supporting information describes how

the services will be provided, by whom, and the costs and benefits pro-

jected. .Finally, the goal of the entire system is to provide more and

better information to decision-makers so that the priorities of the

State can be determined and achieved in a rational and reasonable

manner.

Performance Evaluation

This is the t Icy of the Texas zero-base budgeting system.'

fiowever, before proceeding to a critique of its application, one should
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also consider the role of the post-performance evaluation procedure

that has been established. Is there any difference between "analysis"
-----------.

and' "evaluation"?

It is not easy to specify the differences between analysis and

evaluation. Their methodologies are similar and cost effectiveness

(in its various forms) is their mutual concerns In systems theory,
analysis and evaluation generally are conceived of as two inter-

connected parts of an iterative process that begins with the iden-

tification of objectives and the analysis of program alternatives

and culminates with an evaluation of program resOts. Analysis

typically is regarded as a necessary step before evaluation; only

after the objectives and program aims have been specified can their

attainment be measured. But, as sociopolitical processes, analysis

and evaluation rarely coexist in the fashion prescribed in flow

charts, for the ascendancy of one ordinarily spells the eclipse

of the other.

An obvious distinction is in time perspectives. Analysis is a

prospective process; it has to do with planning future policy and

the consideration of proposed courses of action. Evaluation is

retrospective; its concern is with what has been accomplished under

existing or terminated programs. Accordingly, analysis tends to

be assoclated with new public actions while evaluation concentrates

on reviews of past decisions.12

It is the latter distinction with regard to the time perspec-

tive that is evident in the Texas system. With the passage of House

Bill 169, the Sixty-third Legislature, Regular Session, established a

system of performance audits and ie-ports by the Legislative Budget

Board. This legislation stated in part:

The performance report shall analyze the operationa] efficiency of
state agency operations and program performance in terms of ex-

plicitly stating the statutory functions each agency, department,

commission and institution are to perform and how these statutory

functions are 'aeing accomplished, in terms of unit-cost measurement,

work load efficiency data, and program output standards as the

Legislative Budget Board shall establish.li
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Further, Sena-t;. Bill 52, Acts of the Sixty-fourth Legislature,

Regular Session (the general appropriations bill for the 1976-1977 bi-

ennium) contains a rider provision which states:

Each agency shall file an annual report under guidelines developed
by the Legislative Budget Board and Governor's Budget Office show-
ing performance and work load measures for each line-item program
or activity for the fiscal year. The report shall also contain a
comparison to estimated performance and work load.measures fore-
cast in the budget request, and explanations for any major.vari-
once by measure.14

The purpose of the performance report in the Texas system is

to assess actual program accomplishments in comparison with planned pro-

gram accomplishments. The performance report should measure program

accomplishments or results through the collection and analysis of data

in a systematic, step-by-step process. It should be results oriented,

measuring program performance in terms of its impact or its effect upon

clients and citizens. Its principal purpose is to'provide decision-

makers with information on past performance so such information can

then be utilized to improve policy and resource allocation decisions.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION

How does one determine that the funding decisions made by uti-

lizing the zero-base concept are better than those that were made under

the previous budget system? Quite frankly, it is almost impossible to

point to a decision and say that it was a better decision because of

the utilization of the zero-base budgeting concept. Theoretically, one

should not assume that better decisions will necessarily result but

should assume that better information will result and be structured in

a manner that is relevant to those engaged in the decision-making

process. To gain an understanding of the type of information generated

and its application to decision-making, the author interviewed senior

examiners from the Legislative Budget Office and Executive Budget Of-

fice who had experience with the previous budgetary process and who also

formulated budget recommendations by utilizing the zero-base concept.

Also, questionnaires that addressed the same basic questions that were

posed to examiners were forwarded to personnel involved in the prepa-

ration of budget requests for the Department of Health, Department of

. Public Safety, and Department of Corrections. By analy7ing the views

expressed in these responses and the author's personal cxperience with
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the two different systems, the author seeks to provide sume conclusive

- evaluations on the advantages and disadvantages of the zero-base bud-

geting'process.

The Strategy of Implementation

First of all, as pointed out earlier, the zero-base concept was

implemented in all state agencies and institutions. Admittedly, the

concept that was implemented for colleges and universities, the junior

colleges, and the minimum foundation program for financing public

schools was vastly different than the concept implemented throughout

the remainder of state government. The former two were different be-

cause of the formula system utilized to fund this segment of higher

education and ne latter was different because of the statutory pro-

visions that specifically detail the funding mechanisms to be utilized

in financing public school educational needs. The point to be empha-

sized is that the implementation of zero-base budgeting differed from

the methodology that state budget directors have on at least one occa-

sion noted as most preferable in installing PPB systems.

budget directors favor a deliberate speed policy that

does not upset budget traditions and that involves a wide spectrum
of participants. The composite "best way to instal] PPB" is; in

a few agencies at a time rather than across the board; with the

regular staff rather than with a special PPB staff; by revising

the existing budget procedures rather than by establishing special

new procedures; by working with the agencies rather than by con-

centrating the work in the central budget office; by concentrating
on the legislature rather than by circumventing it; by giving
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Planners an advisory rather than a leading role; by relying on

people who know state budgeting; by establishing state goals rather

Chan by developing supporting data; by focusing on program alterna-

tives rather than on cost projects.1

Zero-base budgeting was implemented in Texas in a manner quite

different from the "ideal" process described above. For example, basic

implementation characteristics included: across the board implementa-

tion rather than a phased-in process,with a few selected agencies;

regular use of special expertise provided by consulants; and, a vast

revision of then existing budget procedures. It s virtually impossible

to describe the difficulties encomnsered in implementing a eolvrehensive

budgeting system such as zero-base throughout Texas scat*: ;overnment

with a limited budget staff. The immense burden thaL this placed on

examiners of the two central budget offices and agency personnel in-

volved in budget preparation probably resulted in each having a better

understanding.? f the other's problems. Additionally, it was the general

consensus of those who were involved that any improvements that are

_necessary ,to_imptOve the,system pose_subscantially less problems than

those involved in the initial implementation efforts. This general

opinion seemed to be expressed throughout examiner and agency personnel

responses.

Most of the conclusions reached in this chapter are basedon the

opinions of examiners and activity and program managers and thus reflect

judgment on the type of information desired by personnel at this level
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of the decision structure. To st:mr.:arize for a moment, these types of

personnel will be principally concerned with data gathered at the pro-

gram and activity levels of the structure. On the other hand, the

Governor and members of the Legislarnre should 1, primarily concerned

with the data generated at the a and program levels. The in-

tent of this report is not to re Lmprovements regarding the cur-

rent budgetary structure, but to concentrate immead on any improve-

ments that can be made in the system that is implemented around the

;.xisting structure. The point to be emphasized is that it is quite

Mfficult to design a system'that accommodates the informati,onal de-

sires of those involved in the dual budget preparation process in Texas

--the Governor and the members of the Legislative Budget Board.

The Structuring of Information

Some of the difficulties involved are easily noted. For ex-

ample, assume that information generated at the program area level--

generally the amount of.resources being directed toward a particular -

group or segment of the population with similar disabilities, needs or

attributes--is baexally structured in such a manner that is relevant

both to the Governor and legislators. Quite frankly, this assumption

is probably valid more often than not. However, in developing the pro-

gram level of the structure--the level wherein the external effects

that programs have upon problem areas, target groups or a desired state
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of affairs can be measuredshould one develop agency structures accord-

ing to objectives or organization responsibilities, according to geo-

graphical considerations, or according to different clienteles? At

precisely this point, the dual process of budget preparation imposed

the burden of designing a system to meet informational desires that are

probably quite different in nature. Mille members of the Legislature

might be concerned with the level of program expenditures in an area of

six counties, the Governor might be more concerned with the level of

program expenditures with regard to that same program in terms of the

distinct clientele served.

Working within this general environment, examiners expressed

the general opinion that zero-base budgeting did not st,-ucture informa-

tion in such a manner that was conducive to utilization by decision-

makers--the Gov r.,r, the Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker of the House

of Representatives, and the members of the Legislative Budget Board and ,

remaining members of the Legislature. This is not to say that zero-

base budgeting failed because it'di'd not supplaiii-the-"polities"-that."

are so much a part of the decision-making process, but that it did not

translate the information generated in such a manner that it was most

relevant to those involved in decision-making at that level of the

decision structure.

Examiners and agency personnel recognize the necessity of guber-

natorial and legislative support in the implementation of a new
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budgeting system, and it is generally agreed that such support was

available from the beginning of the process to culmination with the

passage of the general appropriations bill for the 1976-1977 biennium.

Indeed, it was Governor Briscoe and Lieutenant Governor Hobby who ini-

tiated the thrust for zero-base budgeting implementation in Texas and

not their ratification of a proposal that originated with the staffs.

of the two budget offices. However, the type of information desired

by thesetwo decision-makers was never fully communicated to the staff

beyond the point that "all governmental services should be justified,

rather than 'only tho.wiincreases above the current spending level."

Although Governor Hobby participated in ihe implementation of

the system by chairing the steering committee, his chief representa-

tives seemed to be the consultants who had aided in the installation

of such a system in Georgia. During this time, savings verc, cnitinu-

ally alluded to as a primary benefit of the ze;o-base proceta. Say

can only occur, however, if decision-makers make savings decisions.

- .

Governor Briscoe, Speaker Daniel and the Legislative Budget Board fi-

nally agreed-that the consultants contract should be terminated. Thts

came at a time when the basic decisions had been reached with rege6. to

the joint budget instructions that would be issued for utilizatiof.

preparing budget requests for the 1976-1977 biennium. To the extent

that the consultants desires were reflected in those inatructims, e

can generally assume that Governor Hobby's wishes were accorded.
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Alternative methods, alternative levels, objectives, performance

measures, end establishment of priorities were all coMponents of the

new system. What was not evident, however, was how decision-makers

wished ta-see such information diso14yed. Rw some teeson, this never

became clear during the entire process.

Examiners struggling to filter through the subet;,...rtial amount

of additional information that was generated through the zero-base

process, found that their problems were compounded when they were con-

fronted with the responsibility of structuring the information in such

a manner so that it would be relevant to decision-makers. Without any

definite indication of the desires of the Governor or members of the

Legislature, they were left with the most difficult .task of either an-

ticipating informational needs and proceeding accordingly or presenting

information in the sAme manner that was most meaningful to them (exam-

iners). Structuring information by program area often requires the

accumulation of suc.h data from several different agencies. To the

aUthoes-kriOWledge, such quese.Ons were ihfrequently asked, ff.they

were ever asked at all. With regard to the ranking of programs ahd

program levels agninst one another as they re/ate to the objectives

and needs of the ap,ency, this information was . ,%isplaye!. Sum-

marizing, examiners felt a real sense of frustration with regard to

the structuring of information according to the "desires" of decision-

makers. Whether this be an indicator of lack of leadership or lack of
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professionalism on the part of the budget staffs is a matter that can be

debated to any end. In this paper, the author.merelY recognizes that it

was a major problem.

Thus, it is no surprise that examiners either disagreed or dis-

agreed strongly with each of the following statemeqts:

1. Legislators found agency priority ranking information to be

extremely useful and depended on it heavilY in their

decision-making processes.

2. Legislators have a clear understanding of the zero-base

budgeting system in Texas and the data that is generated

thereby.

3. Committees tended to analyze agency requests from base zero

in determining funding recommendations for the 1976-1977

biennium.

4. The information displayed on the priority tables was uti-

lized more by legislators in their decision-makingprocesses

than by anal;,its and ChoSe cOmpriilni'internal-baiidS-Of

review.

5. Legislators respond favotably to the information generated

by the zero-base budgeting system.

Recognition of'thia problem should not serve as an excuse to

place blame or respcusibility on others for any defects in the sYstem,

hut should serve as a reminder that Improvements must be made to
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accommodate the informational desires of those who serve at the summit

of the decision-making structure. WiCh its emphasis on needs, objec-

tives, performanc, and evaluation, the zero-base concept is a system

doomed to failure if it does not provide the tYpe of information

decision-makers desire to determine the funding priorities of the State.

Desirability and Feasibility, Evaluation

Examiners and agency managers agreed that the zero-base system

provides better information than was previously available. This is

due primarily to the structure of the zero-base system which explicitly

requires the presentation of information that was previously provided

on a baSically "requested" basis. Agency personnel and examiners we

asked to rank elements of the zero-base system with regard to both

desirability and feasibility.* The results of these ratings of sixteen

elements of the zero-base ,;ystem are reflected on page 102. Chart 3

reflects the attitudes of examiners and agency personnel. Characteris-

tically,_examiners and agency pevaonnel,felt chat_all elements, listed_

fell within the range of "top priority" or "desirable." While some

*Desirability Feasibility

1. Top Priority 1. Ea'sy

2. Desirable 2. Not So Easy

3. Can Be Deferred 3. Difficult

4. Not Desirable 4. Very Difficult
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felt that some elements could be deferred, the general consensus of

those responding was that improvements were necessary for all elements

listed. Such is the nature of the zero-base concept and the initial

efforts of implementation.

Additionally, reflecting the general opinion previously dis-

cussed, most felt that few improvements would be easy to obtain but

none fell within the "difficult" or "very difficult" category when

averaged by those responding. Most were felt to be of a "not so easy"

nature, but then again there are very few problems associated with

budgeting systems that fall within the "easy" category. One should be

careful and not attach too much significance to the differentiations

in rankings that occur between those of agency personnel and examiners.

The important point to be noted la that both felt improvements in all

armls were either "top primity" or "desirable" and that all such im-

provements would probably be "not so easy" to achieve.

The.Program Structure._

A logical place to begin is with the discussion of program

structures. As noted earlier, the zero-base system formalized previous

efforts with regard to the identifir.tation of programmatic classifica-

tions of information. Program structure teams, ccnaisting of examiners

from the two state budget offices, the program evaluation unit and con-
.

sultants worked closely with ,gency personnel. A program structure
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CHART 3

DESIRABILITY AND FEASIBILITY COMPARISCNS

Examiners

Desirability

Agency

Personnel

Desirability

Examiners

Feasibility

_112 Lau_

Agency

Personnel

Feasibility

Rankings

Improving work load and performance measures

111trls.

1 3 5 11

Program evaluation as a follow up to appropriations 2
9 9 '9

Improving goals and objectives 3 4 1 3

Improving the development of different levels of

program and acrNity Punding requests 4 11 6 13

Itropriations on a pregram format basis 5 13. 4 4

Training and recruiting staff 6 6 14 6

.Developing-supporting informati4 7 10 2 2

Se.lectiye applica0on of the zero-base concept

,on major policy issues 8 16 10 16

p.,

C,

b3

Establishing.criteria for evaluation

Continuing the involvement of program and activity

managers In the budgetary process

Refining the program structure

9

10

11

5

2

12

13

11-

3

12

1

5

Receiving adequate support from the Governor and

Legislature 12 . 1 12 8

Improving the priority system 13 8 7 lo

Developinc better program alternatives 14 15 8 15

Automating system data requirements 15 .14 16 14

'nproving program need and/or demand identification

measures 16 7 15 7
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review committee, composed of senior examiners and ,:onsultants, was

formed to analyze the various efforts of the program structure teams

and agency personnel. The program structure review committee developed

a prescribed set of procedures to aid in the systematic identification

of agency program structures.
2

This procedure explained the purpose

,of the Texas program structure; the link between the program structure

and zero-base budgeting; and, various procedures that could be utilized

in developing agency programs and activities. The design process cun-

tained four basic phases:

1. Familiarization--Program structure team members became

thoroughly familiar-Wi-thah7diigned agency. This included a review

of the organizational structure, annual reports, constituttonal and

statutory provisions, past budget requests, and appropriation formats.

2. Tratial Exploration--Program structure teams contacted

aency persc.smel and initiated agency discussion and thought by posing

several rather basic questions. What are the agency'g oblectIves?

What is the agency's organizational or responsibility structure? How

ig the agency's budget presently constructed? What are the functions

. in_which_the_agency.engages? What are the constraints, cost

accounting systems, on the design Of a program structure?

3. Detailed Design--Two approaches were undertaken at this

stage to follow-Up on the questions posed during the initial explora-

tion phase. The "top-down" approach focused on the determination of
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agency objectives, and the establishment of programs by grouping agency

activities according to these objectives. Thi "bottom-up" approach

focused on the determination of existing agency functions (activities),

and the establishment of programs by grouping related activities to-

gether according to purpose. These two approaches were undertaken

separately and then interactively until the program structure was de-

veloped. Further, along with the definitions of programs and activi-

ties, the basic characteristics that could be associated with the proper

determination of each were provided to aid managers in the development

of the structure. Thus, needs,objectives,work load measures, perform-

ance measures, and cost accounting data were carefully considered in

the development of program structures.

5. Review--The program structure review committee analyzed the

structures at the various stages of development and offer'ed suggestions

for improvement or pointed out areas that required further analysis.

This committee functioned as a "quality control" mechanism and ulti-

mately approved all agency program structures.

This systematic process resulted in the development of program

structures that generally depicted agency operations in a programmatic

fashion satisfactory to both examiners and agency personnel. More im-

portant, however, is dlr fact that such structures were generally well-

received by the Governor and members of the Legislature. Indicative

of this is the fact that the appropriations format for the 1976*1977
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biennium is of e general program nature. The previous line-item,

object of expense appropriation pattern has been largely abandoned.

Examiners agree that the theory of the program structure--the

interrelationship of a combination of activities producing work loads

with the aggregatt effeet of the activities impacting the achievement

of program objectivesis valid and further refinements are needed to

further this end. However, time constraint& and other factors that

were experienced during initial program structure design hindered the

achievement ef this objective on a statewide basis. For example, one-

half of the examiners interviewed expressed
the opinion that existing

organizational structures were a major deterrent in the development of

agency program structures
Agency personnel, conversely, by a two-to-

one margin expressed the opinion that agency organizational structures

were not a major deterrent in the development of program structures.

Realistically, there is probably a tendency to adjust program cate-

Rories to fit within existing organiiational structures. This tends

to occur because agencies do not feel
that program budgeting will force

them to lose their identity if the program
structure is adjusted to fit

within organizational lines.
In an environment very much cognizant of

time constraints, the result was typically a compromise between recog-

nition of organizational structures
and a structure that focuses atten-

tion on outcomes and results, rather than on processes and inputs.
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Program Needs k.sessment

Predictably, examiners were most concerned with the need to

improve performance, work load and need measures that are so important

in.the determination of the effectiveness and efficiency of governmen-

tal services. With regard to need indicators, examiners were most

gratified with the success of initial efforts to institute this require-

ment into the budgetary process. This information had not been for-

mally required as lin element in the previous budget submissions. As

could be anticipated, however, the need indfcators identified must be

significantly improved in future budget submissions. For example,

legislation was frequently cited as expressing the need for a particu-

lar program. This is indeed appropriate, as instructions to the agen-

cies indicated this was one of the proper means of needs deterMination.

However, legislation is not the only manner in which the needs for a

particular program can be expressed. In identifying the magnitude of

the target population, the severity of the problem, and the time frame

services wOuld neea to be provided' to alleviate the problem,

need indicators seemed to fall short of the examiners desires. In

other words, once the enabling legislation detailing the need has been

identified, it then becomes necessary to identify quantitatively the

following elements as they relate to a particular program.

1. the target population,

2. the quantity of need,
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3. the quality of need,

4. the urgency of need, and,

5. the unsatisfied demand.

This is not an easy task, but a necessary prerequisite in the evaluation

of the effectiveness of governmental services provided.

Performance and Work Load Measures

Examiners and program and activity managers agreed that output

measures had been utilized to some degree in the preparatioad-evalu-

arido of budget requests in the past. However, the formal commitment

the identtfication of work load and performance measures and the

asociated with these measures again distinguishes the zero-base

from thc previous system. Indeed, agency personnel expressed'

rhq general opinion that zero-base budgeting emphasized quantitative

measUrement to the exclusion of non-quantitative data that are often

useful in justifying program and activity funding requests. Examiners,

on the other hand, felt that improvements were necessary in the identi-
, - - ,. +

ficetion,of work load and performance measures and the accompanying

data relevant to these types of measures. How does one determine whether

basic program conditions have changed and whether that change was the

result of the program in question? Concluding that the performance of

a program resulted in a change in basic conditions requires that one

show that the program's products or outputs are linked to these changes
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in conditions. Examiners and agency personnel are both correct in that

qualitative and quantitative information are both useful in such

determinations.

Successes that were realized under the initial zero-base process

with regard to quantitative measurement of program performance should

serve as stimuli for further improvements in this area. Examiners are

more cognizant of the utility of this type of information during the

decision-making process. Additionally, agency program and activity

managers are now thoroughly familiar with the concept of quantitative

measurement and the benefits that can be derived from it. Indeed,

there is a quite apparent recognition on the part of these personnel

for the need to improve both output measures and data availability'.

This is evidenced by the "top priority" designation that agency person-

nel gave to "improving work load and performance measures" in the de-

sirability rankings. Further, an understanding of the interrelation-

ships of the zero-base system is evidenced by the "top priority"

designation of "improving goals and objectives" that also occurs.in

the agency desirability rankings. Understandably, examiners also gave

a "top priority" designation to these two components of the system in

their desirability rankings. The point to be emphasized is that fur-

ther improvements are more easily made in an environment where both

"provider"--agency managers-- and "reviewer"--examiners--recognize the ,

importance of improving the product. In the author's opinion, examiners-
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can be particularly optimistic due to the agency responses in this

area.

The Program Appropriation Pattern

Appropriations for most agencies for the 1976-1977 biennium

were of a programmatic nature, which is the same basis upon which ap-

propriations were requested. A noteworthy example of the differences

of such a format when compared with appropriations for the previous bi-

ennium is exemplified by the Department of Health.* Figure 5 reflects

the appropriation pattern for the 1974-1975 biennium and Figure 6 re-

flects the appropriation pattern for the 1976-1977 biennium. Item

number 23 in Figure 5 and item number 3 in Figure 6 represent appropri-

ations for basically the same governmental services.

Examiners particularly recognize the significance of appropri-

ations on a program format basis. Not only is it highly desirable in

their opinion, but since it has been initially accomplished it is also

rather feasible. Theoretically, the primary advantage associated with

a program appropriation format is that it serves as the basis for eval-

uating programs as a follow-up to appropriations. This is the primary

*It is desired, at this point, to emphasize that the Department

of Health has always internally budgeted its appropriated funds in a

programmatic manner and that examiners from the two budget offices have

always based their recommendations along the same programmatic lihes

as explicitly stated in item 3 of the 1976-1977 appropriati'on pattern.

Such is not always the case in Texas state government.
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For the Years Ending
August 31 1974 August 31. 197c

1. Commissioner of Health
2. Deputy Commissioner

5-22. Exempt positions listed
23. All other expenses for operations and maintenance

including per diem of Board Members and members
of the Tuberculosis Advisory Committee and the
Credentials Committee, personal services, includ-
ing salaries of exempt and classified positions,
professional fees, hourly workers, consumable sup-
plies and materials, current and recurring operat-
ing expenses, grants to others, departmental trans-
fers, capital outlay, and all other activities for
which no other provisions are made, estimated

24. There is hereby appropriated out of the General
Revenue Fund to the Texas State Department of
Health, Division of Maternal and Child Health, the
following amounts for maintenance of hearing aids
and such necessary accessories as may be required

25. For the establishment of the Kidney Health Care
Divi-ion in the Texas Department of Health to pro-
vide care ard treatment of persons suffering from
chronic kidney diseases, including salaries and
wages, travel expense, rent, capital outlay, pro-
fessional and contract services and all other
necessary activities for which no other provisions

are made
26. Longevity Increases
27. Training Fund--There is hereby appropriated out of

the General Revenue Fund-Lothe Texas State Depart-

ment of Health, Division of Tt!erculosis Control,
the following amount for training programs for em-

$ 32,500 $ 33,500
32,000 33,000

1,150,000 1,191,000

49,227,229 51.135.039

86,650 86;65o

2,505,001 3,124,000
54,68;

ployees in the Central Control Division or by grants

to the Chest Hospitals. Such training programs
shall be designed to improve the tuberculosis con-
trol program, including salaries, training stipends,
tuition or similar fees, travel, and other necessary

expenses
50,000 50,000

28. Reserve FundThere is hereby appropriated out of
the General Revenue Fund to the Board oV Health for
allocation by said Board to existing institutions
under its jurisdiction for emergency purposes and
for equipment, repairs, replacements and/or new

construction
50.000

GRAND TOTAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
OPERATING BUDGET, ESTIMATED P.3.188,06.! $45 701.189

Figure 5. Department of Health appropriation patte'rn for the 1971-1975 Biennium
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For the Years Ending
August 31. 19/6 August_31 1977

1. Director of Health Resources $ 40,509
?. .Deputy Director of Health Resources 40.000
3. All other expenses for operations and maintenance

including per diem of Board Members and members of
the Tuberculosis Advisory Committee and the Creden-
tials Committee, personal services, including sala-
ries or exempt and classified positions. professional
fees, hourly workers, consumable supplies and mate-
rials, current and recurring operating expenses.
grants to others, departmental transfers. capital out-
lay, and all other activities for which no other pro-
visions are made, each estimated:
a. Administrative Services:

(1) Departmental Administration _735,447
(2) For Administration of Senate Bill Ho. 41.

Acts of the Sixty-fourth Legislature.
Regular Session, 1971. 131,60C

(3) Bureau of Fiscal and Management Services 3,302,347
(4) Utilities (non-transferable)

195.696
(5) Bureau of Supporting Services 1.598.307

b. Health Maintenance:
(1) Public Health Regions 3.350.837
(2) Bureau of Personal Health Services:

(a) Bureau Administration 64,8o's
(b) Maternal and Child Health Division .... 34,180
(c) Crippled Children 10,213,613
(d) Family Planning 1,453,343
(el Speech and Hearing 265,81.!
(f) Family Health Services 680,734
(g) Women. Infants and Children 4,58122,1
(h) Chronic Disease Division
(i) Cancer and Heart 562,62,,
0) Kidney Health Care 4,485.502
(k) Chronic Disease Screening 446 68o

Subtotal, Personal Health $22 822 21'

(3) Bureau of Dental Health 2,000,009
(4) Bureau of Laboratories 1.952,09!
(5) Bureau of Community Health Services 6,369,567

c. Preventable Diseases:
(1) Bureau of Communicable Disease Control 4,405,875
(2) Bureau of Tuberculosis Services 6,591,851

d. Special Health Services:
(1) Bureau of Licensing and Certification 4,064,431
(2) Bureau of State Health Planning and

Resource Development 1,083,665
(3) Bureau of Veterinary Public Health 6,078,607
(4) Bureau of Vital Statistics 1,195,00.!
(5) Health Maintenance Organization 65,48,;

e. Environmental and Consumer Health Protection:
(1) Bureau of Consumer Health Protection 1,635,019
(2) Bureau of Environmental Health 2,473.378

Subtotal, All Other Expenses, Estimated $70.131.916

$ 42,300
41,800

775.955

129,700
5.521.573

195,C96
1.692,441

4,418,298

66,299
36,I8o

10.747,02
1.534,727
272,067
718,841

4,587,175
35,680

6204752
5,282,402

482 201

$24,383 328

U.B.
2,126,800
6,897,644

4,680,142
7,100,926

4,343,801

1,134,427
6,659,282
1,289,623

92,100

1,706,416
2,611,836

$73,846,068

Figure 6. Department of Health appropriation pattern for the 1976-1977 Biennium
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Figure 6.--Contlnued

yor the Years Ending
August_31, 12,71,1 August 31. 1977,

4. Training Fund--There is hereby appropriated out
of the General Revenue Fund to the Texas De-
partment of Health Reseurces, Bureau of Tubercu-
losis Services, the following amount for training
programs for employees in the Bureau of Tubercu-
losis Services including the Chest Hospitals. Such

training programs shall be designed to improve pre-
vention. management and control of,chest diSeases
as authorized in Senate Bill No. 130, of the Fifty-
ninth Legislature. Regular Session, House Bill No.
799, and House Bill Nu. 211 of the Sixty-second
Legislature. Funds for the improvement of these
programs may be expended for salaries, training
stipends, tuitions, seminar fees, travel, and
other necessary expenses 50,000 50,000

5. Reserve FundThere is hereby appropriated out of
the General Revenue Fund to the Board of Health
Resources for allocation bY said Hoard to exist-
ing institutions under its jurisdiction for
emergency purposes and for equipment, repairs.
replacements and/Or new construction 50.000 50.000

GRAND TOTAL,' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
OPERATING BUDGET, ESTIMATED $70,231.91; 1,13._946 088
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responsibility of the Program Evaluation Division of the Legislative

Budget Board in accordance with the provisions of the enabling legis-

lation which established the Division. If funds are appropriated along

the same lines as requested and performance levels are established ac-

cordingly, then program evaluation can address such basic questions

as:

1. How efficient are programs?

2. How effective are programs?

3. How productive are programs?

The Program Evaluation Division can review programs for which

funds are aPpropriated and try to answer the above questions in a retro-

spective manner. This type of evaluation is further aided by a rider

provision in Senate Bill 52, Acts of the Sixty-fourth Legislature,

Regular Session (the general appropriations bill for the 1976-1977 bi-

ennium) which states:

Each agency shall file an annual report under guidelines developed

by the Legislative Budget Bo,..rd and Governor's Budget Office show-

ing performance and workload Measures for each line-item program

or activity for the fiscal year. The report shall also contain a

comparison to estimated performance and workload measurea forecast

in the budget request, and explanations for any major variance by

measure.3

Performance reports of the Program Evaluation Division of the Legisla-

tive Budget Board should be a major step in "closing the loop" of the

complete fiscal management process. Such reports should relate actual

accomplishments to previously expressed intentions and prOvide
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information for evaluation of past performance, information for planning

future programs and information for the improvement of current program

decisions.

While discussing this issue, one should acknowledge what ap-

pears to be agency objections to appropriations on a program format

basis. It is priority number thirteen on the agency desirability rank-

ings.. The most plausible explanation for this is probably expressed

by two budget officers from different agencies with regard to the fol-

lowing rider provision contained in Senate Bill 52, Acts of the Sixty-

fourth Legislature, Regular Session (the general appropriations bill

for the 1976-1977 biennium):

None of the money appropriated by this Act may be transferred from

one agency or department to another agency or department, or froM

one appropriations item or program to another approrrlation item

or program, unless such transfer is specifically authorized by this

Act.4

Referring to the appropriation pattern for the Department of Health for

the 1976-1977 biennium (Figure 6 on page 111), this means that.funds

cannot be transferred between any of the items of appropriation shown

in the appropriation pattern. .Coupled with the Governor's inability to'

execute the budget, this effectively means that appropriAtions must be

expended in the manner appropriated and thus does not reeognize condi-

tions th3t might change during the biennium. Agency responses to this

manner of appropriating funds with this type of restriction are as

follows:
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The most significant development of zeto-base budgeting was the

appropriation pattern that resulted. In effeet, the Legislature

removed the fiscal administrative responsibilities from the agency

administrator. The appropriation bill dls a law and dictates fiscal
policies for state agencies. The current bill not only appropri-

ates funds but budgets the funds operationally by programs within

an agency. Appropriations are monies set aside by a formal action

for a specific use and the result of a legislative process to pro-

vide for expenditures several years in advance. Budgets are plans

to provide Lor the use of these monies in detail and,need to be

flexible to provide for expenditures as current needa' arise; there-

fore, budgets should be administrative tools for professional agency

administrators to manage. Appropriations should be the result of

legislation and budgets should be the result of administration.5

Programs should have available eo them at the beginning of 'each

fiscal year, those funds appropriated to accomplish the stated
'goals and objectives. Salary and budget savings, however, should

revert to the Department for possible reallocation on a departmental
priority basis. Salary and budget savings which are retained by

a program, if expended, must be expended on a basis inconsistent

with appropriation purposes; e.g., the general revenue funds were

appropriated based upon categorical needb expressed by the program

director in the zero-base budget request. Assuming these financial

needs were funded, the subsequent expenditure of salary savings

will either increase the approved categorical spending level or

expand the expenditure categories. If these savings reverted to

the Department, emergency needs, which are impossible to forecast

in a biennial budget, could be satisfied. The appropriation trans-

fer limitation as imposed by Article V, Section 63, of the appropri-

ation bill passed by the Sixty-fourth Legislature, is in conflict
with a true zero-base budgeting concept and violatee all good man-

agement practices.6

Similar complaints were also being voiced by other agency personnel as

the Comptroller of Public Accounts proceeded to set up appropriation

accounts on a programmatic basis for the 1976-1977 biennium.
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Alternative Methods of

Accomplishing Objectives

When one considers the responses regarding the development of

better program.alternatives, a very basic 4nd key concept with regard

to_the justification of governmental functions from base zero, the dif-

-

ferences between the theory of the concept and the results of actual.

implementation are illustrative of the actual problems involved in im-

plementing zero-base budgeting in state government. While both groups

gave this component a desirable rating, actual comments reflected a

certain dismay with improving this type of analysis. This is confirmed

by the rather low feasibility ratings shown for "developing better

program alternatives."

All nine examiners interviewed expressed the general opinion

that the section dealing with the analysis of alternative methods of

accomplishing program or activity objectives did not prove useful to

them in determining funding recommendations. Rather than identifying

reasonable alternatives to the present method'of Providing services,

.

examiners expressed the nearlyonanimous opinion that such analysis was

usually construed in such a manner so as to justify the present method

of operation.. A survey of the budget requests cif the Department of

Health, Department of Corrections, and Department of Public Safety re-

veals that the number of programs and activities where an alternative

method of accomplishing the objective was utilized as the basis for''
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the decision package request rather than the current method of operation

was zero.

A majority of agency program and activity managers expressed

'the. opinion that the identification of alterbative methods of accomplish-

ing objectives did provide the opportunity to better enslyze current

methods of operarlon of programs and activities. However, in the case

of these three agencies, the simple fact is that this opportunity did

not lead to the identification of better service delivery methods but

to a justification of the current method of.operation. This realiza-

tion is not in conflict with the theoretical aspects.of the zero-base.

system One should not necessarily assume that there must be better

methods for providing governmental services. However, the system should

provide the opportunity to identify better methods and use such methods

as the basis for formulating requests if they would, in fact, result

in a more efficient or effective mode of seriTice delivery. However,

if there are better methods and the system prevents their identifica7

tion, then the system must be altered to accommodate that end. Exam-

iners tended to agree with the lollowing response of an agency program

manager.

The alternative methods of accomplishing objectives facet of zero-

base budgeting ranks with the minimum level as the must abused
procedure. Most directors Leek alternatives for accomplishing
program goals which are unrealistic, and those which usually serve

as an example of how well the current operations satisfied known
needs. Contracting for services seemed to be the most popular
alternative. Through extremely costly contractual arrangements,
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the desired results can be achieved, but always at a higher cost

effectiveness. This will usually solidify the existing operation

as one equal in results to the contractual alternative, but much

less costly. Develop alternatives which show the current mode as

the most favorable can describe the theme of this zero-base

budgeting function.7

These are subjective judgments, of course, and the verification

of their validity or invalidity is virkually impossible. Regardless of

such an outcome, however, alternatives can be suggested to the current

instructions that might be more conducive to the type of an'alyais that

is desired in the consideration of alternatives.

Alternative Levels of Funding

If the alternative methods section of the zero-base format re-

sulted in the identification of few better means of accomplishing ob-

jectives, it can be safely stated that this seztion still did not cause

as much consternation and frustration as did the identification of dif-

ferent funding levels with relevance to achievement of objectives.

Particularly noteworthy in this regard is the chief characteristic of

the system from which the term zero-base was derived, the minimum level.

Agency program and activity managers we,:e initially skeptical of this

concept. A survey questionnaire indicated that the personnel of the

three agencies participating were almost equally divided on the follow-

ing statements:

Identification of a minimum level of funding was useful in analyz-

ing the funding requests for activities and programs.8
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Funding analysis ot programs and activitien was usually conducted
from a base zero level.9

Some agency personnel added their own comments on this subject and the

following were typical rather than the exception:

Stating a program's minimum level of operation is an ineffective
budgeting tool. Why? Because most directors tend to develop a
minimum level which is obviously unacceptable no that, at least,
the current or 'second level of operation can be maintained. Obvi-
ously, this attitude is precipitated through the director's fear
that his program may be reduced.10

Our first problem was with the level of funding less than the previ-
ous budget. With the inflation we experienced the last two years,
there was no wayme could honestly prepare a budget with our re-.
quirements."

Instructions to base your budget upon a level less than your present
dollars appropriated results in arbitrary reductions in program
performance to conform to budget instructions. This is particu-
larly true in present conditions of inflationary prices. To con-
tinue appropriations at the current dollar amount would automat
ically reduce your current performance l,evel. Without uniform
guidance from budget authorities on inflationary increases, each

state agency must make assumptions causing wide discrepancies in
budget submissions. After submitting our request at a level below
our current performance level, we were never asked one question by
a budget staff member or a member of.the Legislature; so it appears

to be an exercise of futility, costing the State much time and ex-

pensethat could be utilized to increase the current performance
level.12

Examin(Jrs expressed the general opinion that the identification

of minimum and alternate levels of funding was beneficial and enhanced

analysis. However, the general consensus was that the minimum level

was generally stated in a manner that ter:Jed to justify at least the

current level of funding.
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The joint budget instructions were flexible with regard to the

identification of different levels of funding. While instructions were

quite specific on the requirements of a minimum level, agency program

and activity managers were allowed to identify subsequent levels of

funding at their own discretion, although advised that planning guide-

lines should be followed to provide consistency among the levels of

funding identified for each program. After the minimum level was

established, managers identified the incremental costs and benefits

that were projected to result with each increase in funding requested.

No limit was prescribed on the number of levels that could be identi-

fied, their composition, or the amount of funds that could be requested.

Some agency and program managers specified that one of the levels of

funding identified must correlate to the current level of funding,

either.dollar-wise or performance-wise, but this was not a formal re-

quirement imposed by the system.

The initial experience with an unstructured and flexible level

of funding identification reveals that examiners found it necessary to

recommend either increases or decreases around the basic level of fund-

ing where their program and/or activity analysis was centered. In

other words, if the examiner desired to recommend approximately the

second level of program and/or activity funding, he still found it

necessary to recommend either increases or decreases in that level of

funding identified by the program and/or activity managers. A survey
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of the three agencies reveals that examiners' recom=endations tended

to correspond to precisely programmatic levels requested when those

levels represented precisely the current level of funding. Otherwise,

examiners generally feli compelled to alter in some way the levels re-

quested in formulating their recommendations. As could be expected,

program managers take exception to this practice as evidenced by these

comments:

The staff of both the Legislative and Executive branches did not
observe the program budgeting concept. In most of the activity

recommendations, deviations were made from the requested levels.

Although this is a valid procedure for an examiner to exercise,

it invalidates the quantitative measures to be accomplished at a

funding level. There is seldom a direct correlation between the

dollars increased or decreased from a level and the resulting
quantitative measures or accomplishment. When program levels are

violated, there must be some loss of program accountability as

,related to the state budget request document.13

To request a budget based on levels of performance is good provided

the agency administrator has the discretion to rank his levels of

performance by program. However, if his ranking goes unheeded

once again this becomes an exercise in futility. To illustrate,

many hours and days were spent budgeting for different levels for

programs and activities. Basically, the appropriation for the

1976-1977 biennium was to continue to finance our current levels
of operations. What programs were increased, were not increased
at the levels requested but by some arbitrary increase not even

14
consistent with the agency administrators ranking of the programs.

Admittedly, the alteration of requested funding levels does

present some problems with regard to program evaluation as a follow-up

to appropriations. The question immediately arises to agency personnel,

what level of performance can be projected to occur at the altered level

of funding? The relationships that have been established between agency
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management and bUdget examiners will determine to a large degree the

success of solutions to such problems. The role that politics will '

continue to play in the budgetary process makes such problems

inevitable.

In evaluating the alternative levels of funding element, ex-

aminers and program and activity managers were almost unanimous in

voicing their approval of the following two statements:

The current level of funding (dollar-wise) should be identified as

one of the levels formulated in activity and program requests.15

The current level of funding (performance-wise) should be identi-

fied as one of the levels formulated in activity and program

requests.16

Both of these statements are in direct conflict with the theory

of zero-base budgeting, which holds that governmental expenditures

should be justified from base zero rather than only increases above the

current level of funding. Levels identified subsequent to the minimum

level were justified on the basis of the incremental .costs and bene-

fits that were projected at each particular level. Under such a con-

cept, there is nothing sacred about the current level of funding and it

need not be identified under the current system. This discretion is

left with agency and program managers.

Examiners and agency personnel, after experience with such a

concept, now agree overwhelmingly that the current level Of funding,

both dollar-wise and performance-wise, is important in analyiing
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governmental programs and should be identified in the program and

activity funding requests. Whatever can be said with rega'rd to the

identification of a current funding,level being in conflict with the

principles.of zero-base budgeting, the simple fact remains that the

current level of funding is important. It is important to know what

current dollars will produce in the future and what it will cost to

produce the current outpuL in the futur,

The Priority Ranking Process

With regard to thu priority ranking process, improvements in

this area also seem to be needed. It has been shown thtt if agency

programs Ire properly defined, then the need for Activity Priority

Tables is obviated. Realistically, however, one must recognize that

Programs will not always be defined properly and, on occasion, there

are special governmental functions that do not have a direct impact

with regard to achievement of the program objective. In these in-

stances, the Activity Priority Table indicates the priciPl/.-s of dif-

ferent services !it their different funding levels.

Examiners generally feel that Program Priority laules are more

useful than Activity Priority Tables in determining.the basis for fund-

ing recommendations. When programs are properly defined, one would

expect this -to be the case. On the other hand, examinets feel very
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strongly that most of their analysis is concentrated at the activity

level: I:hat is the explanation for this seeming contraciction?

First of all, analysis being predominant at the activity level

indicates chat program structures were frequently less ihan what waa

desired and that examiners took exception to the manner in which al-

ternative levels of funding were identified. This was ;Aluded to

earlier. Indeed, on this last point, examiners felt veiy strongly that

Lt was necessary to recommend either reductions or incr,ases in the

funding levels identified by program and by activity. for example,

while one activity might: be.judged co have a reasonable second level of

funding, the other activities of that program might contain funds In

their second levels that examiners would determine to bc excessive with

regard to achievement of the program objective at the sfcond level of

program funding. Thus, examners felt compelled to analyze generally'

each activity. By doing rhis, examiners were expressing a general lack

Of confidence in planning at the program level. it is hoped the ini-

tial experience with determination of funding levels wilL result in a

better justification of each activity funding leveL with regard to its

relationship to each particular level of program funding requested.

Obviously, examiners are quite desirous of improvements n this area.

Secondly, as stated earlier, priority tables do lot provide

any information regarding the impact of governmentaL serfiees on target

groups or problem areas. Program Priority Tables do pro,ide information
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, on the relative rank 'of programs and levels of programs with relation-

ship to the 'needs and objectives of the agency. Activity Priority

Tables, theoretically, only provide information with regard to the de-

termination of program funding levels. Again, if it is necessary to

perform all the activities comprising a program level, then it matters

not whether the level of one activity ranks higher than the level of

anorher activity within the same program level. If all the activities

need not be performed to accomplish the program objective, then the

program structure is improperly defined and priority raeking of such

activities or functions is useful only to the extent thet it compares

unlike and unrelated elements. SumMarizing, when agenc) programs were

properly defined, examiners tended to utilize Program Pliority Tables

in determining the basis for analysis of funding recommendations more

than they utilized Activity Priority Tables for the same purpose. On

the other hand, when agency program structures were not properly de-

fined, examiners tended to consult Activity Priority Tables more often.

ln either case, due to the manner in which levels were constructed,

examiners tended to conduct most of their analysis at the activity

level of the program structure.

Sources of Funding

With regard to the methods of financing programs and activities,

this leads into some intereSting thoughts on the zero-base system
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presently structured in Texas. The :tero-base concept presently

requires that analysis be conducted on all activities and programs, re-

gardless of the source of funding. As a matter of explanation,the

same type of analysis is required far programs and activities whether

they be funded solely from the general revenue fund, from dedicated

funds, or from some mixture of state and federal funds. Realistically,

it would appear that one would more carefully analyze activities and

programs funded solely from the general revenue fund, one of the key

state funds that must be carefully considered when determining if new

taxes or revenue sources are needed to finance state governmental pro--

grams, than one would programs funded from dedicated funds or federal

funds. However agency personnel and examiners were almost evenly di-

vided on the que-stion of whether or not "zero-base budgeting analysis

should be conducted on all programs and activities, regardless of the

source of funding. "17 Related somewhat to this is the selective appli-

cation of the zero-base concept on only major policy issues. If this

methodology were adopted, one theory would hold that suffici.ent time

enuld be devoted to the major issues where zero-base analysis is most

needed, without requiring analysis of all services from base zero,

which is so very time consuming. Examiners recognize that this might

he preferable, but agency personnel deem it to be least desirable and

least feasible of all the .tero-base elements listed on Chart 3 on page
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102. lt in this latter view which is probably most reaiistic with

regard to the application of the zero-base system to major policy

insues and explicit recognition of so.;rces of program and activity

funding. The dual budgeting system almost requires that zero-base

analysis be performed on all activities and programs, regardless of

the source of funding or the relative importance of the program or

activity. What would be deemed relevant to one examiner might not cor-

respond LO the relevancy test o another examiner. The latitudes that

are available under a strong executive system are not available in

Texas. Disagreements could be expected with regard to vhat constituted

an issue; whether or not various sources of funding are relevant to the

analysts of particular services; and, quite simply wher, zero-base

analysis should be performed. While some have argued tbat it is un-

necessary to perform zero-base analysis each year or each biennium, the

structure of the Texas budAeting process would seem to force the system

in that general direction.

The Management Function

The zero-base concept emphasizes the .necessity of adequate plañ

ning in projecting needs and providing services. A conceptual benefit

of the .systam is an improved management system. Under the zero-base

-concept, impreved management would rasult because the aralysis of gov-

ernmental services is a function of those responsible for providing
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services, the program and activity managers. The Uzi's system strongly

emphasizes the involvement of both program and activity managers in the

planning and budgeting processes of an agency. If their roles Were

implicit in the past, then the present zero-base system at laast im-

plies that their role should preferably be explicit. The desirability

and feasibility rankings of the three agencies surveyed indicate that

managers have always played a substantial role in the planning and

budgetary processes of the agency. As could be expected, managers

deem this desirable and see no problems whatsoever with its continuance.

Improved management will not necessarily result, however, simply be-

cuase service providers are included in the planning and budgetary

process of an agency. Better information must be provided that is use-

ful to management, and management must utilize such infcrmation to im-

prove the efficiency and effectiveness of the services it provides.
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CHAPTER VII

RECOMMENpATIONS .

In this chapter, the author will make recommendations on how

the Texas zero-base budgeting system might be improved.

Program Structure Revision

In preparing for the development of budget submissions for the

1978-1979 biennium, agency program structures must again he reviewed.

Regardless of the outcomes of previous efforts, program structure

development must be continuous. To ignore this fact is to view govern-

ment as a stagnant, non-responsive entity whose responsibilities never

change and whose eommitments always remain the same. Me process that

was utilized in initial program design efforts is satisactory to make

any needed changes in progran structure determination. Examiners and

agency personnel should onee again systematically reviey existing

program structures utilizing appropriation patterns as the basis, for

:int; needed changes. While adhering to the theory that '.ed to the

development of present program structures, those involv..d in revision

efforts must adhere to the most important principle in he structuring

of information; it must be arranged so that it is relevant to the
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decisionmaker and must highlight the dimensions of the problems that

are of most concern to him.
1

The theory of the Texas structure is consistent with this

principle. However, there are instances wherein theoretical aspects

simply cannot be accommodated within the confines of existing environ

ments. Such is the nature of government and governmental services.

These imperfections should be recognized and program classifications

should be structured accordingly. The Texas program structure is

flexible enough to satisfy these extremes and still serve as a useful

format in presenting buaget information. Imperfect pro.:ram structures

will continue to be one of the major problems with regard to the imple

menLtion of the zerobase budgeting concept in Texas. To admit as.

much is simply to be realistic, and to continue to pursue the original

objectives envisioned for the program structure concept is to continue

the commitment to the provision of a better budgeting system.

Program Needs Assessment

Qualitative judgments are necessary in any explanation of the

need for services. However, to measure the effectiveness of services

provided, it is preferable that needs be expressed quanritatively by

'identifying indicators that accurately depict true targat populations,

problem areas, and the severity of problems. Improvements must con

tinue to be made in this particular area of needs deterlination. A
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systematic procedure must be established to determine the "whys" of

programs and a component of that proceduce must be examples along the

same Lines as shoan for the Youth Services program in l'.:1,apter V.

However, such examples should not be thought of as the vnd-product but

as a stimulus to innovative thought on the part of all managers. Needs

determination is the first element in the zero-base process and'must

be improved considerably if One effecl-iveness of governriental services

is to be evaluated.

Performance and Work Load Measures

How does one proceed with the improvement of woek load and

performance measures, and thus program analysis and evaluation? First

of all, emphasis must continue to be placed on this type of cost

effectiveness analysis. The desire to express qualitative judgments

in justification of funding requests can be accommodated within the

zero-base framework. A lesser commitment to quantitative measurement

.of program effectiveness woule probably result in a revorsal to qUali-

tative judgments, along the lines of the previous budgering system.

-However, since those, involved in both the preparation awl analYsis of

funding.requests recognize the need for this type of dw.a, one can be

rather optimistic regarding further improvements in thi.,; arca.

Secondly, efforts must be focused on the levels of the program

structure to insure they are properly defined. When properly defined,
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each level of the structure will have-one or-more-work- ioad or perform-

ance measures which should serve as either a measure of the efficiency

or effectiveness of services provided. A requirement in she identifica-

.tion of such measures is that they provide informltion ih permit.;

the linkage of outputs to an effect upon the target groop or problem

area. The linkage of outputs to impacts involves the search for causal

relationships which is exceedingly difficult. Steiner addresses the

problem guise succinctly:

As'glrghbenefits and costs and then pick the optimal set of projects.
This provides too little heLp. One of the economist's most potent

functions is honestly to identify and sepa'rate that: which can be

accurately measured and compared from that which involves such

heroics of assumption that actual measurements are out concea161.
preferences.2 .

Thirdly, under different nomenclatures, other srates are

relentlessly pursuing systems designs that are Increasingly Oriented

toward program performance measurement. Planning, programming, and

budgeting systems have generally been modified by many Atates to su.:h

an extent that they are no longer comparable with the o!decsives origi-

nally envisioned for such systems.' However, state budgiting staff:4

continue to seek .methods of quantitatively measuring the impact of

-gove:rnmental program; regardless of the system of budgering now being

utAlized. COmpdrisons can bu made among states on the ,elevance of

.Measures of effectiveness and efficiency identified. ()Aite often, the

successes of one state will readily apply to the effort.: of other
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states, since state servitos fall within a rather hosie aad common

framework.

Alternative Xethods of Accomplishine

Ohiectives

There ore several alternatives to the improvemeot of this com-

vonoot of the zero-bnge budgeting system, and there are advantages and

disadvantages associated with each alternative. One ap,roach that has

.roceived some preliminary discussion would be the elimi iation of

present alternative methods analysis -and the replacemen of it with

the analysis of program and Activity effi'ctiveness at sme orhitrarlly

reduced funding level. in other words. the two state bidget office.;

would set fOrth in the bu(1get instructions a common and fixed percelt-

age of the current (fiscal year_ 1977) funding level and require .that

all agencies and institutions identify the effect that Rich a reduc

tion in funding would have on-the provision of services by n11 activi-

ties and programs. A worls load/performance measures se.tion would he

Instituted along the same tines as for the other levels of funding.

in addition ,to a narratiet discassion of tho projected sport.

Miat. would be the possible advantages of such.a chouge7 line

all managers would be_forted to identify their expected program or

activity outputs at the same.percentagc level below the current level

ot funding. In other worCn, there would be an equnliza ion factor
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involved with all managers
proceeding dith analysis and justification

fren a strictly defined base.

TWo, this process
generally assumes that if an activity or

program cannot be
justified at a defined lower level of funding, then

it probably cannot be justified at all.
Examiners would then have

sufficient cause to proceed
from such a basis with a request that the

agency 7anagers
respond to specific

informational requeNts that could

be utilized to analyze the specific need for provision of such services.

At such a time, alternative methods of service delivery could be

further explored.
It should be noted that the fixed percentage

reduc-

tion in funding would not necessarily
constitute a funding level

request, but should serve primarily as a mechanism for the evaluation

of the metho4 of delivering services.

Three, analysis of such an alternative
is often in keeping

with the informational
desires of governors and members of the.legisla-

cure, especially when an insignificani
growth in revenues is projected.

1That would be the
result if state services were reduced by X percent,

across the board?
This is the type of question that often surfaces

in an environment where increased
governmental spending comes under

close scrutiny.
Recognition of such questions should noither imply

that they are proper or
improper, but merely

recognize that such ques-

tions are often asked. if such questions are
proper and relevant,

then this alternative
provides a framework to analyze the efficiency
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and effectiveness of governmental services at a defined level below

the current level of funding.

What would be the possible disadvantages
of the fixed percent

age reduction methodology? First of all, such a change is characterized

by a certain degree of arbitrariness,
both in the concept and in the

establishment of fixed percentage reductions. This concept assumes

that the method of providing
governmental services can be better ana

lyzed by requiring analysis of fixed percentage reductions of the cur

rent method of operation than by. the
explicit identification of alter

native methods of achieving objectives. There is no guarantee that

this will, in fact, occur. Indeed, r'ather than requiring explicit

. identification of alternative methods of program delivery, this con

cept implicitly assumes that such alternatives will be identified by

the type of information that will be generatud. This is a rather large

assumption. Indeed, a reasonable argument could be made, depending on

the definition of the fixed percentage reduction required, that such a

concept would provide managers a better opportunity to justify the

present budget level or an increased level
of spending, with the gener

ation of little or no information on how such services might be better

provided:

Secondly, this concept imposes the burden of determining what

the fixed percentage reduction rate should be. Should it be 5, 10,

20, 30, or even 50 percent? In an unstable eeonomic environment, it
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becomes virtually impossible to set an across the board rate that is

reasonable and realistic and that will provide the type of information

desired.

Thirdly, and closely associated with the problem of defining a

uniform fixed percentage reduction rate, this concept assumes that the

need for the different types of governmental services tends to be

basically the same. Such is not the case. Some services are of a

much more essential nature than others, and the relative degrees of

necessity are Matters on which reasonable men will disagree. Further,

8uch disagreements will tend to increase when the funding needs for

services become the point of discussion, and especially when discussed

in view of the demand for the additional resources that might be avail-

able for appropriation. The point to be made is that the need for

services does not apply equally to all governmental programs and that

the determination of how such needs should be met is a function of

the democratic process.

The author would propose another approach with regard to the

analysis o: alternative methods of accomplishing objectives. If one

assumes that a principal motivating force in government is toward

bigger budgets, more programs, larger staffs and increased payrolls,

then an objective would be the provision of an environment which moti-'

vates managers toward the goal of better and more efficient public

services. Simply put, how do you transfer the desirable motivating
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aspects of the profit motive that Is prevalent in the private sector

to the analysis of the most suitable means of providing services in

the public sector? This question has puzzled experts for many years;

has been the subject of numerous studies; and, in the face of a con-

stantly expanding public sector, remains one of the most important

domestic prOblems facing government today.

Translating this question into the context of alternative

methods of service delivery, how can one encourage managers to be

innovative and economical and strive to identify better methods to

deliver services, without simultaneously indicting such managers for

inefficiency and ineffectiveness with regard to the current method of

operations? One alternative would be to institute a reward system

that would enable agency managers to prepare decision package requests

that would incorporate savings from the identification of better means

of providing needed public services. Under such a proposal, agencies

could utilize the savings identified to prepare one or more new deci-

sion package requests. These new requests could then be ranked on

the Program Priority Table with regard to the achievement of agency-

wide goals and objectives. Under such a system, it wou3d be initially

assumed that any savings identified would necessarily revert to the

new priority funding requests identified by that agency. It is hoped

this would insure a total commitment to the analysis of reasonable

alternative means of accomplishing objectives. This would he
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especially true in an environment where new revenues were Of a very

limited nature.

Alternative Funding Levels

First of all, one should begin with the minimum level of fund-

ing concept and determine what improvements can be made in this area.

Some would maintain that a fixed percentage reduction should be applied

statewide to all programs and activities as one of the funding level

requests. Adherence to this conc.pt would be an admission that there

is no validity in the identification of minimum levels. That is, this

concept would expl.icitly recognize that there is not "a critical level

of effort, below which the program or activity should be discontinued,

because it loses its viability or effectiveness."
3

If the minimum

level concept is valid, then one can certainly assume that the "criti-

cal level" described above will not be the same for *all programs and

activities.

An improved zero-base system would continue the identification

of a minimum level along the same lines as provided in the current

system with one exception. Under properly defined program structures,

the minimum level concept should apply only to programs. Thus, most

of the activities comprising the program would also have a level of

funding below the current level of funding, but not necpssarily all

of them. The initial level of funding identified for some activitins

NI-1192 0- 77 - 21
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might be either the current level of funding or even a level that

exceeds the current level of funding. Such a distinction is in keep

ing with the general theory of the system, with particular relevance

to the structuring of information along programmatic lines. If the

program structure concept is valid, then the identification of a mini

mum level for programs is also valid, without requiring that all'

activities have a level of funding below the current level. Such dis-

-:-zretion should be left to the program managers of an agency.

The budget instructions regarding the minimuM level will have

to be altered to incorporate this concept. The instructions on minimum

level determination, which were quoted at length earlier, are probably

stated as well as can be done. However, revisions should be studied

to determine if the concept can be better communicated to program and'

activity managers. It is hoped the initial experience with regard to

minimum level determination will prove most valuable and make the

process more easily understandable during the next biennium. The

initial fears of.managers should have been alleviated.to some degree,

and the reasons for identifying a minimum leve/ should thus be better

understood and produce information along the lines desired.

The current level of funding, both dollarwise and performance

wise, should also be required for agency programs. Using the same

rationale described above, activity funding levels would generally

follow these same lines but this discretion should rest with the
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program managers. Some would argue that the identification of two

current levels is unnecessary and too burdensome. One could probably

assume that examiners would prefer the identification of a current

level along current dollar lines, while agency personnel would probably

prefer to identify a current level that focuses on the dollars needed

to maintain the current level of performance.--There-are merits to

both, and both should be identified. It is important to know what

outputs current dollars will produce in the succeeding biennium and

what level of dollars are needed to maintain the current performance

level. To ignore these simple and practical facts is to design a

system that is conceptually without serious fault and is practically

quite useless.

The final level of program funding that should he identified

should constitute the program funding request. Managers may, of

course, stop at any level along the process in this regard. In other

words, if the minimum level constitutes the request for a program,

then it would not be necessary to identify any additional funding

levels. This would 'also apply to either of the current funCling levels.

This might result in a wide disparity in funding levels between

the current performance level and the requested level. For example,

the current performance level could be 120 percent of the current

funding level and the requested level could cOnceptuallv be 300 percent

or more of the current funding level. The present system is designed
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to discourage such wide variations in funding levels. It focuses on

increments and permits the identificatipn'of as many funding levels as

may be necessary to insure that "reasonable" incrementsfare identified.

However, under, theiproposed system, examiners would have the discretion of

requesting that program managers identify intermediate levels if they

(examiners) determined that such analysis was necessary. Such analysis,

however, would not be a formal requirement in initial agency budget

submissions but would be provided at the request of examiners.

The Priority Ranking Process

To reiterate, priority tables do not provide any information

regarding program or activiti 13rformance, means of performing programs

or activities, objectives of programs or activities, alternative

methods of performing programs or activities, object of expense data,

staffing patterns, or the methods of financing programs and activities.

If one recognizes the purposes that priority tables serve and utilizes

them accordingly, any improvements needed in this area are quite

negligible. Improved program structures offer the best opportunity to

make the establishment of priorities more meaningful.

Computerization

A paper on any budgeting system would be incomplete without
4

reference to application of data processing techniques for data manipu-

lation. Currently, there is a genetalfeeling that the zero-base
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system should be computerized. The implementation of zero-base

budgeting resulted in, the generation of a mass of information that was

not previously available. Some of it was very useful and much of it

was not useful with regard to the decision-making process. Addition-

ally, some information that was available under the previous system

was not available under the zero-base system. There are certain costs

associated with any changes in budgetary systems, and loss of certain

types of information is one of those costs. The computer'ization of

the system should be designed in such a manner to provide quick access

to certain types of information that is useful in the decision-making

process and should manipulate the mass of information that is available

-to lessen the time burden that is placed on examiners of the two budget

offices. The determination of what is useful and what can be comput-

erized to be useful will be one of the key questions that must be

addressed in the next set of biennial budget instructions.

Conclusion

Zero-base budgeting is not the long-awaited panacea that has

been the object of search for so many years by budget examiners. It

is simply another procedure for structuring information in a rational-

istic manner to improve the decisions that determine the programs and

operations of state government. Studies will be conducted on how to

further improve this process. Politicians will continue to speak of
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expanded and improved governmental services by restructuring the

priorities of state governmeni. Taxpayers will continue to be wary

of the need to impose new taxes or increase present taxes. The end

product, the state budget, will continue to be the source of agreements

and disagreements on practically every major program contained therein.

Anotherrationalistic concept, zero-base budgeting, to improve govern-

ment is now inextricably a part of that process and that government.

Its successes and failures are dependent upon the decisions of those

who utilize Lt, and history will be the judge of the wiudom of those

decisions.
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BUDGET DIVIS.0

3 1

AN EXCERPT FROM

STATE OF ARKANSAS
DEPARTMENT Or FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

P 0 Doa 3271.
LITTLE ROCK 72203

April 30, 1976

MEMO TO: ALL DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, BOARD AND COMMISSION DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: 1977-79 BIENNIUM BUDGEr PROCEDURES

This manual outlines the procedures to be used in preparing your
1977-79 biennium operating budget requests. Procedures for pre-
paring capital budget requests will be issued at a.later date.

The duties, powers, and responsibilities of the Department of
Finance and Administration relative to pieparation of budget requests
are as follows:

(1) The Director of Finance and Administration shall prepare, or
cause to be prepared upon such forms as he shall prescribe,
the required information with respect to each department,
institution, or agency of the State.

(2) The Director of Finance and Administration shall have the
authority to examine and study the budget. information as
supplied to him and shall have the power 'to make recommenda-
tions for modifications and revisions of the budget req! ,ts

if, in his opinion, the facts before him justify such re-
visions.

(3) If any State Agency shall fail or refuse to furnish any in-
formation with respect to budget estimates, as and when the
same shall be requested by the Director of Finance and
Administration, then he shall have the authority to prepare
and submit his own recommendations as to the budget require-
ments of any such State Agency.

Generally, this manual follows the same format used in the past but
the type of Budgeting System described herein is new.

3-1
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The new Priority Budgeting System allows your Agency to request a "Base
Level of Operations" and to request Priority Programs. The definition
of terms section of this manual fully explains the Base Level and
Priority Program concepts.

The New Priority Budgeting System:

1. Allows your Agency to establish priorities both at program,
Agency, and Department levels.

2. Each priority or level of service must stand on its own merit
and must be budgeted as a whole unit.

A. New Programs will have a better chance in the competition for
scarce funds.

B. Existing programs must prove their worth in.order to be
continued.

3. Allows the Governor, Legislature and Agency Director a chance to
look into existing and proposed programs. All existing programs
will be competing for base level or high priority funds.

4. Each can establisn his own priorities.

5. Attempts to check the uncontrolled growth.in Continuing LeVel.

I urge you to study this manual carefully. If you have any questions con-
cerning the procedures described herein, please contact the Budget Analyst
:assigned to your Agency. I esincially call your attention to the require-
ment that all monies maintained in depositories other than the State
Treasury must be budgeted for the 1977-79 biennium and be presented to the
Legislative Council.

The entire Budget Staff is available to assist you in the preparation of
your Biennial Budget Request/

n A. Ryles, Administrator
Office of Budget
Department of Finance and Administration
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PROCEDURES FOR PREPARING
THE 1977-79 BiENNIAL BUDGET REQUEST

BASE LEVEL:

1. Budgeted Amount 1976-77 Fiscal Year. The amounta which

appear in the 1976-77 fiscal year budgeted column in the

Biennial Requests will be your agency's estimated expendi-

tures by line-item not exceeding appropriations or fund-

ing resources available.

2. BASE LEVEL - BASE LEVEL OF SERVICE: Limits: Base Level

of Service Request for the 1977-78 fiscal year must re-
flect a minimum of a ten percent (10%) reduction by fund .

type (i.e., General, Federal, Special, etc.) in your

agency's "Actual Operations Budget", for the 1976-77 fis-

cal year. For the General Revenue Agencies, the "Actual
Operations Budget" for 1976-77 may not exceed "A" plus

forty (407.) of "B" Allotment of the Revenue Stabilization

Law plus other known revenues. For all other agencies
the "Actual Operations Budget" may not exceed either the

known revenue available or the 1976-77 appropriation,
whichever is the lesser.

An exce tion to the 10% reduction outlined above will be

made or non-operational Special Line Item or rant- n-

Aid Base Level Requests. The Base Level of Service Re-

quests for these non-operational Grants-in-Aid may not
exceed the "actual funded budget" for the 1976-77 fiscal
year, plus any uncontrollable cost for each year of the

coming biennium. Examples of these uncontrollable costs
are; an uncontrollable increase in the caseload for AFDC;
additional costs mandated by law (Teacher Retirement); or
the natural growth in the number of teachers in the local

school districts. All controllable costs may be budgeted

in Priority 1 or any other Priority and would include any
change in the 1976-77 rate schedules, teacher salary in-
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creases, increased benefits, or increased grant payments.
Special line-items, .such as Uhiform Allowances, Special
Travel, Professional Services, Optional Medicare-Medicaid
or Social Service Programs, Purchase of Data Processing,
and other operational type line-items will participate in
the 107. reduction mandated in the Base Level Request.

The requests in Base Level may not provide sufficient
appropriations or funds to allow your programs to operate
at the desired level, to meet all of the needs, services,
goals, or objectives of your program. Therefore, the most
important elements of your most critical programs or ser-
vices should be among the first itemsto be included in
your Base Level Request.

Your Base Level Request may reflect a reduced level for
all of your programs; or may reflect the elimination of
existing low priority programs; or alterations in exist-
ing programs or the method of service delivery; or limited
expansion and improvements to existing programs; or organ-
izational changes to improve the efficiency of your pro-
graMs.

Limited position swaps, exchanges, and reclassifications,
will be allowed in your base level request if they are re-
quested in order to improve the efficiency of your exist-
ing program or service. New position titles may be re-
quested as appropriate. Any action concerning personnel
should be coordinated with the Office of Personnel Manage-
MentOf'the.Departmene of Finance and-Administration:-

A program budgeted in either the Base Level or Priority
requests must be capable of standing not only on its own
merit, but must also be budgeted in a manner that the

13-1
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particular request provides the necessary personnel mnd
operational support required for the program to function.
Each reaueRt muRt be independent of all other rimiest:a
and'orovide all of the elements of support necessary for
the programs operation at any level. The only exception
io this, rule is in rne area or Personnei swaps, exchanges,
or reclassification costs which will be compiled by the
computer (BR-65). Even though this type of request may '
be made in Base Level the additional costs will be re-
flected in a separate priority for cost identification
purposes.

PRIORITY PROGRAMS:

PRIORITY 1. Your Agency's Priority One request may represent
the reinstatement of those programs reduced or eliminated in
the Base Level Request (the 107. reduction), in addition to
those increased operations costs (inflation and step increases)
associated with the Priority One (1) Request, or any other
appropriate request as long as the sum of the Base Level Re-
quest and the Priority One (1) Request does not exceed 1017.
of the Actual Operations Budiot for the 1976-77 fiscal year.

An exception to the 101% limit will be made for the non-oper-
ational Grant and Aid Request. The total amount of the con-
trollable cost, such as, payment or rate increases may be
included in Priority 1 or any other priority.

PRIORrTIES 2 THROUGH 11 - may be used for any other request
by program/service/activity/ cost center level request.

PLEASE REMEMBER: - All requests either Base Level or Prior-
ity 1 through 11 mugt be able rn atand alone on its own merit
and contain all of the essential personnel and operations coats
necessary ror telt.. operation at r11.! requested level of the pro-
gram or service.

13-2
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11 PROGRAM MANA5EMENT PROCESS

A. OVERVIEW

Thc steps of the program management process involve such activities
as need orproblem identification, determining goal% to address identified
neeus or problems, designing and evaInating programs to attain goals,
consideration of necessary legislation, setting specific program abjec-
tives, and evaluating performance in achieving objectives.' Properly
done, this creates a framchork that facilitates decision wking at the
program, department, and statewide level, and maximizes the benefits of
sound planning at each stage of the process.

Budget development is an integral part of a comprehensive management
process for state government. The result of the budget process serves
as a guideline for the implementation function of management. It will
also serve as a measurement standard for the control phase of management.
When coupled with the performance information provided in the budget, it
provides for regular evaluation of the task performed which is the last
of the major management responsibilities.

The program management process includes the following six components:
I) identify needs or problems; 2) develop program goals; 3) performance
evaluation; 4) evaluate current program structur,. and legislation to
determine if changes arc needed; 5) develop objectives and performance
indicators for each program; and 6) identify fiscal changes (decision
nnits) necessary to accomplish objectives within each program.

B. IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS OR PROBLEMS

Identification of needs or problems is the first necessary step in
the process of budget preparation. Emphasis should be focused on needs
and problems that require and deserve attention and policy review by the
Governor and Legislature. From such an identification stem program
goals, objective identification, and a recommended solution.

In identifying needs and problems, answers should be given to the
fellowing types of questions:

1. What seems tc be the real problem or issue? Why is this a
proper concern of the state? What mechanisms do you use to
ascertain the need for the services provided by your program?

2. What appears to be the causes of the problem or the need for
services? To what extent arc they currently known?

3. Who are the specific population (i.e., clientele) groups
affected? (If other than the general pulic, identify their
special characteristics such as: age group, race, income
class, special needs, geographical location, etc.) What
mechanism do yoU use to ascertain the effectiveness of your
program in meeting their needs'

3
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4. What is the magnitude of the problem? How widespread is it
now? What effect is it likely to have in future years?

C. PROGRAM GOALS

The program goal(s) is the long-range result or accomplishment
desired from this program. The goal should describe and relate directly
to the problem the program is trying to overcome or to the condition the
program is trying to create. The goal does not necessarily need to be'
confined to a fiscal year period of time, nor is it necessary that the
goal ho directly measurable. It should indicate the general .direction
of the program as opposed to a specific level of accomplishment.

We arc asking all ex!..c.litye departments to consider the "goals"
developed in the Idaho's fomorr-Ow program as well as goals'ileveloped in
other citizen participation processes as an integral part of their .

budget development process.

D. PERyORMANCE EVALUATION

I. Perfchylance. Mana_onynt

Annual program review is an integral part of the management
process. It shonld be one of the first steps in the development
of a department's progrom and the last step in the evaluation
of how well program objectives were accomplished during the
fiscal year. Lffective manogers will also periodically review
performance during the year to assess progress toward accom-
plishing program objectives._ Evaluation may_result in:

a. Altering the goals and objectives for the program to more
realistic levels;

b. Requesting additional resources in the budget process in .
order to more effectively accomplish the objectives that
were previouSly set; or

c. Determining ways that a program can achieve objectives in
a more efficient manner, thus enabling a savings to the'
taxpaver or an ability to provide more services for the
same amount of money.

Program evaluation can be carried out by different methods,
such as:

a. Central staff organizations which conduct indepth studies
of the efficiency and effectiveness of programs as outside
professionals.

b. Central staff organizations involved in the process of
reviewing agency budget requests.

4
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C. 1.rogram and departmental managers as an integral part of
their planning/budget/management process.

As a practical matter and because of !lie limited size of the
central management,'budget, and planning staffs, most program
evaluation needs to be done by program .managers.

PerTormance_Evjiltiet.ion ii nudgetjlevelppment...

Although the respow.ihility for program evaluation rests with
prograti; managers, certain elemeets of this evaluation can he
incoriwated into the Ludget review end development process.

Actual an.: estimated performance levels for the prior and
current year ,hould he reported to compare with the appropriated
level; for those years on the R-3 form, "Program Description."
The "Annual Report and Program Evaluation" should explain
significant difforeni.es between actual and appropriated perfor-
mance levels as well as discussing aretts of program aecomplish-
ment that do not lend themselves to quantitative measurement.

3. Evaluation Questions

In order to provide a perspective to progran managers in
development .and evaluation.of programs, answering su:11 quistions
as the following might, he helpful:

a. "Are the function, being performed offectivelyin achieving
the fdentified goal?" (If the answer is "no," the func
tollS neOds to be re-evaluated in telMs of the problem or

b. "Are the results worth tbc cost of achieving them?" (If
the anshyr is "no," thought then should be given to
improving efficiency or possibly eliminating the program.)

C. "Arc the functions and tasks being performed as designed?"
(If the answr is "no," activities should be further
analyzed.)

d. ..Are functions and tasks being performed as efficiently
as possible?" (If the answer is "no," activities need to
be streamlined.)

E. EVALUATION OF CURRENT PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND LEGISLATION

1. Program Budgeting

The essence of program budgeting is that it secks,to relate_
impacts to eost, directing 'it.iCrit'ion toward what the program
is about rather than emphasizing detailed breakdowns of line

fr

5
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item categories. Program bodgoting shifts. the emphasis from
the means of accomplIslaimt to the accomplishment itself. A

program is the result of:

a. The identification or a need or problem;

b. A decisioA to take action to resolve or corrvet the
problem; and

c. A. plan'for allocating resources to the problems.

All work performed by a department should be reflected in its
program structure. The complete4 program structure ts the
.result of management planning and provides the guidelines for
performance of the other management responsibil..ties.

2. progiamnition

A program is a-set of activities tfiat follows a planned
course of action to achieve specified goals and objectives.
A prgram is a broad category of similar services (WHAT) for
an identifiable group (WHO) for a specific purpose (WHY).-

3. tliar.acterispes of Progyains

a. Progr ams must be manageable. There must be a specific
_ . _ _ .
person designated as responsible for the operation of t.he
program and for the achievement of its objective(s).

Programs mast have an identifiable. measurable impaet
:yr-effect.- Direct'service programs should- be-ahle-to.
pr-Ovire explanations of impact or effect in terms of
citizens, While staff function programs would be explained
in terms of effects or impacts on the operation of the
direct hervice pregrams served.

c. A program must have at least one long-range goal and
one short-r,ige ohiective. All ohjectives within a
program should clearly contribute to the identified I.

4. Program Structure

An organization's program structure has.two primary uses:
first, as a format for the presentation of bndgetacy infor-
mation: and second, as a framework within which resource
allocation decisions arc made. Program structure will not
necessarily reflect organization structure. It groups the
activities of an agency into a set of categories that facilitate
analytic comparisons of the cost and effectiveness of providing
a specific service and comparisons of the cost of one program
to that of another. Program structure has frequently been
used to capture information of a type (e.g., lederal grant,
expenditure classes, locations, fiscal years, and organiza-
tional .units) for which its use is not appropriate.

6
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A three-level (major program, minor program, and program
element) program structure is available for use at the present
time, although it is not necessary to utilize all three levels.
The levels should be used to draw distinctions between the
most significant parts of an issue which are represented at
the major program level and the various aspects of solving the
issues/problems which arc represented by minor programs and
program elements.

S. Legi.slation

.An important part of the executive program is analyzing existing
legislation and proposing new or revised legislation. The
proper authority to achieve the desired goals is critical.
The impact of new or revised legislation should be considered
throughout the program management process.

F. OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

I. Objectiyes

Objectives arc specific accomplishments which reflect effort
during a fiscal year toward achieving the program goals.

a. They should describe the Most important activities or
major components of the program.

b. They should be clear, concise, and understandable.

They should be measurable-so-that-the-degre-bf-acCoMplih-
ment of the objective (performance) can be determined.

2. Performance Indicators

Performance indicators arc the measures of progress toward an
overall goal. The best performance indicators arc effectiveness
indicators which specifically describe the degree to which
program goals or objectives arc being accomplished. Major
types of performance indicators are:

r.

a. Effectiveness Indicators

These attempt to provide the information on the degreee
to which program goals and objectives arc achieved. They
should indicate the effect of services on the well-being
of clients and the public. For example, the "percent of
clients of a vocational rehabilitation program that are
employed sixty days after completina the program" is a
measure.
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b. Efficiency Indicators

_These provide information on how inexpensively government

products or services arc being provided.. Efficiency

indicators may appear in the following three forms:

(1) Ratios comparing the amount of workload accomplished

to the amount of input (e.g., dollar cost per patient

day or number of lane miles of highway repaired per

person day). It is misleading to use only this kind

of indicator because it does not consider the quality

of the activity. If an increase in the amount of

work is accomplished for a given amount of input but

sacrifices the quality of the activity, efficiency

has not improved. Thus to properly apply this form

of efficiency indicator the quality of work done

must also be considered.

(2) Ratios comparing the amount of program accomplishments

to the amount of input. An.indicator such as the

"number of clients showing significant improvement

per dollar" arc valuable measures of efficiency

because they consider program quality.

(3) Utilization rates of facilities, equipment, or
employees is a possible efficiency indicator. These

can he expressed in a variety of ways such as hospital

capacity utilization factors, vehicle or equipment

down times, and the amount of nonproductive time per

emploYee, such as waiting time in court rooms for

parole/probationofficers.

c. Workload Indicators (e.g:, number of cases processed)

Changes in their magnitude do not indicate whether perfor-

mance is "good" or "bad" or whether it is getting "better"

or "worse." They are primarily useful because of their

potential for use in developing efficiency indicators by

relating them to the amount of input required to produce '

the work.

G. DECISION UNITS

I. Definition

A "decision unit" (DU) proposes a change in or maintenance of

performance and the associated changes in costs.

2. Identification of DU's

The process of identifying decision units begins with a review

of identifie.4 issues, resultant program goals, and objectives.

8
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Such a review should highlight the appropriateness of objec-
tives, number of people served, level and type of service,
efficiency and effectiveness of operations, uncontrollable
costs, etc., and lead directly to identification of a desired
impact upon each objective.

3.
.Pur.22.12.

The purpo'ge of the decision unit is to associate a change in
the results of a program relative to the costs of the.program.
Therfore, every decision unit must specify the effect on a
performance indicator and theamount of money related to that
impact. Thus, any time an objective changes or the cost of
its attainment changes, a DU would be required.

4. cPYAt.9,1j11

Several general conditions have been identified which would
require a decision unit and also serve to categorize decision
units. This will assist departments in identifying decision
units applicable to their programs.

All decision units must have a title which is indicative of
content.

Examples of decision unit categories are as follows. See the
instructions for the 13-8 form for a full explanation.

a. Elimination of Function or Objective

b. Transfer Between Programs

c. Methods Improvement

d. Decreased Impact or Workload.

e. Fund Shift

f. Maintenance.of Current Operations

g. Effectiveness Adjustment

h. Increased Impact or Workload

i. New Objectives

S. Sequence of Development and Priority Listing

a. Sequence of Development

It would be most useful if DU's are first,developed
internally by objective within a program in the same

9
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sequence as the previously cited categories of decision

units. Such an internal development should accommodate
reductions in Costs to establish a base prier to
increases in costs.

Priority Listing

Decision units should be be listed in priority order,
ranked from highest to lowest priority on the B-8 form.

In a program with several objectives, a "New Objective
DU" for one objective couldprecede the "Maintenance of
Current 0perations DU" for another if it is determined
more important to attain the new objective than to

continue with the one presently defined. The priority

listing will-enhle management to clearly indicate its
judgMent of the relative importance of the decision units
included in the budget request.

10
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NIOGRAI RETEST 3Y,5ECISIM

ContentA. GENERAL

The first five major entries should be

made in the order and should be numbered

as specified below in detail:

DU #1 Prior Year Appropriation

DU #2 Prior Year Actual Expenditure

DU #3 Current Year Appropriation

DU #4 Current Year Estimated

Expenditures

DU NS Budget Year BM

Even though these entries are not

technically decision units, they will

be labeled as such in the "D.U. Ref.

No" column to the left to facilitate

later reference.

Commencing with DU #6, decision units

should be listed in order of agency

priority, with the highest priority

decision units being listed first and

each numbered in descending priority

sequence until-the-fulliudget year

request level is reached.

Detailed requirements for all decision

units are specified below. All infor .

nation requested should be incorporated

into the fi-8 form, regirdless of the

k number, of blocks required to contain

such ilyormation,

3. Titles

Each decision unit entry should be

titled (i.e., Prior Year Appropria.

tion, Prior Year Actual Expenditures,

Maintenance of Current Operations,

Effectiveness Adjustment, Workload

Increase, etc.),

4. Fundi5 Source.

Departments using an operating fund

into which state, federal, or other

sources are pooled, should indicate

the costs allocable to each source,

DECISION UNIT ENTRIES

DU II PrioryesAvEz_iation

For'each' fund source 'used in this

program, indicate the number of staff



13-8, PROGRAM REQUEST BY DECISION UNIT (continued)

in a full-time equivalent basis, the

amount of appropriation in each standard

classification, and the total appro-

priation for the program. Also indicate

the total FTE staff and total appro-

priation by standard classification in

the appropriate blocks. This block

should reflect the total of the basic

appropriation, adjustments made under

statewide pay bills, and any supple-

mental appropriation received, In the

case of appropriations made from

"General Fund Surplus" that are avail-

able for more than one fiscal year,

the amount allocable to the first year

should be equal to amount expended

during that year and the amount allo-

cable to the subjpquent year should be

the tOtal amount-of the appropriation

less the aiount spent in the first

year. In the description, specify the

performance expected to be achieved at

the appropriation level for each of

the objectives shown on the 873 form

for this program.

01,1 12 .ActtriclYeailditoes

For each fund source used in this

,program indicate the number, of staff

,-----. on a.full-time4quivalent.basisthe..

amount of expenditures in each stand-

ard classification, and the total

expenditures for the program. Also

indicate the total FTE staff and total

exper.ditures by standard classification

in the appropriate blocks.

In the description specify the degree

to which program objectives (as shown

on the 8-3 form) were accomplished and

indicate the services (projects) that

were actuilly provided in the prior

year, related to the specific perfor-

mance indicators set out on the 8-3

form.

DU #3 Current Year 4propriation and Adjustments

This series of blocks should contain

the,original appropriation and any

adjustments made theretolo arrive at

the estimated expenditures andihould

be numbered as follows:

3,0 Current Year Appropriation

(including allocations made under a

statewide pay bill)

This should be'displayed in the same

manner as the prior year appropriation.

In the description, specify, the planned

performance level to be provided under

the appropriation, again specifically

.......related,tolheLobjectives_set. out

the 8-3 form.
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342

3,1 - Additional Adjustments

Additional adjustments to the current

year appropriation should be made in

separate blocks and numbered consecu-

tivel,y as 3.2, 3.3, 3141 3,5, etc.

'until all neCessary adjustments to

the current year appropriation 1.1ave

been COmpleted. In each case the

reason for the change and the impact

on the performance of that program

should be explained in,the descrip-

tion, Types of adjustments (not

listed in a required order) are as

follows:

a, Federal Fund or Other Fund
...1.1141

Increases

Federal Fund or Other Fund

Decreases

c. Transfers Between Programs,

Total of all transfers in must

equal total of'all traniTers out.

Expenditure Class Transfers

e. Szp.1.212t2LELL..ero riation

Re 1_12.s.t.

Detailed narrative justification

for the request, together with

program illipaC:t if not granted, is

required.

Dli R 4 Current Year Estimatcd Expenditures

This series of blocks should contain

current year estimated expenditures

and any adjustments made thereto to

arrive at budget year base and shall

be numbered as folloWs:

4,0 turrent Year Estimated

i.LREILan

This decision.block should specify the

performance.levels. planned for each

program objective during FY 1976. Ia

each case .relate specifically to the

objectives aneperformance indicators

.on the B-3 form for this program.

Differences in performance expectation

from that listed in the current year

appropriation decision.block should

have been explained by the intervening

decision units describing current year

appropriation adjustments. This

decision block entry is the mathe-

matical total of the current year

appropriation (3.0) and all inter-

vening adjustments made thereto.

Eliminate all capital outlay from the

.current.year-estimate-figure.;
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ae°

4,2 - Removal of Non-Recurrirl

Expenditures.

Eliminate non-recurring expenditures

in the current year (such as one-time

projects, moving costs, etc.) that

will not be carried forward into the

budget year.

Ad'usaLLts

Additional adjustments to current year

estimated expenditures to arrive at

the budget year base should be made in

separate decision blocks and should be

numbered consecutively as 4.3, 4.4,

4,5, etc., until all necessary adjust.

ments to the current year estimated

expenditures have been completed. In

each case the reason for the adjust-

ment and the impact on the performance

of that program should be explained in

the description. Types of adjustments

(not listed in a required order) are

as follows:

a. Federal Fund or Other Fund Losses

islit_LS!221.2.L21.112121211:

Basis for anticipated loss should

be explained in narrative. Do

not include any other fund

increases to replace the lost

funds.

343

Elimination of a_Function

or an 21;12.

,If a program function or objec-

tive is to be eliminated in the

budget year, the adjustment would

reflect a reduction by the

amount previously expended to

achieve the function or objective.

c. Methods Improvement

Increased efficiency in the

methods used to achieve an

objective could result in a

reduction in costs.

d. Workload Decrease

Level of workload is reduced from

previous level resulting in a

reduction in costs.

e. Impact Decrease

Level of impact is reduced from

previous levels although the same

number of people are being

served, resulting in a reduction

in costs.

Transfer Between Programs to

Transfer of an activity in from

another program or out to another

MON NO.NNO 4NOI. N N, r ,,,,,nr.d..N[14.411111
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34'

program in the amount previously

expended for the activity; total

of al! transfers
in must equal

total of all traniiers out. ---

DU 15 Budget Year Base

This decision block entry should

reflect the base upon which additional

requests for the budget year will be

developed and is the mathematical

total of current year estimated expen-

ditures and all intervening
adjust-

ments made thereto.

DU 16 furtel,q..etLInits..111.1.1Aenc

Priority Listini

Decision units from 16 forward should

be listed in order of
priority with

the highest priority
decision unit

being listed first and each in

descending priority sequence until the

full budget year request level is

reached, and should be numbered 6, 7,

8, 9, etc. The final decision unit

listed should be the full budgetyear

request, the mathematical total of

budget year base and all the inter-

vening decision units. Types of

decision units (not listed in a required

order) are as follows:

a. Maintenance of Current

Operations

Increase necessar to accommo-

date the same workload or to

produce the same level of

pre uovided. The base figures

used in computing increases,

together with justification for

such increases, should be

included in the narrative in the

description column. Separate

decision units should be entered

for the following:
, to

Co
(1) Personnel cost increases

(in-grade step increases for

classified, merit increases

for exempt and longevity

for both) for aitli

personnel as supported by

the "Wage and Salary Require-

ments" printout for each

program; and replacement

capital outlay items essen-

tial to maintain existing

levels of services (inilude

justification therefor).

(2) Inflation or price increases

requiring budget accommoda-

tion. Such increases will
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be allowed only when justi-

fied in adherence to the

criteria in Section III. A. S.

(3) Federal fund increases not

requiring state match

(exclusive of new positions).

(4) Funding shift from federal

or other funds to General

Fund to maintain existing

level of services.

(5) Increases associated with

the funding shift in accord-

ance with the guidelines

specified in paragraph (I)

immediately above.

Each of the above should be

contained in a separate decision

unit such as 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, etc.

Effectiveness Adjustments

Increases to achieve an objective

set previously which is unattain-

able or only partially attainable

under current expenditure levels.

Narrative should specify the

objective (as shown on the 8.3

form), explain why the objective

is unattainable and specify the

degree to which objectives could

be met better, with the chane.in

345

k2k..._H.emancelevels related to'

the ob'ective clevly stated.

c. Workload Increases

The same level of impact or

service being provided to a

Iser number of ma, resul-

ting in increased costs. All

costs associated with the work-

load increase should be included.

In the description, workload

increases should be related to

specific objectives and the

chanje in performance related to

each objective indicated. Indi-

cate whether the workload

increase is due to factors beyond

the control of the program or if

it is a disdretionarrincrease.

d. Imact Increases

Situation o: condition in which

'an objective is changed or

expanded resulting in the same

number of people being provided

with an increased level of

service. All costs associated

with the impact increase should

be included. In the description,

identiy the chan ed or expanded

objective(s) from the 8-3 form)

and the increased level of per.

foreved.
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e. tALJNTIETI

Increased efficiency or produc.

tivity in the methods used to

achieve an objective could result

in immediate increased costs but

result in long-term decreased

costs. In the dvcription,

describe the impac. of the

increased efficiency and the

long-term effects. This is

particularly appropriate for

capital outlay requests requiring

a large initial outlay but resul-

ting in future savings.

f' 1120152!

(1) Within Current Legislative

Authority

Costs associated with the

attainment of a new objec-

tive. More than one DU

could be developed in con-

nection with a new objective,

with separate DU's for

varying levels of workload

and/or impact (service). In

the description, identify

the new objective (from the

6-3 form) together with

justification therefor, and

indicate the specific

services (projects) to be

provided: If more than one

(.)

(3)

DU is related to the new

objective, indicate the

changes in performance ivvel

of the objective related to

each DU.

Requiring New Legislation

If the decision 11;.it will be

used to implement new legis-

lative authoriti being

sought by the agency, it

should be labeled as °New

Legislation," in addition to

providing the information

requested in f. (1) above.

Citizen's Goals

If a decision unit is pro-

posed to assist in achieving

goals expressed in the

Idaho's Tomorrow process (or

other citizen's participation

process), it should be

clearly identified as such.
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. Excerpt frce-7.marrin orrimconmos Bureau of the'Budget

BUREAU OF TILE BUDGET
it!irlaerS:17)2ber 1, 1975. relicsrialif 50/1011

Instructions to Agencies on Preparation and
Submission Of Annual Budget Estimates

Part III -- The Program Budget
1. The Program Budget submission serves several purposes: (1) Itforms the basis for the review and evaluation of agency programs and sup-porting activities and their costs and thereby provides perspective on theneed for the programs in light

of their costs; (2) It links resources,priorities, and management objectives; and (3) It provides miterial for usein developing and justifying the Governor's budget, including,decisions onprogram and budact issues, the budget
message and Book I,,The AccountabilityBudget.

Letter of Transmittal

2. The letter of transmittal from
the.agency head to the Director ofthe Bureau of-the Budget will highlight the policies, programs, objectives,and public needs which underlie his budget request. It will also call atten-tion to any policy or program issues

which were not previously settled; however,it will not ba used aa a.device
to re-open closed issues unless there is acompelling reason to do so.

.

3. The transmittal letter will identify management improvements accom-plished or set as jectives.
It willAdentify the low priority programswhich are proposed to be eliminated

or substantially reduced and it will ex-plain and justify any proposed changes in appropriation structure and funding.
4. The transmittal letter is to include as an attachment a.one-pagnsummary in.outline form describing with

a single numbered scntence.each major
agency accomplishment or shortfall in

meeting a commitment either already
realized or anticipated in the current year and each major objective proposedin the budget year. The purposes of this one page

attachment together with thaadditiooal attachments required by the next two paragraphs are to permit .theGovernor a summary overview of
accomplishments, shortfalls, and objective*for'the three yearn and to assist in tha planning of Book /, The Accountability,Budget.

5. Thm transmittal letter is to include as a second attachment a review
Iof the objectives and commitmenta

made in the prior year's Accountability BUdget,pointing out whitih objectives
or commitments have beenmet and''

1
explaining the reackm for shortfalls or other deviations from promised ob-jectives-or commitments. This may include descriptionvof'program

end manage-ment'imOact of legislative actions on the prior year's budget submission aswall as subsequent gubernatorial
or agencyactions affecting objectes and.commitments.

6. The transmittal letter should also include as a third attachment
preliminary MBO's for FY 1977 in the

format prescribed for the Governor'scondensed summary for the HBO program in the Governor's memorandum to agencyheads dated August 7, 1975, re: Management by Objectives for FY 1976.. '

7. the latter will identify
any new legislation to he proposed havingan impact on the budget or

management objectives, including transfers of functions.
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Schedule BR-0 Series: Pro cared Fund Allocations b Pro ram and S ortin

Activities

8. The tabular material supporting the program/budget requests consists

of four schedules: Forms BR-0, BR-0-A, BR-01-8, end BR-O-C. The chedules

show the derivation of.the agency's budget request divided among progrAe4

rather than by object el and organleeticAs1 elements. They also Wire

to identify program increments and trade-offm et the margin. To assure that

the schedules are relevant and to not require excess work, the stub entries
:should be worked out between the agency and the BoB before data is collected. .

9. The schedules will list the various programs and supporing activities
and the amount, for eadh for 19CY end 19BY. This is a total resources schedule

and tuell include ell appropriated and non-appropriated finaacial resources.
The identification of the programs end supporting activities to be used will
be jointly determined by the agency and the Bureau of the Budget (see Pert
paragraph 3 for further guidance).

10. All Federal funds, including Federal funds passed on to or received

from or through other state agencies (examples: TEAS funds from MEC or CSTA
funds from COH)5D), shall be shown au separate entries on each of the forms in

the 811-0.4eries. See Part IV, paragraph 10 for additional information re-

quested for Federal grants.

Schedule BR-0: SUMMALY

11. Fora BR-0 is derived from the information shown on the BR-0-A and
BR-0-3 and summarizes the agency Program budget o as to highlight changes and

priorities. It will show for each program and supporting activity:

a. The amount allocated for that purpose within 19CY appropriations
and allotments. Reserves vhich are not intended to be spent should

not be included.

The total of ell dec aaaaaa (prose, not net of offsettIng Increases)
from the A9CY funding lewl ibc whatever reason, e.g., reduced work-
load, low priority wzmk, completion of assigned mission, increased
producitivity, mechanization, etc.

c. The mandatory increases in requirements which are not subject to
control by th.t. agency head, sueh as an increaced number of vouchers
to be processed, and Increised number of persons eligible for medical
assistance, and the realized (but not \?rOspective) increase in
prices.

b.

4. The blase for 19BY, derived by subtracting the decreases from and

adding the mandatory increase'. -he /9CY allocation.

e. C0rmn program vainzenance increments proposed for 19BY. These are

'the additional umounts to continue those 19CY activities P;'= present
levels that the agency vould propose to cut back to reach ..rCe 901

level.
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f. Program expansion increments proposed for 19BY. These are to be
increases of the desirable, rather than mandatory type such as in-
cr aaaaa in exiating programs to serve an expanded clientele vith
improved services. In keeping vith existing budgetary constraints,
there must be a demonstrated public need for them and they Oust
contribute to the Administration's objectives.

g. New initiatives, i.e., discrete nev programs, sub-progrems, or
activities proposed for 19BY. As in the case of program increments,
there must be a demonstrated public need and a contribution to the
Administration's objectives.

h. The total for 19BY for each individual program and aupporting
activity and the grand total for the agency.

Schedule BR-0-A: Proposed Fund Allocations Within the 90% Level

12. Form BR-0-A is used to identify the programs and supporting acti-
vities or portions thereof which.are proposed for funding within the 90 per-
cent of the agency's total for 19CY for Operations and Crants-in-Aid. The
total amount for Permanent Improvements will be treated as "add-ons" on Form
BR-0-B and therefore omitted from this form. The BR-0-A form utilizes the
same columnar display as the BR-0 described above -- the 19CY allocation, the
decreases, the mandatory increases, the base of 19BY, the program maintenance
and expansion increments, the nev initiatives, and the total for 19BY. The
grand total for 19BY on this form, however) must not exceed 90 percent of
the 19CY total.

13. Note that program increments and nev initiatives'ney be proposed
within the 90 percent level but they must be of higher priority than any
19BY funding proposals not within the 90 percent level.

Schedule.BR-0-B: Program.Increments Above the 90% Level

14. Form BR-0-B will reflect those 19BY funding proposals for Operations
and for Grants-in-Aid vhich cannot be acconmodated within the 90 percent of the
19CY total. It will also include the total amounts for Permanent Improvements.
BR-0-B will utilize the same program and supporting activity breakdown as on
the previous forms; however, a program may be listed tvo or more times depending
on the priority accorded each proposed add-on (sub-program, activity, or effort).
In addition, the columnar arrangement differs from the Other BR-0 forms. The
stub column will list in priority order for Operations and Crants-in-Aid
(starting With the highest) each proposed increase over the 90 percent level.
The program will be identified, followed by a brief statement of the purpose
of the add-on. The figure columns will show --

a. For each program or supporting activity the &mount allocated
for 19CY -- the same amount as shown for the program/activity
on the preci6=g forms. The name of the program/activity may
be repeated several times, but the amount in this column will
be the same in each case.
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b. For each program and supporting activity, the amount of the 90
percent base -- this will be tOten from the last column of the
BS-0-A. This um also will be repeated each time the program/
activity name is repeated in the stub.

c. Program maintenance and expansion increment amounts -- then will be
of the non-mandstory type, must meet a demonstrated public need and
contribute to the Administration objectives..

d. New initiatives amounts -- thews must meet the same criteria as
program increments.

e. Total for program, including add-ons -- this column will show
for each add-on the new total for the program/activity for
Operations and Grants-in-Aid (the 90 percent base figure from
the econd figure column plus the add-on).

Following a subtotal reflecting the add-ons and the
program totals for Operationa and Grants-in-Aid will be
listed, on a single line, the amounts for Permanent
Improvements. Sines this is a zero-based item, the
column headed "90% base (from BR-0-A)" will be left
blank and the entire amount of the 1976 request will
be shown as Program Increment or New Initiative.

The final figure in this column will be grand total
consisting of the final total from the last column of the
BR-0-A plus the totals from the program increments/nev
initiatives columns of this form. It will be the same aa
the Mel total 19BY request on Form BR-0.

BR-O-C: Cro'sewalk Between Programs/Funds and Category_gxpenditure

,...,. 15. . Form.BR-07C.takes..the.19CY funding level. and 19BY.total,request
figures for each program and supporting activity from Form BR-0 and bresks
them by category and fund. Tbe stub column will list the program/activity
and beneath it the treasury fund or non-appropriated reaource. The figure
columns will show for each fiscal yeie the amounts for .each category --
Operations, Grants-in-Aid, Permanent Improvement, and Other.

Schedule BR-1: Summary of Available Resources by Budgetary Program

16. This schedule, prepared on Form BR-1, will identify the agency pro-
grams and supporting activities and show the amount of financial resources
applied to each. A further breakdown by subprograms is to be provided where
the amounts are significant. The programs and supporting activities to be
reported will be those determined jointly by the agency and the Bureau of
the Budget for use in Schedule BR-0.
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17. The chedule will how for each program and supporting activity the
amount of Obligational Authority available in 19CY and proposed for 19BY and
the difference between the amounts for 19CY and 19BY. It will be in the form
of two eparate chedules when non-appropriated resources are available. The
first will reflect the distribution of all available financial resources and
will agree with the mums reportmd on the BR-0 Summary. plum unspent reserves. This
chedule must alao agree with the "Grand Total" on the BR-2. Ihe second
chedule will reflect the programmatic distribution of the amount shown as
"Appropriations Requiring General Assembly Action" on the BR-2. This im the
only schedule needed when there are no non-appropriated reaources available.

18. The equence of presentation will be total first, followed by the
IndivIdual programs and supporting activitiem. The total line will read either
"Total Reaourcea Available" or "Appropriations Requiring General Assembly
Action".

1.4p

19. The purpose of the ismue papers is to permit =all= agency input
in identifying immuem and preparing the decision paper. that will ultimately
be reviewed by the Governor. The format also permits the agency the oppor-
tunity to identify basic alternatives that it believes should be reviewed by
the Governor.

20. Close cooperation between the agency and Bc.14 yill be required to
minimize unnecesaary submiselons and to ensure that eaency and BoB positions are
clearly identified. This procemm will be an iterative one beginning with the
identification of issues during the aummer. The agency and BoB will then agree
on those major lime papers that will be submitted with the budget submismion.
In.the came Of major program expansion or reduction the agency in its issue
paper should identify and analyse the major alternatives to such action even
though a final BoB pomition has not been determined. Where a tentative BoB
recommendation is known, It can be incorporated into the paper. Additional
imsue.papere mayA2e.required later during the.budget.review-procees and as
new topics arise.. Other issues may be dropped as they are resolved.

ll. The final decision package that will go to the Governor will con-
tain a summery of thome major program Inc eeeeee , decreases or reallocations
on vtich the agency and BoB agree. Major agency and BoB differences will
be spelled out in the format of the issue paper. In some.cases an issue
paper will be required even when the ageicy and BoB agree if the resource
or other implications of the agency proposal merits the careful considera-
tion of alternatives by the Governor.

22. The issue paper should momt desirable be limited to one page but
should not exceed two pages. The budget requirements for BY+1 (FY 1978 on
the attached example) are requested to indicate the outyear effect of the
proposal. The assumptions made concerning that impact should ba,explained
in the issue paper. Additional outyears may be added if necessary to indicate-
the full impact of present decisions.
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Narratives for Book r. the Accountability Budget

23. Narratives for Book I, the Accountability Budget, should be submitted
to the Bureau of the Budget within a week after.finaI decisions by the Governor

on the agency's programs and budgets, but in no case later than January 15.

24. In ach case the narrative must addrese itself to the public need
that the program meets and the Administration'a objectives. Emphasis will be

an performance and cost-effectiveness. The program product (outputs) are to

be quantified to the maximum extent possible so that they may ,be related to

program costs in a meaningful manner. Ae each program has a goal or purpose

it serve. -- some reason for being program 7.- it should be possible in mast
instances to measure its accomplishments in such a meaner as to provide some

perspective an its relative value.

25. The narratives are designed to aid the general pane as wall as
the legislature in gaining an understanding of abet the state government is

doing, soby it is doing it, and what it costs. Armed with this information,
it should be possible to make an informed judgment as to tha necessity for

the amounts proposed for 193Y.

26. Proves narratives suet be succinct, devoid of technical terms,
and bald to the minimum length necessary for adequate presentation. While

brevity is deeirable, it should not be carried to such extremes that under-

standability is jeopardised. The narratives should describe programs in

terms of facts or specific desired outcomes, avoiding generalities, over-

promises, and moral judgments.

27. Narratives should provide explanations og the,budget requests,
increase., decreeing', objective., and other data presented in the BR-0 and

BR-1 schedules. Uhen the program le revenue-generating, the amount of
revenue and the net cost of the program are to be given.

28. Narratives should go off from the preceding year narrative, up-
dating-schlevement-or'noneehlevement-of-objectives; describing-program----
changes and accomplishments, and maintaining sufficient'year-to-year con-
sistency that a maximum of accountability for-pastrrommitments is:schleved. The

agency HBO program is oleo a source of material for the Accountability Budget

narrative.
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INTRODUCTION

I'Miew Bill 643 (Chapter 400, Montana Session Laws ol 19751 provides that the "budget
iloector shall implement a program planning and budgeting system for at least nne pro.
iparii ill representative agencies of state government service such as planning. human service
liPlively. licensing and regulation, and other programs as determined by the budget director."

The Office of Budget and Program Planning has responded to this legislation by designing a
program planning and budgeting system which consists of three distinct but closely related
phases' policy formulation, long.range planning, and budget development. The first two steps
Nive largely been completed, the results being reflected in the Governor's Policy Initiatives
.md the Executive Planning Process. The final step translating the policy initiatives and
mtiltz.year plans into the 1977.79 executive budget commences with the distribution of these
and related budget instructions.

Preparing the 1977.79 Executive Budget

The Execuitve Budget for the 1977.79 biennium will be prepared in three parts. The first of
thesii is the traditional budgeting approach with some significant modifications. Under this
method, a budget reflecting the cost to continue the current level of services will be prepared
and submitted to Office of Budget and Program Planning by June 30, 1976, Then, any desired
modifications to the curient level service request (expansions, reductions, and new activities)
will be prepared and submitted by August 15, 1976. All agencies excluding those selected as
pilot projects will prepare their budgets in this manner. Instructions for this approach have already
been distributed.

The second part, which will be used by the eight programs selected to be pilot projects, is,
required under House Bill 643. It is described below.

The third aspect covers the preparation of the Long Range Building Program. House Bill 643
requires that all agencies prepare thnir capital budget requests according to the format prescribed
by that legislation. The Construction and Maintenance Division, Department of Administration,
will distribute instructions for the preparation of capital requests in a Short time.

The Priority Budgeting System

The requirements of House Bill 643 can best be fulfilled by utilizing an approach which is being
termed the Priority Budgeting System.

The basic concept of the Priority Budgeting System is that the estimate of financial needs for
a budget program must be justified in its entirety, and is analyzed by decision-makers accord-
ingly, Program managers are required to biennially assess the benefit derived from ongoing
operations, as well as the need for additional resources. The Priority Budgeting System will
ideotify to all levels of management the cost, benefits, and suggested operational improvements
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associated with the achievement of desired goals arid oblectives, as established by both the
Governor's Policy Initiatives arid departmental executive plans,

The process begins with the identification of all the discrete activities within a program, The
budget request for each activity is developed in a series of "activity decision packages," each
one representing the resources required to support a particular output and impact level at which
the activity would operate if the funding request were ultimately approved.

Decision packages are then ranked in order of priority by each manager in presenting his budget
request to higher management. The ranking process is further carried out at the department level.
These department recommendations will then be evaluated by OBPP in cooperation with program
personnel pursuant to formulating,flnal recommendations for .the Governor's action, The ranking

process offers each manager at each decision level the opportunity to fully express his recom-
mendations for the allocation of resources within that particular area of responsibility.

These instructions and procedures are intended, to explain the purpose and concepts underlying
the Priority Budgeting System, how to comply with the various information requirements of
House Bill 643, how to complete the various forms involved, and how to arrange and submit

each program's final budget request to OBPP. It is strongly urged that all Individuals carefully
read and digest these instructions. The concepts are initially difficult to grasp (although once
understood, they should not be difficult to apply), so it is important that they be fully under-
stood. Knowledge of the process should not be limited to fiscal managers. A critical element
in the successfuf completion of the process is the complete involvement of both fiscal and
program managers. In fact, the initial steps in the process should be completed by program
managers.

Once these instructions are distributed, OBPP staff will work closely with each of the eight
programs in explaining the use of the process. It is imperative that the variout concepts be
clearly understood at the end of this phase.

2
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GLOSSARY

Budget Program Structure. The method employed to organize information and eramine outputs
and impacts. It is a statement of the functions and activities of state government, relating the
contribution of each part to the whole. The program structure is in turn dependent on a
clasification system, which allows comparisons to be made between similar activities. For the
purposes ot this approach, the components of the budget program structure are es follows:

1. Functional area: forming the highest level of the structural hierarchy, each functional
area represents a major purpose of state government. Seven functional areas have been
identified for current state operations, including General Government. Economy and
the Environment. Education, Human Services, Community Development, Public Sefety,
and Transportation.

2. Program: the major subdivision of a functional area, a program is a logical grouping
of a set of activities around a common purpose.

3. Category: the third level of detail, a category is the basic component of a program.
It can be expressed in goal terms and should reflect the efforts necessary to achieve
the stated goal(s).

4. Activity: a discrete function or operation which utilizes resources to achieve specific
objective(s) through the production of work outputs which have a rneaSureable policy
effect on client groups or the environment.

It is important to note that a budget program structure does not necessarily have to parallel
organizational program structure. The activity is the Isz. building block and should easily relate
to either the blAget or the operating structure. For p:Twation of the 1977.79 executive
budget this program structure will be applied only to those eight programs covered by these
instructions (see Attachment VI).

Objective. A statement of a planned result, quantifiable within a specific time-frame.

Workload and/or Demand Estimator. The impetus for providing the means to achieve desired
end results (origin can be from citizens, legislation, or natural causes).

Output Measure, An accountable unit of work produced at the activity level which measures
the extent of that activity. (This term is being substituted for "program size indicator" in

House Bill 6431

Impact Indicator. A measure which indicates the effect activities have upon individual& (clients,
target population) or the environment. (This term is being used in place of "effectiveness
measure" called for in House 8;11 643.)

Current Level Services. The level of effort authorized by a program's appropriation for the 1977
fiscal year, plus inescapable increases due to salary adjustments, inflation. etc. (Any activity authorized
through a budget amendment is not a Part of current level services, but rather should be treated
as a modification to current level services.)

3
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Activity Decision Package. A means of analyzinglhe allocation of resources by discrete units
oloperation within a program in an effort to promote more rational decision.making. The
analysis focuses on the relationship of outputs and impacts to different levels of funding.

4
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THE PRIORITY BUDGETING SYSTEM: PURPOSE AND CONCEPTS

Purpose

hi most cases, plans anU budgets are typically developed by taking the cost of the current level
of operation, adding "builtin" and inescapable. adjustments such as salary increases, and then
requesting additional expenditures and programs. This .process does not require a detailed
review of the ongoing operations and expenditure levels, has led to ever.increasing budgets,
iind places the burden of proof on the top management review process to alter these budget
requests.

For the 1977.79 budget, a sYstem is being introduced which requires each pilot program manager
to justify his entire budget request in detail, and shifts the burden of proof to each manager to
justify why any money should be spent. This procedure Jequires that all activities and operations
be identified in "activity decision packages," which wilrbe evaluated and ranked in order rif
impoitance by systematic analysis. (Activity decision packages are so-named because they require
thorough analysis of the costs and benefits of completing a discrete activity and because the in
fmmation generated as a result of such a process encourages a more rational decision on the
desirability of carrying out the activity and, if so, at the most appropriate level of effort.)

This approach should provide numerous benefits for program managers. First of all, the identi
fication of one hundred percent of each activity requires each manager to wrefulty evaluate and
consider the ongoing need for each activity and to consider different levels of effort and alter-
tiative ways for performing the activity.

Secondly, based on the evaluation of alternatives, the program and activity managers h.ive the
opportunity to communimte their analysis and recommendations to higher management for
review and consideratbn in determining budget allocations.

Third, once activity decision packages have been identified, prepared, and accorded a priority
ranking, changes in desired expenditure levels for program beJgets do not require the recycling
of budget inputs, but the decision package ra:Acing identifies those activities (decision packages)
to be aoded or deleted.

Finally, the iist al ranked i.kecis,,nn can be ted during the operating year to identify
activities to be reduce! ar r.":ree-4.;.,i if elk-parable expeediture levels change or actual costs very
trom the budget.

The philmophy, procedures, and budget forms and instructions for the Priority Budgeting System
ate described in this manual. The instructions are intended to e.:wir a gcoddeal of flexibHity
in adapting the mere concepts and procedures to your sore..tfic needs. This process has three
ba forms, which aru intended to aid each manager in planning and hecgeting for his activities;
they are not forms :o be filled out after the planning and budgeting prc.cess is completed. Once
these analysis forms are completed and the allocation decisions made. the rege:ar budget forms
will be used to fursier explain those decisions in more detail.

6
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Concept of Activity Decision Packers

An activity decision pockage identifies a discrete function DC oi.'eration ;% definitivo manner

for management coaluaticr.:r r' comparison with ..ither fureoenc, includirw consequences of not
Performing that function, L.i.I3tive courses of action, ar.d cci,ts ond benelts. P.iivity decision
packages will be defined at operating levels below the,i;rrogom level in most dimartmenr: where
discrete pieces of an operation can have meanin2ful eler,irication and evaluatian.

There are two types of ilternatives that shoold be considered when deve4inq aItvitir r.0.7iS3n

packages:

1. Alternative methods of performing the same a;tivity. This analysis idontife.it
alternative ways of performing a function. The best alternative is I:hosen and
the others are discarded.

If an alternative to the current way of doing business is chosen, the reconsminstecl
way will be shown in the decision package with the cunent way shown es.ari:,.
alternative.

Only one decision package Is prepared for the method selected. It shoM the mom-
mended way of performing the function and identifies the sltwnative 1114 considered,
giving a brief expSanation of why they wore not chosen.

%. Alternative levels effort of performing the function. This analysis identifies
alternative levels of effort to perform a specific.pr related activity. A minimum
level of *effort should be established (eighty parcent or less of the current
biennium o'apropriation), and additional levels of eilurt identified as separate

decision packages.

This minimum level of effort packagesmay not completely achieve the purpose
cf the activity (even the additional levels of effort pruposed may not oampletely
achieve it because of realistic budget and achievement constraints), but it should
identify and attack the: 'Most important elements. In many cases, the minimum
level of effort may be mucli less than 80 percent of she current level of operation.
(one exception to this rule of thumb would be startup functions or operations
that were not up to full Speed during the preceding budget year).

Managers should consider both types of alternatives in identifying and evaluating
each fer-,:tion. Managers will usually identify different ways oi performing the
samo function first, and then evaluate different levels of effort for performing

the function for whichever method is chosen.

The identificauon and analysis of alternatives and the subsequent preparation of activity decision

Packages cannot be made in a v8CUUM. Guidelines concerning such matters are available in

the Governor's Policy Initiatives. Those initiatives have been amplified and supplemented as a

part of the 15-g' ccutive Planning Process and should provide the basis for the identification and
consideration of both alternative methods and alternative levels of effort.

Formulation of Activity Decision Packages

Activity decision packages are usually formulated at the next level below the prcpram level.

6
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this should promote a detailed identification of activities, operations, and alternatives by those
managers most familiar with the task to be performed, as well as generate interest in and .

commitment by those individuals who will be responsible tor carrying out the actions identified
in the approved. packages.

To begin developing activity decision peckages. a manager might logically start by Identifying the
current year's operations. The manager can take the current year's expenditure level. Identify
the functions or operations alining this expense. and calculate or estimate the cost for each
function. After current operations have been broken Into activity decision packages, the managers
can start looking at the requirements for the coming year.

The identification of "business as usual" (or current) levels of effort and funding merely provides
the basis from which each manager will consider operating requirements for the ensuing biennium.
The real starting point in determining the next biennial budget occurs when alternatives to "current"
levels of effort are developed by evaluating different wayS and/or levels of effort to perform the
activity. If an alternative to the "current" method is chosen, the so-called alternative method is
incorporated into the recommended package and the "current" method is identified as the alter-
native. At the conclusion of the formulation stage the manager will have identified the pro-
posed functions. which will fall into three categories:

1. Differervi tys and/or different levels of effort for performing
the function:

2. "Business as usual," where there are no logical alternatives
so the present method and level of effort is recomrmnded: and

3. Packages for new functions or operations.

Before performing the analysis relevant to the various activities, a list of those activities which
will be the subject of the decision packages should be discussed with OBPP.

Activity Decision Package Ranking

Once all activity decision packages are completed, successive levels ot management will rank all
of those packages in priority order of importance.

This section suggestS Some ranking procedures that may be of help to each manager in ranking
activity decision packages. The ranking process attempts to provide management with a technique
to allocate its limited resources by answering the questions of what objectives should we attemPt
to achieve and how much should be spent in this attempt?

Management can try to answer these questi.ms by takingtthe decisio:1.,zz!..-nw identified and
analyzed and listing (ranking) them in ordei of decreasing benefit tn ach %;ecanization. Manage-
ment can then identify both the benefits to be gained at each expenditure level and the con-
sequences of not approving additional packages ranked below that expenditura level.

The initial ranking of packages should occur at the o:asnizational level where the packages ore
developed in order to allow each manager to evaluate the relativ imPortanre of the various
activities involved. This ranking will be reviewed at higher organizstional leveis and used aS a

7
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-....., guide for merging those rankings. At the lower organizational levels, rankings can be done by
an individual with adequate detailed knowledge of the areas invoked. However. at Me higher
levels the expertise required to rank pack,r4es mev be best o'Jtained through a joint review and
analysis procedure similar to the one certemly being used in cort:idering the executivii plans.

Two prott!em areas can be expected Puking the initial implementr,tion of the rankinq process

1. Managers may ,f.ave r'.-mceptual difficulty in ranking packages that
they consider "requirements" and may express: concern as to their
ability to judge the relative imjmrtance of dissirtriler functions since
many packages require subjective judgment.

2. The number cf decision packages may be too great. for the time
marevement has available to thoroughly evaluate and rank the
packages.

The difficulty and the time consumed in ranking packages can be reduced, however, if managers
do not concentrate on ranking packages that are high priority or "requirements" and are well
within the expendituro guidelines (other than to ensure that all alternatives. cost reduction
opportunities, and operating improvements have been explored and incorporated as appropriate).
but instead concentrate on discretionary functions and levels of effort: and do not spend too
much time worrying whether package 4 is more important than package 5, but only assure them .
selves that packages 4 and 5 are more important than package 15, and package 15 more important
than package 25. and so on.

Ranking packages at each organizational level thus allows the responsible managers to evaluate the
desirability of various expenditure levels throughout the planning and budgeting process.

Conclusion

It is important to note that the basic thrust of this approach to planning and budgeting is to
re-focus attention on the outputs (work accomplished) and impacts (effectiveness) of a program's
efforts, thus enabling a clearer understanding of the way inputs (resources in dollars and personnel)
are managed to achieve those results. In fact, the relationship between inputs and outputs is the
basis for evaluating efficiency (or productivity); the relationship between inputs and impacts
establishes the basis for judging effectiveness. Thus. the Priority Budgeting Proms builds upon
the strengths of the traditional input approach to budgeting by providing program and fiscal
mar agers, as well as executive and legislative decision-makers, with a much more concrete assess-
ment of both efficiency and effectiveness than they have ever had before.

..... ..... ......
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Philip W. Noel
GovIrnor
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State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations
OCEcunvz CHAMBER. PROVIDENCE

July 27, 1273

TO: All Department Directors
and Agency Heads

FROM: Philip W. Noel, Governor

SUBJECT: Zero-base Budgeting

Introductory

You will recall that one element in the range of assignments I set for my

administration was the introduction of zero-base budgeting.

I share in the concern of all taxpayers that our government may well

have lapsed into carrying on activities - maybe even eutire programs - as

matters of habit and routine, as the continuing exercise of effort perhaps

without product, and the spending of public funds in the conduct of things

which are questionably effective in reaching any objectives whatsoever or are

of doubtful value for our times.

This is the origin of my norm position that in developing budget requests

At-892 0 - 77 - 24
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for the coming year every department director is mandated to work within the

concept that

. program justification starts at zero dollars;

every activity is subject to question. starting
with whether its very existence is warranted and,
if so, what is its relative value in reaching
program objectives; and

further, if an activity qualifies for introduction
or expansion, such should come about through
the judicious devaluing of other activities.

This is for the most part the essence of budgeting from zero-base.

Activities are examined, assessed as to need and effectiveness, and there-

upon adjudged for continuance or downgrading or upgrading. Generically

this is to be the objective in preparing-requests for funding for 1975.

I fully realize that a formalized sycotem to this end could entirely displace

the existing budget preparation process, or, otherwise. the concept can be

factored thereinto. Since I will be more concerned with the conclusions of

judicious management than in what might result in an essentially formalistic

display, our major move in the preparation of the 1975 budget will first be

to embody the concept of base zero into our considerations. This will permit

us to continue the on-going development of program budgeting while

particularly stressing the point that everything demands justification before

any dollars are provided.

To carry off this task you will be required to evaluate your programs

and activities in greater depth and in e. more objective manner than in the

2
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put. The pattern to be followed is given below. As for the outcome, every

element of success will be an advantage to the effectiveness of government,

will impact favorably on costs, and thereby will be a stroke in favor of the

taxpaying public.

The 1974 Setting

The budget document for fiscal 1974 contained a considerably upgraded

format displaying newly-developed program information and a restructured

presentation of financial data. Customary agency descriptions, previously

focusing on organizational characteristics supplemented by supportive program

and financial data, gave way to a schematic presentation based on departmental

and divisional objectives and activities, linking thereto prior year program

results and intended accomplishments for the upcoming year. The underlying

rationale for this further move toward program budgeting was that by displaying

activities of state government in terms of purposes and outcomes a much improved

vehicle for explaining and supporting requests for appropriations would result.

The division of budget working closely with top-line personnel in the

various departments developed and applied this new budgetary format to most

governffiental operations. Unfortunately, because of constraints of staff and

the statutory deadline for budget submittal, there was not sufficient time to

completely extend this approach throughout the government. For the 1975

budget, however, all departments and agencies are to plan to have their

presentations in this format.

3
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Moving to Zero-base Approach

Entry into the pattern of assessing and evaluating all activities from

base zero is to proceed as follows (on fonns provided):

1. Department directors and agency heads are to re-examine
the FY 1974 budget presentation of your (a) program ob-
jectives and (b) particularly the activity hierarchtes,
with a view to modifying or re-casting such, if the
case requires, so as to conform more closely with pro-
jected 1974 operations.

Special attention is to be addressed to activity classi-
fications:

. . where there are omissions. activities ore to
be added:

. . where refinements are necessary, alterations
are to be made.

on completion, the re-aligned structure will
be a designation of all agency acthrities to
be performed during fiscal 1974.

2. Moving a step further, you are to assign your estimate of
the priority rank of each activity as an indicator of its
relative importance vis-a-vis other activAies in the
attainment of program objectives.

3. Additionally, since the hierarchy of priorities can
ordinarily be expected to correlate with the comparative
degree of funds allocated, you are requested to reasonably
determine (and set forth) :

(a) the amount of agency funds allocated to each
activity, and, alongside.

(b) the percentage of agency effort each activity bears
to the total of ...Ill activities; it is recognized, of
course, that this percentage may or may not
correlate with the allocatio:. of funds.

4
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The preceding are neither simple nor surface actions. They require a

kind of program-activity-soulsearching which may be new to some and which

in any event is never easy. They will, however, increaae and intensify

awareness of the relative degree of necessity of work undertaken.

Moreover, so assessing current FY 1974 activities is a pre-requisite

to the follow-through for FY 1975.

Budget Request for 1975

For fiscal 1975, the same activities review and analysis process is to

be followed. For the zero-base concept to begin to take hold so as to pro-

greaaively permit decision determinations to be made upwards on the continuum

of least to highest values, a number of additional advisories and factors must

be adhered to. They are as follows:

1. Obviously, the 1974 appropriations level is not to be
construed as the starting point for 1375's requests,
with all activity analysis and justification largely
centering on changes incremental to that level.

2. Program activities are to be analyzed and justified
in the context of carefully delineated objectives, i.e.
aa stated in the 1974 budget or recast in the re-
aaaessment thereof.

3. Activity costs are to be calculated from base zero
according to targets set for 1975, i.e. how much will
be required to fund anticipated accomplishments.

4. You are especially recluested to indicate how the cost
of proposed expansion or deepening of any on-going
activity, or the addition of a new activity can be
offset by cost reductions as the result of

(a) the diminishment or abandonment of other
activities,

5
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(b) the introduction of more efficient program
alternatives.

5. You are to designate (a) the priority rankings for
requested 1975 activities, and (b) the percentage
of agency effort of each activity to all activities.

8. Finally, from the structure of your detailed budget
requests for FY 1975 - which follows the itemization
pattern evolved through FY 1974 you are to apportion
the amount of funds assignable to each activity.

The redeployment of effort (#4) and funds is left to
your management judgment.

Enclosed herewith is an illustration of the form to be used in implement-

ing this movement to zero-base budgeting. Child welfare services which

appears on p. 41 of the 1974 budget is.the illustration; its completion is,

of course, left to the agency involved. Each budgeted agency will receive such

a form, with extra copies available.

Additionally, forms will be provided for the submission of preeentations

and data relatiVe first to items #3 and #4 of the section herein on the budget

request for 1975, and otherwise for explanations relative to any other segment

of the buoiget request process.

Enclosed with this document or soon to follow are the appropriate bud-

getary forms and instructions for building up and aggregating the body of coat

data relating to agency operations.. These follow the on-going pattern. It is

the disposidon of such requests which will be affected by our movement

toward zero-base budgeting.

6
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During the month of August or very early in September, I wM meet with

each of you to stress my concern for this assignment and to discuss your pro-

gress and problems in responding to the effort required of you. Thebudget

office will make arrangements for these appointments.

Sincerely.

Enc.

Philip W. Noel
Governor

Ace_



PROGRAM ANAILlIS SUMMARY FOR FISCAL 1975

Division of ludget

Depertment of Administration

Porn Z.1

Department Division Account No.

Social end Rehab. Comtunity Services .

service. Child Welfare Services
limmiwww.agagismmma....mormisma.m.....moss...* AIIMIMMOMMEMMIL

Pro r

Major activities Priority Allocation Priority , Allocation

Social Service.: -provldee preventive, supportive and

rehabilitative services to children in their co homes.

Protective Servitor. ,.offere protection for all children

who are living under harirdoue conditions Ind who are

abused, neglected or exploited by their parent..

Fatter Care: .provides care for children in foster Wily

homes and Adoption homee, group placement at the children'.

center or in other specialized group facilitiel. This

direct care ?rogue is available to ell children who may

need foster care for an indeterminate period of time; cam

work services to the children and netural parent. I. geared

toward the reconstrution of the nstural family.

IhaSiat: -offers services in family day care homes for

children who need illy time care rather than full time

foster care.

Temporary Shelter Caret 4rovidee children with emergency

shelter care and emotional support necessitated by I.

.crilia in their natural family,

321.2taitia. .investigites child marriages required by

law, adoption placements and petitions of children placed

for adoption by other than a licensed chlld.placing agency.

112)14: -licensee Ind maintains standards in all child

Uslacing agencies, child.cering institutions, day care

'center. and private home. boarding children.

*Additionel On-going Activity

1Proposed No Activity

Rinkin undo Effort
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ZEROBASED BUDGETING

IN NEW JERSEY

Michael J. ScheirIng
Program Analyst II
Bureau of the Budget
State of New Jersey
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Icael J. Scheirint, is a Program Analyst II with tha, f'ro7.4ram

Policy and Evaluation Section of the New Jersey Bureau of the Budget.

A graduate of Kent State University, he holds a master's degree in

Public Administratien. He has held positions with the Buraau of City

Planning in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, the Office of Institutional Research

at Mansfield State College, and with the Center for Govern=

State Umiversity.

ABSTRACT

This articZo de.,tilyes the.Zero-Bnse Budgeting System of the Statn

of New Jersey. It enmerates the aims and ricfalls of zero-based

budgeting, plus, it identifies steps to avoid hazards when Implementing

ZBB is a system in which each governmental program, regardless of

whether it is a new or existing program, must be justified in its entirety

each time a new budget is formulated. It offers management a practical

tool for evaluating program benefits versus costs, a method to redirect

provai efforts and fulds from low priority existing programs into high

priority, possibly new, programs, a means to improve efficiency and

---------effectiveness,.and a rational way to reduce and control budgeC,Browth..._

3r? 7
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ZERO-KASE BUDGETLNG IN NEW JERSEY

Backzround

On July 22, 1974 a memorandum was issued by Governor Brendan

Byrne to all Uepartments and State Agencies. It called on "ail managers

at all levels to question the continued need for every program and

every activity within every program of our State government and assign a

priority ranking to each such program and activity."1/ In aCcordance with

the Governor's directive, zero-base budgeting was instituted to evaluate

present and anticipated program funding Plans. Mos, New Jersey joined

the growing list Of governmental agencies and private industries utilizing

2BE to prepare budgets. Currently, the States of Georgia, Ulinols, New

Mexico, Delaware, and Texas are experimenting in some manner with zero-base

budgeting tr.v.:hniques.

Governor Byrne was urging the zero budget concept in conjunction

tax reform program, declaring that the tax package, which included a

graduated income tax equal to 121/2 percent of the taxpayer's Federal income

tax ((Sanity, was designed to limit 0, 0.ture property tax rate increases

by municipalities and counties. Thecklore, the Governor stated', the State

has to adopt a policy of frugality in spending.2/ By Augusc, the tax package

proposed by Byrne had been skillfully pushed through the Assembly only to

_

be stalled in the Senate indefinitely. The State estimated that a deficit

ranging fram 350 to 400 million dollars would face the State in the 1976

fiscal year. This deficit estimate did not include what was projected the

Scare would have to pay to the local sea..,a1 districts to meet the terms

of a lower court order (the Batter decision) on school aid. The minimum

estimate ior i ;ceased State school ald was 150 million dollars which was

to ,rot 4:0 Million dollars as a result of. a decision.by the State's

Suprei,
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The fiscai old economic environMent oi New Jer7ey served to provide an

atmosphere conducive to implementing zero-base budgeting. As the Covernor

looked .ahead to the next year when the full effect of the deficit would

be felt, he remarked: "It must be. clear to all taat for some activity or

programs, appropriations in FY (fiscal year) 1976 may have to be eliminated

entirely or reded below the FY 1975 level."4/

The objectives of this article are to describe zero-based budgeting in

New Jersey, to pi:ant out its aims and pitfalls, and to identify ways

to aooid hazards when implementing ZBB.

Pesctiption of Zero-Based .Budgeting in New Jersey

Zero-Based Budgeting has been defined as a system whereby each governmental

program, regardless of whether it is a new or existing program, must be

justified in its entirety each time a new budget is formulated.5/

The basic steps to zero-base budgeting are:

1. Identify and describe ech discrete program activity in a

"decision" package.

-A program activity is defined as'a' distinci function or'sphere-Of'aCinn

directed towards achieving a program element objective.6/

2. Evaluate and rank the packages by benefit VerVAS cost analysis.

3. Allocate the tesources accordingly.7/

2
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In the
;.ildav14

budgeting tendi co be incremental.
Rarel.,' are gross changes made. The

New Jersey ZBB system
recognizes this fact and also recognizes that uhat

is the best allocation
of funds is a matcer of subjective judgement.

sew Jersey's Z3B-4vAtem see',:s to int-vide state deeisionmaAers with the

infomation to p;iss more rational
subjective judaements and the ability

to evaluate and realign program priorities.

Three budget farms are crucial to providing the decisionmakers with

the needed information: They are the Zero-Base Budget Request's -- Priority

Packages, the Zero-Base Priority Ranking Sheet, and the Performance Analysis

Form. These forms serve as- a "decision" package which identifies and

describes a program activity in such a manner that management can evaluate

its benefits and rank it against
other activities competing for limited

resources and then decide whether to fund it. The forms are designed

to provide management with an
indication of t:ae objectives of the'program,

the activities by which the program
object;vcs arv to be achieved,

the benefits expected from the program, the lealitative'and quantitative

effects of reducing or not approving
the progkam Activity, the expenditures

of funds and perronnel the activity
requires. and the effect on perSonnel

and res:OUiC'eS-If-the-allocation of
-funds is-reduced_or,Anc allorte0_aF

all.

For example, the Zero-Base
Budget Reiiiie?t -- Priority Packages form

displayed below as'ts the agency to:

...state the objective of the program activity

...list the legislative statutes that would need to be

repealed or amended at the various funding levelA; 0 percent

f,
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SIX= 1.1 Jt.da:f

'-4-feonrerent et' !ne Trea.eur7
Meister: of 3ot4et and Aros,:tl=4,--Ooldet

Z,re-Base B.44,t ?Inorot-.2risrity 23s1
5:440: PITItt:

re; sotto= t --kleeelat

rOlgrad Aotivity

1. OOject.tve-

2. 112.. Lew Jersey statutes 6hL:h shvald be repealed to rarrIt ea.h level of f=ti.j. lL
statutes whioh should be sosaded sod es7141,1 hod rhsy should I. =voted.

Arend 21crlotioo or 21.rrested krentranto

b. 504

e. .2514

d. 4,25%

e. .254

f. above
125S

3. r.strib. the qoa.licttb. effects of this fultd...tr level c;cni the so:dotty. (Mut ceeds or
drodods could co: bo eatlsfled or would be oasis/had oars cocolotely?)

a. qg -

b. 5C3 -

e. 4.5% -

d. .25% -

gr. .25K -

f. above 125% -

T en.al

realux1ier 21.a
Budgeted
Tv .. I

.0r.d.
I .05:4

A:sve
r.

5. Indira:. on tn. meerle sliO of this for, to, effects of each fundlrg level on hudgsted sc:
dcd:cated revenues.

6. C3rplety the f '.104Lng:

4at.,

Notes LLott suooltmental corrents to reverse side of this form.

:...is.=.4at I

I

_1

1 I

I

Toro 23-10LA 5115
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50 percent, 75 percent, L00_percent, 125 percent, above 125

percent funding of the current funding level

...describe the qualitative effects or impacts of funding the

'program activity at the different funding levels

...eValuate the quantitative effects of each funding level upon

the program activity

...estimate the effects of each funding level on budgeted and

dedicated revenues, and

...indicate the effects of the alternative funding levels on

personne1.8/

. The information derived from this form attempts to provide answers

to the central question of whether the benefits to be lost where funds

would be decreased outweigh the benefits to be gained where funds would

be increased or maintained. The answer is conditioned in part On the

effects and impacts on what outputs and inputs would be lost or gained,

and on the decisionmaker's subjective judgement as to whether the outputs

and inputs are valuable and desirable. These judgements are made by various

officials in the management hierarchy.

_Tha_Zero-Base Priority-Ranking Form-serves-through a-':anking-process--

to prioritize the budget judgements of management decisionm.;kers. The

form requires the agency to rank the program activities within a program

subcategory in priority order at the various funding levels. A sample

coapteted form has been reproduced and displayed below.

5
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Utilizing the ZUII Budget Request -- Priority !?ackage forms, vhich have

required agency managers to describe the consequences of various funAing

levels on performing a program activity. the State decisionmaker at various

i2vois Ls able to compare and rank the "decision" packages in a manner

.
that will be consistent with the desired objectives and that will seek

to optimize the program's success in achieving objectives and benefits.

The budget decislomakers are then able, utilizing the ZBB Priority Ranking

form, to :,:ccept or reject a.discrete level of effort and to know the effects

of .r.r.404. decision action. In essence, ZBB furnished the deesionmaker

with the information necessary to make a determination ar to whether funding

at a current, increased, or a lower level is justified by the benefits

to be realized or lost by a particular funding level. It serves to answer

the questions; "How much should we spend?" and "Where should we spend

it?"91 The ranking process provides management with a working tool to

evaluate and allocate its resources in a more rational manner and gives

them the ability to realign program priorities.

The Performance Analysis form of the "decision" package serves to

vide additonal performance data on the outputs and effects of various

programs, It provides historic data, current data, and projects the

effects of alternative funding levels on future performance data. It
-

actS to supply more detailed information on the effects of management

decisions. It helps to make a decision, which by its very nature must

he subjective, he at least more rational.

7
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aims. pl._ Jersey".!.. ?LB!

New Jersey's past experiences with program budgeting served to facilitate

the introduction of zero-base budgeting. It provided a program structure

-and the means to classify program activities. Program budgeting had developed

information on programs, the outputs produced, and in many cases rudimentary

data on the costs of the outputs, and an indication of the effects and Lmpacts

of the program activities.

The PPBS.approach was meant to be effective in hringing out into the open

previously inarticulated assumptions that were utilized to justify a given

program. This eoncePt was to often consumed by bureaucratic rhetoric, providing

the decislonmakers with scant help. The zero-based approach, we felt, would

force all participants in the process to focus on the necessity for choice as

the key aspect of hudget making. 10/ Thus, under mounting fiscal pressures,

New Jersey tried to build on the PPBS te: Agues.

ZBB Is att,mpting to force state decisionmakers to begin to combine planning,

budgeting, and operational decisionmaking into a systematic management process. 11/

It seeks to require managers to quantify both the an'ticipated costs and to provide

projected performance measures on the outputs, effectiveness, and efficiency of

the program. Hopefully, ZBB will begin to provide the detailed information

needed to do comPrehensive program evaluations. It sought .to aid the manager

and the budget decisionmaker by telling them what changes in 'the quantity or

quality of each program's outputs would occur if funds were decrcased or increased.

It attempts to furnish the decislonmaker with the in'formation necessary to determine

whether the current funding level is still justified or whether a lower or higher

a
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funding level will provide greater Over3ll program benefits. ZilB tries to

solicit agency intentions on how money would be spent and what performance results

could be expected, lt sought to provide management officials with a vehicle

to Identify possible areas for reduction if the executive budget recommendations

were lowered by the Legislature's Appropriation. ZBB attempted to become a

useful tool in determining budget items to be vetoed by the Governor when the

Legislature forwarded an unbalanced budget.

ZBB aimed to provide decislonmakers wlth.the ability to examine program

objectives and programs that .were'hased on statutes that were enacted to meet

problems or needs that were priorities of days long past. Both the statute and

the objectives are brought up for re-evaluation. Thus, whole programs that owe

their continued existence to a legislative action taken long ago, which are

continually refunded withou: question, now are to become questioned and focused

upon in termc of need far, benefits to be derived from, costs to be incurred,

and in term, of priority with other programs, both old and new, that are

competing for scoCie dollars. ZUB charges an agency to develop a defense of

lts budget request that doesn't rely on the perimeter of constructed trenches

of previous appropriations.

Another aim of ZBB was to provide budget declslonmakers with a rational

way to reduce and control budget growth. For the Past decade, New Jersey's

State Budgets have Increased at an average of 16.8Z a'year. The State has

been faced in the last two budget years with marginal revenue growth, and

rapidly growing needs, particularly In the area of state aid, inch:ding Medicaid,

Higher fudcatlon, Mass Transportation, Public Assistance, and educational

,norr for the local school DiqtrEcts. In addition, New Jersey has no State

.,.,2me tax. Even if New Jersey achieves general tax reform through property

9
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tax relief and the imposition of a pers'onal intome tax; such a rate ot budget

growth can not be sostafned.

As can be seen in Table 1, after years of large budget increases, the

Governor submitted to the Legislature a proposed budget with a IA: increase.

Th:s vas the lowest proposed budget inrrease in 21 yeara for a State whose

over.ige budget increase durtng that period way 14.7%..

W3,;,11 finally settled, the budget for the 1976 fiscal year was reduced by

3: below the previous fiscal year's appropriation.

' want to make it clear that on this basis, I am not claiming that 2813

ha, accomplished siznificant savings'and revolutionized the budget process.

The reduction and control of New Jersey's booget growth has occurred but

should be viewed in perspective agaiost other tactors such as Eiscal

neceAsity. Only time and experience under a variety oi oiacal circumstances

will prove whether 2118 achieves the aim.ot controlling budget growth.

For fiscal year 1977, New Jersey', basic "no new reyenues" budget purposes

an increase of about 22 -- a figure which would bring State spending back to the

level of a year ago.

Again. the put nose of all is to act as a cool that assembles needed information

and identifies the choices available to the decislonmaker. Decisionmakers are

alt..ays forced to choose among competing demands dnd "from the standpoint of

poliomakers the budget proves,: ultimately must he lodged by how well it helps

flo,m to evaluate and compare competing demands -- and ttus helps to make choices."

10
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Pitfalls and Problems of ZRR

Since the concept of zero-based budgeting is still new to the State of

Nvw Jersey, an extensive list lit problems can not be offered. 11/ New Jersey's

"honeymoon" period with ZBli has not ended. However, problems end pitfalls

have been encountered In the follOwing areas:

1. agency and staff resistance to the system,

2. Lack of understanding of the basic concepts, and

3. quality of some of the information submitted.

Snme agencies complained that their program activities are so interrelated

that one activity cannot be separated for funding purposes without affecting

several other program activities. Agencies were reluctant and found it quite

painful to develop a priorith ranking of program activities. They would

constantly argue that all thoir i,rogram activities are important.

T:w Budget Bureau d it accept etther complaint as valid. The Zero-Rase

Budget Request -- Form provides agencies with the opportunity

to explain the inter,. .: 0 of program acti?ities and the effects of

alternative funItng al the individuai program activity and on other

program activI.tie,,

The agencies' ','Uhnilty with establishing a priority ranking of

program actiottic, ,:ansidered a psychological problem of reluctance

LU 141,L OgraM accivity cumes fitst i iwpuitauce, and a (el.:L.11We

12
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to furnish intormatieo thot. ro,nit in .1 lower budget reeommendarion

for i program acfivicv that was ranked loS, on the tofirm pole.

'Agency resistance co che zero-base system is inherent co che system

in that the decision process nov hecvme:i more clear and oPen to scrutiny.

Some agencies view this openness as a threat, while othersview it Is

a valuable managerial tool.l4/ Agencies and staff are generally reluctant

to embrace any system that will disrupt the way things have been done

in ch. past.

The staff ot che Budget Bureau in some instances resisted the ZBB

svitvm. This was especially Crue of older personnel who had seen various

buddet svstms tome And go. Many questioned whether the budget management

was itrongly behind making zero-base budgeting a reality. Younger staff

seemed to be more inclined to embrace che ZI.IB concept and to utilize it

in formulating their budget. reeocalendations. Wildavsky and Hamman investigated

the. staff reaction of the Deportment or Agriculture where zero-base budgeting

was implemented. They indicated char "Fur che large minority who expressed

positive feelings about zero-base budgeting, the experience appears co

have satisfied a longing co believe that they were proceeding according

to the canons of rational methods of calculatiun."15/

Many agency personnel expressed the opinion that ZBB was just a

cloy public relations gimmick. They telt char much of the informitton

demands placed upon them would not en:er the picture when it came time

to 7..lke budget deeisions, either bv the Agency internally, by the central

otfi,!e, or by the Governor's olfice In making budget recommendations

13
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to the Legt,laiure. in Man; the opitit;e1 probably proved to he

e ;lid. and persOnal consideration; alwaY";

the Pudget cevisiatimaing praces. a matter what the budgeting

emplo.,d, line-item budgeting, PPB. or ZBB. the detiAion waters' Away.;

become muddied by tne above faciar;. Few hAdget decl.Aions ccnild clearly

to attributed to the zera-base budget, !nit it wah a definite factor in

inituencingmanv ot the budget decisions that were made,.1.6/

Problems (2) and (3) are somewhat related. The Budget office received

forms, 'with the infariation requehtedainder ZBB, that were poor or of

mediocre quality. Part tit the problem is undoubtedly due to a lack 'of

onderstanding of the concepts and procedures involved in zero-base budgeting.

1, agencle; and the Bureau of the Budget had only a short time in which

to implament th, sytem. Therefore, time available for training key agency

bvfonivel ,i; lirAted. Another reason for the deficiencies in the.submitsions

of agency inforrwrion wah the time constraint given agencies to complete

the torms. Lastly, much of the incormation avai!able to the agencies'

on program activities Vas onlv available on a wore aggregatelevel. LaFaver

indicated that: ."Historic cost and performar(ce data are seldom available

I. the decio;ion unit."171

An additional problem wa; the lack of staff time and qualified scaff

to do proper program analyAis of the decision patkages. in Many cases,

core-base srved ta highlight the program Problems, 1,:amies. and alternatives

anly accented management's perplexities. in trying to find needed

A.;Intions. diAcernable henefitl in cosr reduction or management improvement

r, ailted tr,m r. cr.-!,4,e process. A; lAiraver wrote: "A competent

14
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bud:;et presentation oli. rat,o. than are answered. ir is

tt1 expect set Ot forms to enable On Ogon,:y to analyze

ta the satistaction of-a critical analyst. As such, ifignificant

peitions vl tIme needto be reserved for independent examination. New

:arms usually increase rather than reduce the need tor ,uch anaiysia.".18/

Another problem i5 that Agencies who had ,:igraficant amount5 of fodera/

tua,:s connected to their pi:.ograms or regulating agencies whose appropriations

,re tied to the revenues received Irom the industries regulated uere not

reAteued critically at the various alternative funding levels. lf revenue

dollars were ta be lost ...here zero-base analysis indicated program cuts

uere feasible.the warranied zero-base decision was nut taken. A management

,i,ttun such At, this Ls not aainique Problem of 7.135.

:Tiny 0i tee problems and pitfalls of nil in Sew Jersey mirrored the.

:it, prOblem. that uere experienced under PVI.

Hanardll

Stares ur other levels of government who may be considering the

imdlcmentitian af zero-base budgeting should review the possible hazards

tai mAy occur. The hazards piesented below and the possible steps to

overcome :hese hazards Are uilfered with the aim of aiding those who seek .

0,tabi,,h 3 ZB3 typo ,,istem. iipefully, they will aid in insuring

imPlenentaTion.

. l'ret can oat be implemented overnight. Tine iN needed co develop

haa.s.^ terms prv:wrIv And to train budget vnd agency personnel

In Owl: uae. Theretore, budget preparation time should be

lee4thened luring the new system', implementation.
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2. Top management may b.. viewed as ignoring and displaying only

lip-service to ZBB. Lt Is important that upper-level budget

officials actively demonstrate to budget staff and appropriate agency

officlaLs their support and utilization of zero-ba'se budgeting in

reviewing agency budget requests. In analyzing budget staff recommendations,

and in making final budget decisions.

3. Agencies may have considerable problems in interpreting forms and in

understanding zero-base concepts. Close coordination and follow-up

should be conducted by the budget office to insure proper understanding

and completion of budget request forms by the agencies.

4. Performance measures 'should be reviewed beforehand to assure that

data, on the need for the program, the efficiency and effectiveness

oi the program, along with the program outputs produced, that the agency

intends tu submit for budgetary purposes will be provided by the age.ncy

In the proper manner. The types of Performance measures requested

are often confused by the agencies.

5. The Legislature can be an extreme hazard to the success of any new

budget system. Legislators Lze generally reluctant to have budget

methods changed or altered from the present scheme of things. An

educational seminar for lawmakers, especially for those legislators

on the finance committees, should be held in order that

tney will be better able to understand the concepts of the new system.

6. A new bodgecing system is not instituted by fiat. Budget system

reforms and improveme'nts usually take years of slow and painful

16
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development. Do not herald any new system ur major change In a present

budgeting system as a new Messiah that will bring about solutions

overnight. The experiences of ITB has served to provide manY lessons

in this area.

jUM=A ry

New Jersey's ZBB eystem attempts to get away from the common budgetary

custom of regarding current operating and expenditure levels as' a sacrosanct

established base and from the practice of.reviewing in detail unly proposed

Increases and decreases. Z93 offers New Jt,rsey's management a practical

tool fOr evaluating program benefits verSus CoNts, a method.to redirect

program efforts and funds from low priority existing programs into high

priority, possibly new, programs; A neans tu improve efficiency and effectiveness,

and A way to ,ontrol budget grawth. The haxards and pitfalls ot implementing and

utilizing ZBB are 1,n., and surmountable.

In New Jersey, zero-base budgeting has weathered its initial budget

cycle. There are silll problems co overCome and new challenges tu face

but 113 can work fairly well during these fiscally hard times.

17
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